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INTRODUCTION

.

most important publications ever issued by the Royal Irish
the essay On the History and Antiquities of Taru Hill, by

Dr. George Petrie first drawn up for Captain Larcom's abortive Ordnance
Survey scheme, read before the Academy in three instalments during April
;

and

1837, and published in

May

its

Transactions, vol. xviii, pp. 25-232.'

It still
is certainly the foremost work of its distinguished author.stands as a model of industry and of archaeological insight and it is the
quarry from which all later writers on the subject have drawn their

This

;

materials.

Eighty years of research have passed since this monograph was presented
Academy. Facts have come to light of which no student in Petrie's

to the

1
The frequent references which it will be necessary to make to Petrie's essay in the
course of the present paper will cite it as Tara, followed by the number of the page.
The place itself will throughout be referred to by its native name in the Middle-Irish

orthography, Temair.
2
It is not, however, an unfair criticism that Petrie hardly acknowledges with justice
Perusal of the Ordnance Survey
the obligations he is under to O'Donovan's assistance.
Letters shows that the descriptions and identifications, as well as the translations of the

numerous

Irish texts, are all

U.I.A. PBOC.,

due

to

O'Donovan.

VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.

Irish Academy.
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Ancient

time could have had cognizance.

texts,

then hidden away in MSS.

A more rigid historical
almost or entirely inaccessible, have been published.
documents of which Petrie made use, and
criticism has been applied to the
and his contemporaries put upon them,
to the interpretations which he
into being, shedding
in its several branches has come
science of Anthropology

In
obscure.
Petrie and his friends were totally
and desirable to
have reached a stage where it seems profitable

which

light on corners
short,

we

to

review the whole subject.

which occupies
Tara, and no details there given

of the present paper,

The topographical part

or supplementary to
entirely corrective
unless some
accurately are repeated here,

the site

have more

I

necessary.

itself,

makes it
special circumstance
Tara on
than once read over the descriptions in
of their correctness with the actual remains

and have judged

before me.
later sections of this paper

The views put forward in the
for some time.
growing in my mind
air"

been anticipated

in

to

publication

by

article published in Erin.

1

to the
quite independently,
to

put forward

"

fact that

shown by the

is^

1

am

That they are at the moment in the
a certain degree they have recently
friend Dr. Josef Baudis, in an

my

very glad that this scholar has come,

encourages me
Mr. A. B.
the more confidence.

same conclusions

suggestions with

my own

have been

all

as myself, as

it

in Fulk-lore? even earlier indicated
Cook, in a series of articles published

would interpret some of the facts a little differently
as
from my predecessors; and in the following study I endeavour, so far
Practically
to avoid traversing the same ground as they have done.

similar conclusions.

I

possible,

the points which they have brought forward were familiar to me, and
would have been included here bad their writings on the subject not seen the
all

would not be reasonable, especially in these times of stress,
to expect the Academy to reprint matter already accessible; and accordingly
where work that has already appeared still holds good, 1 content myself
light.

But

it

with a simple reference.

The study

topography of the site must be based on that remarkdictionary known as Dind-shenchas Ercnn. This document,

of the

able geographical
with its wild folk-lore,

found what

is

intended

well seem a perilous quicksand on which to
But the
to be a sober historical investigation.

of

names, and the tales of sea-monsters and other

grotesque derivations

may

impossible creatures, with which

1

2

it is

so largely concerned,

the Antiquity of the Kingship of Tara: Erin,
The European Sky-God Folk-hire, veils, xv-xviii.

On

:

must not blind

vol. viii, p. 10J.
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with theso

he was at least familiar with the topography of Temair. Even it
the evidence (such as it is) offered by the preface to the work in

we had not

question, that

it

was actually compiled at Temair, we might have inferred

from the general accuracy of its descriptions of the several structures,
also from the fact that Temair occupies the first place among tho
localities of which it treats.
The author wrote of Temair with Temair
this

and

actually under his eyes, and,

what

hearers, readers, and

and

philology, there

as of the

;

more important, under the eyes
therefore, whatever we may think

of his

is

of his

the best of reasons for trusting his topography.
use of the account of Temair contained in this document,

is

made

Petrie

critics

poems interspersed through its prose. All of these materials are
But since his time more satislength and translated in Tara.

printed at

factory editions, both of the prose and of the verse texts, have been issued
of the prose by

Whitley

Stokes,'

and

2
by Mr. Gwyun.

of the verse

In the topographical description in Section 2 of the present study, the
different sites are taken in the order in which they are enumerated in the
prose text. For brevity this is referred to throughout by the abbreviation

PD, with the number of the paragraph in Stokes's edition (thus, PI) 20).
The verse texts are referred to under the symbol VD, with the number of
the

VD
ii

no.

Gwynn's edition and the number of the line of the poem;
20 means line 20 of poem no. ii.
Of the five poems in VI), nos.

poem
ii

in

are entirely historical, and contain

nothing

of topographical

and contains a

full

list

thus,
i

and

importance

;

of

is
structures,
purely topographical,
iv is partly historical
details
them
no.
with
though
very scanty
regarding
partly topographical, but relates to one building only (Tech Midchuarta)
and no. v contains nothing but a metrical list of fortresses, 3 &c., which is of
iii

;

',

no service

our present purpose, and need not again be mentioned.
Though I have used the printed editions for convenience of reference, 1 have
not neglected the MSS. on which they are based.
Gwynn's edition of VI)
for

gives variant readings, but Stokes's edition of PL) does not profess to be
more than a transcript from one MS. (that at Kennes), and only a few
variants are noted.

I

have carefully collated the llennes text

of the

Temair

1
The Hennes Diini-shenchas in Reoue celtique, xv the portion relating to Temair will
be found on pp. 277-289.
R.F.A. To'Jd Lecture Series, vol. viii, pp. 2-45, 57-79.
3
This poem seems to have been written during the usurpation of Brian Boroma by a
supporter of the legitimate King Mael-Sheclilainn see lines 73-76. It indicates that
:

:

some sort of royal residence at Temair at that late date, in spite
familiar tale of its abandonment after the curse of Ruadan.
(See also Annals of
A.D. 1124, for the fall of a house in Temair on the king at that date.)
there was

still

of the
Ulster,

[88*]
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with the MSS. of Dind-sheiwhas Erenn accessible in Dublin.

articles

These

manuscripts are hereinafter referred to under the following abbreviations

R

H

H

3

3, in Trinity College Library

U

:

for the

Eennes text
Ui Maine L and B for the Books of Leinster and Ballymote
For the last two MSS. I have used the R.I. A. facsimiles.
respectively.
I have to thank Sir James Frazer, Mr. P. Giles (Master of Emmanuel
for the

Book

;

of

for

;

;

Mr. E. J. Gwynn, and Dr. Bergin for allowing me to
some questions that arose in the course of the work, and
Westropp for accompanying me on two visits to the site, and for

College, Cambridge),

consult them on

Mr.

T. J.

help in topographical study. I have specially to express rny acknowledgments
to Mr. Arthur Bernard Cook, of Cambridge, who read over the greater part
of this essay in MS.,

and made many valuable suggestions.

THE TOPOGRAPHY OF TEMAIR

2.

NEMNACH, according
tumulus

Such
"

PD

5,

1.

Nemnach

is

a well

(si'd)in the north-east of

"

for "north,"

and

H

must

this

(tifira, in

Temair (ind

the reading of R, B, U, and

is

south

we

to

"

but

;

lie

north of that again
Loeguiri.

The

;

site of

Nemnach must

firthipra), that is at the

oirrthertitaiscert tin

L

right.

that Tech Mairisend was north of

find

L

reads
For,

Temrach)."

di'scinrt for tiiaiscert

when we read

further,

Nemnach, and Raith Loeguiri

therefore have been south of Raith

the last-named structure

is fixed,

being identified by

relation to the great Raith Rig; and no site south of Raith
Loeguiri could
be described as being "north-east of Temair."
its

Nemnach with a spring that lies on the eastern slope of
south of the modern village: the excellent source which
supplies
the modern village with waler.
is just
It
about cast-north-east of the
Petrie identified

the

hill,

principal group of structures on the

ment

summit

of the ridge.'

for this identification

His chief argua stream which

was that "it is the source of
"
has turned a mill on the site of the ancient one to the
that is,
present day
to the time when Petrie wrote.
The reference is to the well-known story
;

told in

YD

iii

Nemnach was

109-120, and also in
erected the

first

PD

5,

that upon a stream flowing from

water-mill in Ireland,

made by king Corinac

for the benefit of his
slave-girl Ciarnait. who was unable, owing to physical
weakness, to carry out the heavy labour of grinding with the
hand-quern.
But this spring, which on the
strength of Petiie's identification is marked

Neamhnach on

the Ordnance map,

is

not south of Raith Loeguiri; and a

'

'Ati-, p. 14!).
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writer in the Ordnance Survey Letters' records the local tradition of the mill

by Petrie, namely, that Cormac's
"
erected by a
Blundelstown townland,
These facts do not, strengthen the case for

in a form quite different, from that given

mill

was on the

river

Gabhra

Scotchman named Hand

"
(!)

in

Petrie's identitication.

There

now much bemired by

a spring,

is

the trampling of cattle, at the
"

"

south end of the ridge. It is marked
Well on the twenty-live-inch map
sheet
The
six-inch
xxxi, 16).
(Meath,
map indicates it, but without any
A streamlet flows eastward from it. The stream from Nemnach
lettering.
flowed eastward,
bee theid [a

N~\emniy

This

MSS.).

Nemnach
True,

according to

L

The word

sair.

spring would

satisfy

text of Dind-shenchas Erenti (glassi
snir

is

omitted in the other Dublin

conditions

the

for

with

identification

better than the spring indicated by Petrie.

VD

103

iii

sqq. says,

Tea, and that the houses
which was on its margin.

more favourable
modern

the

village,

or appears to say, that

of Teniair

This, so far as

to Petrie's identification

and

about east of the

is

Nemnach

is

east of

Mur

were scattered around Tech Mairisend,
it
;

goes,
for his

site of

would seem at

Nemnach

Mur

Tea.

is

first

sight

close to the

P>ut, in

the

first

a mere assumption that the houses of the ancient village, which
place,
doubtless stood at or near the royal dwellings, were on the site of the
it is

modern

3

In

village.

the second place,

before us really asserts that

Tea; rather does

it

Nemnach was

intend to say that

a condition satisfied by

it

it

is

not certain that the passage

east of the structure called

was east

of the

whole

site of

Mur

Temair,

Metrical
being on the eastern slope of the ridge.
exigencies prevented the author of the poem from saying that the well was
south-east of the settlement.
The writer of PI) had no such difficulties to
its

contend with, and his version
the well

is

of the direction

therefore to be preferred.

understand

why

the author of

notable places of Temair; while

which we are

if

to look for

Against Petrie's identification
if

it

may

would not be easy

were sound, it
I'D mentioned Nemnach

further be argued with fairness that,
to

in

it

first in

the well were at the place

now

the

list of

suggested,

O. S. Letters, Meath, pp. 143-4.
That there was such a village may be taken for granted the royal establishment,
would need servants, caterers, and other ministers, who would have to be housed in the
neighbourhood. The well-known block of red enamel from Teniair, now in the Royal
Irish Academy's collection (Tru-ns. R.I. A., xxx, 277; Journal Hoy. Soc. Antiq. of
Ireland, xli, p. 61), which was meant to supply material for enamel buttons to be pinned
on to metal objects for their enrichment, is a proof that artificers in metal and enamel
were established at Temair in the time of La Tene II, when this particular technique of
1

-

:

enamelling prevailed.
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Hie,

Proceedings of

Academy.

being the first site met with in prothe south-to-north direction which the author of PD follows.

would naturally be mentioned

ceeding in

Roi/ul Jrish

h'rst,

Had

there been any trace of a tumulus on the edge of either of the springs,
for it was by
the identification with one or the other would be certain
;

such a tumulus or s/rf-mound
Dind-sh/'nchas

Erenn was

Nemnach was marked when

that the well

But the most

written.

reveal any indication of such a

careful search has failed to

The earth around both

mound.

been cultivated, as the marks of furrows clearly show
been annihilated. The former existence of this sid
tion that the waters of

Nemnach,

;

springs has

and the tumulus has

is

doubtless an indica-

like those of the other springs of

Temair,

were sacred.

PD

The stream that flowed from Nemnach bore the name Nith, according to
5.
This must be distinguished from the better-known river of the same

name,

in

Mag Mui theimne,

on the borders of which were the winter-quarters
Mor; even although that document speaks of

of the revisers of the Scnchas
"

Nith nemundach,
elsewhere.

The same combination

pearly Nith."
the

in

Thus,

1

describing the

quatrain

river-bursts

place in the reign of Sirna Soeglach, forming part of the
Sh-na Soeglach, saer in fldith, we read
Toinaidin Scirtige na re,
na r6 ro mebaid immach

" The burst
in his

words occurs

of

that

took

poem beginning

ocus tomaidm Duailte
Nith nenmaide iiemannauh.

of Scirtech in his time, and the burst of Doalt
"
brilliant and pearly
(LL 19 b 1,
;

day burst out Nith,

LLec

581

<().

This suggests that the combination of words was so familiar that the one
unconsciously called the other to recollection. We find the same or a similar
combination in Connac's Glossary.
Under the word A'ril, "a pagan Irish
of
we
of
read
his consort A'c-mtm; and the next article but one
battles,"
god
in the Glossary

is

"

nith,

mortal wounding."

"The

site of the

In this

low

titarad.

Cormac.

and
for

will

of Alairisiu

(Idlhmck Taiyi Mmrisi'iid) is over
northward from Nenmach, with three small stones round
wise was that house established, with a
lofty Hoor and a

the tumulus that
it.

House

Mdiriscnif

Ti'ch

'2.

is

very

Mairisiu was a

Every house that

widow who was

established in that

is

not be without riches

most minute attention.
1

-

Temair2

in

in it."

YD

iii

97

So says

manner

PD

6

in

same time

Tuiuair" are in

H

i,

as

will not be gloomy,

a paragraph that calls

sqq. speaks of it as "chief for

Aiicient Laivs of Ireland, Rolls
ed.,

The words "

;

at the

2.

only.

beauty

Temair Breg
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a height in the west, a great height in the north, a low level

;

1

a noble excellence."
Such are the materials that
away from it eastward
we have for the study of this interesting building, of which not a vestige
now remains.
From these passages we learn (I) that Tech Mairisend was already in
ruins when Dind-shenchas Erenn was compiled (2) that even in its ruined
;

was understood to have been

an unusual design, though the descripstate it
tion is not so clear as we might have wished (3) that it was considered a
lucky model to follow, and that houses built after the same pattern were
of

;

blessed with prosperity

and happiness.

But why? Assuredly because the House of Mairisiu was something
more than merely the residence of an otherwise undistinguished widow. For
PD records three further remarkable facts about it: (1) it was built above
a tumulus not a place, I venture to assert, where any ordinary person con;

temporary with Cormac would willingly dwell;- (2) it was just beside
Nemnach, the holy well; (o) there were three small stones round about it. 3

What were these three stones ? There is not a house in Ireland,
ancient or modern, in whose neighbourhood three small stones could not
be found; why then are the stones round the house of Mairisiu menIn all proClearly because they had some special significance.
of
a
were
the
remains
stone
circle that girdled the site of the
bability they
need not assume that these docha beccn were mere insignificant
house.

tioned?

We

pebbles

;

the same expression

Bluicne, which, as

The name
else, so

far as

name was

the

we

shall see,

is

used of the stones called Moel, Blocc, and

must have been

Mairisiu, also written Mairiseo,
I

a

have been able

widow

of the

to discover.

some considerable

of
4

We

time of Cormac;

size.

does not appear anywhere
are told that the
it

is,

owner

of

however, evident that

This seems to be the meaning of the Irish, aril uniar, imrd ati'taid, isel and sair.
it was high in the west,
might mean, as Gwynu has translated,
veiy high
but the second liue can only mean " there was a low level away from it
in the north"
eastward," so that an analogous translation seems to be required for the preceding words.
What this implies will be considered later.
2
On the other hand, the presence of a sM-mound seems to have been considered an
advantage for what may be called the sacred or otiicial structures of the site. Such a
mound is incorporated with the building here called Cormac's House the great ring of
Raith Rig has been deflected to include another a third forms part of Raith ua Senad,
in which I am inclined to see Mur nOllomhan, the original assembly-hall of Fi'-is Ternrack and a fourth is incorporated with the south wall of Tech Midclniarta, the later
See the different articles in which tlie.se structures are described.
assembly-hall.
3
H reads and ("in it"). 11, B, U omit the word
Tliis is the reading of L (imbe).
1

\

The

'

first line

;

;

;

;

altogether.
4

The mark

JVIuiriusc in

H.

of prolongation over the a

is

sometimes omitted.

The name appears

as

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy.
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the sentence which contains this information (Mdirisiu dono, lantrebthach
bae i comre frt- Cormac) is no part of the original text, but a marginal gloss
which has become incorporated with the passage at an early stage of the
Ercnn. It breaks awkwardly into the sense of the.
history of Dind-shenchas
In any case, the statement that Mairisiu
inserted.
passage in which it is
was a widow of the time of Cormac is insufficient to account for the pecu-

construction of her house, for

liarity of

middle of a sacred

its

very singular situation in the

and beside a ghost-haunted tumulus, and

circle

We

luck said to .attend houses similarly built.

for the

are probably to see here

either a confusion, or an evasion, on the part of the author or of his glossator.
In the former case, the writer of the sentence

who

another widow of Temair,

Cormac

Cormac

we

that

figures

must have had

conspicuously

in

the

in his

mind

legends of

namely Caiuech (n/itrr Bennaid), the owner of the sheep which
But it is more probable
tended while exiled from his kingdom.
1

are to see here an evasion.

The conscientious Christian who wrote

the note was doubtful as to the desirability, or the legitimacy, of perpetuating
in the ancient
unalloyed the beliefs of paganism. Suppose that Mairisiu was,
creed, something

more than human

would accord with

her uncanny choice of a dwelling-place

the writer might well feel a hesitation in recording
So, instead of saying that she was a goddess,

this

the heathen beliefs about her.

he put down the

first

thing that came into his head, possibly suggested by a

floating recollection of the story of Cainech.

2

Mairisiu was originally a goddess, we can better understand why her
house, i.e., her temple, was erected over a tumulus, beside a sacred well,
If

We

can also understand the complete destruction, not merely of the house (which might have been of wood, and have
perished by the ordinary processes of decay), but also of the s/V, which would

and within a stone

circle.

be practically indestructible without intentional violence. For the conscience
of the writer of Diml-shrncluts Erfini, or of bis glossator, would hardly have

given trouble

if

the worship of Mairisiu had wholly disappeared, and had

become merely a matter
1

8

of antiquarian interest in

bis time. 3

There were

Letiur Gabiilti.

A " house

of Cairnech

(.sic)

on the Road of

Assiil

"'

that

is

the road running westward

Tech commairee hErcnn, "the house of protection of Ireland,"
"
" house of
in the Triads (Todd Lect., xiii, p. 2). What may be meant by
is not
protection
a
in
the
mediaeval
sense
of
a
clear
where
hardly, perhaps,
sanctuary
place
refugees
quite

from Temair

is

called

;

are protected from justice. There
and (3) Mdirisiu on the one hand,

clearly a confusion between (1) Cainech, (2) Cairnech,
and (a) the protection-house of Cairnech and (b) the
luck-bringing house of Mairisiu on the other. The situations of the two houses are
Possibly Ciarnait and her mill are part of the entanglement.
incompatible.
3

This point

pagan

is

is

worth a foot-note. It is often said that it is difficult to discover the
from the literature, because they have been purged out

beliefs of ancient Ireland

MACALISTER
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Mairisiu-worshippers in Ireland and therefore it was at some time
considered necessary by the ecclesiastical authorities to demolish the
still

;

structure in which the worship centred.

...Q

-.

NEMNACH

A-?-

r

TECH MAIRISENO

O
Plan.

FIG.

The
Mairisiu

last

1.

Restoration of the House of Muirisiu.

question which

is its

design.

presents itself with regard to the house of

The obscurity

of the description in

PD

is

not lessened

This is
succession of scribes, by whom the documents hiive been transmitted to us.
not wholly correct. The purgation took place once for all, when the literature was being
written down for the first time in its present form, and while paganism was still a force
The scribes would not take the trouble to eliminate dead gods.
to be reckoned with.

by a

K.I.A. PBQC.,

VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.

[34]
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of the

by our ignorance

meaning

of the technical

term tuarad, on which

all

It probably denotes
the MSS. are agreed, with slight differences of spelling.
some part of the roof. But, leaving to future discoverers to find out what
1

"

the

very low tuarud" of the house

ing had "a

may have

We

lofty floor" (hir anl).

been,

can guess

we note

that the build-

the floor was raised

why

with the help of the description in VD.
According to this account
there was a height in the west, and a great height in the north, but a low

aloft

To explain

level to the east.

this,

was

we must remember that the house was

The

mound (the "great height")
mound to the west east of the house was
As the slope of the mound would encroach
ground.

built over or against a tumulus.

toy of the

the slope of the

to the north,

the natural level of the

;

on the ground-level of the house built against

the floor would have to be

it,

The diagram

raised in order to obtain a space of sufficient breadth.

dig. 1)

is an attempt to represent the general lines of a building that would answer
A structure, thus cleverly adapted to an awkward site,
to the conditions.

"
might well be considered a mason's triumph," if that could be the meaning
and a person building his own house after the model of the
of sder-li'iauV
;

"Temple

of Mairisiu

her protection.

"

might be supposed

to be placing his household

Whatever may be thought

least be claimed that they afford a

of these conjectures, it can

This structure, which

Jiiiitk Loet/uiri mr/<:

I'etrie

("chief doors", firimdoirxi, in

at

not unreasonable explanation of certain

statements so remarkable that some explanation

5.

under

is

urgently called

for.

AW//

has satisfactorily identified, 3 had four doors

L

I',

and

II).

It

does not appear whether

doors were in the surrounding rampart or in the enclosed
building;
probably the latter. The rampart is too much ruined to allow us to deterthese;

mine the number and nature
almost half

of its entrances; indeed,

of the ring is totally

on (he western

side,

wiped out of existence.

According to I'D 7 the grave of Loeguire was "against he outer southeastern rampart, of the royal raitii" (frisin clod imeeMrach n-nirthcr-ili'lxirrtiteh Jin ri//-ratii<i);
that is, presumably, outside the
rampart, and on the
south-east side.
I'etrie cites a
from
/,,/;,
,
kUitlri in
passage
I

M

confirmation
probably not independent of I'D: the two
passages seem to be drawn from a common source.
gives a different
situation for the grave.
Three members of the monument are there
entimeof

this

statement,

but

it

is

VD

1

Titard. L
tuaradh, R. The word seems
See Uwynu's note ad loc., VD iii 100.
Tara, pp. 150, 168.
;

2
?

to

be a aw

tt

(

\ fy

^ tv
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Kaith Loeguiri (the inner dwelling) Les Loeguiri
(the enclosure surrounding the inner dwelling, with its rampart); and Lecht
Loeguiri, the grave, which was for Idr a Us, "on the platform of his less.''
rated

(VD

There

is

93-96)

iii

:

;

not the slightest external indication of the sepulchre

extensive excavation could determine

;

only an

The rampart was double

its position.

;

now appear, except at one spot on the eastern side, just
south of a deep gravel-pit that has been dug into the entrenchments.
It is not quite easy to see the meaning of the statement contained in the
but this does not

passage quoted by Petrie from Lebor na h Uidri* that, at the time of Patrick's
"
interview with king Loeguire, Raith Loeguiri was Tech Midchuarta." Does
this mean that Cormac's great building had already fallen into ruin, and that
the king's raith had been adapted as a substitute

?

Though Temair was from the Bronze Age the

site of

a cemetery,

it

is

kings were buried on the spot. The tract
Senchas na Relec states that only three kings were there interred Gonaire,

noteworthy that very few of
Loeguiri, and a third,
facs.,

51 b

whose name the scribe has omitted (Lebor na kUidri,

1).

Mata

Lecht

4.

We

its

learn from PL) 8 that the

Moi'-ylondaiy

monument was

There

most

beside liaith Loeguiri, to the

YD

south-east (hi toeb rdtlia Loeyuiri anairdes).

makes no reference

to

it.

no trace of any monument now existing in the place indicated
likely it was a standing stone, as were the majority of the other lost
is

monuments.
quarries in

;

This

is

what we might have expected

the neighbourhood, so that

and, moreover, as the stone

stone

monuments seem

in

is

there are

for

:

demand

few

for building

;

have been objects of pagan

to

worship rather than mere grave-marks, their disappearance after a change of
On the other hand, few forms of ancient
religion is easily accounted for.
are more enduring than earthen mounds, when
with
intention.
destroyed

they arc

structure

There are two versions
shenchas Erenn, and there

Dublin

siss. call

him

of the story of

is

also

Mata

not

told in the uss. of L'ind-

some uncertainty

as to his

Mata'-; but, according to Stokes,

It

name.

All the

reads Niatu.

This

"

Niata had some such meaning as champion-like,"
Whatever his name, he is said to have been
the corruption would be easy.
"
One day
a ravaging warrior (amus bratbertach) of the time of Cormac.
the
southon
Kaith
beside
warriors
four
there were
Loeguiri
(occloech) playing
is

probably an error

east,

:

as

and Mata pushed them
1

Tarn, p. 170

-

Malta

in L,

;

all

four into the ground above the narrow parts

see also Remie celtique,

Mada

in

vi,

pp. 162

./(/.

U, H.
[84*J
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The

of their waists."

tary for us to

tale has

make much

come down

of it

;

to us in a condition too

even in

but,

fragmen-

mutilated condition,

its

it

In the first place, it involves either
presents one or two noteworthy points.
an anachronism, or an indication that Eaith Loeguiri was not originally built

by the king whose name it bears. It must have been in existence some
two centuries before the time of Loeguire, if the unlucky warriors contemporary with (Jorniac were playing a game outside its walls. In the second
place, the tale bears a close family

resemblance to the legend of

how

Oernach found two youths playing with the head of Gu-Chulaind
ably regard the one story as a by-form of the other.

we may

As

suspect here a confusion of some kind

;

we may

so far as the scanty materials before us permit us to judge,

Conall
indeed,
reason-

in the case of

a tale, properly
belonging elsewhere, is told to account for a monument of which the true
And it need scarcely be pointed out that it does
origin had been forgotten.
Mairisiu,

nut account for the

L

monument

:

!

gives us a different version of the story, which

is,

anything, even

if

more corrupt and obscure. Here only one of the four seems to have been
"
so that the warrior died of
singled out as a victim, and Mata cast a stone
This does not help us much.

it.'"

am aware, the name Mata is not found elsewhere in any connexion with Cormac and his cycle. It
reappears in literature, however, as
that of a great monster closely connected with the
Boyne valley. Among
So

far as I

the remarkable places of
Brug na Boinne, Dind-xhenchus Ercnn enumerates
Lecht in Matae (the grave of the Mata); Glend in Matae (the
valley of the
Mata); Lecc Bend, "the stone on which the Mata was slain"; and Duma na

("nam, "the

mound

Cualaim (Dublin),
after slaying the

whence

it

name, Inber

appearance of the Mata.
seven score

"

(

olptha

it

feet,

it

sort of

Clialh

of Ireland,

its

name

to the ford

Ath

Opinions seem to have differed as to the
it

tortoise

only four heads.

up the Boyne," and that, in

was responsible

Ath

while the ribs were washed south to

I'D 2 says that

was "a

allows

;

hurdles," which gave

made from them.

heads, or that

the article on

In

same compilation, we learn that the men

the Liffey estuary, and the
Cliath, were

1

Mata on Lece Bend, tlnew its bones into the Boyne. The
was washed down to the sea at the
Boyne estuary,

re//;///",

its

[the Mata'sj bones."

in the

or shin-bone,

has

of

had seven score

feet

and seven

1

but \l), t while retaining the
This poem tells us that it "licked
";

some unexplained way,

"

the sin of

Adam's wife

"

for its existence.

Here, then, we have a tradition of a
great hydra-like monster, whose
celtique, xv, 292.
V- 292.

-

Jbid., p
i

.

329.

Tudd Lecture

home
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and I am inclined to suspect
seems to have been in the valley of the Boyne
"
"
monument of Mata at Temair was originally in some way assothat the
;

In a more rationalistic age the story of the
tale of Conall
monster became dim, and somehow became mixed up with the
Ceruach and the youths who desecrated the head of Cu-Chulaind. Finally,
round
Mata became a warrior, and, like most of the traditions hovering

ciated with this creature.

Cormac; mac Airt.
Temair, was assigned to the time of
A suggestion may be hazarded as to the origin of the legend of the Mata,
The
as to the reason of its localization in the Boyne valley.
or,

rather,

of Brug na Boinne, the
monster was closely associated with the great cemetery
monument in which is the mound now called New Grange.
most

conspicuous

One

of the

most noteworthy features

Is

the great stone that

is

of spiral
the entrance, bearing an elaborate serpentine pattern

lies in front of
scrolls.

New Grange

of

much

too

it

to

suggest that this
of a

Brug na Boinne the tradition
Temair may possibly have borne

sculpture

mighty dragon

?

fix

in

Mata

at

helped to

The stone

of

This is the more prosimilar sculpture.
which appears to have existed
bable on account of the intimate connexion
a later section.
betwen Temair and New Grange, as we hope to show in
1

The

is applied in the Dind-shcncha* of Bri Leith
adjective mor-glondacli
connects that
Midir, in a story which, at least indirectly,

to the sz'rf-prince

and with a certain Llatli. We shall find this latter
personage with Temair
Uow far it is
name figuring in the early legendary history of Temair.
undertake to
see here some trace of a confusion one can hardly
possible to
Mata and Midir, are obviously too remote from one
say; the two names,
But I confess
radical connexion.
another in form and in .sound to have any
are of the mathebelieve that the rules of the philologists
myself unable to
are
names
concerned, and
matical inflexibility claimed for them, when proper
or semi-literate peoples.
when we have to deal with the folklore of illiterate
"
has
of Norroway
"Bull
In a folk-talc from Co. Leitrim the expression

Bull of Oranges "-a familiar word being substituted
5
In the face of this we may be prepared
to the narrators.

become corrupted
for

one unknown

for almost

to

"

any perversion

of

proper names.
5.

Kaith Rig
fication

i

3

"

is

beside Kaith Loeguiri to the north

withthe enormous enclosure

dispute.

-

3

liuitk R'KJ

011

the

be traced
Only one rampart can

;

summit
it is

"

(I'D

Its identi-

of the ridge is

beyond

was an
possible that there

celtiqne, xvi, 78.
Folk-lore, iv, pp. 193, 194.

Revue

Almost always written thus, without the

9).

definite article prec
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now

rampart of stone, which has

inner

disappeared,

Mr. Westropp

as

According to PI), Raith
suggested to me when we visited the site together.
in Forraid, and
Rig contained three notable things Tech Cormaic. Lathrach
:

These have now

ur Tea.

to be separately considered,

0.

The

House

first of

Gormnic

Tt'c/i

the "three notable tilings" in

of Corinae (lathrnrh Tav/i Glwnnuii-).

structure.

I'D says of

that

it

in/I

it is

Its'iith .l!ig

was the

site of

the

VI) makes no reference to this

nn

drther-dcscert

riitha illeith fri

Raith Loeguiri fodes, " in the south-east of the raith, in the side towards
Raith Loeguiri southward." This is very hard to understand. There is no
trace of
is

any structure

aroused that there

any spot that could lie so described; the suspicion
some old and deep-seated corruption in the text at

in.

is

this point.

is

hi

The only other guide which we have to the identification of Tech Cormaic
the further statement in the same paragraph of I'D: lath rack in Forraid
toi'b

few

This reading of

Idthraiijc Tt/iyi ('linnim'tr mioir.

trifling

orthographical and oilier variations, by all the Dublin .MSS.
any importance being the omission of mioir in U.

only difference of

sentence means "the site of the Forrad

eastward":

followed, with a

1! is

is

beside the site of

;

the

The
Cormac's House

uch being the idiomatic signilication of tmoir, which literally
Now there are two conspicuous monuments near
east.''

means "from the

the middle of Raith Rig, side by side, lying east and west: and
to see in

them the Forrad and Cormae's House,

at once all

endeavour to identify the remains

literature.

1'etrie

oversight:

he

has so identified them
reversed

lias

Cormac's House, and the

them,

iirxlcrn

;

respectively,

of Teniair

but

lie

ident.il'ving

mound

\\itli

if

we

are not

we may abandon

with the help of the

has committed a strange
the

mound with

mx/<-i-/i

the Fun-ad.

On

p.

Turn

l;iS of

but
gives a translation of the passage in I'D, rendering tnmir correctly
on p.
he says "the ruins of the Foriad, which weie alongside the House
lie

;

1

ot

(.'in

,")(j

mac,

mill In tin

"

to the identification of the

The name
nnii//tt',

I'orri/d is

"a place

an error subconsciously induced bv his ideas as

ii't-ftf

two structures.

explained

seat of Lord X,"

for sitting."

We

in OX.'lery's (Hiixxnri/, s.v.yii/V////, 1

may

as in/im/

compare the Knglish expression, "the

The Forrad at Temair would thus
have been the original royal dwelling, and would clearly be older in date
than the House of Corinae. It would therefore be natural, at first
sight,
1

Revue ceUiqne,

auidhe.

two.

meaning

iv,

424.

his residence.

The word

is

O'Clery spells the word with one r

;

given in the plural form, Jwadha, .i. ioiiaid
the MSS. of D'md-sheuKhns Erenn as a rule use

MA.CAUSTKR
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which most nearly occupies the middle of the
the Forrad, and that the earthworks to the side of it

to suppose that the structure

great enclosure

is

represent the later Tech Cormaic.

This

is

But when we examine the remains more

ment must be
sti'ucture is

The

reversed.

what Petrie has done.
critically

central building

surrounded by a group

is

we

see that the judg-

Kach

the later of the two.

of circular ramparts.

The ramparts

of

Those of the central structure are interthe side structure are complete.
the
ramparts of the side structure. (See the plan of
rupted, butting against
Temair, Plate VII.)
first,

This evidently shows that the side structure existed

and that the central structure was

made by

a later addition.

Petrie must, therefore, be interchanged

the Forrad, and his Forrad becomes Tech Cormaic.

The

identifications

Tech Commie becomes

his

:

This brings the remains

As Mr. Westropp. with whom

into accordance with the Dind-shenchas.

I

discussed this question mi the spot, pointed out to me, the building here
identified with the Forrad, though not occupying the centre of Raith Rig,
is

situated on the

Tech Cormaic,

is

summit

of the ridge, while the

on the western slope.

This

is

added building, here called
an additional argument in

more than probable that the great
Further,
ring of Eaith llig is really due to Cormac, built when he added his house to
His gigantic Tech Midchuarfca .shows him to have
the original structure.
favour of the identification.

it is

man

with a bent for grandiose architectural conceptions; and he may
well have conceived the idea of the enormous fence drawn about his house.

been a

The unprecedented magnificence of Cormac's additions to the buildings of
Temair are extolled in the tract Covmpert CV/w/r.i If we assiim the rampart of Raith llig to him, the central position of his House becomes at once
intelligible."

Some time

above paragraph had been written, 1 chanced to
3
light upon a passage in Esnaila, Taif/l Bucltd which I had quite forgotten,
and which definitely ascribes the building of the great lltiith to Cormac.

We

after the

are there told that

when he was

laying

it

out he encroached upon the

property of one Odnin, and a curious story is related of Odrtin's very natural
in which he was compensated.
I suspect that Odn'in
protests, and the way
is

borrowed,

name and

from Ormtn the Jebusite, who had a somewhat
4

all,

analogous encounter with king
1

3

ii, 280.
i, 255
be observed that the ring

Silva Gndelicn,
It will

David, and in any case, he can hardly

;

is

laid out, not in the usual circular form, but as

of this appears to be to include the two burial-mounds,
nGiall, and, especially, Mur Tea, within the compass of the Raith.
3
The passage will be found in the prose texc, Revue celtii/UK, xxv. 20, and in
oval.

The intention

Zeitsch.
4

cell.

Phil,

viii,

1 Chronicles xxi.

Lie

264.

Duma
tin;

an
na

verse,
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The

historical.

story, however, testifies clearly to

an early tradition ascribing

the building of Raith Rig to Corniac.

We,

here describe as Tech Cormaic the structure

therefore,

hitherto

This great flat-topped mound, which resembles the huge
of Cruachn, doubtless served the same purpose
that is to say, it was

called the Forrad.

mound

a foundation on which the king's house
7.

was

built.

Forrad

nothing of importance to add to
ture, which he calls the House of Cormac.

There

is

noting that the site of the house itself

is

1'etrie's

It

clearly

account of this struc-

may, however, be worth

marked

in the centre of the

about thirty feet square, which is roughly about the size
The size of the
specified for the house of an Ard-ri in C'rith Gallach*
does
not
accord
with
seven
the
score
feet prescribed
rampart, however,
enclosure.

It

is

such structures by the same authority.
In VI) i 37, Furad na
used as a name for the whole of Temair.

for

rly,

"seat

of the kings," is

Mnr

8.

The

third of the

wonders

of

Raith Rig was

our not unnatural prejudices when

Mur

of

Mur

Tea.

We

must shed

we approach the question

of

off

what and

The crazy structure of Anglo-Israel is built on the
and no one who cares for Temair, and who has seen the
wreckage

where was
Tea myth

Tea

;

Tea.

Raith na Senad, can suffer that folly gladly, or otherwise.

And

the pre-

2
posterous derivation, Temair = Mur Tea, is enough to make us believe that
"
"
Tea and her wall are entirely late etymological inventions.

But

it

must not be forgotten that the

of so we structure,

which (evidently

our authorities called

Mur

literary evidence for the existence

for the sake of the derivation
just

quoted)

as strong as that for the other
recorded buildings of Temair, extant or lost.
The site of " Tea's Wall " is

described

in

the same document

language; and we are not
while

we

We

Tea,

accept

it

is

just

as

are

the other

sites,

and

in

similar

justified in ignoring the description in this case

in the others.

turn back therefore to I'D

9,

where we read

:

Miir Tat

illeilh fades,

conid dosm/t

rohainmniged Tana if, .i. Tot Mur ,\. in cuotr bvcc ftl eti'i- na da
"
mitr i kith hidden, is mid at a
The Rampart of Tea in the side
literally
so
that
from
it
was named Temair, that is Tea Mur: the little
southward,
hill

that

is

between the two ramparts in the side southward,

it is

1

there

it is."

Ancient Laws of Ireland, iv, 336.
It is fair to say that this is not much worse than
Tmch-mur, which is given as the
derivation of the name in a well-known modern work on Irish archaeology
2

O7

'
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the reading of R, B, H, and

U

:

though the last-named

L

accidental lipography, has dropped the first four words.
"
"
"
after the opening words Miir Tea
between them
1

MS.,

247
by an

inserts eturru

them " being the

Forrad and Tech Cormaic, described in the sentences immediately preceding.
The same MS. also interpolates an intrusive gloss, explaining who Tea was,

enumerating the previous names of Temair, and stating that the site received
its present name because Tea was buried etir lat/irach ind Foraid 7 ind
"

between the site of the Forrad and of the Royal House."
In the current section we are concerned with the topography only, so that
we must not at present follow up the side issues raised by this note, such as
Riythaiyc,

the previous

names

Temair or the personality

of

We

consideration.

later

for

nature and position of

of Tea.

therefore concentrate our

The

Mi'ir Tea.

first

thing which

These are subjects
attention on the

we

notice

is

that the

ramparts surrounding Tech Cormaic and the Forrad are actually in contact,
and there is, therefore, no room for any structure between them it follows
that there must be something wrong with L's reading eturru,anA with the asser;

upon it in the interpolated gloss. Looking back to the other MSS.,
which omit cturru, we see that Mur Tea was a hillock (CHOC beco), that is, a
tion based

burial tumulus,

which

is

what we should expect it to be from the
Such a structure would not naturally be described

just

legends associated with it.
We are therefore justified in concluding (as has already been
as a mm:
suggested) that the name current in our authorities is artificial, devised in

2
We learn further
etymology of the name Temair.
and
was
that
it
south
of something
that it was situated between two ramparts,
presumably at the south side of Raith Rig itself.

the interests

of their

has apparently never been noticed that in the very place indicated
there
the south side of the Raith and just inside the great rampart

at

It

slight rise in the

levelled

mound.

a

I'..",

the following compass-bearings

To Trim Yellow

3
:

278

Steeple,

....

To a gap in a plantation of trees on a
To the statue of St Patrick,

To

is

ground, which lias all the appearance of being the base of a
Its diameter is about
feet, and its place can be fixed by

the south-east pinnacle of

hill to

the north-east,

Tara Church Tower,

.

330

D

.30
.

.

40

The scribe has, indeed, omitted the whole of the previous description of the Forrad ;
his eye having wandered from fodes, which in the text precedes that description, to the
same word in the sentence quoted above.
more suitable, perhaps the original, name (Lecht Tea) is preserved in a line of a
See Reime celtique, v, p. 57.
in O'Clery's Glossary, s. v. toinneamh.
1

A

poem quoted
3 Taken with
K.I. A.

a prismatic compass in the middle of July, 1917.
PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.
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my own mind

have no doubt in

I

that this

is

the trace of the tumulus

called Mur Tea, and regarded as the grave of the eponymous foundress of
"
Temair. Such a place would naturally be an especially "gentle spot; and

not surprising that
visionof the szrf-folk.

it is

when Cornuic

stood upon

it

alone one day he had a

1

It

may

be more than a mere coincidence

is

the grave of Loeguire

that

same position

roughly the

of the foundress holds

said to hold with

the

traditional grave

relative to Edith

regard to the fort

Big that
which bears

name.

his

For the topography of Mur Tea we are entirely dependent upon PI).
There is some valuable traditional matter in VI) to which we must return
on the appearance of the mound. It is,
later, but nothing to throw light
however, worth passing notice that VI) i 34-36 contrasts the house (tech) of

was a rampart, with her <yrar outside the rampart (roadnac/it
showing that there were two sites associated with the

Tea, round which
inr

nviir

timuiq),

The house was presumably identical with the Forrad, the grave
"
"
here mentioned is of course
here described. The rampart
tumulus
with the

princess.

that of the Forrad, not the later-built Eaith Eig.
Cttpruvh

!).

Cornutic

"
Caprach Cormaic was a well fn to/'b Ratlin tin Ri<i nnoir, under the side of
"
Eaith Eig eastward (I'D 10). According to VI) iii 122, it was i lUitli /'/'/, <>
"
This coincides witli the posiin II. H., from E.E. eastward."
Raitli R/'i/ xair

tion of the spring identified

name "Cabragh"

the

Petrie's Xeinnach,-

I

still

by

1'etrie

with Xemnaeh.

Remembering that

survives in the townland next to that containing

suggest that

I

Vine's identification was wrong, and that

was really Capiach Connaic. ('iifti-nrli apparently
3
roofed
a
Very likely the well was covered with some
building."

the spring in question

means

"

protecting structure from which
in fact, as still roofs

it

it

derived

its

name

just such a covering,

over.

Petrie professed himself unable to discover Caprach Cormaic.

He

says

no very satisfactory reason, that it must have been smith
but on his restored map of the site he places it to the north-mat
of Xeninach
of his Xeninach

('I'd rn. p.

1156), for
:

!

Caprach Cormaic had three other names, as PI)
'

Text*, iii, 193.
well is now in Castleboy towuland

u'oes

on to

tell

us: Liaitr

/n'.sc/ie

The

but the mearing of Cabragh comes to within
100 feet of the spring.
Indeed, there is a sort of projection jutting out from the main
area of Cabragh towards the spring it looks as though Cabragh had originally been laid
out to include the site of the well, but that a subsequent encroachment of
had
'-

;

;

cut

Castleboy
See the townland boundaries as indicated in the plan, Plate VII.
So Meyer, Contributions to Irifh Lexicography, with a query.

it
3

out.
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125 gives the

differently
Liaig Dail Duib Duirb, Tuath Linde, and
of
the well (iii 123) as Topur Tuiime Gland,
Tipra Bo Finde: it also speaks
which looks like a fourth name. These names, though obscure, and perhaps

three

names rather

:

suggests in his note ml /or.), are very suggestive.
Liaig,
Physician," indicates a medico-magical spring of some kind.
Tipra Bo
Finde must refer to some sacred white cow. Derc Dub, " black eye," may

Gwynn

corrupt (as
"

be merely a descriptive name, applied to the dark waters; while Topur
Tuirme (.'land, " the well of numbering of clans," is, as we shall see, a name
or expression very suggestive in the light of certain traditions regarding the
I am. indeed, inclined to suspect that the sacredness
foundation of Temair.
of the ridge of

Temair has

its

roots in the beautifully pure waters that flow

richly from this particular spring.
"

It is

now

Well

called St Patrick's

:

is

"'
here a popular corruption of
Caprach
PD tells us that there was a proverb current. JV7 tact a laey go liaiy, which
"
would mean literally " its calf does not go to a healer
Laeg being the

"

Patrick

"

on the opposite slope of the ridge. The proverb
But
evidently meant that two incompatible things do not associate together.

name

of another spring

I suspect that the writer of

PD

has corrupted the saying, the jingle of laey

and Uaiy having proved too tempting for him and that the original version
"
was HI tod a loeg co boin nnd, its calf does not go to a white cow." This
emendation adds point to the proverb, and explains the otherwise meaningless
;

little

word

a

before laey.

Possibly

the

"

Calf

''

well was supposed to be

"

White Cow." The latter animal
actually an outflow from the well of the
may be identified with Gins Tan rack, the Grey [Cow] of Temair. which gave
It may also be the same as the
its name to the next site that we meet with.
White Cow

after

According
1

to

May

ash-tree.'

by the holy well

which the River 13oyne is named.
Wilde. this spring was "foimerly sl.adcu by a niagiiit:<:ti,t
this have been the scion of an ancient sacred tree, planted
:

<

10.

The

VD

iii

"

Mound

90

of the

calls this

Duma

no.

Bo

Cow'' was westward from

monument

Ciw<: Bo.

Duma

and savs that

na nGiall
it

was

t

I'D 11).

downward

from Eaith Rig (fri Kit. anis), which would suggest that it was outside.
not inside, the rampart. It is curious that PD does not enumerate either

Duma

na Bo or

Duma

na nGiall among the

licffi-a

or

"

notable things

Raith Rig.
5

Beautiti of Boyim and W-ukicatei:

2nd

edn.. p. 125.

*

of
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The

identification of

na nGiall
describes,

he

is
1

mound

6 feet high

some

a problem of

is

West
and 40

marks on

of it 1'otrie

his

map, and

diameter at the base, which

feet in

could discover the slightest trace of

I

Duma

difficulty.

Notwithstanding the most careful search

na Bo.

Mr. Westropp nor
to believe

na Bo

conspicuous enough.

a

Duma

calls

Duma

I

it.

neither

find

hard

it

the total disappearance of so large an earthwork within the

in

past eighty years; even treasure-diggers would have left somr trace of their
nefarious work.

were not conspicuous on the old

If it

would not hesitate

to assert definitely that the

never existed at

and that

or to

all,

some confusion

his record of

mound

due

G-in.

O.S.

map,

I

described by Petrie

some freak

of memory,
The rough plan
the Ordnance Survey Letters, shows the
it is

in his notes, or in those of

to

O'Donovan.

drawn by the latter, bound into
mound, but the accompanying description gives no particulars regarding

it.

escaped notice that there is a mound incorporated with the northeastern corner of the outer rampart of the structure here called Tech Cormaic.
It has

The outermost

fosse has been deflected so as to avoid interfering

with

it

(see

seems as though this mound had existed before
the building of Tech Cormaic, and it had been
necessary to modify the plan
of the latter earthwork in order to avoid
doubtless,
interfering with it
as Mr. Westropp remarked to me, because it was too sacred to be
injured.
the plan, Plate VII).

There

some

is

It

difficulty in reconciling the position of this

directions given in I'D; but unless this

say what

might have been, and there
identified with Duma ua Bo.
it

(PD

12),
2

and

of the

doubt that

it

is

a burial

it

the

is

of the site of the

mound roughly

with a prominent

inside the rampart of Ilaith

position,

mound with

impossible to
elsewhere
that can be
nothing

is

Hostages" was north-east

identification

its

na B6

D-uma na nGiall

11.

The "Mound

Duma

lie

is

Hig,

tumulus, not the

certain.
of

site

a

Forrad
in

There can be
dwelling, as

that
little

Petrie

supposed.

why Duma na nljiall should he mentioned along with
Maic
in
6c (New Grange) and Dun (Jremthuinn on Howtli as the
Brug
"Three Wonders of Ireland," in a
quatrain in the Book of Leinster (facs.,
p. 164, upper margin).
It is not obvious

12.

V&\, or Lia Fail, as

the north.

VD

U

does not mention
'

P' 158>
.!

of

p"''"'

Twuair*

ra h

(i

" 82)

'"

Fdl

calls it (I'D
2

it;

l:!),

was beside

but this

is

Duma

,, ;t

nGiall to

probably an oversight.

H

sa y s north, which
U0t a reference to the <*>

is
J

The

more nearly correct,
" the
vallum
simply mean*

it
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monuments
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at length, for he mentions

of Temair, entirely out of its

From many points
proper order,
proximity to Fal.
of view Fal was the most noteworthy of all the monuments of Temair.
The historical and religious significance of Fal will be discussed later at
most

likely because of

its

;

The late tradition
present we are concerned with its identification only.
connecting Fal with the Coronation Stone now in Westminster Abbey is not
worth the expense of a drop of printer's ink.
Petrie's identification of Fal
1

with the stone now erected over the

Croppies' grave," on the summit of the
here called Tech Cormaic, derives much weight from its resemblance

mound

to other inauguration stones,"

and from the

fact that

till

1798

it

actually lay

Duma

na nGiall, the place indicated by Dind-sheneJias Ercmi. Certainty
impossible, but the identification is not without a considerable measure of

beside
is

"

The initials of the buried rebels, with the formula li.I.P.,* are
now carved on the stone but archaeological ly it has no more business on the
mound where it now stands than has the unseemly statue of St. 1'atrick

probability.

;

erected beside
Petrie,

it

who

in recent years.

describes and

figures

this

stone

(Tarn,

p.

16.1),

reports,

evidently at second hand, an erroneous statement as to its dimensions.

He

says that it stands 6 feet above ground, and that it is 12 feet in total length.
In point of fact, it stands just under 5 feet high above ground and the late
Dr. Cochrane, who saw it uncovered to its base, assured me that it is not more
;

than 6 feet in total length.
13.

Two
(isin

stones,

leitir

now

Lecht Con ocus Cetliin

disappeared, on 'the western slope, level with Kaith l!ig
associated the
lily star, PI) 14).

hi comardus lldtha na

VD

monument with Cuoc 1S6 (iii 89, !)()). I'D tells, in a not
abstract, the tale of how C'u killed Cethen, and was himself

A

very intelligible
slain in

revenge

;

makes the Westminster
and Jacob's pillar identical with one another is abstracted
in lievtiK celtiijut. xxiii, 227, from Boletin de la Heal Academia dt la Historia de Madrid,
vol. xl.
It is not easy to make out from this review whether the Spanish story is merely
a confused rechauffe of the familiar material, or is genuinely an alternative version of thf:
But this question is here of very little consequence. Skene's brochure on the
legend.
Coronation, Stone (Edinburgh, 18(i!l) still remains the best compilation of the literary
1

curious version of the well-known old-wives' tale which

stone, the

Scone stone, Lia

Fail,

material.
Such as that wrongly called the Stone of Dathi at Rathcroghan. Excavation has
shown that the mound under this stone is merely an adapted esker, and contains no

interment.
3

In spite of an imaginative

article iu Proceedings R.I.A., ix, 539. there is

any ancient carving on the stone.

no trace

of
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an incident which formed the alleged basis of a proverb, domyniis C'u is
"
Cethen,
you have played Cii and Cethen on me." The story is ascribed to
the time of Cormae, of

whom

Cethen

is

said to

have been the table-attendant

(rondaire).
14.

The "Calf

Loeij

which we have already spoken in connexion with
Caprach Cormaic, was on the slope norihward from the stone of Cethen, and
was the source of a stream that flowed westward (PIJ 15). It exists, as a
well, of

small and insignificant source of muddy water, in the place indicated by
1'etrie
a modern structure of stones, resembling a small sonterrain, roofs it
:

It

in.

is

not marked on the 25-inch Ordnance

be a short distance south-east of the letter

and

same

in the

its

;

place there would

townland-name FODEEN,

in the

field.

15.

The

map

site of Corrnac's

Cuchtair Chormaic

Kitchen was on the slope

of the hill

and eastward from, Loeg (I'D 16, VD iii 132). There
structure it may have been of wood and unfortified.

is

on the brink

now no

of.

trace of this

;

Near
or

"

Duma na nGiall,

the vallum,"

na Sciidd

lluith

16'.

and northward from Fal (either the stone so called

VD

iii 81).
Rig I'D 17.
Correctly identified by
Petrie with the ring-fort north of Itaith Rig.
It has been almost wholly
devastated by the people who were searching for the Ark of the Covenant.

llaith

i.e.

:

1

It is characteristic of

them that they were hunting

for the treasures of their

patron saint Tea in a place to the north of the great raith, though
authorities agree in putting the grave of that lady to the south of

The legendary king Ollom Fodla is
Mtir nOlloman, for the accommodation
which
been,
to

for

traditionally ascribed to him.

is
is

not mentioned in Dii.d-shcnchus

speak of

it

as

Ollom Fodla

though
is

it

the

all

it.

said to have built a structure called
of Feis

Temrach, the institution

This building, whatever

Emm,

were well known.

it

of

may have

though other historians seem
It must have been a buildiny,

said to have died within it;

and

it

is

unnecessary to

point out that the existence of such a tradition proves the existence of the
structure to which it was attached, quite
independently of the question

whether Ollom Fodla ever had a
fitable

to

indulge unduly

in

real existence or not.

permit myself to note here that

Senad we are

While

it

is

speculations that cannot be verified.
it

lias

occurred to

to see the building
originally called
1

Tara, p. 171.

me

unpro1

may

that in Edith ua

Mur nOlloman. The name
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and when Tech
na Senad is obviously later than Christianity
Midchiiarta superseded the older building as the place of assembly, and
when the raith before us became associated in tradition with the three
llaith

"

;

"

said to have been held within it, the later name might conhave
ceivably
completely ousted the earlier. If the raith had been an
ancient assembly-place, it would be natural to choose it for the convention

Synods

of the

"Synods."

Had

the Anglo-Israelites even done so much as to
did
find, we might have partly forgiven them.
actually

what they
But they did not
record

even make this small compensation for their offence against science and
Mr. Westropp tells me that after many inquiries he could
against reason.
not learn more than that a heap of bones, supposed to be a skeleton, was
and some lloman coins, supposed to
found, having the skull underneath
;

have been inserted by some practical joker. There was also a rock-cut
Without
ditch, not, apparently, coincident with the fosse of the rampart.
1

it would be impossible to come to any conclusion about it; it
be
might
nothing more than a natural flaw in the surface of the underlying
rock.
But if it be really an artificial feature, it is very important, and
would to some extent corroborate the theory put forward above showing

seeing this

that some ancient structure had existed on this

represented a later restoration or

made

be

to repair

site,

and that the earthworks

If

ever an attempt should

alteration.

the injury done to llaith na Senad

as

1

have been

informed

is in contemplation
it may be hoped that the opportunity will be
taken to determine the real nature of this rock-cutting.

A

mound

incorporated with the ramparts of this raith on
mound is incorporated with Tech Cormaic.
Petrie records a popular name for this, current in his time, " the King's
or tumulus

is

the western side; just as a similar

Chair."
17.

The

site of

Pupall

Adamndin

Adamnan's Pavilion was

inside

llaith

na Senad

(PD

18).

with the mound popularly called the "King's Chair"; 2
and it is quite possible that this is what the writer of Dind-shcnckas Ercmi
It is most probable that the real Pupall Adamnain was merely a
intended.
Petrie identified

it

building of a temporary nature, which would scarcely have survived to our time.

PI) speaks merely of the site (Idthrach.) of the Pavilion, which suggests that
no actual building was extant when the author wrote. Adamnan's presidency
1
See Journal, Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, xxx, 176; xxxv, 404.
coins are there said to have been of Constantino the Great,

-

Tara, p. 175.

The
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at
the third of the synods which gave Kaith na Senad its name was an
event of considerable historical importance; still, it is hardly sufficient to
account for the occurrence of a knot of sites just at this part of the ridge,

permanently bearing

his

A

name.

possible reason for this curious fact will

be given presently.

Adnntndin

18. CTOS

The Cross

of

Adamnan,

na Senad, eastward

was at the entrance (nrhioib)

so called,

Just about the place indicated, though perhaps a

make

Itaith to

of Haiti)

PI) 18.

f.swr), according to

little

the expression arbeloib strictly accurate, there

too far from the
is

a rude pillar-

red sandstone, 5 feet 5 inches high above ground, 2 feet
stone.
broad at base, and 10 inches thick and it stands in the graveyard, not far
from the modern church, to the south-west of it. A small figure, 1 foot
It

of

is

;

5 inches high,

The

is

carved in relief on

top of the stone is fractured

to be the

Had

stump

Adamnan's

of

;

its

eastern face,

S.\

inches above ground.

and Petrie not unnaturally took

this stone

dross.'

the stone been a little further to the south,

to identify it

mentioned.

I should have
preferred
with Lecht Maine, another monument, which we have not yet
But probably it actually is the stone to which Diiid-slicnchas

Emm refers
admission

under the name Cros

of the historic

truth

AtliuiDidiii.

of

Adamna.li, or even of the idea that

statements I

am

the
it

This dues not amount to an

tradition
is

that

it

with

On

both

associated

the stum]) of a cross.

inclined to throw considerable doubt.

In the first place, there

is a certain amount, of
improbability in the idea
could have had anything to do with the erection of a massive
stone cross on a site to which he seems to have paid a mere Jiving visit.
In

Adamnan

that

the second place, the nature of the sciilptine on the eastern face
as

we

usually

find associated

with Irish crosses.

stone was in the same condition as

we

see

it

In

now,

in

the

third

is

not such

place, tin-

the tenth or eleventh

century when VI) iii was written; for that poem (line S:!) speaks of it by the
non-committal word line," stone," and does not call it across.
This would
mean that the cross-head was then already destroyed. Hut such a destruction

would involve no

little

violence,

and would have been an act of sacrilege

not likely at the time.
regard this stone, like the other stones of Temair

I

monument,

now

lost, as

a patran

Adamnan consecrated it to Christianity
by erecting a wooden cross on ii.s top, as has been done in the case of the
menhir of Dol.- I can offer no objection to this way of
saving the tradition
it would, indeed, account for the
preservation of this particular stone.
It is

conceivable that

:

1

Tara,

p.

175.

-

See the illustration

in Uechulette's

Manuel

tiarcheoloyie,

i,

440.
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in relief on the eastern face of the stone has been

examined by Petrie and

insufficiently

a very inadequate representation of
It represents a

interest.
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human

his followers,
it.

It

figure with

is,

and Petrie's drawing

1

is

in truth, of extraordinary

bowed

legs crossed at the feet.

There are enormous projections at the sides of the head, the nature of which,
owing to the weathered condition of the monument, it is impossible clearly
But they have every appearance of being a pair of horns.
to make out.
2
(See Plate VIII).

A

cross-legged, horned

human

figure can

have but one meaning when

found in a Celtic region. It must represent the important deity which on one
of the famous Paris altars is named CERNUNNOS.

Gernunnos has

the barbaric characteristics of a very ancient, primitive
seems, indeed, to be an animal god arrested while in the very

He

deity.

all

"

process of

anthropomorphising."

Several well-known representations of him

Continent, which, though differing in minor details, agree in

exist on the

and in decking him
out with one or more massive torques.
On the head are horns, usually of a
The Teniair relief agrees to some extent with
stag, but sometimes of a ram.

figuring the deity in a cross-legged, Buddha-like attitude,

I
the Continental sculptures in the attitude, and apparently in the horns.
could not feel so sure of the torque, owing to the weathered condition of the

guard oneself against tricks of imagination in an
investigation of the kind so I will only say, with the utmost caution, that it
3
is not impossible that the figure actually has such a collar.
It is not a little
It

stone.

difficult to

is

;

remarkable that the two torques which are now among the chief treasures of
the Eoyal Irish Academy Museum were found somewhere in the neighbour-

hood

of this stone. 4

human being

These gigantic ornaments, too large to be used by any
may well have been votive offerings to the

5
except as a girdle,

1

Tara,

p. I7f>.

owing to its bad state, is a very difficult subject for tiie camera. The
photograph reproduced on Plate VIII is not very satisfactory, but it is the best of several
-

The

figure,

attempts.
3
After the above words had been written, I put the observations which they contain
to the following test
With Mr. Westropp I conducted to Temair a party of young friends
:

who had never been

there before, had no previous knowledge of the stone in question, and
had never heard of Cernunnos or of his attributes. We asked them to describe, without
any assistance or hints from us, what they saw in the sculpture. After remarking on the
obvious features, eyes, mouth, &c.. one of them said " he has very large ears .... or are
they horns? .... and he seems to have something round his neck." Mr. Armstrong

has called

my

Edn., 1850,
the head."
6

attention to a note in Wilde's Beauties of the Boijne and Blackwater (2nd
"
where the figure is described as having something like horns upon

p. 123),

4

Tara,

p. 181.

Compare the girdle-torque worn by the

plate

figure of

Nodens (Bathurst, Lydney Park,

xiii).

B.I. A,

PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT.
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ancient Celtic

god

Possibly they decorated a colossal wooden

wealth.

of

effigy of the deity.

this identification

If

he admitted,

In the first place, the stone will

result.

some important consequences will
assume the great interest of being

the only sculptured representation of a deity surviving from pagan times in
In the second place, it will cast some doubt on the theory that
Ireland.

M. Salomon Reinach has
and persuasiveness, and may perhaps
argued with all his wealth of learning
of wooden images among the pagan
use
for
the
rehabilitate Lucan's evidence
there was a Druidic prohibition of images, for which

1

In the third place, it is
upon which much doubt lias been thrown.
it may show in what direction to look for the origin of those
that
possible
Celts,

name
strange figures, called by the silly
Sheila of the Breasts."
Though these

"

female,

are

i.e.,

S//e

and

no

</cioch,

have had an

imported into them, the squatting form of Cernunnos
A glance at such an example
the basis on which they have been designed.

element
is

SJieelah-tia-ffuj,

of obscenity

as that at

seem

White

Island, Co. Sligo,

2

make

will

These figures thus
representation of one

this clear.

to be survivals into Christianity of a perverted
1

of the
If

and

it

VD

20 and

iii

81, that close by this

Benen (Beniat
the house was

in

trust our authority,

it

burnt over the head
druid Lucetrnoel.

ment,

PD

would then be gained

additional point

spot

PD

most important gods of Celtic pagandom/
tins was a sacred stone erected beside some sanctuary of Cernunnos
may be no mere accident that a Christian church now stands on the

if

we may
us that

tells

little cast

of the

of

As

4

it

was "a

path."

short,

It is

somewhere near the sanctuary
of

7

for the tradition

monument was

VD

,

built of
is

reported in

the house that was

St. Patrick's follower,

wood

and the

specially for the experi-

useless to look for its remains

distance south-east of

Adamnan's

;

Cross, a

very likely that the house would be built

of the deity

under whose protection the druids

to confute the preacher of strange doctrines.

king Loeguii-e hoped
South of the Cross were the Seat and

Duma, PI)

a

4

S,

3

in

The name

Adamndin

These have been effectually obliterated by generations of
But again we ask, why were they called after Adanman ?

Mtjthe.i, et Hellijiunx,

Figured

'.wide

18).

grave-digging.

-

Mound of Adannian

i,

14G,

et xeqq.

Jounvtl, Roy. Hist, and Arch. Assocn. of Ireland, ser.
of the giant Cormuran, killed by Jack the Giant-killer,

iv, vol. v, p. 28,'l
is

perhaps a cor-

ruption of Cernunnos, as the three-headed giant who enters into the same nursery tale
appears to be a reminiscence of the tricephalous god of whom several figures exist.
4
See Tara, p. 176, where the story is given in full from Muirchu.

mound running round the graveyard just inside the enclosing
sight like another earthwork of the Temair series. But I cannot regard
it as anything more than an old boundary of the cemetery.
It is rectangular, and follows
exactly the line of the ater tone wall that runs outside it.
5

A

conspicuous earthen

wall looks at

first
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what was he doing

to detect evidence of evasion

Remains and Traditions of Tura.

:

at

Temair with a duma

Once more we seem

a re-dedication (to the Christian saint connected

;

with an event taking place at this part of the
associated with the name of some pagan deity.
so-called Cross of

>

25?

Adamnan was

hill) of

features previously

as I

have suggested, the

If,

really a sacred stone originally dedicated to

Cermmnos (by whatever name Cernunnos may have been called in Ireland),
"
"
"
seat
and the " mound may very well have been dedicated to the

the

same

deity.

But why should they be
Kuadan, who

Adamnan

called after

rather than Patrick, or

synods held in the same raith ? Is it because
of the homunculus sculptured on the standing stone ?'
It should be noticed in passing that O'Donovan identified this stone with
2

Lia

Fail,

also presided at

and records a

19.

that

tradition

local

Cormac mac Airt. He does not forget
Cormac was buried at Eos na High.

to

it

marked the grave

of

add the obvious comment that

Maine meic Munremuir

Lecht

Maine meic Munremuir fri Edith na Ely anoir " the grave of M.
M. is towards 11.11. eastward" says PD 19 in all the Jiss. except L,

Lecht

son of

which omits the passage.
Munreniar with Temair.
Tochostul

But the name

are apt to be,

is

3

whom

occurs in that very curious

of

list,

Tain 116 Cucdnge the message of
This catalogue is much manipulated, and, as such

Ulad, the persons to

the Ultonians was sent.
lists

cannot find any story connecting Maine son

I

corrupt.

primarily and fundamentally

in

But a very

brief glance is

enough

to

show that

Lug, M6r-rigu, Oengus Fer
are
the
most obvious of these.
Macha,
Bolg, Ogma
Diabul Ard and Tarothor ("Lofty Demon" and "Monster") have all the
appearance of being Christian evasions for the names of unmentionable
and there are other names in the list whose essential divinity is at
deities
it is

a

list of gods.

Grian-ainech, Tailtiu,

;

least probable.

a time

when

The names

of heroes

the true meaning of the

was considered desirable

to

obscure

it

and

of places

have been interpolated, at

had become forgotten, or when it
but to extricate the various elements

list
;

would need a very long and detailed study, which would here be out of place.
The appearance in the list of the name of Maine mac Mimremair suggests
4

and coupling this monument with the stone
is also a divine name
Mata, the stone of Fal. and the stone of Cernunnos. which we have already

that this
of

seen,

we conclude

;

that Lecht

Maine was not a man's grave, but a sanctuary,

with a sacred stone planted upon
1

-

it.

See Oorraac's Glossary, s. v. Adamiuin.
O. S. Letters, Mcath, p. 223.

3

Tain,, ed. Wiiidisch, linos

*

Buimi

in L, Muiiidi in

4765
LLec.

et seqq.
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have already said that I should prefer to identify the stone in the
"
Treasures
graveyard with Leeht Maine rather than with Cros Adanmain.
I

son of Fat-neck

"

would not be an inappropriate name

for

Cernunnos, god

might well have been the native name
or (more likely) a nickname for that deity. The objection to the identification
has already been hinted at: the graveyard stone is too far to the north, and
of wealth,

with his thick torque

;

it

But why does the compiler

could not be described as east of Raith Rig.

PD

postpone

mention

all

latitude of Raith Rig

north

;

of

Lecht Maine until

He

?

lie

lias,

as

it

of

were, passed the

usually follows a regular order, from south to

and Lecht Maine ought to have been described along with Caprach
Can it be that Kaith Rig is
if it were
really in the place indicated.

Cormaic

here a lapsus calami for Raith na Senad
20.

In

a

Moel, Blow, ocus Bluicne

sentence preserved only in

describes Moel, Blocc, and Bluicne as

Senad to the north

"

.stood in a triangle,

?

L,
"

(teora clocha becca i

Moel

among

the Dublin MSS.,

PD

21

three small stones beside Raith na
toe.li

Edthu na Senad

to the east, Blocc to the south,

north, or, according to L, to the north-east.

U

calls

tuaid).

and Bluicne

Blocc

"

They
to the

Bole."

in importance to Fal only, as I hope to show
In the present topographical study we need only note that they have
The insignificant stones pointed ont by 1'etrie, of which I can
disappeared.

These stones are inferior

later.

1

find only one,'-

and

place,

cannot be the monuments in question. They are in the wrong
not fit in with what we are told of the stones and their

will

functions.

Perhaps the remaining stone, which is small and rounded, may be the origin
nn h Uitlri of the fate of the druid there

of the tradition recorded in Lrbor

named
word

3

Loeguire.

This opponent of St. Patrick was buried in the earth at the

of the apostle, so that

head."

"

all

the dogs that

come

The present tense implies that the punishment

to

Temair befoul

of the druid

was

his
still

1

Tara, pp. 17!>, 180.
In the graveyard marked " stoue " in the plan, Plate I.
It stands near the socalled Cros Adamnain, and is figured in Tara, \\. 180.
3
See Revue ceUii/iee, vi, 104. The story is in some confusion in another version in
Lebor Brecc (printed in Tripartite Life of St. Patrick, vol. ii, p. 454) the name of the druid
is given as Mautais.
This is evidently merely an adaptation of the Greek udms, but is
not much less probable than Loeguire, which is clearly a confusion with the name of the
Perhaps in some previous version of the story the words drui Loeguiri, " the druid
king.
" the druid
of Loeguire," occurred, and a sleepy scribe
misinterpreted them as
2

:

;

Loeguire.''

According to the Lebor Brecc version the drnid was swallowed up by the earth, giving
rise to the proverb nwonuil aitutin Mantais.
Whatever this may mean, it is not difficult
to see that the statement about the
dogs has somehow been derived from it.

Temair Breg
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"

and therefore that the

in progress,

story was written down

head

"

was

still

to be seen
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when

the

rounded boulder might easily be taken by
imaginative persons as the head of a giant turned to stone and buried in the
earth up to his neck.
Another stone connected with the magical strife of
;

this

1

Patrick and the druids of Temair was seen by Tirechan in the south-east of
2
the raith.
This has disappeared, or at least cannot be identified.
*

21. Lecht in Altaic

Lecht in Abaic, the Dwarfs Grave, was east of Moel, Blocc, and Bluicne.
All the MSS. of PD 22 agree in saying that it was sairdes 7 siardes ("south-

and south- west").

east

"

This

is

We

a little cryptical to begin with.

are

is its measure, in its little slough below
thus is the grave, a small stone under the ground in its western end and
"
another in its eastern (tri troiythi namu a tomus 'na escaid bice Us 3 is amlaid

further told that

three feet only

;

;

ata in

seems

clock becc fo

7

lige,

talmain ina {arthur

This

aroile ina oirther).

sunk underground, which when PD was
The cist was probably meant to receive

to indicate a cist of small size,

compiled had become full of mud.
a late bronze-age urn burial
its small
;

its

7

occupant had been a dwarf, who

size

suggested to legend -f miners that
with the name Sen ua Eibric in

is fitted

a

poem quoted in Tara, p. 180.
Next we learn that the cist possessed the peculiar property of measuring
three feet when measured at one time, three and a half another time (fogdbtar
tri traigid

ind indara fccht, a

tri

co leith

Such

in fecht n-ailc).

tales are

not infrequently told thus we often hear that the members of a monument
(e.g. a stone circle,, when counted or measured on different occasions, give
;

different results.

So they do

it is

;

not,

however, a miracle, but the result of

It must be noted carefully
incompetence on the part of the experimenter.
that the apparent marvel of Lecht in Abaic was on a different footing from

the magical properties of Fal.

The

PD

of the 'tract

was compiled. The writer
of it from second, or

and spoke

voice of Fal had long been silent

knew

from tradition,

of it only

third, or fiftieth hand.

4

when

13ut he had only to

partial burial of the companion stones of Cenn Criiaich, Tripartite Life, i,
also the story of Mata and the warriors, supra, p. 241.
Petrie records a tradition
current in his time that the stones were " left there by the giants of Tara."
1

p.

92
-

3

na

Compare the
:

Tripartite Life. vol. ii, p. 307.
is the reading of B, R.
Variants are

This

esccaid

(H)

;

an afnd instead

of

tomus,

esc bee this

(L)

;

a tonws

iiidalige

a tvmus (U).

The traditions of the properties of Lia Fail are fairly consistent but that they were
not exempt from the tendency to exaggeration to which all orally transmitted statements
are liable, is shown by the list of its wonderful properties at the end of the existing
fragment of Acallam na Senorach.
4

;
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walk across the

hill of

spot

Temair

to test the properties of

The clue

marvel

to the

for,

as

we have

he was already on the

seen,

Lecht in Abaie to his heart's content.

lies in

the words sairdcs

afardes.

7

Two

stones

arranged as in the diagram here subjoined might be described loosely as
"
"
if
lying south-east and south-west
by a man standing at the point where
D
and
B
to
3
feet
would
meet.
if
C
measures
And
A
to
produced they

measures
it

3|- feet, all

will be seen

Look back now at PD, and

the conditions are satisfied.

that the properties of the

tomb are recorded without any

expression of surprise.

The author does not regard

merely

enough but

tomb

states, clumsily

intelligibly, that the

marvel at

all

;

he

dimensions of the

are different on the different sides.

IB

But very soon

D\

this piece of scientific

observation,

by such a term, became misinterpreted, which

wondered

mean

as a

it

at.

is

The miracle-mongers fastened upon

if

we may

dignify
to

perhaps hardly
it,

understanding

it

it

be
to

that the stones were in the habit of shifting their relative positions.

Just like the infant of Craebh Laisse, whose meaningless babblings were
first taken for an invocation of the divine name, and then
exaggerated into

marvellous oracles as the story passed from mouth to mouth, till they
earned for the baby a place among the marvels of Ireland, so we find the

dwarfs

tomb mentioned among the three wonders of Temair. The
other two wonders were "a boy of seven who begat children," and the scream
of the stone of Fal.
The first of these may be explained either (a) as a
elastic

1

some god who, like the infant Zeus, grew
or (1>) as an exaggerated report of an actual
rapidly to his full strength
2
event a case of a disease, happily
extremely rare: a precocious maturity,
piece of folk-lore, reminiscent of
;

called, I

understand, proijcria.

the wonders of Temair,
find that

it

is

The

tale of the dwarf's grave, as told

to the effect that

measured exactly

five of his feet.

among

anyone, small or great, would

Other versions and parallels

The Irish Nennius (Irish Arch. Soc.),
pp. 198-201.
Compare the well-attested case of Thomas Hall (aliter Hale) of Willingham,
Cambridgeshire, who died in 1747 at the age of tive years and eleven months, but
with all the signs of maturity, and even of
senility (see Phil. Trans. Royal Society, 1745.
first
Edmund Carter's History <jf (Jambridijeshire, reprint of 1819,
quarter, p. 249
p. 310 ft'.). If we may believe these reports, something actually
happened in the case of
this abortion similar to the wild
extravagance at the opening of the tale of Mknus Og
(Campbell's Waifs and Strays, ii, p. 338).
1

'-'

;
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and need not here be repeated but we must not
omit to mention the entirely different story told in Acallam na Senorach
(ed. Stokes, line 7978 ff.), to the effect that the dwarf was the property of
1

are given in Tara, p. 180,

:

Conn Cet-chathach, and equal

in height to

thrice his master's

fist

the

:

best chess- and checker-player in Ireland, the best leech, and the best peace-

The stone was

maker.

who

thereon would find

lay

and the largest man and the smallest infant
a sort of
just sufficient room for himself

his bed,

converse of the bed of Procrustes

!

All the

men

of Ireland,

we

are told in

line 7979, used to resort thither for the experiment. The Triads (Todd Lect.
xiii, p. 14) mention the dwarf's grave as one of the three wonders, not mei'ely
of Temair, but of all Ireland.
It is probable that the development of the tale along the
was helped by the peculiar properties, of which we have
ascribed to the stones Blocc and Bluiene.

22. Dall ocus

lines indicated
to speak,

still

Dorcha

"Blind" and "Dark," it appears, were two beggars who fought over the
division of the alms which they had collected, and killed each other the
;

monument

rashly endeavoured to separate them, and
was trampled to death by the combatants. The beggars were commemorated
by two mounds north of the dwarf's grave, which still remain where Petrie

dwarf

of the previous

records them, though in a

Dorcha north.

much abraded

It is surely obvious that this trivial story

lore that has

somehow become attached

of the sacred ridge of Temair.

trampled
d' esprit

to

merely, a floating bit of folk-

The

monuments.

story of the blind beggars

death one who tried to separate them
of the kind technically called a

name

of

"

Dall and

droll."

might have been given to blind seers
the druid of king Eochu Airem.
as

essential point in the description

(PD

23,

who

a rough rustic jew

a folk-tale

lialldn, the

It is unlikely

under special tumuli on the
is

Dorcha are names such

The

is

to these

that two beggars would have been buried

summit

Dall was south and

condition.

2

comes

at the

:

compare

end

of the

After mentioning the graves, their names, their positions relative
Lecht in Abaic and to each other, and, after hinting at the story 'more

paragraph.
to

To them should be added the Tomb

of Amir, described by Nennius at the end of
wonders of Britain. This had the properties ascribed to Lecht in Abaic
in an even more remarkable degree.
"
3
Adopting the reading of H. The other MSS. have west." B has a peculiar reading
which makes Dorcha west and Dall east. The relative positions of these mounds, Lecht
the
in abaic, Moel and its companions, and Raith na Senad, are difficult to reconstruct
the best I can make of the indications in the Uind-shenchas,
shows
plan
1

his list of the

:
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VD), the prose text adds 7 ni fuif mur etvrru 7 na docket
"and there is no rampart between them, and the stones [i.e.,

fully reported in
7

in cubat,

:

Moel, Blocc, and Bluicne], and the grave [of the dwarf]." This must mean
that a radical connexion was recognized as existing between the three groups
of monuments; otherwise there would be no point in making the statement.

For the nature

of the

The mounds

jecture.

connexion we have no data on which to base a conof

and Dorcha are not marked on the 25-inch

I >all

map.
23. Miir

We
that

na

tri coyu.r

can -say no more of the "Rampart of the Three Conspiracies" than

its

its

history,

and the reason for

site,

its

peculiar

name

are alike

unknown.
It

was near

(or

around) Tech Midchiiarta, and between that structure

and Laech-thopur (PD 24; VI
is not elsewhere mentioned, and

)

iii

7<S).

Laech-thopur, the "Warrior-well,"

unknown.'

its site is also

have not ventured on any conjecture as to either
or Laech-thopur on the plan.
I

24.

The "stone

Mur

of the warriors," like

it,

nor

anything recorded of

is

25.

cogur

Cros Adamnain, was at the entrance of

VD

must therefore have been somewhere near Cros Adamnain
trace of

tri

Liu na Finn

(arbdoib), or opposite (nr inchuib), liaith na Senad (PI) 25;

now no

na

its

;

iii

SO).

but there

It
is

history.

Tech Miikhiiurtu

This structure, also called for some unknown reason- Low/ na in Bun, "the
ship of the women," is certainly to be identified with the two long parallel

mounds
It

is

at the north

end

of the ridge.

an exercise of interest, and not without

to restore in

scientific value, to

endeavour

imagination the

when they were

in full

'

UH'erent buildings of Temair as
they appeared
working order." Such a study, however, must, be

to a large degree conjectural, for the materials

Jmt

are extremely imperfect,

and more promising than
1

It

may

be merely another

appellation, Liaig na Fian.
theory of identification.
a

The reason

of the

for

women

is

But

for

any

on which it lias to be based
Tech Midchiiarta the materials are fuller

of the oilier

name

We

possess two

for the (,'aprach well
it recalls its alternative
this possibility is too slender to bear the weight of
any
:

probably not unconnected with the incorporation of the (burial)-mound

in the eastern wall of the structure.

name, Tech Midchuarta, see
preface, p. xii,

buildings.

The Martyrology

For the meaning
of

Oe/<//iis,

of the moce usual
Henry Bradshaw Kdn

Temair Breg
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the short tract

:

Suidiw/ud Taigi Mideh aorta: and some scattered references in Irish literature,
all of which supplement the evidence afforded by the actual remains.

The two ancient plans
facsimile),

found in the Book

will be

and in the Yellow Book

of Leinster (p.

Lecan (facsimile,

of

p. 418).

29 of the

These have

been reproduced with sufficient, but not absolute, accuracy, in Tara; 1 as they
The Leuan
are thus easily accessible, it is unnecessary to repeat them here.
plan

is

the fuller, and

much

is

the more carefully drawn

;

the Leinster plan

careless, and though older in date is on the whole less likely to be
Both plans show a rectangular building: no attempt is made to
accurate.
preserve the proportions of the actual structure, which is drawn as though
is

It

nearly square.

shown

divided into five

is

at the lower

end

aisles,

of the central aisle.

and the single entrance door is
The two outer aisles are divided

"

pews," each of them set apart for the
The
use of members of the different trades, professions, or ranks of society.
into a succession of

names

of these,

what

I

may

call

with the joints of meat to which their representatives were

entitled at the feasts, are written in each of the divisions.

marked

carefully

Leinster plan

;

off

from each other

and the

scribe of

in

The pews are

the Lecan plan, but not in the

the latter MS. has been careless in the

spacing of his words, so that he has had to carry the two lower pews in the
The effect of this has been to
outer side aisles into the inner side aisles.
displace the doorkeepers from their proper place beside the door; one of
the obvious faults which prejudice the student against the plan in the

older MS.

The inner

side aisles are similarly divided.

The Lecan plan shows a com-

at each side of the door, that on the left for the doorkeepers, that on
the right for the buffoons. Then there comes a space where width is obtained
by the omission of two pews on each side, making a Common Hall (erldr

partment

caicli).

The Leinster plan omits

this very probable feature.

Inwards from

the Common Hall the Lecan plan shows a succession of eight pews on each
side, similar to those in the outer aisles, and similarly assigned, after which
there is another open space, likewise obtained by omitting the last pew on

each

side.

This open space

is

apportioned to the table attendants and the

would evidently be an advantage for these officers that
they should be in an open space, for the convenient performance of their
duties, we once more accept the Lecan plan, which shows this arrangement,

stewards

;

and as

it

rather than the Leinster plan, which merely writes a catalogue of trades, &c.,
In these reproductions the lines of the plan are drawn correctly after the model of
the MSS., though with a mechanical rigidity. The conventional ''print" lettering has
been substituted for any attempt to reproduce the handwriting of the MSS.
1

K.I.A. PKOC.,

VOL. XXXIV., SECT.

C.

[37]
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with their corresponding joints, in the columns representing the inner side
aisles without troubling to indicate the subordinate divisions.
not encumbered with pews, and was evidently the
thoroughfare through which the pews in the inner side aisles were reached.
As there seems to have been no right-of-way provided from the central

The middle

aisle

is

passage to the pews in the outer aisles, these must have been entered by
The MS. plans omit these doors, but
external doors in the sides of the hall.
"
they are mentioned in the Dind-shenchtis description. PI) says there are
twelve or fourteen doors in it, namely, seven east and seven west." If we
we
take the smaller number of these alternatives, twelve six on each side

get one door for every pair of pews in the outer

aisle,

which

is

the most likely

arrangement.
There are a number of gaps in the mounds which now represent Tech
Midelmarta, and these were taken by Petrie as being the remains of the side

At

doorways.

p.

186 of Tarn he makes the naive comment, " It

may

be re-

marked, as a curious proof of the accuracy of the prose description, that the
uncertainty as to the

number

of doors being

difficulty at the present time."

It

twelve or fourteen remains a

cannot, however, be sustained that these

gaps represent the original doorways.
gravel-diggers and by agriculturists

The remains have been mutilated by
seeking top-dressing, and some at least

In any case the number
gaps appear to be comparatively modern.
mentioned by the Dind-shenchus account is wrong for as there was a
door at the end as well as at the sides (tcste the ancient plan), there must have
of the

of doors

been an

;

othJ

number

of

doorways

in the original structure.

The lJind-shench<m

"
writer does not aim at meticulous accuracy; he merely
says there were
"
twelve or fourteen doors in it as a careless approximation, such as
of.

any

us

may throw

out in conversation at any hour of the day and we cannot
assume, as I'etrie tacitly does, that the remains were in the same ruinous state
:

when he wrote

A

as they

more serious

now

are.

raised by the presence of the
doorkeepers at
the end doorway.
These would seem futile if there were six
unprotected
doors in eacli side of the building.
But according to VI) iv .'IT, 38, the whole
hall was surrounded by nine
to be
ramparts these are
to
difficulty

is

perhaps

;

Mur

na

tri

cogur.

Kven

if

this

unheard-of

number

equated

of

fences

is

an

exaggeration, there very likely was some sort of thicket fence
surrounding
the whole hall
there is no existing trace of such a
fortification, so that we
cannot think of earthen mounds. Unauthorized intruders would be
;

at the

doorway

of this outer
protection, so that

stopped
the porters' would be needed

to guard the Common Hall from disturbance.
injhejimisejtself only
What was "Mol, doorkeeper of Temair," of whom weTeacfin'Cormac's
Glossary
From the way in which the word is there used it would
(s. v. Milgitan) ?
appear to be
rather a technical term for the office than the
proper name of some person who held it.
1
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more probably the former; a

1

fire,

carving
of

or

a locket, which

:

Ics

be either a light or
or haunch, which a daul (waiter) is

the childish sketch of the waiter

costume
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Tara.

in the central aisle of the
building the following,

in order from the end door inwards

a

of

is

may

not without interest for the study

a bir bruinnes or cooking-spit of Gargantuan dimensions, a lassar
and at the inner end the </<ibach (cauldron), beside which are the

fire,

;

dailemain or stewards.

The Lecan plan

is,

as usual,

shows in order from the door inwards a locum

more

business-like.

It

(lantern), cainncl (candelabra),

dabach (cauldron), and three hearths, marked tenc, one after the other. Behind
the third hearth is the open space for the table attendants.
may here recall Keating's interesting account of the banqueting

We

halls.

He

2

side walls,

describes them as being long and narrow, with tables along the
and hooks on the walls above the tables. A marshal (bolls/lire)

who were

took the shields of those
direction of

what we may

call

to partake of the feast, and under the
a recorder (sen.cha} he hung each on the hook

above the owner's proper place. The feasters were then admitted, and each
If it be objected that this
seat, marked with his shield.
smacks too much of mediaeval chivalry, with its heraldic shields, we may

found his o\vn

fairly call to

mind the Gaulish

animals (Diodorus Siculus,
in the British

wrought with distinctive figures of
comparing the famous Witham shield now

shields

v, 30),

Museum, which has had the

figure of a boar riveted on to

it.

Keating's statement may well rest upon ancient authority.
It now becomes our t:isk to fit this plan to the actual remains on the
ground.

For

this

it

purpose

has to be re-drawn in proper proportion. The
For reasons that have now been sufficiently

result will be seen on Plate IX.
set forth, the

Lecan plan

is

adopted as the basis

of the several professions are
placed in the

for the Irish

made

names and

to Turn, p.

On

We

to

me

The names

drawing.

pews belonging

them

to

in

English
may be

;

the joints belonging to them, reference

et teqq.

looking at this plan, the first thing that strikes us

the king's pew.
place

205

for

of the

might have expected

it to

is

the position of

be in some more conspicuous
It occurred

say at the very head of the hall, or in the exact middle.

that this offered a very good test of the trustworthiness of the plan.
pew was suitable for the king, there ought to be some traceable

If the fourth

Accordingly, I took an opportunity of visiting
Temair to examine this question on the spot. The first point to settle was
the orientation of the plan.
The modern convention of placing the north at
reason for this suitability.

the top of the plan or a
1

3

Loicliet

map
.i.

History,

did not bind mediaeval cartographers.

caimtell no sutrall no lasai-r

I.

T. S. edition,

ii,

It

would

O'Davoreii.

p. 250.

[37*]
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be more likely that the bottom of the ancient plan (where the door is shown)
would represent the north end of the hall, which, owing to the fall of the
ground,

much lower than

is

the south end.

Moreover,

all or

most

of the

old roads appear to enter Temair from the north end, so that it is more
probable that the doorway of the hall would be placed to the north, so as to

Otherwise when entering the

be convenient to visitors.

had

to intrude

hall

they would have

unduly on the royal dwellings.

This being assumed, it follows that the king held the fourth pew from the
We must make the further assumption,
south end, on the western side.
which is quite reasonable, that the pews were of approximately the same size.

The

pew must,

king's

of the

whole length

therefore, lie

of the hall

satisfaction that 1 found,

between three-twelfths and four-twelfths

from the southern end.

It

was with no small

on determining the place by measurement, that the

thus indicated stands exactly on the edge of a sudden fall in the ground,
which makes the whole of the upper part of the hall to the end of the first

site

four pews on each side a sort of natural dais.

the king would be able to

other spot.

command

The photograph, Plate X,

(indicated by the arrow)

is

From

this part of the structure

the whole hall in a
tig.

1,

way impossible

shows the

sitting in the spot

ridge.

A

at

any

person

where the king's seat was

placed.

We

how the pews were divided from one another I
dwarf
wooden
suppose by
screens, probably carved with La Tene ornament,
and enriched with metal-work.
can only conjecture

;

The plan being thus fixed, we proceed
The early stone churches of

structure.

consider the design of the superIreland, which arc modelled on the
to

better-class timber-built houses of their time, enable us to

idea of the

manner

to ourselves (1) four

of construction of the latter
buildings.

form a general
can picture

We

massive upright corner-posts, represented by the corner

oMtae of the churches, supporting '2) a truss
(probably a king-post truss) at
each gable-end, and (3) a heavy horizontal beam or
wall-plate running

along

the tops of the side walls.

The ends

beams are translated, so to
speak, into stone, in the projecting corner-brackets such as are found in some
of the early churches of Glendaloch and elsewhere.
The principals of the
end trusses cross at the top,
giving rise to the winged finials of the churches;
and in the Y-angle of the cross rests the
The vertical walls
ridge-piece.
between the corner-posts consist of wattles covered with baked earth. In a
of these

1

building of such exceptional length as Tech Midehuarta it was about twice
the length, and half the width, of St Patrick's
Cathedral, the largest church
1

See

my

book, Muiredach, Abbot uf Monastei'boice, pp. 25- 2!, where these analogies

are worked out in detail.
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of intermediate roof-trusses.

have been at the place where the side doors were pierced
and pillars are suggested in the restoration, rising from the
to

The

intersections of the pew- screens.

must have been high-pitched

;

and

it

roof, as in all early

Irish buildings,

was possible by running a

floor across

We

the building at the level of the top of the wall to make an upper storey.
find this upper storey, translated into stone, at St Columba's House, Kells,

and at St Kevin's

"

Kitchen

give access to this loft

;

"

in Glendaloch.

No

staircase

was provided

to

a ladder would be necessary.

In applying these principles to Tech Midchuarta, we derive valuable help
from the opening paragraphs of the tale called Fled liricrend. Bricriu Venomtongue made a feast for the Ultonians, and built a house especially for their
accommodation. This house, we are told, was designed after the model of
Tech Midchuarta. The iia'ive anachronism need not trouble us the writer
;

has forgotten that constant tradition ascribed the building of Tech Midchuarta to Cormac mac Airt, whose floruit is some three centuries later than
the alleged date of the Ultonian braves.

If

we assume a

date somewhere in

the middle of the ninth century for the origin of Fled Bricrend in its present
form it is doubtless founded on still older materials even then we are

brought back

to

a

time when

traditional

knowledge as to the general
There was
living and accurate.

appearance of Tech Midchuarta was still
doubtless a great deal more known about Tech Midchuarta and

ments

in the ninth century than there

its

arrange-

was when the Leiuster and the Lecan

If then a writer of the
plans were copied into their respective manuscripts.
ninth century says that a certain building was built after the model of Tech

Midchuarta, while we need not believe a word of the story he is telling unless
we have a mind to do so, we may very fairly conclude that in the description
of the building of his tale he

Tech Midchuarta,

is

actually giving us

as he pictured

it

some

sort of description of

in his imagination.

Tech Midchuarta, was divided into pews, separated
bronze enriched with a garnishing of gold. At one end was

Bricriu's house, like

with screens of

King Conchobar, raised high above the floor of the house and
with the couch was a griandn or seller which Bricriu made for himself,

the couch of
level

;

with windows through which he could watch the strife stirred up by his
For Bricriu knew that the Ultonians would not allow him to come
devices.

From this
among them owing to his numerous objectionable qualities.
of
a
description we derive the conception
rectangular building (not necessarily
1

in

of the

same proportions
1

Fi,ed

as Tech Midchuarta) with a lofty royal couch at one

Bricrend (Irish Texts Socioty, vol.

ii),

ad

init.
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end, and an upper storey at the other, not extending along the whole length, of the
Hall.

Figure 2 shows, in outline, the only design which will satisfy

all

the

conditions of the story. The upper loft was the seller of Bricriu it terminated
in a party wall with windows or spy-holes, through which the ill-conditioned
;

master of the house could gloat over the proceedings below. Between this
party wall and the opposite end, where the couch (imda) of Conchobar stood,
the roof was open.

be objected to this restoration that the royal couch
is inconveniently and impossibly high.
The objection can be met by supposing
that the author of fled iiricrend pictured the ground as falling away in
It

may

Bricriu's house, as it does in

Two

Tech Midchuarta.

considerations indicate that the same design was followed in

Midchuarta as

is

here indicated for Tech Bricrend

Tech

a long hall, with the

CRIANAN BRICREND

IMD/f

FIG. 2.

Vertical Section of the

roof trusses open at one end

the

first place,

there

is

a

the ground

much

greater

House

of Bricriu.

and masked by an upper storey at the other.

falls

away considerably towards the

height at

the

north

In

north, so that

than at the south

thus

In the second place, it
giving greater head-room for such an upper loft.
will be noticed that the Lecan
plan shows the three hearths all concentrated
at the southern end.

This would be inexplicable, except on the
hypothesis
that there was an upper storey at the northern end, which would
prevent the
In the restored elevation on 1'lale IX, I have inserted
escape of the smoke.

dormer windows, merely

as a convenient indication of the
probable extent of

the upper storey, but without the intention of
suggesting that this was
actually the way in which the loft was lighted- a point on which we have
no information. The three chimney-openings show that there is no obstruction for the

storey

smoke

at the southern end.

we may perhaps add

chambers

in

Tech Midchuarta.

To these arguments

the testimony of VI)

The

for

an upper

that there were bed-

floor being
wholly occupied with the
arrangements for the feasts and the assemblies, we must suppose that the
dormitories were elsewhere in the building

MACALISTEK
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This northern upper storey further gives us the raison d'etre for the
Common Hall. Some free space was needed for the foot of the ladder leading
up to the loft. And a special doorkeeper would be needed here to prevent
unauthorized peisons from entering the upper storey, which would doubtless
be reserved for people of importance.

The poem

VD

iv

is

it

is

rather disappointing.

present purpose

almost entirely devoted to this structure.

eulogies of king Cormac, the founder of the

For our

it

consists of rapturous

and

of

enumerations of the

Flail,

of

The only facts about the constructhe Hall which we gather from the poem are (A) its length, 700 feet,

various functionaries connected with
tion of

Most

it.

which agrees tolerably with the actual measurement of the remains (B) its
height, 30 cubits (s6 coic cubat), which may or may not be accurate; as
;

Gwynn points out on p. 71 of his notes, it is suspiciously like an echo of
the corresponding measurements in Solomon's Temple. The word citbtit alone
Mr.

is

enough
its

(D)

mark

to inspire

such doubts.

1

(C)

The nine ramparts, already

doors, here given as fourteen in

number.

It

is

referred to;

curious that the plans

the end door but ignore the side doors, while the descriptions enumerate

the side doors but

make no

reference to the end door. 2

The prose tract called Suidiugud Taigi Midch&arta3 does not carry us much
further.
But it seems to explain a discrepancy that would otherwise be
puzzling between the 700 feet, given as the length of the building in VD,
It seems that the greater length is attributed to
feet in PI).
Cormac mac Airt, the lesser to Loeguire mac Neill as though Loeguire had for

and the 300

;

some reason cut short the enormous length of the original hall.
already (p. 241) noticed a passage which seems to imply that the
fallen into ruin in I.oeguire's time,

different substitute.

beds, &c.,

The

though

rest of the tract

it
is

hall

have

had

suggests that the king provided a

occupied with

which give us no help

in the house,

We

in

lists of furniture,

studying

its

internal

arrangements.
26.

The
"

Mound
4

east,

"

Mound
of the

of

Duma

the She-mercenaries," otherwise

Women" (VD

at the southern

nn mBcm-amns

end

of

iii

61),

was

Duma

na mBan, the

and

in the south-

This

is

of small size,

Tech Midchuarta

(1 D
J

27).

probably to

be identified with a small mound, close to the eastern wall of that building,
Other parallels between the descriptions of the two buildings have not escaped
Mr. Gwynn's notice reference may be made to his remarks, loc. nit.
The evidence of the early churches tends to show that the narrow end of a rectangular building was the normal place for a door.
3
See Tara, p. 197.
4
Stokes by a slip translates " south-west." All the MKS. read anairdess,
;
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and 31
60

feet

feet.

from

its

Unless the

VD

mound

the

"

site.

1

women

about 222

Lait'hen, in or

na inHan-amus

It
"

is,

map

mound

at the base

in the

same position

to find

any trace

is

of the

however, fairly conspicuous.

were

A.D.,

of the

on his

was unable

but, strange to say, he

by conjecture
monument on the

mound.

Duma

Petrie placed
;

The diameter

southern end.

those

slaughtered

by Dunking, king of

we have no information

as to the history of this

refers obscurely to the

"

"

betrayal

of the

women

after

whom

named, but gives no particulars.

is

Comfot Caelchon ocus a Ararl
"
"
"
The grave (lit. "equal length") of Caelchu and his ladder were level
with the northern end of Tech Midchuarta" (I'D 28]. The grave was
27.

apparently a earn;

it is

said in

VD

iii

143 to be/0 ehochina cloch, an obscure
These monuments have disappeared

expression 'see Gwynn's note, ad he.)."
"
Fort of
Petrie's identification of the

;

Caelchu

"
is

wrong, the structure

which he thus names being certainly Itaith Granule. Indeed, it is most
probable that there never was a fort so named at Temair at all. Arad means

"a

ladder."

H

reads n

ra//[//]

instead of drad, on which the other MSS. are

The " ladder of
agreed and, us usual, the lectio dit/icil.ior is to be preferred.
"
Caelchu might have been some structure of stones an allee converts, for
:

example standing close beside the earn, and wrongly supposed to belong to
"
it.
Mr. Westropp calls my attention to the " steps
at Duntrileague,
an allee couverte in which the successive capstones rise stairCo. Limerick
wise. 3 There
of the

is

a large block of conglomerate in the fence on the eastern side

road not far from the indicated spot

:

this

may

possibly be a relic of

the monument.
28.

Treduma Ncisi

This was at and level with the north-east end

(PD

(au-)

of

Tech Midcluiaita

The word tredmna might mean either a triple ring-fort, or a group of
burial mounds
the latter seems the more likely, but VD iii 47 describes

29).

three

;

Petrie found no trace of it; but Mr.
Westropp
what may be the remains of it in a coiner of a field close
the northern end of Tech Midchuarta, and on the
opposite side of the

the structure as a rditli*

and
to

I

noticed

neighbouring road. We observed a quadrant of a circle, the sides measuring
51 yards along the road fence and 63 yards along the
adjoining field fence,
1

Tara, p. 215.

2

Cochma means some kind of vessel possibly a comparison is intended between
heap of stones and a cooking-vat or some such utensil, turned upside-down.
3
See the drawing in Borlase, Dolmens of Ireland, i, 50.
4
Compare also the notice of Dinn Tradiii, s.v. Mug-time, in Cormac's Glossary.
;

a
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much

abraded.
The rest of the structure has
been destroyed by tillage in the adjoining field, and by the
laying-out of the
road but a faint rise can be detected in the road, as well as its continuation
enclosing one small mound,

;

into the field containing Tech Midchuarta, where there

a second small

is

mound.
29.

lldith Conchobiiir

This was beside and to the north of

Treduma

had a door facing
iii 49).
It was

Neisi.

It

(PD

VD

the east, level with Corns Cind Chon-Chulaind

30,

not found by Petrie, but seems to be represented by a deep gravel-pit in the
next iield but one to the north of that containing the remains mentioned in
the last article.
30. Scinth Gon-Chidiiind
"

"

The

Site of the Buckler of Cu-Chulaind
was level with the "Neck of
"
Cu-Chulaind
(MMe Con-Chnlniiid), to the north-east. It evidently was an

earthen ring, representing the outline of the shield, with a
the umbo.

the centre, suggesting

PD

It

is,

mound

(tul) in

in fact, described in
exactly these

was more probably sepulchral rather than residential
a grave-mound within an enclosure, like the dolmen at the Giant's
Ring,
near Belfast, or the cist at Longstone Fort, near Naas and, like these, was
terms in

31.

It

;

presumably a bronze-age monument, the "dedication" to Cu-Chulaind
having been imposed upon it when its original owner was forgotten. No

mound can now

trace of this

Cind ocus Mede Chon-Clndnind

31. Corns

The
in

"

Measure

PD except

be discovered.

Head and Neck

of the

of

Cu-Chulaind

"
is

not mentioned

as a guide to the identification of liaitli Conchobuir

Con-Chulaind.

and Sciath

It was to the north-east of the former, according to

and doubtless was

Con-Chulaind.

near- Sciath

VD

iii

50,

In this collection of mounds,

one called the head, the other the shield, of an ancient hero, we see an old

example

of the

megalithic

common

monuments

idea of the

"

Giant's Grave," a

in the country.

name

The names are

story of the death of C'u-Chulaind, as it appears in the

the

mounds

are there alluded to in the following terms

7 a Idime d6i 7 Idn lainne a
right hand, and the
of

we

Sciath Con-Chulaind,

di uir,

Book
:

are

current for

of Leinster, for

Otharlige a chind

the sick-bed of his head and of his

cover of his shield of earth." 1

full of the

monument, re-named
probably owing

sceit/i

"

still

at least as old as the

As

in the case

probably to regard this as a bronze-age

at a later time.

It has

now completely

disappeared,

to tillage.
'

LL,

K.I.A. PKOC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT.

facsimile, p. 121
<;.

1.

4(1.

[38]
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The monument was probably a round tumulus with a neck-like projection
it.
Mr. Westropp has sent me a sketch of a mound of similar

attached to

design in the cemetery of

Cenn Febrat.
Temmcli

32. Sescend
"
is

The

little

dirty marsh," which, with the partial exception of the springs,

the only natural feature

was

level with

Temair mentioned

though
na Maccraide (PD

it

-32)

liitid-shenchns IZrenn,

in

Tech Midchuarta on the north-west.

in Petrie's time,

Cam

of

was

It

had even then been drained.

and east

Raith Grainde

of

Neisi and Baith Conchobuir were east of

it

O'Donovan's account of the Sescend

(VI)

iii

remembered
was south of

still

1

It

(VD

iii

45)

;

Eaith

47).

here he quoted 2

"

This spot,
extending from the ash-tree under which there was a well called Tober Fin
"
northwards "] to the road was spcwy land in the
[sic] southwards [sic ? read

may

:

;

Mr. MacMahon, a farmer, who holds the adjacent land and who
fought on the hill in '98 with all the vigor of his ancestor Colla Da Chrioch.
Shortly before 1798 the proprietor of the land, to reclaim this 'spewy spot'

memory

of

stopped up Tober Fin with /?-.: and rubbish and to carry off its fountain he
sank a drain of remarkable depth fora short distance to the west of the well
;

northwards
well can

to the

still

road where the land

s

"'^

;

[sic]".

The ash-tree and the

be seen, the latter marked by an irregular
depression in the

ground.
33.

Rdith Grdinile

In the identification of Edith C.rainde and

its companion Fotliad Batha
The ramparts which he calls by

Granule, Petrie had erred unaccountably.
these names are certainly the Cloenfertai.

room on the

hill

for

the

Petrie's identification" leaves

Cloenfertai, which were

to

no

the west of Baith

Grainde: and even the relative positions of the two structures are
given
erroneously, for Petrie makes the Fothad south of the Eaith, whereas the
authorities which we have to follow make it the northern of the
two.

Taking these two sites as the Cloenfertai, we must look
no the east of them
and we find it at once, in a
:

Petrie has called Edith Caelchon.

Even

if

for

Eaith Grainde

shapely ring-fort which
there were evidence that such a

structure as the fort of Caelchu existed at Temair at all
and, as we have
seen, there is no such evidence
the fort called by that name in Petrie's
work is too far from the site of Tech Midchuarta to accord with
the indica1

Tara, p. 151.

-

O. S. Letters, Meath,

p. 234.

3

Tara,

p.

216.
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level with the northern

is

(PD 28). On the other hand, it appears to agree in
" westward from
with
that
the Marsh
position
assigned to Raith Grdinde
of Teinair on the summit of the mound" (6 Seiscend Tern rack antar for forard

end

of that building

I

IIM telca).

therefore,

suggest,

the structure hitherto called Raith

that

Caelchon on Petrio's authority should be named Rdith Grainde.
According to Trans. R.I.A. xxx, 279, the lump of red enamel mentioned
238) was found "on the inner slope of the northern portion of the
ditch" surrounding this raith. This would tend to show that the raith was

above

a

(p.

little

It

is

older than the time of Grainde, daughter of Cormac, but not

right to

was found

mention that there

at Kilraessan

is

(loc. cit.).

much.

another story, to the effect that the object
But the localization in Raith Grainne

seems very circumstantial.
Fothad Rdtha Grdinde

34.

This structure was to

(she

the northern Cloenl'ert (I'D 34).

YD.

tioned in
indicated.

the

mound

There

But there

is
is

Fan na

north, under

Neither

it

gCarbat, and level with
nor Rdith Grainde is men-

no separate structure now to be seen in the place
a small mound attached to the external rampart of

here called Uaith Grainde, on the north side; and this

may be

the structure intended.

The question turns on the meaning to be assigned to the word Fotliad.
O'Donovan, in the O.S. Letters, confesses his inability to deal with it.
"
foundaStokes, in his edition of the Rennes Dind-skenchus, translates it
for
was
it
that
the
fort
is
which
not
tion,"
implies
altogether satisfactory,
iu one place,

and

its

O'Clery's Glossary

ct/mdach no tinns/jnamli

can best attach to this word
Raith Grainde

;

the

The sense given

foundation in another!

"

fotkugad in
suggests the sense which we
to

the "founding" or "beginning"; the "original"
"
such
building which developed into Raith Grainde
:

meaning which we are to understand. Jt does not necessarily
follow that this is what actually happened all that we are to infer is that
when Uind-shcnchas Erenn was compiled, or rather when the name Fothad
Udtha Grdinde became attached to the mound, it was supposed to have been
and once again we
It looks more like a burial-mound
the original raith.

seems

to be the

;

:

see a case of the incorporation of such a mound with a raith. This, however,
is less likely to have happened in the case of a residential raith.
35. Cloenfertai

The

Cloenl'ertai

were west

and the appropriateness

of the

of

Raith Grainde

name

"

;

and both

sloping trenches

",

this indication,

help us to identify
[38*]
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pair of conspicuous ramparts on the steep north-western slope
Petrie seems to have supposed that they were merely a sort of

them with the
of the hill.

down

wall or ditch, running

the hillside

but the fact that historical or

;

have taken place within them the
by Dunlaing in the southern Cloenfert, and the
or wrong judgments of the usurping king Lugaid in the northern

quasi-historical

events are said

to

slaughter of the princesses
g-u-bretlia
is

enough

ment

to

show that they were buildings

of

some kind.

luid fo 'n all leth don tig irrucail in yhulreith

1

"

wrong judgment was given slipped down the slope

the

be, gives

an accurate idea of the curious

site

Indeed, the state-

half the house
",

where

grotesque though

of this structure

;

it

half of it

2
being on the Hat top of the ridge, and half on the steep slope of its side.
This is evidently the basis of the version of the story of the desertion of

Temair

Norse Speculum Regale*

told in the

The southern

Hogan's Oiwmastioon,

The stone-heap

(PD

see

Car tin Maccraide Laigen

of the Leinster

Like most

36).

n-In<jen:

s.v.

36.

Sescenn

by the name Fert na

Cloen'fert goes also

structures at the north of the

youths was beside and to the north of the

of the stone
hill, it

monuments, and nearly

all

the

has disappeared.

Cros Fenjusa Noeb-Aiiithir

37.

The Cross

of the Holy Pilgrim
Fergus, of whom we would like to know
i
was
Carraic
Olinuun
hi
taeb
more,
C.'airnn na Maccraide "in Carraic Cluman
beside Carnn na Maccraide"
The cross has
The
(P.D 37).

place-name Carraic Clunuui (Cluni
there any prominent rock

that

"

Tara"; and
1

site

is

Irish tradition

"

that he reports, 4 to the effect

Fergus, the pilgrim of Carraic Cliunain, saw in a vision that a cross

would be erected

2

disappeared.
L) does not appear elsewhere, nor

anywhere about, so far as I can see, to which it
and Carnn na Maccraide exists no longer. Petrie

would be likely to belong
"
gives no reference for the
;

in

I

in honour, of himself

have failed

Silva Gadelica,

near Fan na Carput, on the

i, 255
ii, 288.
See Mr. Westropp's
photograph, reproduced in Plate X,
is^well shown.

'

hill of

to trace out his
authority.

;

tig. 2,

where the sloping

But Senchas Mur (Ancient Laws, i,
6), and Betha Colmdin (Todd
" tilt " to the
have a reference to a legend
ascribing the
prayers of
Patrick, which caused an earthquake
the original legend doubtless attached to
tiie Cloenfert, as stated in Betha
Colmdin (where the structure is called Clatnraith
Eriu,

iv,

10.

Lect., xvu, p. 62)

;

lemrach).

In ^nchaa

Tara, p. 144, note

Mur
9.

it is

made

tu

apply to the whole of Temair.
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Temrach

Deisel Temrach was situated between the two stone-heaps of the youths,
that is, between the southern heap and the northern heap (PI) 38).

According to,VD iii 137 it was between the two earns, and tes Crinnai
"south of Crinna" a mere cheville. More important is the further statement that it was
fot co rath ria mini ar eel

a soitis daine deisel,

" a sod with luck before
dying, where

men used

passage obviously refers to some religious

Tliis

sunwise

to turn

".

probably observed

rite,

before going into battle, in order to secure good fortune for the warriors.

There can be

little

question that Deisel Temrach was a stone circle

which we must return

;

and the

some
importance
notion as to the traditional purpose and use of such monuments. The
structure has now entirely disappeared.
passage, to

39.

We

later, is

in giving us

of

Carnn Maccraide Ua

know nothing about

Neill

the stone-heap of the youths of Ui Neill, except

that it was beside and to the north of Deisel Temrach (PI) 38). There is no
record of the history of the Leinster and the Ui Neill youths who owned the
two earns named after them respectively. The two names occur together in

the Annals of Ulster (A.D. 779),

synods of the

where we read

Ui Neill and the Leinstermen

under the presidency

of

"

the fort

is

convention of the
"

"

which met in

Colmdin

Temro

opido

ineit; t'aelchoii

This fort was north-east of Carnn Maccraide
of

"

Dublitter the anchorite.

40. lidith

owner

of a

called

son of Faolchu in

Ua
of

11,

Neill (PI) 40).

Aelchu

in

15,

The

and

of

Caelchu in L, U, H. It may possibly be traced in some obscure irregularities
in the ground, connected with a gravel-pit, in the southern corner of a large
next to the west of that containing the remains here identified with

field

Kaith Chonchobuir.
41.

This

VD

;

it

mound was west

of

Duma

Eaith Colmain

can no longer be found

word Luchdonn

ind Luchduinn

;

nor

is

(PD

41).

It is

anything known

not mentioned in

of its history.

The

(spelt variously in MSS.) occurs twice in Fled Uricrend as

epithet of the Ultonian hero Loeguire Buadach

much, except, indeed, on the theory already set
the north end of the ridge were the remains

;

an

but this does not help us

forth, that the

monuments

at

of a bronze-age burial-place,

which in popular tradition had become transferred wholesale

to the braves of
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Elsewhere the

the Ultonian cycle, Conchobar, Cu-Chulaind, and the rest.

see Todd Lectures, xiv, p. 28. There
luck donn appears as a monstrous [wolf?]
is a pile of stones in the north-east corner of the field containing the remains
:

here called

llaitli

indicated for

Duma

This would about

Chonchohuir.

in

fit

with the place

ind Luchduimi.
42. Adlaic ocus Di-adlaic

These were two springs on the side of the slope, level with liaith Colmain
on the north-east (hi cotnhardits E.G. sairtuaid, .i. hi toeb leitrecli frisin ruitli
I'D 42). The directions are not very easily followed according
anair-tuaid
:

to

VD

iii

;

135, two streams flowed from

therefore they

south of

it.

them down

mi Maccraide

to (,'arnn

;

must have been on the slope above the Cam, that is, to the
Hut according to PL) 42 they were north-east (sair-tuaid) from

Eaith Cholmain, and the latter was north-east from Carnn Maccraide Ua Neill,
which was the more northerly of the two stone heaps. As we have already

when 11) and VI)

said,

in

are thus irreconcilable, the former

But

it

topographical questions.
"They are two springs, Adlaic

saying,

but there

is

no

dii'l'erence

is
is

is to be preferred
not very clear what PL) means by
one of them and Di-adlaic the other,

between them

n-6i 1 l)i-adluic uruile, acht

'lit

the names, which appear to

"

Taken

nil deochuir eti/rra).

mean

"

Adlaic indara

(di ti^truid indsin,

desirable

"

and

"

in

connexion with

non-desirable

"

respec-

perhaps implies tliat the two wells are really one, and that under
certain mysterious circumstances it changed its character
being on some
of
this
sort
is familiar in folkoccasions salutary, on others hiutful.
Magic
tively, this

lore

:

we may compare the

well of Sliab nGani.

stones mentioned above in the notice of

pond.

this be a spring

If

it

may

Duma

1

To the east

ind

I

mchduinn,

of the pile of
is

a deep cow-

represent either or both of these water-

sources.
4o.

l.ccc

Mail ocus Midna

The stone commemorating the youths who were found playing hurley
with the head of Cu-Chulaind, and were killed in punishment for the sacrilege,'
was somewhere near Corns Chid Chon-Chulaind (VI) iii 53), but there is no
indication of its position relative to that monument.
1 have therefore
omitted

it

from the plan.

Some other

near Temair are mentioned in Acallam na Senorach,
be here enumerated, though no attempt at an identification of
any
sites in or

and may
them can be made.

of

1

These are Fed na nDn/ad, the Grave of the Druids,

Metrical Dindahenchas (Todd Lect., vol.

x), p.

436.

Temair Bret/
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na nDruad, the Stone of the Druids
though this is said to have been north-east

north-west of Temair (361)'

:

Lecc

perhaps the same place,
Temair (7957) Cnoc na nonbur,

"

of

men," which, whatever
we may think of the story told of it (7901), was probably a burial tumulus*
of Temair: and Ard na Tened (1731), the height of the
it was west
:

the

of the nine

liill

;

which was probably the site
marvellous tale which the Acullam

a

of

fire,

sacred

notwithstanding the
to account for the name.

tells

fire,

In Caithreim Conyhail Cldiringlmigli? part of the scene

The

and there are some topographical notes.
anachronistic

but

;

it

to

ought

buildings and land at Temair.

laid in

Temair,

and the description

is late,

correspond generally with the Dind-sheiiehas

The curious statement

topography.

text

is

If

made

(p.

10) that every pentarch had

this be so, it

need not have been on the

is

may have been in the surrounding plain. The expedition of
ridge itself,
Conghal came to Temair and arrived first at Edith Uladh, the Raith of the
but

Ulidians,

keepers."

"

which

There

nor do I find

As the

it

is

now

is

called Kaith

na nDoirseorach,

no such raith recorded

mentioned elsewhere:

in the

it is

ti\e

Raith of the Door-

Dind-shenchas description,

not entered in the Onomasticon.

coming from Ulaid
prepare themselves, and

text goes on to say in effect that the travellers,

Temair, stopped

first

at this raith in order to
in

deposit their travelling

their

own

it

to

to

was most

houses,
likely
equipment
some outpost not on the hill itself. On three sides there are such outposts;
Raith Meidbe at the south end of the Ridge, R ingles ton Raith by the side of
the road from Kilmessan on the west, and Raith Miles, otherwise (according

Ordnance Survey Letters) Raith Lngha on the north. The last-named
may have been the doorkeepers' fort. At p. 20 of the same text we read that
on the following morning the king rose before sunrise, as by one of the yessct
to the

he was obliged to do, 4 and went to perform his ablutions
in Tiobruid na Laocliraidhi, after which lie came to Duma na Rior/raidhe beside

attached to his

office

Muillenn Chiarnaidhe,

Chiarnaidhe
this

is

some

for

it is

there that kings were wont to

of course, the mill on the

is,

mound

the s/d

religious

"

that was over

is

Nitli.

Nemnach, and

duty which the king had

Tiobruid na Laochraide

stream

to

it

sit."

Muillenn

The only dunia near

may

be that there was

perform there in the early morning.

presumably the same as the unknown Laech-

1
To be distinguished from Fert in Druad (772C), which was in Coimacht. In line 5270
Fort na ndruad is said to be ar faithche na Temraon the lawn of Temair: so that
The numbers
possibly the M6el, Blocc, and Bluione group of monuments is intended.

in brackets refer to the lines in Stokes's edition of
2

Compare the

inscription

Had

in Declienboir,

AvMum

IM Senumch.

"the Grave

of the

Ten Men," on

Cealtra.
3
4

Irish Texts Society, vol. v.
See post, p. 363.

The references

are to the pages in this edition,

Ini.s
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thopur, of whicli

we have heard

connexion with

in

Mur

na

tri

The

cogur.

were probably temporary
m/
of
Lios
we
hear
24
Rioyraidhc, "now called Lios Toriia
p.
of
Cairbre
house
Croinni, king of Breg and of Mide.
Eccis," where was the
A lios called after the chief poet Torna Ecces was perhaps that otherwise
various sleeping-huts that are referred to in the text
structures.

At

We

have already suggested an identification of this
structure with Raith na Senad, and this may well have been the raith used

Mur nOllamhau.

called

by Cairbre as a sleeping-place.

THE OHIGIN OF TE.MAIK

:>.

Cuin robo Temnir Tcmnir

When

?

VD

did Temair Ijecome Teniair

This

?

is

invokes the legendary sages of Ireland
the question which the poet of
whicli
we must now consider.
is
and
it
the
to answer;
question

The material
fold

:

for the

archaeological

of very

now

is

to

occupy our attention

The archaeological, evidence

literary.

the preceding

marshalled in

number

study that

and

i

section

the

;

We

remarkable traditions.

literary

is

lias

two-

been

evidence consists of a

begin with the archaeological

material.

The
It is impossible to date rude earthen mounds by inspection only.
most expert archaeologist in the world could not classify the majority of the
remains of Temair chronologically without assistance from some external
Excavation, by revealing datable objects, might conceivably give a
Indeed, so far as can be judged from
clue, but this is by no means certain.
"
"
observation on the surface, the prospects of a successful dig
in the mounds
are
I'etrie
not
found
of Temair
very bright.
people cutting top-dressing
source.

from the mounds, and

this process

century before his time.

amount

certain

golden

Further,

of surreptitious

may have been going on
am inclined to suspect
1

for

more than

that there

a

was a

digging after the discovery of the great
We have no information as to the

torques, early in the last century.

mounds befoi that time, as no survey earlier than Petrie's
exists; and it is on some such hypothesis that the partial destruction or total
disappearance of many of what might have been the most promising mounds

state

of the

for excavation

1

;

can best be explained.

In

any

case, excavation

on a

site of

the outstanding importance which Temair possesses should not be carried out
except with the most extreme caution and the excavator would he in

duty

;

bound

to

dition in

expend as much money
which he found them as

in

restoring the

mounds

to the exact con-

in making the
necessary trenches. It is to
never
know
what, if anything, lies buried beneath the
may
surface at Teniair, if the excavation is to be carried out after the model
put
before us in recent years at Raith na Senad,

be hoped that we
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not certain that even a successful excavation would

is

Datable objects might

illuminate the problem of origines Temoriae.

tell

us at

what time a building containing them was occupied, but would not necessarily
tell us anything as to when and for what purpose it was first built.
in the absence of any archaeological clue to the dating of the different
sites at Temair, we must fall back on the legends contained in Dind-shenchas

When

Erenn.

that book was compiled, these legends were by a thousand

years fresher, and were by so much nearer to the events which they professed
and they belonged to a time when such legends were
to record, than we are
;

the chief mental

them

pabulum

of the people of the country.

admittedly are, they are all the

many

of

germs

of real historical truth,

mouths they had passed.
remarkably
Temair.

The

full in

first

And, fortunately

the information which

step of the investigation

according to the date assigned to
the reign of Cormac macAirt as
follows

Thus, foolish though
likely to contain some

though these may be thickly overlaid with the
the generations of story-tellers through whose

of

irresponsible imaginings

more

it

for us, Dind-shenchas

Erenn

is

gives us about the legends of

must be

to classify the various sites

them by the Uind-shcnc/ifis traditions. Taking
an era, we can draw up this classification as

:

A. LATER than Cormac macAirt

'

Raith Loeguiri meic Neill.
Raith na Senad.
Pupall, Cros, Suide, 7

Duma Adamnain.

Cros Fergusa.

Carnn Maccraide Ua

Neill.

Carnn Maccraide Laigen (probably).
B.

CONTEMPORARY with Cormac macAirt

*

Tech Mairisend.
Lecht Mata Mor-glondaig.
Maccraide Ua N6ill,
Except Cros Fergusa, which must be Christian, and Carnn
which must be later than the establishment of the sept of TS'iall, the late date assigned to
the sites named in this list is perhaps open to question. As has already been shown
Mata story is inconsistent with a late date for Raith Loeguiri. Raith na
(p. 242), the
Senad is named here simply because there is no earlier mention of it under that name.
The sites connected with the name of Adamnan may be much earlier, as has been shown
1

in the articles dealing with
2

of

Of the

an origin

them

in the previous section.

sites in this list, the first, second, fifth, sixth (?)
see the articles dealing
earlier than Cormac
;

section.
B.I.A. PROO.,

VOL. xxxiv, SECT,

c,

and twelfth are most

likely

with them in the preceding
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Tech Cormaic.
Baith

Ei'g.

Caprach Cormaic.
Duma na nGiall.
Cuchtair Cormaic.
Lia na bFian

(?)

Tech Midcluiarta.
Edith Granule.

Fothad Edtha Grdimle.
Coinfot Caelchon.
Eaitli (Jolmain meic Faelchon.

C.

OLDER than Cor mac mac Airt
Forrad.

Mur

Tea.

Fal.

]>echt

Maine meic Munremiiir.

Moel, Blocc,

7 Bluicne.

Trediaua Neisi.
Edith Conchobuir.
Sciath Con-(yhulaincl.

Corns ('ind 7 M^de Clion-Chulaind.
Cloen'fertai.

Deisel Temracli.

Lecc Mail 7 Mi dun.

Mur
IX

Of uncertain

11-

(

Hlomiui.

dale, but probably older t/iMii

Nemnach.

Duma
Loeg.
Lecht

na Bo.

in Altaic.

Dall 7 Dorcha.

Mur na

Duma

tri

cogur.

na mBanamus.

Sescend Temrach.

Arad Caelchon.

Duma
Adlaic

ind Luchdiiinn.
7 Di-adlaic.

C'ormac
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Careful study of the confused mass of Irish historical material leads us to
the conclusion that

it

was Cormac mac Airt who established at

least the

nominal suzerainty of the kings of Temair over the whole or the greater part
"
"
of Ireland.
Previous to his time the High-kingship had no real existence

;

Temair were merely the local chieftains of the
province in which the Kidge is situated. That the standing army organized
by Cormac, the memory of which survives in the traditions of the fiann
of Finn, was an innovation modelled on the Roman legions, may be taken for
politically the kings

granted.

A man

of

of

energy and bold

initiative,

such as Cormac

is

consistently

represented as being, had opportunities for studying the machinery of empire in
the

Roman operations

to

conquer.

witnessed by his generation in Britain. Doubtless it was
the example thus put before him that showed him the way to extend his provincial sovereignty over as much of the island of Ireland as he could manage

The

many important monuments

traditions that assign so

to

Cormac cannot be altogether baseless, though they may be doubted in some
individual cases.
Tech Midchuarta has all the appearance of having been
modelled after the pattern of a Roman basilica; and the traditions which

make Cormac

the master of a standing army, a patron of letters, an adminis-

even that strange story which credits him with some kind of
with the portrait of the man who planned his life and

trator of laws

all fit in

Christianity

models afforded him by Roman Britain. There may be a
considerable element of truth in the theory, which is at least as old as
his actions on the

Pinkerton, that the //.

of

Cormac were

from a possible Roman invasion.
in Irish history.
Doubtless some

human

organized to guard the coast
Cormac, indeed, is the first real personality
first

of his predecessors

no reason

in

the pages of the

deny this to such
people as Tuatlial Techtmar, Conchobar mac Nessa, Cu-Chuhund, Medb, and
many others but these have become so completely wrapped up in a fog of

Annals had a

real

existence.

J

see

to

;

legend that

it is

of any of the
impossible to be certain of the historical truth
them while Cormac, though the legend-makers have not

actions attributed to

altogether left

him

;

alone, stands out clearly before

us as an innovator, a

conqueror, and a law-giver.

In the present essay we do not propose

to dwell

on the doings of Cormac

his successors.
Our special purpose is the origin of Temair, and the
The later historical developments,
nature and early history of its kingship.
concern us here,
inaugurated by the conquests of Cormac, do not specially

and

on the problems before us.
except in so far as they may throw some light
the
We therefore exclude from our consideration
buildings attributed to

Cormac and

his successors.

The next

step, then, will be to re-classify the

older buildings, including a few that seem to be attributed

in

error

to
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Cormac's time, according to their purpose.
follows

This classification will be as

:

A. SANCTUARIES

Tech Mairisend

The Cernunnos

(?).

sites

(?).

Deisel Tenirach.

HOLY WELLS

B.

Nemnach.
Caprach Connaic (Tipra Bo Finne).
Loeg.
Adlaic 7 Di-adlaic.
C.

STANDING STONES, MARKING GKAVES OR OTHERWISE
Lecht Mata Mor-glondaig.
F&l.

Lecht Maine ineic Munremuir.
Cros Adamnain

Moel,

(?).

Blocc, 7 131uicnc.

Lecc Mail 7 Midna.

D. MONUMENTS OF SACKED ANIMALS

Duma
Duma
E. (luAVKs

na

136.

in

Luchduinn

(?).

AND GRAVE-MOUNDS
Miir Tea.

Lecht

in

Abaic.

Dall 7 Dorcha.

Duma

na inBauamus.

Treduma

Neisi.

Sciath Coii-Chulaind.

Mode (Jhon-Chulaind.
Arad Gaelchon.
Corns Cind 7

F.

RESIDENCES
Forrad.

1

Cloenl'ertai

The

(?).'

briefest glance at this list will

iiiterest^ori^mah-^i-eponderated
1

over

Originally, perhaps, the men's

show how enormously the

its political

or

its

religious

military importance

and women's quarters respectively.
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of its history.

of sanctuaries, that

it

It

group
king was primarily a religious rather than a
nothing that the Tripartite Life of

"head

1
druidechta na hEirenn

A

;

and, as

we hope

civil functionary.

to show, its
It is not for

Patrick calls Temair cend idlaclita ocus

and druidry of Ireland."
indicated, in which the different

of the idolatry

may now

further classification

monuments

St.

as a sanctuary, or rather as a

is

calls for attention

283

be

are grouped by constructional types.

It is scarcely necessary

we may content ourselves with
indicating the headings. Primarily we may divide the monuments of Temair
The former may be grouped as
into (i) stone and (ii) earthen structures.
to set forth this classification at length

(1) standing stones

;

(2) stone circles (round
(3) cists

The

latter

may

;

be divided into
;

earthen mounds

mounds

(6) earthen

Of

Tech Mairisend, and Deisel Temrach)
in Abaic and Arad Caelchon).

and dolmens (Lecht

(4) earthen rings
(5)

;

;

(tumuli) within rings.

may belong to any pre-Christian date, and cannot be
without
external aid, to any definite period. The same is true of
assigned,
(4) and of (5). On the other hand, classes (2) and (3) are essentially bronzethese, class (1)

The same

2
age monuments.

perhaps true, as a rule, of no. (6), if the
But
analogies presented by the Giant's Ring and Longstone Fort hold good.
even if we have to assign certain ringed tumuli to the Iron Age, 3 there is
is

sufficient evidence in this classification of the

Temair begins
burial

and

in the

Age

of Bronze.

monuments

that the history of

It is especially to be noted that the

monuments

it is

are for the greater part at the north end of the ridge
not improbable that this was due to the existence here of the stone

:

Temrach.

circle called Deisel

Just as Stonehenge stands surrounded by the
desired to be buried near the sanctuary, so the

grave-mounds of those who
"sward that brought luck before dying" was regarded as a suitable centre
for burial.
The history of Temair, therefore, seems to begin, at least partly,
as the history of a

cemetery

into its sanctity from the
1

Ed. Stokes,

vol.

i,

;

first.

but other elements, as we shall

see,

entered

Even Dind-shenchas Erenn has not ignored

p. 40.

to be assigned to the Stone Age, Imt oi.sts (such as Lecht in
Abaic seems to have been) and allees couvertes (to which class Arad Caelchon may have
belonged) are more probably bronze-age.
3
Such as the small mound at Grannagh, (Jo. Galway see Proceedings 11. 1. A,,
2

Dolmens are usually

;

vol.

xxxiii, Sect.

<J,

u.

508.
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fov it expressly says
early connexion with the dead
The bronzethat Tea chose the place especially to be a grave for herself.

the cardinal fact of

its

:

after
age, pre-Celtic heroes,

whom

been displaced in tradition by

the

mounds were

the heroes of the

after these
accurately, the Celtic-speaking people,
the
and introduced
the
Iron-Age culture.

named, have
Celtic, or, more

originally

dominant

had taken possession

<

f

The forgotten warriors

country

Bronze have yielded their place in popular legend to
Cu-Chulaind, Conchobar, and their attendant braves.

of

the

Age

of

Such, in abstract, are the conclusions at which an archaeologist would
arrive, who visiied the site and examined it with the descriptive portions of

Hut Dind-sJtenchas

the Dind-shcnchas texts in his hand.

l-'i-etin

has something

further to add about the early history of the site, in the shape of certain
To
stories, contained in a preface to PL), and in the first two poems of VD.
these

we have not yet

referred,

and we must now analyze them.

The poem VI) calls on the ancient sages of Ireland to
the site, and then proceeds to reply to the invitation,
i

of

tell

the history

in the

name

of

Finntan, the antediluvian invader of the country, to whose survival through
the centuries the preservation of ancient memories was naively attributed.
"

We

of the composition, nor
need not, however, linger over the " machinery
turn aside to discuss the Finntan myth, which would occupy an essay in
itself. Stripping the poem of its verbinge, and of its metrical devices, we can

reduce

its

contents to the following

summary:

was originally a hazel-thicket, in the clays of " the son of Ollcain.'
This thicket was cleared by Liath son of Laigne Lethan-glas, who turned it into
a corn-land (a harbur ba harbtir incith, " its corn was rich corn").
This Liath
(1)

The

'

hill

own name, l>nii/u l.uith, that is "Liath's Kidge."
The ridge afterwards passed into the possession of Cain son of Fiachu

called the ridge after his
(2)

whom it received its second name, Druim Cain, " Cain's Ridge."
a military station (in tidacha teiydis mail', " the hill to which chief-

Ceudfindiin, from
It

now became

tains used to go ").
(3) Crofincl daughter of Allot! then

comes on the scene, and from her the site
called Cat hair ChroFind, '-C.'s fortress," in the days of the Tuatha De Danann.
palace has therefore now been built on the ridge.

was

A

(4)

who

Crofind was succeeded by Tea daughter of Lugaid, the wife of Eremon,
rampart round her house, outside which she was buried and from

built a

;

her the

1

site

was called Tea Mur.

The nominative

iho fullowiii!; stanza.

of this

name

is

probably

<)lk-[lijain,

not Oilcan; compare Cain in
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lo give a history of the site,

as to account for a series of

was successively known

:

names by which, according to tradition, it
Fordruim (apparently the original name before the

clearance of the hazel-thicket), Druini Leith,

and Tea
these

Mur (sic). The course of events

names

clearly very natural

is

The change

history!

occurrence in Ireland

down

;

name

of the

to

Druim

Cain, Gathair Ghrofind,

by which he endeavours to account for

unusually

so,

indeed, for a Dind-shenclias

of a place with its

owner

is

modern times; Flanagan's Eock,

name

or what-not, becomes O'Connor's in

as well as in legal

common

a

Fort, Hotel,
title,

to the

So the theory that explained these
topographers.
changes of name by changes of ownership is just what would naturally occur
And the transformations of the hill as pictured in the
to a commentator.

frequent confusion

poem

of

before us are what any intelligent person might evolve out of his inner

We

consciousness.

corn-land

see in turn the unreclaimed thicket; the site turned to a

when

the elevation of the hill to a military station,

;

its

strategic

advantages became evident the establishment of a royal house the foundation of a royal dynasty.
Nothing could be more obviously true nothing
could be farther from the real truth.
;

;

:

The only
hill

historical value that the

was known by

different names.

names

poem

We

possesses

is its

testimony that the

need not accept the chronological

they may have been used indiscriminately, perhaps
in different parts of the country.
Other names, not mentioned in the poem,
are recorded elsewhere: O'Clery's Ulosnarij gives us Commit, .i. tech Cninn
succession of these

.i.

Temair Breg

O'Connell adds

1

"

;

also

;

an old name of Tara."-

at

net Senomch (ed.
The ninth stanza of VU

Acallam

which the lexicographer Teter

I'D records another name,

The name Hos Temrach

nDescend, but without comment.
in

to

Temair,

.i.

/ton,

is

also

l)rnim

vouched

for

Stokes, line 1475).
i

would seem

Temair associated with Tea

to

imply that there were structures
"
A rampart was built

a house and a grave.

round her house by Tea the great, daughter of Lugaid she was buried
behind the wall without, so that 'Temair' comes from her."
Possibly the
;

Forrad was supposed to have been originally Tea's house.

Another important point must be marked for future reference before we
The foundation of the cat hair is ascribed to a woman.
pass from this poem.

YD

ii

is

his readers

a

poem

of great obscurity.

knowledge which

fore difficult,

if

1

is

The author assumes on the part

no longer accessible

not impossible, to understand.

Kevue

celtique, iv, 390.

;

The text

'-

of

his allusions are thereof the

Ibid., v, 38.

poem

will be
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found in Gwynn's edition
abstract of

its

not necessary to give here more than an
numbers in brackets refer to the stanzas

it

;

The

contents.

is

Temair was founded by a woman

it was obtained as a possession by
[Tea]
of
wife
Geide, desired it from her husband as a
daughter of Lugaid. (2) [Tea]
dower. (3) It was to be a fortress, and afterwards Tea's burial-place. (4) Erem6n

(1)

had his wife

in

a reference, probably, to some otherwise lost saga.
The palace took its name from Tea, who was

imprisonment

He

gave her what she asked.
buried here.

At

this stage

we pause

;

(5)

to note that the

same formula

is

used in the story

of the Battle of Cnucha to account for the name of the palace of Almu
or,
rather, it is one of different alternative explanations which the romancer
;

offers of the

Mor

Almu was

name.

the wife of Nuadu, the druid of king Cathaeir

and she begged her husband that her name should be on the

;

hill

where

she was buried.

In the stanzas analysed above, the sudden change of the name of Tea's
but now the
husband, from Geide to Eremon, is embarrassing enough
ihmnutis pcrsonae change abruptly and completely, and we are plunged into
;

the middle of what at

(6)

hold,

"

first

sight seems to be a totally different story

One Tephi daughter
fashioning

with her

it

of

Forand comes on the scene, who built a strongand with her brooch." (7) The fortress was

staff

Muv Tephi after Tephi, the king's wife. (8) Miir Tephi in the east, which
though a secret place (run) is not hidden, became the centre of the graves of many
was a
queens.
(9) The house of Tephi was sixty feet square.
(10)
called

[Tephi]
Bm'rech (cm 6 liaclitir mac Jiuirig), a native of Spain,
and was abducted by one Camson. (11) Tephi and Cams6n built the Raith
mentioned in the ninth stanza, ilia n/nad, to conceal her. (12) " The
king of
Bregon" did not carry off Tephi, "though there was strife between him and
Camson." (13) Camson pledged his god Etherun that he would restore
Tephi
[alive or dead].
(14) Tephi died, and Camson sent her body in a ship
to
relative of Bachtir son of

[home

Spain].

(15) repeats (14) in other words,

adding that the grave of Tephi was

called Tephi-run.
(16) Temair was built in imitation of Tephi's grave.
(17) All
places that are lofty and conspicuous are called Temair after this site. (18, 19) A
collection of tags

and

final destruction of

The preface
understanding
informed,
of

is

the

chevilles, of

to the

of

no importance, but containing an allusion

to the

Temair.

account of Temair

this

mur

Geide Ollgothach.

incomprehensible

or wall of

Or

it is

in

PD

gives us

medley.

Tea daughter

Teipe-mur, the

of

Lugaid son

mur

some help

Temair,

we

are

to

an

there

of Ith, the wife

or wall of Tephi,
daughter
king of Spain she lived with Canthon (sir), son of Caithmiu king
of Britain.
Etherun, the idol of the Britons, had been given as
security for
her return to Spain alive or dead, She was buried in
and
the rampart
Spain,

of Bachtir

;

MACALISTKR
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was seen by Tea wife of Eremon
husband from Spain she followed

fortification

;

and she erected a rampart

that she chose as a fortress.

No

one could blame any impatient reader who would protest, at this
point, that it is utterly impossible to extract any sense or reason out of all
this farrago.
Certain sciolists, he might very justly say, wished to find by

hook or by crook an etymology for the name of Temair, and to do so they
invented a story of quite unusual silliness. But we are not entitled to brush
aside the legend in so cavalier a manner.

In the

first place,

we note

that

if

the tale had been invented merely for the purpose of explaining the origin of
name of Temair, the inventors would have rested content with the, for

the

them, brilliant inspiration of Tec Miir, and would not have embarrassed
themselves with Tophi at all. It is quite clear that the Dind-slienclias writers,
both prose and verse, were more interested in the etymology than in the
romance and it is also obvious that Tephi was very much in their way; she
:

was

in the story, but they did not

Tephi fatuity, as

it

appears

know what

to

do with her.

to be at first sight, is really

The whole

one of the best

arguments against the story being merely a philological invention, and for the
etymologies being an adaptation of something that was already in existence.
In the second place, the story exists in several versions, and, indeed, we can
two versions combined together in the Dind-shenchas tale, which made

trace

Tea the

wife, in the

one version of Eremon, and in the other of Geide.

An

inventor would not have introduced this unnecessary complication.
Lebor
Gabdla gives a different form of the story, which will be found (inter alia) in

LL

13

According

b.

was wife

of

to this,

Eremon,

Tea was the daughter

of

Lugaid mac Itha, and
Eremon had

the mother of his youngest son Iriel

;

deserted his previous wife Odba in Spain, in order to attach himself to Tea.
Odba, however, came in a ship to Ireland, with Muinnie, Luigne. and Laigne,
and she was in Ireland till she
the three sons that she had borne to Eremon
;

died and was buried in the

begged

of

Cain, as

Eremon

it

was then

to it

It is to be

(s.

Meanwhile, Tea had

v.

Seemingly Odba here takes the place

called.
is

ignored.

noted that Tephi

foundation of

of Tephi,

Cormac the glossator knew the

story,

Temair).
is

said to have laid out her stronghold with

The same expression
Emain Macha by queen Macha; and

the aid of her staff and her brooch.
of the

Odba, near Navan.

a heritage and a burial-place, and he had given her Druini

and the Camsoii incident
and refers

hill of

is

used in speaking

it is

there adapted

by the etymologizers to give some sort of derivation for the word Emain
(LL 20 b 50). The story of the brooch has no etymological point in the story
E.I. A. 1'ROC.,

VOL. XXXIV, STCCT.

C.

[40]
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it existed as a folk-lore
presence here seems to show that
of
it
in
made
use
element independently of the
explaining the name of the
1
This illustrates the contention here made, that the
Ultonian

before us, and

its

palace.

Diiul-shaichas tales existed in folk-legend independently of the etymologies
throw overboard the philological fntras of
them.
founded

We

upon

may

and similar works, but we cannot thereby evade the duty
of trying to make what wo ran of tho stories on which it is based.
In those logonds of the origin <>f Tomair, analysis shows seven elements
These are as
that call for consideration, which we now proceed to examine.
Dind-shcnchns

follows

Ermn

:

A. The Tcphi Lc'tnxl.
(i)
(ii)

The personality

Her

of Teplii.

father Forann.

(iii)

Bachtir and Cainson.

(iv)

The god Etherun.
I!.

Tin'

Tf.n

Legend

(v)

The

personality of Tea.

(vi)

Tho

attribution of the foundation of Teniair to Tea.

(vii)

Who

was the

liusliand of

Tea

?

A. TKPIII.
(i)

The attentive reader

of tho

Tophi stanzas

in

VD

ii

cannot

struck by tho insistence which they display on the word rim.

mind
he

is

The

to be

writer's
"

"
obsessed, perhaps unconsciously, with the idea of a
mystery while
dealing with this lady and finally he tells us that the grave of the dead
is

:

princess
"

fail

was

called

the Tephi mystery."-

nevertheless, this

is

which

'

Tophi-run,"

A

grave

is

means,

if

it

means anything,

doubtless a dark and mysterious place;

not a satisfactory

name

for a grave,

and the author's

statements do not satisfactorily explain the word. Nor could anyone, even
"
an ancient Irish etymologizer, be content with Tophi-run as an interpreta"
tion of
Temair," even if lie had not had lie fore him the evidently much better
' ;

Tm

Min:

Surely this implies that the word Trphi-run, whatever
some form before anyone thought of extorting the
derivation of the name of Temair out of it.
It reminds us not a little of the

etymology

meaning, existed

its

oJSt

1

r]

cHMpla iariv,

in

with which the seer of visions

A modem

Apocalypse introduces

example of the same etymological myth will be found in the story called
mac Gumhaill J a mhdthnir (Seosamh Laoide, Syfalaiiihe Oirghiall,
p. 38).
The word is evidently cast into this form by the poet to
give a rhyme for

Fioiin
a

in the

fHhen'm, as reference to

VD

ii

(50

will

show,
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oj Tara.

famous cryptogram commonly called the Number of the Beast.
"
seems to say to us " Here is a mystery what is Tephi' ?

The word

his

'

:

Before

we

;

we must
And we have

solve the enigma,

try to

should there be a mystery at
an answer to this question.

all

?

first

ask ourselves,

little difficulty in

The struggle between Christianity and Paganism

in

is

finding

these islands

subject that has hardly as yet been systematically studied.
too readily assumed, for example, that because there

why

It

a

is

has been

or no record of

little

martyrdom in Ireland the triumph of the Cross must here have been easy
and immediate. It should not be forgotten, in criticizing these and similar
assumptions, that

from the hands

to us

ultimately conquered, and from a time

To get at the
we must read between the

possess are comparatively late

when

lines.

;

adherents of the religion that

of

that religion had gained complete

full truth, so far as it is at all possible to

ascendancy.

had

we

the records which

all

they have come down

When we

do

we

so,

do

so,

find that Christianity

hard struggle to establish itself in the hearts of the inhabitants of this country. We shall hear several echoes of the strife as we proceed
in our present study
and it is not irrelevant to observe that we must be
in reality a

;

syncretism, spite, and secrecy.

prepared for three phenomena

new teaching
pantheon. The

(a) Syncretism implies that the people while accepting the

do not relinquish the old

they merely add Christ to their
to
a
who,
parents
according
frequently repeated story, left the right arms
;

their infants unbaptized, in order that they

crueller blows on their enemies,

menon.

antiquities of these islands
in
fall

were good examples

But the most remarkable

into three groups.

It

1'icts.

In the

first

of this religious

pheno-

illustration of syncretism afforded by the

the sculpture on the

is

the land of the Scottish

of

might be strong to strike the

and

is

well

oldest,

monumental stones found

known that these monuments
we find no crosses, but a rich

and veiy obscure system of pictorial symbolism animals, crescents, circles,
and other signs, some forty in number. The symbols are incised, and there
In the second group we find the same
The interlacings and
with
elaborate
crosses.
relief, accompanied
other ornamental motives associated with Celtic Christian art appear for the

are no other devices on the stones.

symbols, in

time in Scotland on the stones of the second group, and it is important
observe
to
that the extremely delicate minuteness of this decoration is a
proof that the Scottish sculptors here followed the models set them by
first

manuscripts, not the traditions enshrined in other sculptured stones.

we

In fact

see clear evidence in these stones of the influence of the foreign missionary,

In the third group the
with his illuminated gospels and service-books.
symbols wholly disappear, but the crosses and allied patterns survive. The
[40*J
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subject will be found elaborately worked out. artistically, topographically,
in Koinilly Allen's Early Christian Monuments of Scotland

and chronologically,

;

but the author of that magnificent book makes no attempt to explain the
symbols of which, indeed, no satisfactory explanation has as yet been
offered.
I

have devoted some attention

sometimes
or of trade

in graffiti.
;

problem, taking into account the

to this

symbols are also used in the decoration of metal objects,

fact that the

I

as Christian

glyphic system

marks

and

have considered the symbols
emblems and even as the characters of some hieroin turn as

of tribe

;

In every case

of syllabic writing.

objections to the interpretation attempted.

I

find

I

have found insuperable

myself at last forced to

adopt the conclusion that they are not Christian symbols at all, but Pagan
that they are probably marks associated, in the minds of those who made
;

use of them, with different deities, surviving and flourishing side by side with
a newly introduced Christianity.

They are

in fact invocations of the various

pagan gods, just as we may see invocations of Odin or of Thor on pagan Iiunic
When Christianity was first introduced among the Picts, they
inscriptions.
did not see their way to abandon their ancient
gods all at once. For a time
they tried to set themselves right with the deities of their fathers and with
the new Faith
they carved on their monuments the symbols of the old and
;

the Cross of the new.

Pagan monuments

;

could fully enforce

The

1

first

group

of stones, then, are

on this theory

the second transitional, erected before the missionaries

exclusion of

that

principle of Christianity

;

oilier

all

gods which

the third group belong to a time

is

a cardinal

when the

old gods

were dead, and when the Cross had
triumphed.

Some

of the Scottish stones bear

Ogham

inscriptions,

which have taxed

in

vain the last resources of our most
accomplished philologists as well as some
of the others
lo interpret.
Most of these inscriptions aie grave-formulae in
the 1'ictish language, and as that
language is dead and forgotten, and its very
place in the classification of languages

hope

of ever

under.-.)

is

unknown, we can have very

amling them,

little

others look like something
else; and
suggest that they are invocations of the numcs of pagan Pictish
This is not so far-fetched an
gods.
interpretation as it may appear to be, for
on one stone at least
that at Papa Stronsay in the
Orkneys the fashion is
carried into Christianity, and the
on
the stone is an invocaonly inscription
"
tion of the Christian God.
may compare the "ejaculation
UNE,

completely

lint

I

We

The famous Ottrava
associated

with Christian

font,

which bears

,-i

symbols, oilers an

Stephens' brochure, Tkimor

the.

sculptured fi-ure of Thor incongruously
exact parallel.
See Professor

Thunderer (London

:

Williams

&

George

Norgate, 1878).

Temair Breg
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carved on the cross-slab of Eeisk and on the alphabet-stone of Kilmalkedar,
in Co. Kerry.

All this

is

not so remote from the subject before us as the reader will

As we shall presently see, the sculptured
naturally be tempted to suppose.
stones of the Picts, the representatives of the pre-Celtic bronze-age people

who founded Temair, have some
history

;

and

light to

throw on the problems

important to understand clearly

it is

how

it is

of its early

here proposed to

interpret them.
(b)

The odium theoloyicum between adherents

of rival religions takes the

form (1) of profane nicknames used by the supporters of one faith for the
gods and holy places of the other (ii) of improper stories told of the opposiof miscellaneous forms of mockery.
tion deities
We have examples of
(iii)
;

;

Of the first, we may take as an example the
which we must speak later. There is no satiswas ever the real name of a deity. We may

three in Irish literature.

all

nickname Cromm

Criiaieh, of

factory evidence that this

compare also Diabul Ard and Tarothor (lege Torathor), already mentioned on
p. 257, and the names given in Cormac's Glossary to the wife of The Dagda.

The worshippers

of the

gods thus scornfully designated, retaliated by calling

An

the Sacred Figure on the Crucifix

Crochaire Tarrnochtuiyhthe, a

name

still

current in folk-tales told by good Christians, who are blissfully ignorant of
its true meaning.'
Of the second form of religious spite we may take as an
illustration,

from the Christian

Moytura,- where the deity

known

side,

as

such a tale as The Second Bottle of

The Dagda

is

placed in a

On

culous and, to speak mildly, undignified situations.

may

instance the story called Aided Uianiiadu-,

king Diarmait and Saint Jiuadan

of

Lorrha

3

in

number

of ridi-

the pagan side

we

which the half-heathen

fling preposterous curses at

one

another, those of the king being effective and those of the saint, at least in
to have been the original version of the story, povver-

what we may presume

obscured by translating it "The Naked Hangman." The word
" a
"
hanged
hangman," also means
principally in the sense
person," and is sometimes applied to the Figure on the Cross cf. cret in dealbh croiche
ut 7 in Crucliaire innti, Book of Lismove b'lt b 1.
1

The meaning

cruchaire,

is

though now used

;

Revue cMi<]ue, xii, 52. The reference in the text is to the story in its present literary
form, which is an uncouth exhibition of Rabelaisian humour. It is doubtless founded on
much earlier traditional materials.
3

3
This tale, at first a piece of rough humour, was later taken
Silva Gadelica, i, 72.
seriously by writers unable to believe that the saint's curses could possibly be impotent
and they based upon it the legend of the destruction of Temair in or shortly after 503 A.U.

;

But, as Professor MacNeill has pointed out, this alleged desertion of Temair is altogether
inconsistent with the later history. On the other hand, the Prologue of Fetiire Ounyusso,
line 165, shows that Temair was of small importance in the ninth century, when that poem

was written.
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Of the third form

less.

of spite it will suffice to

quote here the unedifying

and Patrick in the so-called Ossianic poems.
on
the
part of the adherents of a weaker faith,
Secrecy,
of Oisin

wrangling
(c)

is

necessary

to avert persecution. While the Christian faith was struggling for existence,
its followers made use of secret signs and passwords whereby they could

Contrariwise, the mysteries were the last stronghold
And so, to return to the
the Cross had triumphed.

recognize one another.

Paganism when
point from which we
of

set out on this digression,

of

is

At

faiths to impotence.
case,

I

think

we may take

it

that

was a private way of referTophi"
a divine being, invented when Christianity had reduced the rival

"the mystery
ring to

1

and

let us

now

some such

least,

let

secret.

us for the

It

moment assume

this to be the

inquire what divine being might be supposed to

hidden under the personality of Tephi.
Tophi is called "daughter of Forann."

This

is

lie

the same word as the

Irish equivalent of Pharaoh, the title of the king of

Egypt Tephi therefore
and
was
doubtless
the
writer
of VD ii as being,
understood
spoken
by
the daughter of the king of Egypt.
He was not troubled by the improba"
Bachtir of
bility of such a princess being at the same time a relative of

is

;

of,

Spain," and

Two

we need not

feel

other daughters of

Irish origims.

These

any more uneasiness on the subject than he did.
Forann make their appearance in the legends of

women were

both called Scota; and though by the

annalists they are separated from one another by a number of generations,
"
"
of Pharaoh
they are clearly doublets of one another. This Scota

daughter

the prime cause of the devious wanderings of the children of Mil over
the face of the earth, before finding a permanent home in Ireland.
The

is

children of Mil were called "Scots"; one school of
etymologists derived this
name from Scijthiit, and so the tribe had to be brought on its wild

ethnic

journey to Scythia

in

order that

it

might pick up the name.

But another

"

school of etymologists favoured an

eponymous ancestress, Scota daughter
of Forann," understood as
To secure this
being the daughter of Pharaoh.
ancestress,

the tribe

redactors attempted to

t;>
make its way to Egypt. Finally, when
make one story out of all the scattered tales that

had

the

lay
before them, they found that different accounts were
of
the
husband
given
whom Scota married and of the children whom she bore. In order to work

the lady bad to be duplicated, thus
necessitating two different
voyages to Egypt in different generations. Such is the evolution of the
these

all in,

story of the wanderings of the children of Mil, helped out by tags borrowed
from the wanderings of the Israelites and from other sources.

Here

again, as in the case of Tea, the fact that the
1

See Farnell, Gults of

the dreek States,

iii,

127.

historians were
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embarrassed by a variety of mutually contradictory legends is sufficient to
show that the story of Scota is no mere invention, devised to give some sort
of

etymology for the ethnic name

Scota

of the "Scots."

a popular tale of a divine ancestress

is

may have been

ancestress

;

Essentially the story of
though the name of the

by the men of learning who
which we have them, in order to

artificially modified,

into the form

systematized the stories
If we could have
improve the analogy between the two words compared.
ihr
of
this
ancestress
the
tale
the
recovered
common />Mf>lc, we
of
from
///
in

"

"
would not necessarily find that Scota was the exact form in winch they
would have given her name to us, or that the idea of the derivation of the

ethnic was at

all

uppermost or even present

modifications

of

proper names, in the interests of

unknown

in Irish historical literature

we may

artificial

are

etymology,

"

Finn-sknechta,

Finnachtit with an interpolated din, as though
white snow," or Fln-shneclita, " wine-snow."

of Scota's

not

instance the constant habit

name

of spelling the

The story

;

Such

in their minds.

it

were

parentage leads us to a further inference namely,
"
"
Scotas
to be treated as one and the same
;

that not only are the two

legendary personality, of
also

to

is

whom

different stories

were told

regarded as identical with them.

lie

Herein

but that Tepqi

;

"

lies

the mystery

of Tephi."

But,

will fairly be asked,

it

the names of Scota and Tephi

?

what possible connexion can there be between
One method of linking these words may be

Suppose we write the name Scota in Ogham letters on a circular
stem-line (fig. 3 a), and then manipulate its letters symmetrically, making the
suggested.

first

three strokes of the

scores

the

T

3

(fig.

orthography, H

pronounced

when

the

we

b

Ogham

obtain TEIHFI.

not here

is

teb-hi,

the unlenited

and the

last three strokes of the 0, into

vowel-

Then, regrouping the vowels, and beginning to read at

b).

oc),

(fig.

S,

not

tevi.

the sign of lenition, so that the

To preserve

written p

is
is

According to the principles

(as

it

of

Ogham

word would be

so far as possible this pronunciation,

usually

is

after vowels

in

Old

Irish),

transliterated.
"

For purposes of comparison, a facsimile of an actual " wheel
of the
kind imagined is added to fig. 3 (fig. 3 d\. It occurs on the stone at Logie
Elphinstone, Aberdeenshire, in association with certain of the Pictish symbols,
These scores are
to which reference has been made on a previous page.
certainly cryptographic, but the key to their decipherment has not yet been
discovered.

The

Sweden, are

of the

Reams

of

puerile cryptograms on

same character.

the great

Itunic stone

at Eok,

1

nonsense have been written, trying

straightforward memorial inscriptions

in

to

Ogham

make cryptograms out of the
;

this

way

of interpretation
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has proved an absolute ml ile sac, and is now universally discredited.
But
that the Ogham character was on occasion used for cryptical purposes may be

taken as certain. The series of Ogham alphabets in the Book of Ballymote is
no mere vacuous pastime of the scribe of that compilation it is a treatise on
cryptography, a collection of the variants of the Ogham alphabet invented
;

and used from time

to time by ingenious /itrrnti for purposes of secrecy.
the Logie " wheel," we possess two cryptographic inscriptions in
the formula I.MCBDV on the Glenfahun stone, and the similar

Besides

Ogham

formula LMCBTM on the bead-amulet from Ennis.
hitting upon the solution of these riddles, but I

the

name

of a

pagan gud, or perhaps the

Fio. 3

may

lie

I

am

initials of a

this connexion.

between the old

It

The setter-up

faith

names

of gods,

of

and the new.

If

this interpretation

Glenfahan stone would be of
especial
would be a valuable monument of the

syncretism which we have already endeavoured
sculptured stones.

of

The " \Vheel-oglmm " Cypher.

of these inscriptions lie correct, the
in

in

inclined to believe that

number

concealed under these strings of consonants.

importance

have not succeeded

to trace

in

the

Pictish

monument was at a loss to choose
He tried to make his peace with both

the

by carving an elaborate cross on the face of the stone, and by invoking the
It is not difficult to understand
why the
should
in
be
inscription
cypher, for the maker of the monument well
old gods in his cypher on the
edge.

what would happen
1

if

he had written the
god's

knew
name without concealment.

See Sophus Bugge, Her Kunenstein con link
(.Stockholm, 1910).
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inscriptions couched in

B, in which the descent of the deceased

is

traced

not from his father but from a remote eponymous ancestor, the second name,
that of the ancestor, is very frequently broken off while the rest of the
inscription

is

intentional violence.

I

and

almost always seems to be a work of
completely missed the true interpretation, however,

left intact

;

this

certainly that given by Professor MacXeill
namely, that the
of
a
is
which
would
name
that
ancestral
divinity,
naturally be destroyed

which

1

is

;

when some

enthusiastic Christian iconoclast

I therefore suggest that Scota was an

whom

people, to

came

across

eponymous

it.

ancestress of the Scotic

divine honours were paid, and that Tephi was a crypto-

of referring to her, devised at the

oraphic

way

become

the strongest faith in the country.

time when Christianity had

arises in connexion with Tephi is the interprebe put upon the statement that she was a daughter of Forann. It
not to be understood that she was originally supposed to have been a
(ii)

The next question that

tation to
is

became
daughter of the king of Egypt, though this explanation, doubtless,
later
which
current in later times. We are to see in Forann a native name,
historians misunderstood.
Sir

John Rhys long ago suggested

between

a comparison

that of Feron, mentioned in the legends of Irish

this

name and

According to one

orif/inrs.*

post-diluvian invader of
Ireland, had four sons, named Er, Orba, Feron, and Fergna. Another tradition
made these four the sons of Eber, brother of Eremon, the first king of the
story, preserved

Milesians,

by Keating,

and assigned

to

3

Partholon, the

them a reign

first

of half a

year

in joint rule,

some

little

4

time after the establishment of the Milesian kingdom.
There is, on the whole, a general similarity between the

legends of

Nemed, and the Fir Bolg, close enough to justify us in regarding
namely, the tales that
variants of one and the same group of tales

Partholon,

them

as

the aboriginal pre-Celtic people of the country told about their own beginnings.
This being premised, it may be considered as at least probable that the four
leaders of the expedition

whereby these autochthones were

said to have been

settled in a previously desert Ireland, were the ancestral deities of the prewe find the same
Celtic tribes.
appearing in another

quartette
Accordingly,
of Kerned, the second post-diluvian invader of the
sons
of
the
as
those
guise,
Ainnind. 5 The
country. As there given, they are Starn, larbonel, Fergus,

Proceedings R.I.A.,

Rhind Lectures

3

Foriis Feaxa nr Eirinn (I.T.S. edition), vol.
5
fJ'd., i, 174.
Tbid., ii, 1K).

4

R.I. A.

vol. xxvii, section C, p. 334.
in Scottish Re.vir.w, October, 1SOO, p. 25:2.

1

-

PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.

i.

p. 170.
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of names,
similarity of three out of each of these quaternities

which may be

displayed as follows

ORBA

ER

FERGna
FERGus

iARBOnel

stAEn

but
not be very striking when the names are considered separately
they are considered in a group the analogies almost amount to a

may
when

;

demonstration that the

list

first

is

a broken-down form of the second, pro-

That Feron does not bear
bably derived from some half-illegible record.
on
the
to
Ainnind
I
resemblance
explain
theory that the group was at
any
first

a triplicity, as such god-groups usually are, and that the fourth was a

variously-named later addition.
With all possible reserve I venture
to

me

that

:

stone

we have an invocation

Pictland.

in

This

is

of

to record

Forfarshire, which will be found well illustrated
p.

Ou one

2.'-J6.

which

face of the stone

now broken away

is

symbols, with one of the
Pictish stones.

Low down

;

on a very remarkable
monument at St Vigean's,

well-known

the

is

an idea which has occurred

this triplicity

in Allen's

book (cited above),

an ornamented cross, the upper part of

on the other face are some of the

"

Pictish

"

enigmatical hunting scenes so common on the
on one edge of the stone is a small panel
bearing

the words

DEOSTEN
IPEUORET
ETTFOR
(JUS
1

remember the surprise

well

1

felt.,

when

at the ineonstpwuonsncKSQl this inscription

;

1

saw

it is,

as

this stone

many

years ago,

were, thrust out of sight,
not more prominent than

it

though the writer were half ashamed of it. It is
names which monumental masons cut on modern tombstones to advertise
themselves.
This would scarcely be intelligible if the
purpose of the inscription had been to perpetuate the name and parentage of the owner of the
monument, lint if it were the memorial of a syncretism, in which the

as

the

pagan

faiths

were "recessive" and the Christian

"

dominant," we might understand
a pagan inscription being put in the
Not one of
background in this way.
numerous attempts that have been made to
this
interpret
inscription can be
said to carry conviction.

There is therefore room for another
suggestion,
can
though
scarcely hope to have succeeded where so many have failed.
But it is undeniable that there exists at least a
resemblance
I

superficial

between the words on the stone and the names
above DROSTEN suggests Sfarn, II-EUOKKT
;

of the
triplicity set forth

corresponds to Inrbonel, and FOKCUS

MACALISTKK
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The interpolated ETT would then be simply the Latin et, leamt,
with the forms of the letters in which the inscription is cut, and the accomto Fergus.

panying cross with

ornamentation, from the missionaries. Onthis hypothesis,
the St Vigean's inscription would give us the original pre-Celtic forms of
these names, those in the Celtic documents being corruptions.
I
may remind
its

1

the reader of the illustration I

have used

in a

5

previous paper

the trans-

formation of the names of E-iulus and Mael-Oinae, heads of Clonmacnois,
into

Eogun and Mad-Tuile

any limit

scarcely

when

in

all

the Annals

which shows that there

is

to the possibilities of corruption in proper names, even

these are familiar.

The change

the most violent of those

of Ipetioret to larbone/,

suggested, will not

seem

which

is

so difficult

perhaps

when we

U

remember the similarity of
to 11, 11 to 11, and
to L, in the so-called
" Irish "
if
these are not very carefully written.'
capitals, especially

p

not

It is

difficult to

recognize the same quaternity once more in the names

having escaped the universal deluge, Finntan
Here Feron and bis double Ainnind (Andoid)
Feron, Fors, and Andoid.
and Fors take the place of the others.
while
Finntan
appear together,
The name Feron appears to occur in a similar invocation on the Newton
of the four persons recorded as
4

AIDDAKKNUX VOUKENN

stone.

The beginning

Reason

will presently be given for seeing in the first of these

of a

god

;

of this inscription

is

words the name

and the analogies already suggested perhaps make it at least
Feron would thus be an
is to be similarly treated.

admissible that Vorrenn
artificial

corruption of the

name

of a very ancient deity,

made by interchanging

the vowels.

We

have thus reduced the mysterious Tephi daughter

Celtic divine ancestress Scota, considered

of

Pharaoh

to a

as the daughter of a pre-Celtic

But why should this Celtic ancestress be made the
To this question, at first sight difficult, a
a pre-Celtic divinity ?

deity called Forenn.

daughter of
simple and convincing answer

who came

is

at hand.

to the possession

Amergin

as

hymns designed

There seems

1

a device of the Celtic invaders,

luch-ARBA,

ingeniously

to propitiate the

unknown

deities of a country

to be a contamination with another triplicity, namely, the three

"gods

The names luch-AK,
called Brian, luchar, lucharba.
are reminiscent of the first two names of the Partholon triplicity.

the Tuatha

of

It is

in at the beginning of the iron-age culture, to establish their claim
Baudis 5 has
of the land.
explained the songs of

De Danann,"

2

Proc. E.I.A., xxxiii, C, p. 106.
That ghost-words produced thus, by misreadings of manuscripts, can attain to
ceit (= chisel), and uncial, derived
vitality is shown by such examples as Hebrides, luna,
3

of Mbudue, loua. cado, and
Keating's History, I.T.S. edition, i, 184.
Erfa, viii, p. 102.

from misreadings
4
6

initiales.
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which the singers are invading. One

of the

most familiar devices

ing a treaty with the gods of a conquered country

Much

of the conquerors.

gods

of the

we can very reasonably

custom, and

is

to affiliate

Greek Theogonia has
trace

for establish-

them

to the

roots in this

its

The Celtic-speaking
declared that she was the

here.

it

coming into the country with their Scota,
offspring of the aboriginal Forenn, and thereby put forward the strongest
people,

make

claim they could

to

the

possession of

suggestions as to Scuta's personality

must

Some

the country.

further

for the present be postponed.

The saga which connected Tephi-Scota with Bachtir and with

(iii)

Cams6n

is lost,

except in the allusions of the

poem

before us, and there

is

no

The " king of
light from any other source to throw on these obscure names.
Bregou," with whom Camsdn was at enmity, can hardly be dissociated from
1

Breogan, the grandfather of Mil, traditional ancestor of the Milesian or Celtic
Camson, the son of the king of Britain, would thus be a non-Celt,

invaders.

and we now begin

to see indicated a legend told to

account for the invasion of

The orthodox story is to the effect that the expedition was
undertaken to avenge on the Tuatha De Danann the murder of Ith son

the Milesians.
first

Breogan; but that other tales were current before the historians formu"
lated the " official
history of the country can hardly be doubted.
Probably,
of

Camson abducted Scota-Tephi from Spain, and the exmotion to avenge the outrage. But this does not
altogether

according to this story,
pedition was

set in

exhaust the possibilities of reconstruction, as we shall
presently see.
(iv). Camson had a god Etherun. on which a word or two must
Petrie, not unnaturally, compared this

named

deity

in

an

ol't

irreconcilable with

name

to that of Taranis,

the Gaulish

The vowels, however, seem
and moreover we do not appear to

-quoted passage of Lucan.

this identification;

have any very clear evidence of
Turanis-worship in these islands.
time thought that in Etherun we were to see a scribal error for
treating this as

some

.be said.

I

at one

Mcherim

sort of corruption of the

name Ccrnunnos. This however
Cermmnos was known in Ireland

assumes the undemonstrable
hypothesis that
under the same name as on die
Continent; and as Camson, on the theory
here advanced, was a pro-Celtic
personage, he must have had a pre-Celtic
god.

We

comes

must therefore look elsewhere

for

Ethenin, and once more Pictland

to our assistance.

Two

of the Scottish

Ogham

On

stones

that from Scoonie, Fifeshire, now in
Brodie Park in Elginshire -bear a word
the former stone ii constitutes the
entire inscription
on

Edinburgh Museum, and that

at

;

the latter

1

it

is

the only word

With the exception

of

one

now

legible in

solitary ray

what appears

on Camson,

to

to

be mentioned

have been

later.

MACALISTER
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The word appears again

At Fordoun

as

in Kincardineshire there

an inscription that at one time was contained in at least two lines of
minuscular letters the upper line is now effaced, but the lower can be read

is

:

probably the last letter of a word begun in the previous
which leaves us with the same word in the form IDAUNOIN.

The

PIDAKNOIN.
line,

P

is

word

It is not probable that this

though as

it

to be taken as a personal

is

name,

forms the whole inscription on the Scoouie stone, that would

For, as it occurs on four
p)-ima facie be the most natural interpretation.
out of some twenty stones scattered all over Pic t land, the inference would

then be inevitable that

it

should therefore look for

was one
it

mentions a considerable number

On

in vain.
"

lies

the other hand,

which

or

John
name on
Sir

of the

in such a

it

commonest

document

of Pictish

of Pictish individuals

;

We

names.

as the Pictish Chronicle,

which

but we should look

cannot be taken as a grave-formula

("

here

the interpretation at one time suggested by
the like)
Rhys* for in that case it would have been associated with a proper
is

;

the Scoouie stone,

and would not have formed the entire

Remembering what we have

inscription.

said above, of the Pictish stones being apparently

the memorials of a syncretism, in which pagan faiths mingle strangely with
Christianity, we shall perhaps not greatly err if in EDDAKKNONN, as in the

otherwise incomprehensible symbols, we see the invocation of a pre-Christian
and we may fairly ask ourselves if we are not to see this Pictish
divinity
;

divinity, thus recovered, in the lithenin of the

poem

The

before us.

spelling of

It
stone, AIDDAKKNNN, without the vowel, is of some importance.
and
that
suggests that the last syllable of the name was a nasalised vowel,
the scribe was in difficulties as to how to express this sound in the exotic

Newton

the

character.

Ogham
tions,

3

This,

would lead us

and the different spellings

of the

word

to infer that the pronunciation of the

was something like e * 9
would very fairly represent.

I*

O, which the Ether An

of

in the inscrip-

name, in Pictish,
the

Irish

poem

we

make

B. TEA.
(v).

of

Tea

So much, then, for Tephi and her associates.

What

are

to

?

This word has previously been read AIWDAIQXXX, owing to the uncertainty of the
rounded angle of the stone, and to a natural desire to establish a connexion between the
Ogham and the associated inscription in blundered Roman letters. But there can be no
1

question that the real reading is that given above.
a
Proc. Soc. of Ant. Scot., xxvi, 282.
3
Much the same remark may be made about the KU iu KEIRNG, the letters with which
Sir John Rhys (lot:, cit.) has, I see, made the same
the Goldspie inscription terminates.
suggestion.
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Tea

is

called daughter of

Lugaid mac

Itha.

This Lugaid was said to be

cousin of the tribal ancestor Mil, Ith being the brother of his (Mil's) father.
Scota, according to one of the stories about her,

was wife

of Mil,

and mother

though not eldest of whom was Eretnon,
who according to one of the traditions married Tea. Tea thus works out as
daughter-in-law of Scota, and second cousin of Eremon.

numerous family

of his

The
Ith,

of sons, chief

importance in this genealogy are the heroine's descent from
Tea thus is ;m
"corn," and her marriage to Krenwn, the "ploughman."
details of

impersonation of the spirit of vegetation. We shall see abundant evidence
that the rites which centred in the ridge of Temair were associated with
agricultural festivals

;

and that the corn-spirit should have been regarded as

the cause of the foundation of the worship of the site

is

thus

all

the more

probable.

When

in

the light of this identification

their roles
tion of

we

look back at the scanty

and

Tea and Tephi, we begin to wonder whether
For the story of the abduc-

confused record of the story of

have not somehow become reversed.

Tephi by Camson

lias

one very peculiar feature

in

This

it.

is

the

Such promises are
promise made by Camson to return, Tephi, alive or dead.
not usually made under such circumstances in folk-tales except in one group,
namely that of which the deathless story of Demeter and Kore is the crown
Here, too, we have a rape with a promise of a return. The wintertime gives place tu the spring, and Pluto gives back- Persephone, the cornIn the very fragmentary condition of the Irish
spirit.
legend, it is impossible
to develop the analogies thus suggested in detail,
lint it is clear that if Tea

and type.

be the corn-spirit, and Tephi the tribal ancestress, the story of the abduction
would be more likely to have the former for heroine than the latter. I
suspect
that in the original version this was so
and perhaps that Tophi (Scota) the
;

mother (not mother-in-law) of Tea played the part of Uemeter. But the tale
has become confused in the telling, and has not been
improved by the dry-asdusts

who were

interested in

only as a source for an etymology. In the poem
on Temair Luachra in Kerry, contained in Dind-shcnchas Ertnn, Tea is
again
mentioned, but no additional facts are recorded of her except that she came
it

from Tirfo Thuinn, that is, from Elysium in one of its
many manifestations.
(vi). In all the welter of confused traditions and etymologies with which
we have been hitherto concerned in the present section, one fact of
very great
importance stands out prominently
to

owe

its

origin to a

been injudicious to attach
actually the rule.
alleged to

;

the indication that Temair was believed

Had this been an isolated case it would have
much importance to it; but we know that it was

woman.

All the important oenach and
palace sites in reland are
have been founded by womtm, who gave their names to the
places
I
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Tlaehtga, Euiaiii Macha, Tailltiu, Carman,

occur to the mind at once in this connexion, and form a body of cumulative
evidence that cannot be rejected on the ground that the tales, as they have

reached

us,

show marks

of late

manipulation for philological purposes. Taken

in connexion with the matrilinear law of succession

attested by

these tales

among

the Picts, well

Bede and by other writers, as well as by the Pictish list of kings,
must mean that the founders of the monarchies, or the establishes

of the rites, at the places referred to, did so

of their \vives or of their

mothers

in the

by right
in other words, that descent was reckoned

:

female

line.

Such

a system did not exist in Ireland after the establishment of the Celtic reyime
at the beginning of the Iron

Age

t

the traditions must therefore in their

;

essence reach hack to the Bronze Age, and. therefore

fall

into line with the

archaeological evidence for a bronze-age origin for Temair, which we have

already found.

A

different story

is

told in

VD

i,

assigning the foundation of Temair to

For the present we content ourselves with
Allod is a divine name
noting that this story also speaks of a foundress.
its owner, indeed, was the brother of The Dagda, and he appears as a tribal
one Crofind, daughter of Allod.

;

ancestor on several

Crolind

is

As we

stones.

Ogham

of great

shall see later, this

meanwhile we must look a

.but

mention
little

of

more

importance
Tea from another point of view.
The author of VD ii has endeavoured vainly to slur over an incon:

closely at the princess
(vii).

sistency in Tea's matrimonial connexions

:

in one place she is called the wife

of the Milesian, i.e. the Celtic expedition to Ireland;
Jf
she
^n^another place
appears as the wife of a certain Geide 011-gothach.
as
well
as
we take the chronology of the Four Masters, which will serve
any
of

Eremon, the leader

other,

we

learn that

3500, and that he

died in

to 3971, about four

inconsistency

Eremon

with his braves landed in Ireland

Anno Munch

3516; while Geide 011-gothach reigned from 3960

and a-half centuries

later.

How

are

we

to explain this

?

To answer this question we must first inquire as briefly as possible into
"
ollicial history," i.e. the
the origin of what for convenience 1 may call the
of
Annals, Lebor Gabala, Keating,
history of Ireland enshrined in the Books
and other writings, from which the dates just given and others like them
"
That the " official history is an artificial compilation,
are to be extracted.
based on Scriptural and Classical synchronisms, is obvious. But of what
elements

is

the compilation

made up

Prof. MacNeill, in his paper on
of the Proceedings of the

?

Ogham

inscriptions, published in vol. xxvii

Eoyal Irish Academy, has shown clearly that these

difl'erent orthographical tradition from the
inscriptions represent a totally
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Irish of the MSS.

;

and that while the Irish

of the MSS. represents a Christian

of Christianity in the country, the
tradition, dating from the earliest ages
a
pagan tradition. It follows beyond the
represent

Ogham

inscriptions

have been a certain
question that there must necessarily
in the country for at least a century or two
culture
literary

of

possibility

amount

of

As I have said in a paper
before the coming of the Christian missionaries.
"
the ground-work of this literary culby the Academy,
1

already published

ture was, no doubt, the

memory by

poems which according

to

the pupils in the druidic schools'

Caesar were committed to

most

likely Veda-like sacred

and semi-magical hymns and formulae of various kinds." The analogy with
the Vedas suggested in the above quotation is exact, and explains several
These traditional
otherwise inexplicable phenomena in Irish literature.

hymns, like the Vedas at the beginning of their existence, were never written
down, as Caesar goes on to tell us: it follows that they would preserve in
memory an archaic form of language, just ass the Vedas preserve Old Sanskrit,

and as the

ritual of the

we

l"'i-itln<*

Arnilrx enshrines an archaic form of Latin.

to Irani that the study of these poems
no
less
than
twenty years at the end of which time the literati
occupied
would be so steeped in the sacred language that they would naturally use it

After this

are not surprised

;

as the basis of literary composition.

To

the large illiterate majority this

archaic language would be totally unintelligible

much

so as Latin

would

Ireland, they found

much

as

be to an illiterate Frenchman or Italian.

When

the Christian

missionaries arrived in

the same condition of things prevailing as

The current language

China.

modern missionaries have found

in

intercourse was a colloquial, which

of daily

was never written; while the language used for writing, by those few who
possessed the art, was an archaic form of speech, familiar to the "mandarins,"
but incomprehensible to the unlearned. To instruct those whom they had
come to teach, the missionaries in ancient Ireland solved the problem thus
presented to them as the missionaries in modern China have solved it. They
elevated the colloquial speech to the level of a literary language, writing it

and they created a literature by
such of the ancient traditions as moral or icligious expe-

newly devised phonetic system

after a

translating into

it

;

It need hardly be said that no
diency permitted them to translate.
archaic,
3
in
literature
vellum
MSS.
is to be
tablets of wood,
pre-Christian,
postulated
;

1

2

3

Proceedings, vol. xxxii, section C, p. 2.S1.

De

Bello Gallico, VI, xiv, 3.
possibly the books of

survived
p.

Longarad were written in this archaic dialect. They
the time of the writing of the annotations to Feilire Oenyusso
(Bradshaw edn.,
but were unintelligible, owing, tradition said, to a curse uttered
by Colum

Though

198)

Oille.

;

till
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with or without a covering of wax, were doubtless the materials on which
In criticizing the contents of Irish historical
the documents were written.

we must always

be prepared to look back from the
writings
archaic
records from which, on this hypothesis,
as we have them to the
they
have been translated. In this, and in no other way, can the following

documents,

phenomena be explained
(a) The use of an archaic language
:

in the

Ogham

These

inscriptions.

cannot possibly be so old as the time when, for instance, the natural way
of expressing the genitive of the

word

for

"son" was magi.

There was,

doubtless, once such a stage of the spoken language; nothing but a carefully
treasured and meticulously studied body of traditional literature could have

preserved the memory of such ancient forms
began to be written in Ogham.

The archaeological accuracy

(&)

of

down

romances

which though written in their present form

to the time

Tain Bo

like

La Tene

of

civilization

Cuchnllainn Saga)
The non-metrical
(c)
lines of

character of certain

Amergin's

actually a translation of

a

Am

hymn

such as the
early poems
immuir? which may, perhaps, be

goctli

of

,

one of the Druidic " Vedas."

be presumed to have been regularly metrical

may

memory

which Professor Bidgeway has detected and
his well-known monograph On the Date of the first Shaping of the

the details of

concluding

Citalnge;

about the seventh or eighth
or second century B.C. Something
in or

century A.D., reproduce the life of the first
more than mere oral tradition must have existed, to preserve the

set forth in

when they

These

in their archaic

form,

but to have lost their metre through translation, just as would an ode of
Horace if it were to be translated literally, line for line, into Italian.
"
by the name of retoricc," occaromances. These, at first at least, were
sionally introduced into the prose
nothing but the bungling of an incompetent translator though in the later
Such a text as Briatharimitative literature they became an artificial pose.

(d)

The streams

of nonsense, dignified

:

3

Ban nUlad must have been almost Homeric
the version which we
stately roll of inflexions

chath
its

;

a sixpenny

On
tales

"

crib

"

told

:

;

afterwards,

Proceedings of the British Academy, vol. ii.
The translator has been able to cast the

with

on the level of

history

is

ultimately based.

The

and historians, at

first

when they became acquainted with

first part of this rhapsody into a metrical
regular structure.
As in Aided Conchobuir (Todd Lectures, xiv, 10).
[42]
R,I.A. PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT, tl,

form, owing to
3

"
official

by the professional story-tellers

enshrined in their memories
1

possess

is

to the Iliad.

"
such materials, then, the

were

in its original form,

its
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the nature and use of the

the archaic language

;

Roman

alphabet, written

down on waxed

tablets in

and after a time translated under Christian influence,

not always satisfactorily, into the colloquial tongue which we know as Old
Irish. The work of the succession of historians, who hammered the "official
"

and arranging, on
the
to
not
discover,
Orphic fragments which the change
always easy
principles
In the discrepancy as to the matriof religion had permitted to survive.
history

into shape, consisted in selecting, synchronising,

monial relations of Tea we have a very welcome peep behind the scenes. We
Tea is no mere etymological figment, for otherwise there

see at once that

Our

would be no such discrepancy.

historians

must often have come across
all folk-lorists who
study

the contradictions and inconsistencies familiar to

popular legends told of ancient historical characters. When the synthesis of
"
was finally evolved,
scraps which we have here called the "official history

and became a regular subject of instruction in the schools, fragments not
consistent with it had but a small chance of
surviving; it is only by good
luck that now and then one of these pariahs of Irish tradition succeeds in

worming its way into literature. One of these happy chances is now before
us.
Some historian found two narratives, which made Tea wife, the one of
Eremon, the other of Odide. He might have deduced two " Teas," as a
brother historian had deduced two " Scotas " out of a similar
discrepancy.

But he preferred
fixed for

to reject

Geide which

Temair on the

stage,

"

"

official

was

one of them

;

and as a date had somehow been

than the time of the

later

first

he had to reject the Geide version.

Tea appears

as the wife of

appearance of

Hence

in the

Eremon, and Geide

history
is ignored.
True, on one of the lines of development of this
the
history,
difficulty is
surmounted by identifying Geide with Eremon ;' but the Keating- Four Masters
tradition takes no notice of this

way out

of the difficulty.

We

cannot congratulate ourselves too
heartily on the chance that the
Geide version of the marriage of Tea was known
in
to, and was

simmering

the
for

muddled brain
it is

nothing

of,

less

the author of VI)

than the

"

when he was writing his " poem ";
"
Open Sesame to an understanding of the
ii,

early history of Temair.

Let us look,

This document

at the place which Geide holds in the "official"
history.
gives us a long ,]! ,,f t!u- kings of all Ireland,
with
first,

beginning

Slainge, first king of the Kir Bolg.
AVo may note the accession-dates of this
and the other monarchs with which we shall
have to deal, merely as a convenient way of
into
which
indicating
the historians

pigeon-hole

For

this purpose the dates

1

See Coir

(Anno Mundi)

Anmann

in the

fitted

them.

Annals of the Four Masters

(in Iriiche Texte,

iii,

324).
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have begun his reign in Anno Mundi 3266 (= B.C. 1933).

will serve as well as
to

Slainge
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is

said

The royal succession, as conceived of by the historians, is rarely one of
immediate heredity. It is based on the theory of an eternal blood-feud,
carried on through the centuries.
Say there are three successive kings,
X, Y, and

Y reigns

Z.

some

after killing

after killing

relation of Y,

king until in his turn he

is

X, the

having ascended the throne
reigned previously and Y remains
a relative of X.
We have to return
latter

who had

killed by Z,

;

to the subject of this alleged blood-feud in a later section, so that

discuss

further at the

it

the course of the roll of kings,

which runs as follows

But we must note that

moment.

we need not

in one place, in

interrupted by a short intrusive dynasty,

it is

:

A.M.

3883 Eochu, surnamed Ollom Fodla, son
3923 Elim, surnamed Finnachta, son of

i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

3943

Slanoll, son of

Fiachu Findscothach.

(i).

(i).

3960 Gelde Ollgothach, sou of (i).
3972 Fiachu Findoilcbes, son of (ii).

3992 Berngal, son
4004 Oilill, son of

vi.
vii.

For convenience
is

of

to belong

said

tells

gravely

(iii).

of reference
to

the

we may

province

of

call this the

Ulaid

us that that province derived

with

Prince,"

of (iv).

reference

to

Eochu

its

and

;

"

Ulidian" dynasty. It
indeed Lelor Galdla

name from

"

Big
This evidently means,

Ollom Fodla.

OU-flaith,

though we are not told so in so many words, that Oll-1'laith was a by-name
Otherwise there would have been
or a nickname of the monarch in question.

no point

We

in dragging the

etymology in.
learn further from the same authority that Ollom Fodla was chosen

men

by the

of

Ireland

to reign

over

them, for his wisdom.

To him

is

ascribed the establishment
Temair, and the building
of the structure known as Mur nOlloman. His son and successor Elim derived
"
his by-name Finnachta, explained as fin-shiieclda,
wine-snow," from the
of the periodical fits of

remarkable fact that "snow with the taste

was so called

("

We

unknown

disease,

1

fell in his

time."

Slanoll

"

" but the colour of his

decay, for forty years afterwards
1

wine

everyone was healthy in
sldn-oll, "healthy-great ")
dead in Temair of an
was
found
further learn that he himself

his time."

dition."

of

because

it

body changed not, neither did it
was exhumed and found in perfect con-

Geide was called Oll-gothach, "Big-voiced,"

Compare what we

the

for

are told of the body of Ciaiiiin of Daimliag,

in

inadequate

Viilire Utngusau,

annotations, 24 November.

[42*]
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everyone thought the voice of his fellow sweet as the strings of
As a description of a time of
for the abundance of peace in his time."

reason that
a lute,

is expressive enough, and when we read the same phrase in an
account of the golden age of the reign of king Conaire 1 we accept it with
But when we find it given as an explanation of how a king
satisfaction.

peace this

to be called "Big- voiced," it seems extremely foolish.
It must have
been a stock expression and some wiseacre laid hold of it to account for a
nickname which he was unable to understand.

came

;

his

Of Fiachu we are told a number of interesting facts. Every
He invented cistern-digging.
reign had a white head.

Cenanmis," and for some reason nowhere stated, so
"

Cenannus was the name

where he set

of every place

such was the prosperity when he was king,
corn in his reign."

"

far

as

calf

born in

He founded
am aware,

I

his habitation."

And

the stalk could scarce sustain

its

Notwithstanding the close relationship of the kings of the Ulidian
dynasty, the last four were slain by their successors, according to the usual
rule.

Let us now turn

to

the Pidisk

Chronicle. 3

From

this compilation

we

learn that Geide Ollgothach was a
personage of considerably greater importance
than the Irish historians would permit us to
are here told
suppose.

We

that Cruidne son of Cing, the eponym of the I'icts,
reigned for 100 years, and
that he was succeeded by his seven SOILS in turn, who between them held the

throne for 224 years.

After them came

"

Gede Olgudach," who reigned, not

the insignificant twelve years to which the

space of no less than eighty years.
is

Cruidne,
the seven

time when

Irish annalists limit him, but a

Indeed this Gede, next to the eponymous

evidently regarded as the founder of the Pictish monarchy; for
sons of Cruidne are
obviously late interpolations, dating from a
the Pictish law of matrilinear succession had become obsolete.

By

law a sou could not succeed his
father; and the seven are clearly nothing
more than eponyms of di Heron t provinces of Scotland. AVe therefore delete the
seven sons of Cruidne, and thus the obscure G.'ide
Oll-gothach is left to be
4
head and founder of the 1'ictish
Krenum is the traditional head
this

monarchy.

and founder

of the Irish Celtic

monarchy

;

it

ceases therefore to be
surprising

1

Revue, celtiqm, xxii, 27, 28.
Kells, Co. Meath
the niensal lauds of the
kings of Temair, as
printed in Todd Lect., xiii, 36.
2

we learn from a

gloss

Printed in Skene's Clirunides
of the I'icts and Scots, pp. 4, 5.
In another list of Pictish
kings, printed by Skene from a MS. in the
Phillipps library
), Gede, with a reign of 150
years to his credit, stands at the head of the
Without
dynasty,
any predecessors, eponymous or otherwise. This
4

personage

[?J,

who appears

is,

however, a different

as Gilgidi in the Pictish
Chronicle, after the thirty

Brades
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that the legends should waver between Geide and
Tea, the traditional foundress of Temair.

In the Pictish Chronicle Geide
reigns

J

as the

compound

[Slanjoll

names

of the

of Geide's

But there

and Finnachta.

husband

followed by Denbecan or Oenbecan,

00 years, and he by Olfinechta, who reigns eighty years.

looks like a
list,

is

Eremon
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two predecessors

The

of

who

latter

in the Ulidian

a different version of the roll of

is

early Pictish kings to be found in Raw!. 13 506 (Bodleian Library) and in the
Book of Lecan at p. 285.' This list follows closely the Ulidian dynasty but
;

cippears to duplicate the personality of Fiachu Findoilches. and while one of
"
his "components
keeps the place before Berngal, the other takes the place

it

who

of Slanoll,

ponents are

The names of the comis shifted to the place following Geide.
3
Findoll Cisirne (before Geide) and Bagag Ollfiacha (before

To the

Berngal).

first

are assigned the white cows, and

easy to see the
well as Fiachu's

it is

enigmatical by-name Findoilches buried in bis name, as
To the second is assigned the " beginning of wars in Ireland"
which became so bad that in the time of his successor Berngal "all the corn

"cisterns."

country was destroyed except a sack and a half." The number of seven
kings is preserved by the omission of Oilill. For reference we may set out
the Pictish version of the Ulidian dynasty, as it appears in the Book of

in the

Lecan. thus

:

Ollamh.

hEilim Ullfinsnechta.
Findoll Cisirne.

Geithe Ollgothach.
Slanoll.

Bagag (Inbadacb)
Bearngal

Olltiacha.

.

All these kings are said to have reigned thirty years

a round

number

for a

generation.

Let us
Bolg, as

now compare with

it is

the Ulidian dynasty the list of kings of the Fir
contained in the " official history." This list stands as follows
:

A.M.
i.

ii.

3267 Slainge, son of Dela.
3268 Rudraige, son of Dela.

There is another copy of this list in the Rook of
have collated this, but tind no variant readings of
have also collated the Lecan copy,
importance, except that it calls Elhn "Ollamh.''
which displays slight orthographical variations from Skene's text: Skene follows Rawl..
which I have not Had an opportunity of examining. The Lecan version calls Eliiu
1

Printed in Skene, op.

Ui Maine,

fo.

15 a

1,

cit., p.

lino 32.

318.

I

I

"Ailill."
2

Inbadach

in

the Book uj Ui Maine.
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iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

3270 Gann and Genami, sons
3274 Sen-gann, son of Dela.

of Dela, in joint rule,

3279 Fiachu Cend-findan, son
3284 Binnal, son of Genann.

of Starn, son of

3290 Foidbgen, son of (iv).
3294 Eochu mac Eire, son of

vii.
viii.

(ii).

(vi).

15ut we notice at once that
Except Fiachu, the names are all different.
Fiachu occupies the fifth place in each list, and (what is yet more suggestive)
we are told the same tale ahout both these kings, that " the cows in their
1

reign were white-headed."

This leads to the inference that the two dynasties

are essentially one, notwithstanding the incompatibility of the names.

Com-

parison of the meagre genealogical and other particulars confirms ns in this
The first four names in each list are bound together by close ties
opinion.

(counting

Gann and Genann,

for the

have a father and three sons,
the kings after the third

The penultimate name

in

met

moment,

their death at the

in each list

is

list,

In the

first list

we

In each

list

hands

of their successors.

that of a descendant of the fourth, and

the ultimate that of a descendant of the third.

one

as one).

the second four (five) brothers.

That there are eight names

seven in the other, need not trouble us seriously, for the Pictish
of one of the kings having a multiple personality.

in

list

shows the possibility

The name Eochu appears

in

both

but in different places.

I

suggest
that there has been a contamination of tradition, and that Slainge occupies
the place properly held by Eocliu mac Eire
a name that seems to mean

"divine horseman," or " horseman son of heaven" And
not difficult to discover the source of the contamination which has
like

something
it

is

lists,

produced this shift of names.

The name Slainge can hardly be dissociated from the river Slainge,
"
That Slainge was regarded as the leader of the Fir
anglicized
Slaney."
Bolg in their expedition to Ireland is only another way of saying that in
some way the god of that river was responsible for their settlement in the
This would mean that there was at least a tradition that the first
country.
settlement had been
that the

colonists

made

at or near the

had penetrated

up

mouth
its

of the river in question,

valley

and

into the interior of the

country.

Now the

Milesians were said to have been led to the settlement of Ireland

by a certain Bonn, though his untimely death prevented him from actually
enjoying sovereignty in the country.
very ancient way of referring respect-

A

1

Though

and 1-termjid have sufficient rusttinliUnou to suggest that the one
the other, or botli corruptions of some third form.

Kuiainl

be a corruption

oi

may
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pronoun mo

to prefix the possessive

names. Bonn, thus referred to, would be called Mo-Donn. When
we turn to the Geography of Ptolemy, we find that he knew the Slaney under
the name Modonnos from which we infer that there was also a Milesian
to their

:

tradition that the god of this river led the invaders.

both the aborigines and the Celtic invaders should have

It is unlikely that

same

ascribed their conquests to the
version

is

leader.

That

is

to say,

one or other

the original story, the alternative story being imitated from

it.

On

a later page of this paper I hope to set forth some other, quite independent,
reasons for believing that it was the Celtic incomers who landed at the
Slaney estuary. It follows, then, that the Fir Bolg story is merely a
corruption, the Slaney being put at the head of the Fir Bolg

same

list

because the

under another name, occupies a corresponding position in the
Milesian list.
Slainge is therefore to be expunged, and it may well be that
river,

Eochu mac Eire should replace him.

This would bring the two

lists into

yet

closer correspondence.

But, even without any such manipulation, the links are strong enough to
lists together.
Notwithstanding the difference of names, we have

bind the

before us two different versions of the story of one dynasty.
of

names, at

first

sight difficult to

account

Personal names are the most fluid of

for, is

all folk-lore

The

difference

really a very simple matter.

elements, and one and the

same story told throughout a country will be fitted to a John in one shire, to
The story of the dynasty
a James in another, and to a Thomas in a third.
Different narrators in different parts
before us was enshrined in a folk-tale.
were troubled with lapses of
tales were then collected by
we may so call them) on whose work the " official
Unfortunately those dreary people had no interest in

of the country, while preserving the incidents,

memory where the names were concerned.
the investigators

(if

history" was based.

The

anything but the skeleton of history the names and the dates. They
extracted these from the tales before them, not troubling to notice that the
different versions of the history

were not independent

of

one another.

1

The suggestion may further be made that the folk-tale was a popular
Such a composition, being written in the obscure

version of a lost epic.
archaic language of

the druidic

exclusive property of the

known

men

poems, would

in its literary

form be the

of learning; only its general contents

would be

to the people at large.

only fair to add, that they were very probably influenced by their desire to
maintain Christian faith aud morals unalloyed. It is cjuite possible that tha folk- tale was
" safe "
offensive from this point of view, and that the only
parts of it were the names
and dates. The curious details about Slttnoll's burial wero perhaps in the original story;
1

It is

the other recorded "facts" are clearly etymological adaptations.
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based upon the same
yet a third list of kings which seems to be
It consists of
Tuatha
De
Danann.
of
the
This is the dynasty
foundation.
seven entries, to which an eighth is added by way of appendix in Zebor

There

is

They run

(rabdla.

as follows

:

A.M.
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.
vi.

vii.
viii.

3304 Bres sou

of Elacla.

3311 Nuada Airgetlam son of Eochu mac Eire.
3331 Lug Lamfhada fostered by Tailltiu daughter of Eochu mac Eire,
3371 Eochu

011-atliair,

surnamed In Dagdac, son

of Elada.

3451 Delbaeth son of Ogma.

3400 Fiachu son

of (v).

3471 Three kings, variously named,
(did not reign)

This

list
"

with the

mac Eire

Manannan mac

I

in joint rule,

Jr.

begins with a "son of learning," just as the Ulidian

The connexion

Fodla."

sage of

of the next

list

begins

two with Eochu

inconsistent with the latter being one of the rival Fir Bolg
we
have here a further suggestion of an original form of a tradition in which the
"

is

;

heavenly horseman

"

Eochu

stood at the head of a genealogy.

011-athair,

form and meaning with Eochu 011-Haith we
can hardly avoid the conclusion that the two names refer to the same
//(
l)(j<l<tr is not a name, but an appellation, as we gather from
personage.
again,

its

is

closely cognate in

:

always having the definite article prefixed.

started us on this line of investigation,

corresponding place
the

name

This
be

is

Gei-de,

name which
and holds a

list.

interpreted as meaning "stormy, impetuous ";'

we must have

the

of similar formation,

The element Gei- occurs again in
;m obscure Gaulish tribe mentioned by Caesar.

the Ulidian

of the Gfidininii,

name

sound,

in

is

in

Geide 011-gothach

if

this

literally a

etymology

"

Big-voiced

Storm-god."

The other links connecting the Tuathu DC Danann dynasty with the
Ultonian dynasty arc fewer in number than are those which we have traced
between the Ultonian and the Fir
liolg lists; but they are not weaker.
Fiachu reappears, though not exactly in the same place, and,
apparently,
without any legend about white cattle
attaching to him.

Denbecan

or

Oenbecan

scribal errors for the

of the first Pictish list

Delbaeth recalls the

perhaps these two forms are

first.

Fiachu himself had some connexion with Temair.
According to VD i it
was in the days of Fiachu Cendlindan that Liath son of
Laigne Lethan1

See Holdei-'s Mtceltisclier
Sprachschatz, sub voce.
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and we may now turn aside

to

follow up this thread in the tangle.

The name Fiachu occurs
Besides the two of

several times in the roll of the kings of Ireland.

whom we

more legendary period

have already heard, we find the following in the

:

A.M.

3728 Fiachu Labruinne father

i.

oS-iS

ii.

of

Oengus 011-rnucach.

Fiachu Find-scothach, father of Eochu Ollom Fodla.

iii.

4395 Fiachu Tolgrach.

iv.

(did not reign) Fiachu Fer-mara, son of

56 Fiachu Find-Iolach.

A.D.

v.

Oengus Tuirmech Temrach.

Fiachu Tolgrach seems to be independent of the rest, and need
Fiachu Find-folach and his successor Elim are
not again be referred to.
from
Ulidian dynasty as padding, inserted before the
borrowed
the
evidently

Of

these,

doubtless historical king Tuathal Teclitmar.
story of his

connexion with white

cattle,

Anmann

Coir

which

is

enough

1

tells

the same

to settle his identity

with the other kings of the same name. Fiachu Find-scothach, father of Ollom
Fodla, is a doublet of Elim Finnachta, son of Ollom Fodla for the same
;

peculiar story

wine appeared

is

told of

him

that

This

in his reign.

snow

is

(in his case flowers)

important, as

reverse their genealogical connexions; that

shows that doublets can

it

to

say,

if

we have

pairs of

we may find in one story that A is a son of B,
may be the father of B'. The point of this
consider
when
we
the two remaining names of the list.
appears

doublets, A, A',

though

is

with the taste of

and

1),

B',

in the other story A'

observation

Fiachu Labrainne

is

the father of an Oengus

;

Fiachu Fer-mara

is

the son of

another Oengus, who is called by the suggestive name Tuirmnk Temrach,
"
which seems to mean " the reckoner" or "the apportioner of Temair a
fitting

We

name

for

someone who had

are reminded

of the

to do with the foundation of a sanctuary.

name given

in

VI)

iii

12.'!

to the holy well called

"
the well of numbering of clans";
Topur Tuinnc Cland,
Caprach Cormaic
and we must not forget that this well also bore the name of Tipra Ho Finde,
"
the well of the white cow," which recalls to our minds the peculiarity of

the cows in the reign of Fiachu.

Of Fiachu Fer-mara we are told that he was begotten by his father
Oengus on his own daughter, when drunken and that Oengus was so much
;

what he had done that he put the infant adrift on the sea, with a
The child was rescued by
purple royal robe and a gold pin upon him.
"
who
him
man of the sea," in comthe
name
fishermen,
Fer-mara,
gave
ashamed

of

1

B.I.A.

Irische Texte,

PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.

iii,

332.

[43]
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memoration

An

of the event.

almost identical tale

is

told of Cunmiiiie

Fota

the glosses to Feilirc Oeiigusso
showing that (as is so often the case)
the explanation offered for the name is not a mere etymological invention,
but an adaptation of a fragment of folk-lore previously existing. This is the
"
"
are almost always so pitifully inadequate
reason why the
explanations
1

in

;

!

The name Fer-mara
just as Fer-Loga

is

clearly theophorous,

means

But how did such

!),

Man

of (the

meaning

another instance

;

In fact we read several
This

of the sea (-god),"

god) Lug."

is

son of the Leinster king (Jathaeir

intoxication.

Man

a story of a father-and-daughter union

It is not a solitary case

Oengus

"

"

times

of
is

explanation

come

to be told?

the case of Oengus Nic (another

Mpr by

his

8
daughter Muchna.

such occurrences, always explained by
probably an attempt on the part of a

Christian historian, with a recollection of the story of Lot and his daughters
in his mind, 3 to tone down an offensive incident.
But the true explanation

In an exogamous society founded
very different.
on mother-right, the father and tin; daughter belong to separate clans, and
marriage between them is not necessarily a thing forbidden. Unless the
tribe has evolved the complex organization of the Australian

type of tale

of this

i.s

aborigines,

in

which by a further .subdivision

of the clans into

exogamous phratries and

totem-groups such unions are excluded automatically, there is nothing to
prevent them. In the original version of this and similar tales the union of father

and daughter was most

likely

treated as a matter

natural scandal of their Christian editors.

There

is

of course,

to the very
no use trying to worry

out ingenious evasions of the evidence that
marriages in early Britain and
Ireland were regulated bylaws very different from those now in force. Much
indignation has been aroused by Caesar's assertion that the British tribes
practised a form of polyandry in which the husbands were father and sons. 4

Even

were; a libel,

it
might surely be taken witli philosophic calm after
two thousand years but it is not a libel it has not
apparently been noticed
that we have the record of just such a
mcnxi/c in the Lismore
if it

;

St.

Ginning which introduces us

/tad

flu-

Ktt-iiic

to

Life of
one Donimn, brother's son of Senan, who

-mot In: r us SCIKIU.

The other Oengus, son

of Fiachu Labruinne, is known
by the surname
"
not an unnatural name to give a warrior.
"great <[uencher
It reminds us not a little of the surname
It is
Oll-gothach given to Guide.
OH-miii'fii'li,

1

2

Bradshaw Edition, pp. 242, 2411
Tiomna Chathneir Mhdir in Leahhnr na

3

Genesis xix. 30-38.

4

De

5

Lismore

Hello Gallico V, xiv.
Lirc.s, ed.

Stokes, line 4362.

yCeart, ed. O' Donovan

pp 198 199
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from a

will be found

by experiment,
Ogham.
two words would be so denoted are almost

But the temptation must be suppressed. The names would not
Ogham characters in their modern orthography, with lenition

identical.

be written in

expressed by means of //, except as a yew d' esprit and this would not happen
till after they had both established a separate existence in literature.
The foregoing arguments give us the following equation
;

:

Geide 011-gothach = Eochu 011-athair = In Dagdae = Sen-gann

and

this leads to the further conclusion that the appellation In
"
"
"
instead of the storm god."
But
euphemism, the good god

be asked,
Pictish

Dagdar

is

a

why, it will
claimed
as
the
head
and
of the
founder
storm-god
The answer to this question must be, that we have here a

this Celtic

is

monarchy

?

new gods are not added to the old pantheon,
but are identified with them individually just such a syncretism as we see
existing in literature between the gods of Greece and of Home, where luppiter

variety of syncretism in which the

and Zeus, Minerva and Athene, Diana and Artemis, are treated as identical
The incoming Celts have identified their storm-god with some
personalities.
god or deified man, who was supposed to have founded the kingdom of the
aboriginal Picts.

In that case, someone will object, the name of Geide ought to have come
Instead of this it occupies the
Jirst in the dynasty which we have isolated.
This difficulty arises however we are to interpret the docubut an explanation is not hard to find. It is this Geide, or rather

fourth place.

ments

;

the person whose place in the original tradition Geide holds, was the first
human king in the list. The three names which precede his are the names of
gods.

If the hypothesis

on which we are working

as correct as

is

seems

it

before us are extracted from the several

reasonable

that the dynastic lists
it
versions of a folk-story, which was itself a popular paraphrase of an epic
follows that the epic narrated a history which began in Olympus, and half way
It was, in other words, an
through descended to a newly-fashioned earth.
epic of cosmogony.

Of

this

view the Fir Eolg

list affords

some confirmation.

The names

of

the two personages in joint rule, Garni and Genann, are clearly variants of one
another. In fact, they belong to a triplicity of which the third member is their

successor Sen-Gann,
before his

"

Old Gann."

Now, why does not
?

Doubtless because he

presumably younger colleagues
"
from a different point of view. He is the Old Gann
probably he

is

Old Garni

"

is

"

reign

"old''

of the earth-dwellers;

conceived of as a sort of heaven-descended mortal creator,
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exactly like the Unkulunkulu, the
short, the last god

and the

first

"

old old one

man

of the

"

1

of the Zulus.

eosmogonic epic

;

Sen-gann is, in
and it is thus

quite natural that he should have become identified with the founder of their
human monarchy of Temair, while retaining sufficient divinity to make it

him

possible for

to be a storm-god.

But another objection may now be raised. We have already suggested
the equation of Eochu 011-athair with Eochu 011-1'laith, who holds a different

To Eochu

place in the Ulidian dynasty.

011-1'laith

is

ascribed the institu-

and therefore the personage so called, who stands
the Ulidian list, must be regarded as the head of the

tion of the/e'is of Temair,
Jirst

(not fourth) in

established monarchy.

same function

to

that Geide and

How

can this be reconciled with the ascription of the

Geide, the fourth in the same

Eochu were

originally one,

Only on the hypothesis
and originally held the fourth
list

<

Some uncomprehending historian, who could not understand
thefortes ante Agamemnona, has transferred to Oll< mi Fodla, the divine source of

place in the

list.

knowledge and wisdom, the head of the god-kings, the actions which really
belong to Geide, or whatever name we call the fourth personage, the connecting link between gods and men, the head of the man-kings. This is the more
all

easy to understand
believe

that

when we

see reason afforded us by the

both these peisonages were called Eochu.

therefore comes nearest to the

original form.

Tuatha

The Ulidian

list,

to

list

The Tuatha

list

which has

divorced the foundation of

Temair from the fourth king, represents a
corruption; and the Fir Bolg list, which has displaced the divine Eochu in
favour of the river-god Slainge, under the influence of a different
story, shows
a further contamination.

This theory, of a popular tale based
upon an ancient epic, derives support
from an exact parallel which I am able to
In the Hebrew Scriptures
quote.
there is to be found a sublime
based
a
thread
philosophical poem,

upon

of incident; 1 refer to the

Hook

Whether

of Job.

slight

the author of this

poem

invented the story, or whether he
adapted a folk-talc previously existing,
cannot be determined with certainty the hitler is the more
But I
probable.
was able to recover from an illiterate Arab of Southern Palestine a
folk-tale,
certainly based upon the poem. All the philosophy was, of course, excised, and
the tale was told as a child
might tell it witli the importation of extraneous
elements, derived from the common stock of folk-belief.
The relation
;

between the poem and

1

Or

like

Adna, son

my

i,

p. 104).

is

identical with the relation

of Bith, " Ancient, son of

preserved by Keating, was the
I.T.S. ed.,

folk-tale

tirst visitor to

which

I

Cosmos," who, according to a tradition
Ireland after the delu.'e (Keatins'u History,
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official

founded their catalogues of kings. The Ogham inscriptions teach
us that even proper names appeared in the epic language in a form quite
far greater is the difference,
different from their form in current speech
historians

1

way in which Homer pronounced the names of
his heroes, and the barbarous way in which English schoolboys are taught to
pronounce them, though that is saying much so that it is not surprising
indeed, than that between the

that the popular narrators gradually substituted for these unfamiliar forms

names with which they were better acquainted. So, in the story of Job and
similar modern Arab versions of Hebrew narratives, all extra-biblical
personages introduced are fitted with familiar Arabic names.
We have seen that the Tuatha list conies nearest to the original form.
The Ulidian and the Fir Bolg lists are closer to one another (e.g. in the
relationships alleged to exist between the kings), but farther from the original
I take it that the Ulidian version is not derived from the Tuatha
form.
version, but represents an independent line

Bolg version

a

of

tradition,

from the Ulidian

derivative

and that the Fir

probably developed in
south-east Leinster, owing to the prominence given to the deity of the Slaney
is

;

river.

We

make some way towards reconstructing a skeleton
The number of names in the lists oscillates between

can now, I think,

of the original epic.

seven and eight. On the whole, the probability is in favour of seven as being
It is the number of Tuatha kings, and it is also the
the original number.

number of

Fir Bolg kings

when we displace Slainge and

restore

Eochu mac Eire

to his proper place at the head.

In the Tuatha

The fourth

Lug.

triplicity

list
is

the

first

three kings arc well-known gods
Bres, Nuadu,
The other three, L'elbaeth, Fiachu, and the

also a god.

with which the

list

ends, are not gods

about them which we can point

De Danann

the Tuatha
fact that

lucharba

we

to as divine.

are a pantheon of gods pure and simple

shows that

And

;

the mere

Brian. Inchar, and

the Tuatha problem is only
the final triplicity of kings are so far human, that

this

solution of

easy

almost the only thing that we are told about them
A

is
nothing
mistake to suppose that

are told of the gods which they worshipped

partially successful.

1

at least, there

It is a

translation of the version which

I

is

the nature of the gods

learnt will be found in the (Jiiurtmiij Mtutenient
'>]'>.
It is instructive to notice that (mother

of the Palestine Exploration Fund, lilOS. p.
version of the story, so different as to be

an almost independent paraphrase, will be
Hanauer's Folk-lore of the JLoly Land, p. 17. This, as illustrating
"
the different versions of the " epic
tale, makes the parallel even more illuminating. In
Dr. Walter Leaf 's Homer ami History other parallels will bo found, in chapter viii, headed
" The Achaian
Epos."

found in the Rev.

J. 11.
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one the hazel, the second the sun, and the third the

which they worshipped

means anything,

If this

ploughshare.

implies rather

it

that they were

The
certain forms of religion to their people.
culture-hero.
a
of
is
also
pastoral
connexion of Fiachu with cattle
suggestive
and the Tuatha lists both end in a catastrophe called the
The Fir

who taught

culture-heroes,

Bolg

about

persons and

literal

This

battle.

is,

historians, taking these records as literal history
and found a different site for each
places, sought

Our

Battle of MagTuired.

of course, only late

euhemerism, acquiring plausibility from

sites chosen.
Or, perhaps
the existence of megalithic
narrative
ended
The epic
false identification.
preferably, we are to see here a

monuments on the

There were current, independently

in a tale of disaster.

of great battles in the places called

The

remains.

We

do not

Tuired, suggested by the megalithic

Mag

became popularly associated with these

epic disaster

any such

find

of the epic, stories

definite

story of

narrative, though in its Pictish version there

catastrophe

more than a hint

is

which destroyed the crops in the reign of the
To sum up, an epic in four books is adumbrated

battles

of

battles.

Ulidian

the

in

in the

it,

last king.

:

BOOK

I

of the Gods.

The, Star I/

:

Mm- Elathnn) impersonate in a mighty
mac Eire). 1'erhaps we should rather say a
(Ires) divine horseman (Eochu
divine horse-man; the deity may have been hippomorphic, or hippanthropoi.

Wisdom

Divine

(Ol/oi/i

Fo<U/i,

morphic.
ii.

iii.

Nuadu.
These arc the more ordinary names

Lug.

under other names
of

the

Tuatha

the other

in

I>e

were

Daiiann

It

lists.

BOOK
iv.

also a

II

:

Eochu

The
"

(Diujilm').

genealogies in the Fir IJolg
is

of the earth-dwellers;

may

and

is

Ogma,
is

L)ian

suggestive,

closely akin to the three preceding, as the

its

is

lists

kingdom

show, but on a lower plane.

He

the meaning of this custom, and

beginning at this stage in the narrative, will

He

descends to earth, and

a great prince (Oll-flaitli)

further suggest that

this epic

creating demi-god, and that the latter, after his death,

dead.

as

This fact

from E. mac Eire), a storm deity (Gei<ie),\mt

and Ulidian

appear in the following section.

\OU-athair).

''kings/'

(suc.h

and manipulation.

lie

killed by his successor in the

the special significance of

We

gods

certainly

Slur/i <if/i Cn'iilin/i Dfiiii-ywl.

(a different being

"good god

who appear

noteworthy that although others

is

Cecht, etc.), yet they have no place among the
as indicating artificial selection

the gods,

of

is

the "Old

Gann

"

and universal Father
married Tea to the

became lord among the

This would account for Caesar's story that the Gauls reckoned their
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would also bring the Tea story yet further into
of Kore.

myth

III: The Story of the Heroes.

Three heroes, or groups of heroes, who teach the several arts of

v, vi, vii.

life

1

:

and religion

They are variously named, except Fiachu, who

to the people.

We may very fairly note the curious coincidence
ends witli three culture heroes, as does the ancient

appears in all the
that the Tuatha

list

Hebrew

which after the story

tradition,

lists.

of Creation gives us a
genealogy,

culminating in three culture-heroes, Jubal, Jabal, and Tubal.
BOOK IV The Story of the Final Catastrophe.
:

Possibly a flood-legend: the tale of Cesair is certainly a native fioodreminiscence
legend, synchronized by the historians with the flood of Noah.

A

of a flood-story may have become incorporated with a wholly different saga,
that of the fight between the sons of Nemed and the Fomoraig, when the

combatants were drowned by the rising tide which,

in the

heat of battle,

they did not perceive. It is also suggested by the frequent legends of lakeBut on the whole it is more probable that the Final Catastrophe
bursts.
took the form of an annihilating war, as in Volo-xpa.
Indeed, that glorious
is not unlike the epic which we are reconstructing, and may even be
poem
based upon it. The Druidic name or equivalent for the Teutonic Eagna-rok,
the Doom of the Gods, appears to have been Erdatke- a mysterious word
still

awaiting explanation.

three gods, a
evident that such a symmetrical arrangement as this
demi-god, and then three heroes must be due to conscious literary manipuIt js

on the part of some individual author. Moreover, such an author
must have had a mind stored with ideas of religion above the common folklation

lore

;

no ordinary

man would have begun

his

scheme

of creation

with the

Divine Wisdom, even though he impersonated it in the
crude form of a horse-god. This might be taken as an objection to the theory
abstract conception of

need not necessarily be so. We are only beginning
to realize how much movement there was between peoples and tribes even so
I see no extravagance in imagining a
far back as the European Bronze Age.
here set forward

;

but

it

Europe fired with a longing for wisdom, and seeking
Such a man, returning to
it even so far away as the Vedic schools of India.
beliefs on the basis of
crude
their
to
own
and
his
systematize
trying
people,
medicine-man

1

De Bdlo

of Central

Gallico, vi, xviii.

1.

If those are correct

Pater in Cernunnos, the presence of

Cemunnos

yet more suggestive.
2
Tirechan, in Vit. Trip. Pat., vol.

ii,

p. 308.

who would

shrines on the

see the Gaulish Dis

hill of

Tea would become
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would produce a
philosophy which he has thus acquired,
above.
that outlined
literary composition not unlike
But we have not yet finished with these lists and their syncretisms. One

modicum

the

of

1

commonest ways

of the

of identifying

To In Dagdae was

the one the son of the other.
the greatest of the

gods together

of 1'agan Ireland,

gods
Constant tradition associated Oengus

by

affiliation,

affiliated in this

Oengus

in

is

in

making

way one

of

Broga.

Broga with the colossal monument

Grange, the chief sepulchre of the Boyne valley. And there
The very existence
is every reason to suppose that tradition is here correct.
of the mound proves the historicity of the owner, just as absolutely as any of

now

called

New

the Egyptian pyramids would prove the existence of the king who built it,
The tomb must have been a
even if no other record of him survived.

sanctuary almost from the

name

fixed his
tradition.

first,

and

I

he deification of Oengus established and

in tradition, just as the

We

find

names

of river-gods

have been fixed in

Oengus worshipped in Ireland down to the seventh
Co/main mine Luachdm- we read that the jester 3 of

in Hrtlia

century A.D.
king Cinaed put his horse under the protection of Oengus, while his Christian
master put his horse under the protection of St. Column, with the natural
;

was

result that the heathen's horse

stolen, while the king's

another of the stories used as ammunition

Now

in

remained safe

the war of creeds.

another tradition as to the parentage of Oengus which has
"
never been explained, enshrined in his full name Ooif/nn ma/r, in Oc, Oengus
there

son of the

is

A

Two Youths."

afforded us by the Fir Bolg
is

first

clue as

to the

meaning

of this

name

is

The name there corresponding to In Dagdae
"; this name is immediately preceded by

list.

Sen-gann, "Old Gann

Oengus)
two other Ganns, differentiated slightly as Garni and Genann, who may be
"
Young (lanns," hv contrast.
tentatively described as the two

(-

1

Hut we may pursue this mad still farther, ami find al the end a striking
continuation of the views put forward in the foregoing pages, as well a.s a

welcome glimpse into the early traditions on which the epic was based.
In Dr. Mendel Harris's suggestive series of volume.-- on he (ioscuri,
especially
t

1

'Since writing the above words
have re-read, for a different purpose, M. Salomon
Keinach's famous essay Lit >/!<>;/> nrimtuli'. I'nder its influence
am inclined to wonder
whether it is necessary to send our epic-writer lo India whether, indeed, the
inspiration
did not travel in a contrary direction
Kin into the ina/.es of speculation which .such a
question would open up I dare not venture, and 1 allow the text to stand as originally
I

I

'.

written.
-

Todd Lectures edition, p. !S7.
Doubtless meaning drnid the Christian historians were not above
taking advantage
of the similarity between the words druth and drui.
4
In passing we may note a tradition that made Gann and Genann two Fomorian
leaders
see Keating's History (ed. I.T.S. i,
p. 17,S).
3

:

:
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belief,

and

knowledge we

regarded as being produced

is

by

usually the woodpecker. This thunder-bird in time becomes a
the
thunder-god,
ornithomorph developing with advancing civilization into an
is

anthropomorph though the bird is not often wholly forgotten. The thundergod becomes the parent of one or both of a pair of twins Castor and Pollux
is

known

the best

of a long series of

collected the particulars.

such

pairs, of

which Dr. Harris has

These twins are habitually clothed

some other association with the colour red betray the

in red, or

Dr. Harris has been able to bring forward quite a striking

origin.

examples

number

of

of this sequence.

The Fir Bolg

list

reverse order.

It is

interpolation,

that

obscure

by

secret of their fiery

name

gives us a

new example

the same sequence, in the

of

one more indication that Slainge is to be treated as an
the sequence begins with and explains the otherwise

liudraige,

where we see a recollection

of the red of the twins'

robes (ruad = "red").

Next come the twins themselves, Gann and Genann,
with assonantal names, as is usual. Then comes the, parent of the twins,
Sen-gann, whom we have on quite independent grounds already identified
with the thunder-god. We next come to Fiachu. It is impossible that the
name Fiachu (< * veikos) should represent Picas directly, nor does Fiachu
mean " woodpecker." In fact, I can find no Celtic word for the woodpecker
cognate with picus. But jfiach means
the myth embodying the {woodpecker

"

raven

"
;

and

this

thunder-godtwins

that

suggests
red

colour}

sequence is not Celtic tradition, of native growth, but imported from withand that for the unfamiliar name of the woodpecker the name of
out
;

another bird resembling

it in

sound has been substituted, in the course

of the

transference.

may, we have the thunder-god associated with a raven on the
well-known Sarrebonrg altar.' This monument represents a god with his

Be

that as

it

attendant goddess, called respectively, in the associated inscription, Sucellos
and Nantosvelta. Beneath their figures is the bas-relief of a raven. That
Sucellos

is

a

thunder-god

is

indicated

by

the great

mallet which he

is

'-

carrying.
1

2

See Reinach,

Cnltes, Mi/thes, et Religions,

i,

p.

217

ft'.

The well-known and curious passage in Pseudo-Plutarch (which W. Reinach duly
an
is the Celtic for a raven," is
us that "

Luiic/ox
quotes), informing
confusion between (a) the sun-god,
It is
representation of the latter.

ignorant
probably
the thunder-god, and (c) the ornithomorphic
no more worthy of credence than the stories

(6)

which well-meaning but ill-informed journalists have recently been setting before us,
regarding the significance attached by the Syrians to the name of General Allenby. The
worst Arabic ever written has appeared in some of these ingenuous concoctions.
B.I.A. PROC.,

VOL. xxxiv, SKCT.

o.

[44j
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reversal of the sequence in the story before us cannot be explained
on
the theory of literary craftsmanship. Once more we trace the hand
except
of the unknown Celtic Hesiocl, who wove his Theoi/onin out of previously

The

For the connexion

existing materials.

pursuits (as Fiachu
to the

of the

associated with cattle)

is

witli

woodpecker

it will suffice to

numerous examples collected by Dr. Harris, especially

seventh chapter. Perhaps
said to have derived his
trees in

in

hi.s

it is

too

much

name from

his thirty-

in

to see in a following king,

the fact

"knots"

that

pastoral

refer the reader

Foidbgen,

(fiiidb)

first

time, for before his time the trees were smooth, a

appeared
reminiscence of the more ordinary activities of the woodpecker.
Eeversals of like nature are not unknown in the literary manipulation of
folk-lore.

For, as Dr. Harris has shown, in

his Metamorphoses speaks of a
tree,

man

or a bird, or what-not, he

many of the cases where Ovid in
woman having been transformed into a

or
is

re-telling a

he

which a

in

savage legend

phyllomorph or a theriomorph has been turned into an

anthropomorph

;

that

In
reversing the actual sequence of events in the original tale.
consequence of this icversal, it follows that Oengus, or, rather, the being to
whom Oengus was equated, was not originally son of the two youths, but
is,

is

father of the two youths

;

and

lie

thus

falls into line

with other storm-gods as

the parent of Dioscuri.

Oengus
character.

himself,

He

we may

appears

feel

under
is

Oll-mncac/i, "great quencher,"

huge monument
is

011

the

Hoyne

another of his avatars.

name

the

the

for the despot

his

a

primarily
in

disguises

name

a good

to be built in

This

was

confident,

.several

honour.

roll

historical
of

kings.

who caused

Tidrmi'cti

the

Temrach

"

official historians"
explain by one
would be quite suitable for the
personage
who established the sanctuary on the ridge on which there is a sacred well
bearing a similar name.

of their usual

We

fatuities; but

now gather

it

together the threads

which we have endeavoured

to

disentangle, and set before the reader an attempt to trace the
chronological
development of the myth.

The raw materials were
AMONG TUK
(

as follows:

I'KK-CKI.TS

In Inland.)

The sanctuary of Teniair.
2. The tradition of
Oengus or Ungust, a great monarch, who had estah
lished the sanctuary, and who was
1.

AMON(

(On

.
.

.,,,, t

|

.

;1TH

the Continent)

The woodpecker myth.
2. The
story of Scota and Tea (a
version of the Demeter and Kore for1.

mula).
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worshipped) at New
(and
N.B. The traditions reGrange.
garding Oengus were coloured by the
matriarchal organization of pre Celtic
buried

3.
4.
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Certain gods.
Certain cosmogonic myths.

society.
8. Certain gods, including Etherun,
and a triplicity or quaternity among
which was Feron.

The
1.

steps in the development were as follows

An

epic was composed,

Celts in Ireland, based

at

:

some unknown time before the

arrival of the

upon the Celtic material set forth above.

This epic was (aught as a text-book in thedruidic schools, and garbled
paraphrases of it became current in the form of folk -stories.
2.

3.

Age

The

in the

Celts landed in Ireland about 400 B.C.
at the

country

mouth

of the Slaney,

river as their leader in the invasion.

at the beginning of the Iron

and adopted the god

It is likely that the

Wicklow

the invasion was to acquire a mastery of the

of that

prime purpose

of

gold-fields, so that

it

was natural that the invasion should attack the country at the south-east,
where a large river offered a water-way through that part of the island.
4.

They asserted a claim

the

to

country

by

atliliating

identifying their gods with the gods of the aborigines.

The

or otherwise

chief identifica-

tions were that of the demi-god of their epic with the pre-Celtic

Oengus; and the affiliation of Scota to Feron.
o. The story of the abduction of Tephi (originally

or

Ungust

1

adapted as a reason for their

two versions

coming

either as an abduction, as

There

of Tea)

to the country.

we

find

it

was afterwards

This story

is

in VI), or as the

told in

murder

not a very serious difference between
and
the murder of corn, so that the two
of
the abduction
the corn-spirit
stories may well have been more similar to one another than might have
of Ith, that

is

of "corn."

is

been expected at first sight. As we have not got the
abduction of Tea, it is impossible to compare them.
6.

After the establishment

(i)

of the suzerainty

of

full

tale of

the

Temair over most

of

Ireland and (ii) of Christianity, the native scholars turned their attention
to the collecting and systematizing of the historical traditions current in the
country.
Having fixed a framework of chronology on the basis of Scriptural

In Leaf's Homer and tiistoi-y, chap, vii, a remarkable parallel to this process of
described the absorption of the Pelasgian corn-spirits and similar beings,
by the pantheon of the intruding Achaeans.
1

affiliation is

:

[44*]
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.

and Classical synchronisms, they fitted their materials thereto
These materials were threefold, namely,

artificially.

A. Folk-lore collected from oral tradition,
B. Folk-lore written

down

at an earlier time,

C. Historical record written

down

at an earlier time,

the earlier writings being in the obscure archaic language mentioned on a
knew very imperfectly. Of
previous page, which the historians probably
class
this

A

we have

been

chapter

Of

epic.

of life

analysing

;

last

illustration in

the

of

relic

such romances as Tain

form

early historical record,
list

of

chieftains

of

we have

the

class

the district

record

down.

Bo
of

Of

can give no better

I

C,

in

ancient cosmogonic

preserve
present literary
than the time when they were written

older

the

the dynasty-record that

in

the

their

in

the preservation of

example than

example

we have an

class 13

Cualnye, which

modes

a good

now known

as the

Decies of Waterford, whose historicity is attested by their Ogham-written
monuments, but who are woven into the roll of the kings of Temair.' The
historians believed that

enjoyed

Temair had always held the central place that
own time, and they framed their history

in Irish politics in their

it

in

supposed that the numerous names of kings which they
found in their authorities were all High Kings of Ireland.
In point of fact,
this belief; thus they

some
of
to

them were gods, others mere creations

of

human

chieftains

who had

reigned in

of

folk-lore,

one part or another

in

others actual

Ireland.

them were duplicates derived from different authorities, but
the same historical or legendary character.
The theory

Many

really referring
of the central

position of Temair wa.s

pre-Celtic rulers of

pushed back into the pro-Celtic period, so that
Temair also became rulers of Ireland. Thus Ungust,

originally the local hero of the

and he

in his turn

1'ictish

monarchy .-

Hoyne valley, equated to the storm-god Geide,
"humanized" into a hero, became the founder of the whole

In a word, the almost casual mention of the obscure Geide of the Great
Voice as husband of Tea has led us by these devious
to the conclusion

ways

that the traditional founder of Temair, and the
personage in whose honour the

great
1

mound

of

New Grange was

erected, were one

and the same.

called attention to the remarkable
correspondences between these Ogham records
of the Temair kings in 1908
(./oitrn. Roy. Soc. of Ant. of Ireland, xxxviii, 1).
paper referred to contains a number of mistakes, now obvious to no one more than
I

and one group

The

to myself
but the actuality of these
correspondences
all, of the cases brought forward.
;

2

Gest

He

appears in his own form later in the

of the Court, is
obviously

still

holds in most, though not in

" Gest
list of Pictish
kings for
Cuirte,"
"
"
merely a corruption of
Unguat of the Brug or palace.
;
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It was suggested on a previous page that the name Scota had
possibly
been modified artificially in the interests of the etymology of the ethnic name
Scuit.

We may

for a

moment

return to this subject.
With all reserve 1
of the ancestress was originally Scathach, and that she

suggest that the name
none other than the amazon instructress of (Ju-Ohulaind.

The following

is

analogies seem to be worth pointing out:

Scathach

called

is

"

Scathach Buanaiin daughter of

Ardgeimm king

Scythia"in a passage which will be found printed in Erin iv 30.'

of

Now

Buanann, according to an entry in ('ormac's Glossary, was an important
mother-goddess; Ana, he says, was mother of the gods, and Buanann of the
This just fits in with what Scota is said to have been
heroes.
the eponym
Again, daughter of Ard-r/eimm and wife of Oll-rjothach
are closely analogous expressions.
(It will be remembered that we have
indicated some reason for thinking that Tea and Tephi have been confused
of the Scotic tribes.

and interchanged
have of it.) And

in the corrupt version of their story,
finally kiny of Scytlna

removed from one another

far

which

and Pharaoh kimj of

in Irish tradition.

is all

that

we

ttgypt are not

In another passage

we have

Scathach's parentage. 2 She is there called inyen
a different version
"
Biianuinne, rig na Scithia,
daughter of Buanainii king of Scythia."
Now we remember that Scota was daughter of Foraim that i'orann seems
of

;

an adaptation of Feronn; and that in another list Aiimind occupies the
Ainnind looks like a corruption of [Bujanainn.
place of Feronn.
The syncretistic affiliation of the incoming mother-goddess to an aboriginal
to be

Pictish deity would almost

becoming

inevitably result in the

localized in Pictland.

This

is

what we

home

of the

lind in the case

ot'

goddess
Scathach

;

always conceived of as living in the North. There seems to be a
"
"
reminiscence of the same order of ideas, and also of the epic dynasty, in the
she

is

personage called Senoll macOiujai, to whom Brian, the brother of Niall of the
3
in the north of Alba, to learn the art of war.

Nine Hostages, was sent

4.

We have already
Temair was

of

much

THE KINGSHIP OF TEMAIK.

seen that, previously to the conquests of Cormac mac Airt,
greater importance as a religious sanctuary than as a

and we must now consider the religious rites of which the
The first question which meets us will be the nature of
liidge was the scene.

political centre

;

the kingship of Temair.
1

I

am

indebted to Dr. Bergiu for directing

responsibility for the uae that I
*
Revue celtique, xxix, 114.
3 Kevue
celtique, xxiv, 177.

am making

of

my
it.

attention to this passage, but he has no
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The king of Temair was a god incarnate on earth. This is the all-important
fact which results from the study of the traditions of the early kingship that
confused and misunderstood though these certainly
When a good king
are by the ancient historians who have recorded them.
abode within him
their
take
to
condescended
the
was on the throne,
up
gods

have come down to

us,

;

when the king was illegitimate, they withdrew themselves. Jn the former
in the latter case there was misery and famine.
case the crops were plentiful
Contrast these two characterizations, from Lcbor Gabdla
;

that king Eocliu mac
there was no rain in his time,

In

Good was

Eire
but only dew there was no year without its harvest, falsehood was expelled
;

case

evil

was Ireland

in

the

time of that Coirpre, for the earth did
not yield her fruit, because there was

;

but one grain in the ear, one acorn on
the oak, one nut on the hazel
the

from Ireland in his time.

;

creeks were unproductive, the cattle
were dry, so that there was an intolerable famine throughout Ireland for the
five

AVe have seen

in

impersonation of

the hist suction

years in which Coirpre was king.

Eochu mac Eire was the gieat
"
"
epic
pantheon; and

that

Divine Wisdom, at the head of the

though the historians have made him into a king, he retains sufficient godhead
named for his people. Coirpre, on the other hand,

to secure the blessings

surnamed Cenn-Chait, was the leader of the revolt of the serfs, that is, of the
enslaved aborigines.
He was alien in race, religion, and probably in speech,
from the ruling classes. Naturally the gods would not condescend to take up
1

their abode in a creature so despicable,

from their absence.
a reference to

it

The same

and naturally the country suffered

idea appears elsewhere in Celtdom.

in his priceless abstract of the saga of king

Dr. Baudis points out, this idea

rule of a blemished king/'

is

;.ml

As

king was to
whose presence secured the

Evidently a chief function

body
boon of plentiful harvests;

2

Ambigatus.

also at the basis of the prohibition of the

as a receptacle for the divinity

otter his

Livy has

the

of the

body must be worthy

uf

its

divine

Anni'ind, a tract which tries to do fur biography what Dhulxhenrluix Erenn does
nickname cat-head " in a singular way. It says.
fnath c<iit rvbhin fora den, "his god had the shape of a eat.' Obviously this does not
"
cat-headed."
\\ e must therefore see once more
explain why a person should be called
an adaptation to etymological needs of a sentence
already in existence. It is not difficult
to see in it a
the
contemptuous reference to some form of animal
1

Ci'iir

for geography, accounts for
Coirpre's

aborigines, an early manifestation of
rival pagan races in the
country.
'-'

Livy,

'

</;M

theoltujii-um, this

worship among
time between the creeds of

v, 34.

This rulo was not universal from the
story of Aithirne we learn that the Connaciau
king (iuaire hail but one eye, which did not interfere with his rei-nin".
:
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A Christianized version of the divinity of tlie king appears in tlie
occupant.
Battle of Mag Mucrime,' in which angels hovered over the head
of
the
story
of king

Art

It is

in the battle,

"

because he was a true prince."

extremely important

to notice indications that, in the case of the

king
king was essential to secure the boon which he
was supposed to bring his people. This is probably the reason why the nobles
of frriu refused to countenance the un wedded king Eochu Airem and boycotted
of Temair, the

of the

marriage

his assembly ;3 and in the story edited by Mr. Best, under the title of The
Adventures of Art son of Conn, 3 the men of Ireland enjoy three harvests of

corn annually so long as Conn is wedded to his fitting spouse Eithne Taeblota;
but when she dies and lie marries in her stead the disreputable Becuma, there

"is neither corn nor milk in Ireland."

'l*he

exercise by the king of

his

marital functions acts sympathetically on the fertility of the land and of the
It is to be noted in passing that when Eithne died she was buried in

cattle.

Tailltiu
fact

is

;

of

was

this the

normal cemetery

of tlie queens of Ireland

If so, the

?

some importance.

The point

is,

that

Becuma had been banished from among

the Tuatha

De Danaiin

for her misdeeds.
She was therefore not any more acceptable to
the gods than was the foreigner Coirpre Cat head.
Probably we are to
understand that the feminine principle of fertility refused to acknowledge

her, as the

masculine principle refused to acknowledge Coirpre.

To

avert the

curse that had in consequence fallen upon the hind, it bad to be re-quickened
loith the Hood of tlie son of a sinless
How such a youth was found, how
couple.

he was condemned to be slain and was redeemed with the blood of a cow, and
how Becuma was finally expelled from Temair, will lie found in the original
story,

that

which

we

one of the most valuable, from the point of view of folk-lore,
Just as an elaborate ritual had to be gone through, as we
possess.
is

moment, in order to restore the continuity of the kingship when
had been broken by what we should call tlie mttural death of the king, so
the blood of a youth of miraculous birth had to be shod on the ground

shall see in a
it

outraged by the king's marriage with a person forbidden.
In Christian times the saints appear to have entered on the heritage
for the goodness of the

of the kings as earnests

prophesying
be obedient to the
1

Reoue cMiqtie,

-

Irische Texte,

saint.

xiii,

4

We

crops.

Thus

St. Patrick,

boon so long as the people shall
might explain this as a reminiscence of some

of St. Senan, promises

this

456.

wrong to explain this, with Nntt, as a fear of
(Voyage of Bran, ii, 51). The marriage of the
king would not necessarily interfere with such a practice, which in any case is mythical

tile

i,

118.

It is evidently

exeessive use of the droit du

seitjiieni'

:

see the discussion in Frazer, Folk-lore in the Old Testament, vol. i, p. 485 ff.
3
4
Lismore Life of St. Senan, ed. Stokes, line 1855,
Erin, iii, 149.
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if we had not something
thing that had been said of the fertilizing river-god,
that a barren patch of
read
there
analogous in the life of St. Findian.
land was made fruitful by sprinkling it with water in which a eulogy of the

We

1

had been steeped.
The divine king has been studied

saint

monumental work The Golden Bough.
institution of

the

by Sir James Frazer in his
This study is based on the remarkable
fully

the priest-king of the sacred grove of

Re.r Nemorensis,

It is not for nothing that Re,>; Temorensis differs by a single
Rev
Nemorensis 2 for the analogies which the two kingships
from
letter only
to escape from the conclusion
present are so remarkable that it is impossible

Aricia at Nenii.

;

that they belong to the same order of ideas,
closely connected

The candidate

if

indeed they are not more

still.

for the priesthood of the grove at Aricia challenged the

existing incumbent to single combat by the rite of breaking the
Bough," and if in the combat he succeeded in killing the priest, he

succeeded to the

Golden

ipso facto

James Frazer has convincingly shown that

Sir

otlice.

"

this

strange practice was based on the desire to have the strongest man available.
One who from weakness or want of vigilance permitted himself to be killed

was clearly unsuitable
It is

for the responsible office of royal deity.

perfectly obvious from the history, as

it is

enshrined in the works of

the "official historians," that the king of Temair, like the king of the grove
This point,
at Aricia, reigned by virtue of having slain his predecessor.

which Dr. Baudis seems

arguments

have missed,

to

in favour of the

thesis

is

one of the most important

which both he and

I

sustain.

Omitting the kings of the Fir Bolg and of the Tuatha l)e Danann, I find
110 kings enumerated in Fluithitixn l/Kn iin as having reigned from Krenu'm

down

to

Conn Cet-chathach, the grandfather

of (Jormac

mac

Airt.

Of

these,

80 are said to have been killed by their successors. As we have already
" official historians "
seen, the
explained this as a blood-feud, going back to
the time when Kremon, the first king, killed his brother Eber at the battle of

But

Geashill.

this explanation will not serve at all.

relationships on which

Any group
random,

Setna

Siomon

2

it

is

based

the kings will

will serve as

Finn

1

of

utterly irreconcilable

is

show

an illustration

The whole scheme

this; the

of

with the data.

following series, selected at

.

reigned 22 years and was killed by Setna.

20
6

,,

Siomon Brecc.

Dui son

of Setna.

Lismore Lives, ed. Stokes, 2675.
Surely no one will lie so prosaic HS to take this remark for anything but a jeu

d'esprit

!
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reigned 10 years and was killed by Muiredach son of Siomon.

Muireclach

1 year
Enna son of Dui.
12 years and died of plague.
9
and was killed by Sirlam son of Finn.
,,

Enna
Lugaid

which means that fifty-eight years intervened between the death

and the succession

'of

his

son Sirlamh.

Finn

of

Improbabilities of this kind are too

frequent in the list of kings to make it possible to accept it literally. On the
other hand, it is not a mere paradox to say that the fact that such obvious
improbabilities exist

there

is

is

the best possible argument in favour of the view that

a genuine tradition underlying the

not have

tilled their

work with

so

many

list of

Mere

kings.

But

difficulties.

forgers

would

in the light of the

wealth of illustrative examples which Sir James Frazer has collected from

all

over the world, we must see in this organized slaying of the king by his
successor something other than a blood-feud extending through a large
number of generations, and involving relationships spread over impossible

Doubtless the

"

"

were puzzled by the
with
which
each
met
his
death
at
the
hands
of his successor,
regularity
king
and felt obliged to explain it. Not knowing of the system of the Arician
lapses of

time.

official

historians

priesthood, they had to cast about elsewhere
as the easiest

way

;

and they found a blood-feud
The genealogies

of accounting for the perplexing fact.

were manipulated accordingly, the slayer of a slayer being assumed to be a
relative of the first victim
but the result only makes obvious the impossi;

bility of the
If in

"

blood-feud" theory.

the light of this

we

we

look back at what

I

have called the

"

"

epic

an unexpected corroboration of these conclusions.
For the
practice of predecessor-killing does not begin till the fourth name in the
Ultonian and the Fir Bolg lists the Tuatha De Danann version is not so clear,
dynasty,

find

;

but does not contradict the observation.
predecessors until they cease to be gods

That

is, the kings do not
nature
and become men.
by

There does not appear to be anywhere extant an indication

whereby

a candidate for royalty challenged the reigning king.

kill their

of the process

At Aricia the

candidate for the priesthood broke what was called the Golden Bough, which
James Frazer has tried to prove was the mistletoe. This may be so and
the description of the cutting of the mistletoe contained in an oft-quoted

Sir

;

may not inconceivably be
new chieftain Pliny has no

passage of Pliny

in

some way connected with the

information to give us as to the
occasion on which, and the purpose for which, the remarkable rite which he

election of a

described

was performed. 1
1

R.I. A.

The prohibition

against

bringing arms

Pliny, Nat. Hist., xvi, 95.
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Temair after sunset 1 was perhaps designed
against a surreptitious attack.
In the short list of kings quoted above

Enna by name,

will be seen that

it

the king

one of them,

almost an invariable rule that when the

It is

died of plague.

for the protection of

of their successors, there is something unexpected
kings do not die at the hands
battle, lightning,
or sudden about the manner of their departure from life
of Shinoll, already mentioned, "an unknown disease,
plague; in the case
some exceptional
whereby he was found dead in Temair"; nearly always
the
assistance of an
without
died
he
accident is invoked to explain why

Such an event as the natural death of the king was probably
on the part of some god. This is actually
regarded as a direct interposition
From Toijdil Bnddne Da Denja
so expressed in the case of king Eterscele.
"
"
2
official historians
tell us that he
the
we learn that he died naturally
ambitious

rival.

;

was killed by his successor Nuadu Necht. But Nuadu Necht
the king was therefore
manifestation of the great god Nuadu
3

;

is

only a

killed by

the god.

When

such

succession.

an event took place,

it

became necessary

what happened

if

Probably the case never arose

would always be someone

;

in

always an escaped
I

restore the

a city full of slaves such as Koine was, there

who would

prefer even the anxious

of the Grove, to the hopeless toil of servitude

place.

to

Aricia \ve have, apparently, no answer to the question of
the Kex Nemorensis should happen to die a natural death.'

From

slave.

But

in Ireland the

;

for the Itex

life of

the

King

Nemorensis was

untoward event sometimes took

which we have a record as being
such a case the succession was restored.

explain certain remarkable rites of

the means whereby in

Someone, presumably a druid, glutted himself with the flesh and broth of
and then went to sleep, while four ilruids chanted over

a white [sacred] hull,
his

body an or

firindi, or "spell of truth."

4

The appointed king would appear

sleeper amid the nightmares induced by his overloaded stomach.
Doubtless it was understood that he had made himself one with the bull-

to the

divinity by eating as

much

of its

Hush as was physically possible, and that in
of the god.
For inspiration by

dreams he was thinking the thoughts

his

incubation we

may compare

the

curious

anecdote of

the la/y

pupil of

Labor Aide, in Ancient Litwn of Ireland, iii, 82.
Herue ctltiyue, xxii, 22.
3
See Rhys, HMert Lectures, pp. 122-124, where this is clearly shown.
4
Sir .) limes Frazer has kindly continued this in a private letter to me.
5
See Seryliye Con-Chnlttiud in Irische Texte, i, 213
Revnt celtiijtte, xxii, 22 and
For many analogies to this custom of
analogies in Frazer, The Miujic Art, i, 381-383.
electing a ruler by divination, see Mr. Hartland's essay, The Voice of tilt Stone of Destiny
'

2

;

(Folk-lore, xiv, 28-60).

;
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inspired with knowledge of his unlearnt

lesson by sleeping on the knee of Oengus, the author of the Feilire. 1

It is

whether a story originally told of the deified hero, Oengus
tempting
of the Brug, may not have been transferred to his
saintly namesake, with
such modifications as were necessary to adapt it to a monastic background: all
to ask

the more so as

we

are told immediately before that

his labours in the monastic corn-store that

Oengus was

so diligent in

"

the corn-blades grew through his
This looks like an idea suggested by some picture of the Corn-spirit.
To return, however, from these speculations to the subject before u,s, we

hair."

learn next that the king, thus selected, had to pass through certain rites,

which are enumerated

in a tract called

Shil Chonairi Moir?

l)e

"
ordeals,"
strictly correct to call these rites

were primarily means
conditions

The

it

failed to fulfil all

that the primary intention of the rites was initiation.

king, having been already chosen

by the incubation process just described,
of initiation were four in

The ceremonies

to be inducted to office.

number, and as described in the text quoted were as follows
(1).

the

he would naturally be rejected, and as they are
the text before us this would appear to be their main purpose.

evident

is

was now

which would imply that they

new king

If the

not

of the rites,

described in

But

of selection.

It is

:

The candidate mounted on a chariot, which tilted under him if he were not
and the horses, which were new to harness, sprang at him.
The candidate put on a mantle, which would be too big for him if he were

legitimate,
(2).

rejected.
(8).

The candidate drove

in the chariot to the stones Blocc

not mentioned in the texti these opened out \\ide enough
he were accepted, but closed before him if he were rejected.
is

:

(4).

The

candidate, having passed these tests successfully, was led up to Fal,

which uttered a shriek against the chariot-wheel
silent if he were rejected.

But surely

Who

and Bluicne (Moel
him through if

to let

all this

ever heard

if

he were accepted, and was

impossible magic belongs to the region of fairy-tales!

in real life of

screaming and moving stones,

of

knowledgeable
very reasonable criticism this, on the list of
But the ditticulty lies, not in
rites as they are set forth in the text before us.
the rites, which are simple and commonplace enough in themselves, but in the

horses, of elastic mantles

fact that

the author

?

A

who has transmitted

the record of

them

to

us was

dark as to what they meant. If we are more fortunate than
he was, the reason is because we have a large body of records of savage life

completely in the

and ceremonies

at our

Australia, a country
1

'

J

the corroborees of the aborigines of
to the ancient writer, lies the clue to the

disposal.

unknown

Feilire Oengnsso,

In

Bradshaw

Edited by Mr. Lucius

ed., p. ^12.

Gwynu

in Kriu, vi, 130.

[45*j
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comprehension

the

of

which

rites

initiatory rites in order,

he

Let us consider these

describes.

and see what we can make

them

of

in the light of

modern anthropological knowledge.
The horse-test cannot be dissociated from the most interesting account

of

the chieftains of Cenel Conaill described by Giraldus

the inauguration of

Cambrensis, to the righteous indignation of Keating and other worthy souls.
Peace be with them it was simply impossible for Giraldus, witli the limited
1

charmingly complete an account of a
white mare was led to the place of
savage totemistic initiatory rite.
in fact, he pretended to be
the candidate entered on all-lours
inauguration
of

knowledge

his time, to invent so

A

:

the kangaroo and emu and witchetty-grub totem-groups of
Australia pretend on occasion to be kangaroos, and so forth, in action as in
a

horse,

name.

as

The mare was then

killed,

and the chieftain-elect bathed

in its broth,

while he and his people partook of a solemn feast of its flesh. Nothing could
more clearly show that Cenel Conaill was a tribe with a horse-totem, and that
the chieftain of the tribe was, on his initiation, admitted, as
"

we may express

We

need not, perhaps, infer that the rite was practised in
it,
horse-ship."
its pristine perfection at the late date at which Giraldus wrote, even though
he reports it as contemporary, lint if not, he must have had access to some
to

2

authoritative literary description of the custom, descended from the time at

which

it

was

in

That

use.

it

should have been an invention

is

a sheer

impossibility.
So, at Temair, the

king began with some kind of encounter with horses.

But what was the nature
possess lias been worn down
is

that

if

of this

The

encounter!'

to the lowest possible

description which

teims

;

all

that

we

we

are told

(for reasons unstated and to us obscure) the candidate was not to be

king of Temair, the "horses would spring at him

''

(r<tr/ii/(is

ind hichfris).

Certain analogies presented by primitive Greek rites
suggest that in the
form
of
the
il
was
rather
the king who sprang at the
original
ceremony
horses.

M. Salomon

Keinach.

in

his

paper on

3

Hippolytus,

has

argued

persuasively that the legend of the virtuous youth torn in pieces by his horses
has arisen in a savage rite in which it was the horses that were torn in

Topogmphwk Hiberniae,

iii,

25.

2

That delightfully naive person, Lynch, the author <.f Oimbmww
Kvermm, after
expending himself in a denunciation of the shamulcssne.ss of Giraldus for reporting this
ritual, gives his whole case away by Adding nullibi certt
alibi ludicra initiation*
tiunjutula,

principatum auspicaiitur, and then quoting two examples of parallel rites which
afforded the best possible continuation of Giraldus available in
the literature at his disCould he have lived to read some modern
posal.
compilations of savage practices, it is
to be feared that he would have had to strike out
the words nullibi
aligiii

3

tamfueda

Hippolyte in Guiles, Mythes,

et

Meliyions,

iii,

54.

\
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that, like Dionysos, Zagreus, Adonis, Pentheus, Orpheus, Actaeon,

the tale told about his being thus dismembered had

in a

its origin

custom

wherein a totem animal suffered the treatment (mr a pay[not;) and was devoured
whole (0)^0^(47/0.). Just such a rite is clearly to be seen in Giraldus's account
of the Cenel Conaill ceremonies.

was

The purpose

to be steeped (literally as well

totem

of the rite is to

the clan by feeding on the totem animal

life of

is

:

his hand.

If

it

him

it is

this

to

immerse himself

in the

without the intervention of any vessel, even

anything was wanting

Giraldus's account,

the being of the

as metaphorically) in

indicated by the custom which required

animal's broth and to drink of

quicken the

that the chief par excellence

to confirm
detail.

important

the substantial accuracy of
Just as in Greek legend the

horse torn in pieces became the chaste youth Hippolytus, slain by his chariothorses, so in Irish legend the horse torn in pieces became the unsuccessful
"
candidate for monarchy, at whom the horses would spring." The totem
animal rejected the illegitimate aspiran I. But it may perhaps be, that the

report of the rite in the text before us

is

due

to a confusion with

another

rite, probably (though not certainly) independent of inauguration ceremonies
such as we are discussing. We must not omit to compare the Thracian rite of

sacrificing

men

to secure fertility for the land, the victims being put to death

1
by being trampled by horses.

Possibly a sacrifice of this kind took place on

the occasion of the inauguration of a monarch, of Temair, and the author

who

The king, having
reported the ceremony mixed the victim with the king.
been chosen for office by the solemn incubation, would hardly himself be the
victim.

The successful candidate, probably by devouring the flesh of the horse,
''
"
and it is not for nothing that so many
passed into a state of horse-ship
;

kings of Temair, in the
"
ec/t,

a horse."

official history,

bore the

Eochu 011-athair and Eochu

name Euchu,

011-ilaith,

are avatars of the founder of the monarchy, bore the

conjecture that

all

from

a derivative

who, as we have seen,

name

;

we may perhaps

the kings, as a matter of course, originally were called
Eremon himself

Eochu, as a sign of their partaking of the divine horse.
appears later in the

roll of

kings as Eochu Airem.

Here again we have a most remarkable parallel between the worship of the
Arician grove and that of Temair. For one of the divinities enshrined at
Nemi was the ancient Italian god Virbius and a legend had it that this
;

We

Virbius was no other than the young Greek hero Hippolytus.may refer
the reader to Frazer's discussion of this equation and its probable basis but
;

1

See Cook's Zeus,

2

Frazer, The Muyic Art,

vol.

i,

\>.

i,

75,
19.

and references

in foot-note 7

on the same

p;i

Proceedings of the Royal trish
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of a horse deity at Aricia and a toteniistic
pass over the coincidence

we cannot

horse-ritual at Teniair.

There
referred

is

me

another explanation of the chariot-rite possible.
to his valuable articles in the Classical Review,

Mr. Cook has
vols. xvii, xviii,

chariot-races at the
in the course of which he brings evidence to shosv that the
and at similar celebrations were originally intended as tests

Olympic games

for the selection of

might therefore be suggested that at
a chariot-race, whereby the king was selected or,
was required to
already selected by the incubation,
It

a god-king.

Teniair there was also

;

preferably, that the king,
wild horses (sun-horses
prove his ability to control

In the concluding
section we shall see how the rites of Teniair are linked to other rites
recorded from elsewhere in Europe and the analogies which the passages
?).

;

must be accorded their full weight.
brought forward by Mr. Cook present
We must also not forget the remarkable horse-racing, feasting, sacrificial,
and military scenes represented on the well-known series of early iron-age
Venetian situlae, which have every appearance of referring to similar celebrations.
of this

But

way to a complete acceptance
here plumb a yet deeper stratum of

the Cenel Conaill rite blocks the

We

alternative explanation.

and, perhaps, we see enacted before us the ceremonies
primitive custom
which later developed into the Olympic horse-race just as the gracious
out of a savage who tore a horse
figure of Hippolytus may have developed
;

to pieces

and devoured

it

raw and

half alive

!

that of the magic mantle, can best be understood in the
light of the third, which we accordingly shall consider first of the two.
The third rite was that of the stones Blocc and Bluicne. It will be

The second

rite,

remembered that these were two
same names.
stones in

PD

Now
21, to

there

is

of three stones set over certain druids of the

a very remarkable expression used about these

which we have not yet referred.

We

there read of them

"

the three stones that were placed upon
forsna druidib,
In the descriptions of other standing stones, such are called
the lecht or gravestone of So-and-so but this expression is not used here.
iii 75, 76 uses an
equally curious expression form atdit na trl clocha

teora cloclia roldithi

the druids."

;

VD

;

Mdl tnor-Macha, " on them (i.e. on the three druids) are the three
stones which Mai of great Macha thing." These passages point to some deed
of violence we may perhaps be not far wrong if we infer that Moel and his
fellows were buried alive under the stones.
This is confirmed by what
dusfarlaie

;

1

Like the hostages of Fiachra. Revue <:eltique, xxiv, 184.
Compare also the sentence
passed upon the daughter of the Ulidian king in Togdil Bruidne Da Derga, ibid., xxii,
Mr. Cook suggests to me a comparison with the myth of the invulnerable
18, 19.
1
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these are their
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these stones are the druids, and
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;

"
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as such they help to initiate the rightful king.

Moel, Blocc, and Bluicne became the stock names for druids at Temair;
were the stones associated with them. They appear in the tale
Haile an Scail, 1 as the persons who interpreted the scream of Fdl to Conn

so important

And

they appear in the story of St. Patrick's contention with
For surely it is clear that
druids of king Loeguire.
Cet-chathach.

LOCHKU ET LUCETMAEL,
the names of the two druids with which the saint had to deal, are simply

corruptions of

(B)LUICNE ET (B)LOCC ET MAEF,,

same names, in the reverse order. 2
But how did the stones open or

the

question there

but one

is

possible

close before the candidate

answer.

though we need not take an pied de

together

The

stones

?

To

this

were set close

la lettre the assertion that they

"
were normally so close together that only the edge of a hand could pass
"
between them 3 and the candidate had to squeeze between them. If he

do

failed to

so,

he was rejected.

Similar rites of squeezing through a narrow space a split tree, a hole in
the ground, an opening in a rock, or a space between two objects set close
are found in many parts of the world. The custom is followed for
together

a variety of purposes
legitimacy of birth

some

privilege.

;'

The

as a

:

curative act, in cases of disease

;

as a test of

or, as in the present case, as a test of worthiness for

rite

they have been studied
analogue to the Temair

has ramifications which here

by Henri Gaidoz

in a

we cannot
5

monograph.

be seen in a mosque at

rite is to

follow

;

The nearest

Jerusalem, and

Kaiucim, crushed into the earth by Centaurs under a heap (if tig-branches. Indeed the
representation of the scene on the broken frieze of the Theseion (Biiumeister, L>enJ:miiler
him into the ground under the weight
fig. 1868) seems to show the Centaurs pressing
of a great stone.
The burial of the druids might liiive l.aken place to secure luck, at the
original establishment of the sanctuary
O'Curry, MS. Materials, p. 618.

:

cf.

the well-known lona story.

1

For these druids see Tripartite Life, p. 273. M<5el was also the name of a druid at
3
Cruachu ibid., p. 92.
Erin, vi, 1H4.
4
See Douhdan, Le ruyttge de la Terre Sainte (Paris, 1660), p. 57, or Morison. Kelation
Jerusalem ^Toul, 1704),
historiqiie d'un myaije iwuvellement fait uu Mont de Sina'i et an
p 347, for a rite of this kind observed in the seventeenth century at the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, as a test of legitimacy. For similar rites carried out for other purposes,
reference may be made to the brochure by Gaidoz, mentioned in the following foot-note.
;

6

fin rieux rite medieale.

Opuscule

affert

ii

AuaMe

de Barthelemy, Paris, 1892,

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy.
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In each of these places there is a pair of pillars, set close
ciceroni inform visitors that only he who can squeeze
together, and the
between the pillars can obtain admission to heaven. At Cairo the space
between the pillars has been appreciably widened by the attrition of the inner
at Jerusalem an iron grille has been inserted to prevent
surfaces of the

another at Cairo.

pillars;

it is said because a certain fat man
the experiment being made
the narrow space.
by endeavouring to force himself through

Sir

met

1
James Frazer, quoting the essay by Gaidoz, says that

his death

its

author

that all such passages are symbols of a new
rightly rejects the theory
birth" as though the patient were born into a new world of health, of
This, however, does not exactly
of fitness for office, or what-not.

"

legitimacy,

as reference to p. 77 of his essay
express the conclusion of the French scholar,
2
It is not the crude idea of physical re-birth which he rejects as
will show.
ideas which for us form almost the
explanatory of this rite, but the ethical
In this he is no doubt right
exclusive sense of the word "regeneration."
;

but he does not,

view that the
re-birth.

If

and

so far as

I

can judge

lie

should not, wholly reject the

an attempt to expiess the notion of a physical
this idea be associated with the ceremony, it is doubtless not to
rite is essentially

the exclusion of others.
infant has been passed

is

For instance, the split tree through which a sickly
ever afterwards linked with the life of the child we
;

and the child have some physical connexion
must
for which the re-birth theory would nut wholly account. But in the study of
folk-lore and folk-beliefs inconsistencies and complications of this kind are
therefore infer that the tree

only what we

may

expect.

Very few primitive

rites

and ceremonies are

They all, as it were, possess tentacles to
capable of a simple explanation.
which other notions early attach themselves; and as these accretions vary
considerably in different surroundings, the study even of the most rudimentary
ceremony becomes a matter

Whether

of

extreme complexity.

or not any additional ideas were associated with the rites of the

stones of Moel, Blocc, and Ijluicne. the most

we are

reasonable explanation of what

told about them, in the light of other practices elsewhere,

seems

to be

by squeezing between them, was regarded as
having been born into a new life. And when we learn that before the
ceremony a mantle was put upon him which was required to be close-fitting,
that the candidate for kingship,

we may fairly regard this as a confirmation of this explanation. For in re-birth
ceremonies an essential part of the rite would be the reproduction of the
'

*

Balder the Beautiful,

ii,

" Nous admettons
bien,

171, uote.

pour quelqueS'Uns des cas que nous avons die's, la tli6orie
nnuvelle naiseance, parce qu'il s'agit la d'une image materialle et en quelque sorts
d'une idee inat6rialiste."
de

la

Temair Brey
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tightly folded in a covering that represents

this he shuffles his

way out

into the

new

life

that awaits

is what appears to be the meaning of the mantle-rite which \ve
That the candidate went through the proceeding in a
over
just now.
passed
of
ceremonial
state
nudity is implied, though not definitely stated, by the

This

him.

description of the horse-rite in Giralclus; the nakedness of Conaire, wliich

emphasized at the beginning
reminiscence of

But

of

Tor/ail

Da

is

Dcrga,

is

perhaps a

this.

will be objected that the

it

Bruidne

document before us

and between the stones in

asserts that the king

be accepted,
it is useless to attempt to explain the ceremonies which are at the moment
occupying our attention. It is safe to say that whatever may or may not

drove up

to

his chariot.

If this is to

monarch, he did not drive up to
his chariot, expecling them to open before him of

have happened at the inauguration
certain standing stones in

of a

The writer who reports the ceremonies has misunderstood
and naturally has garbled them it is only by comparison with similar rites
their

own

accord.

;

possible to reconstruct their original form.

It is

easy to understand

that

it is

why

our author has intoduced the chariot so awkwardly here.

The ceremony

the final test, at Fal, is against a wheel, supposed
begins with a chariot-rite
The
writer who is our authority naturally inferred
to be the chariot-wheel.
;

that the king remained in his chariot the whole time.

As an

alternative explanation

might have been a sort

it

of Vf/soc TrtVAoe

symbolically invested with divinity.

though

I find in it

has been suggested to

by means

The theory

one serious difficulty

of

me

that the robe

which the king was

worth putting on record,
such an investiture would not be
is

have taken place leforc the passage through the stones, if only for the
it would very seriously hamper the neophyte's progress
practical reason that
be sure to get torn. Had the mantle
through the narrow space, and would
been assumed afta'tiie passage through the stones, this would obviously have
reasonable explanation of the part which it played in the
been the
likely to

only

Moreover the explanation ottered above explains why the
nioru
robe was meant to be close-fitting: a mere symbolic rube would be
inauguration.

likely to be full

and flowing.

have seen that the tract mentions only two stones, omitting Mdel.
whole commoner than groups of three and
Groups of two stones are on the
would be sufficient, and three
for the purpose of the squeezing rite two stones
The Patrician
It is hard to decide which version is correct.
a

We

;

superfluity.

i

See some examples

Art,i,

in Fraze.-,

Taboo and

80.

K.I. A.

PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.

the

I'.-nh of the Soul, p. 113

;

The Magic
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documents reduce these three druids to two, but the way in which their
names are stated shows that there were originally three separate namestwo
otherwise we might reasonably suppose that here were actually only
a
Blocc
would
such
case
and Tduicne. In
stones, called Moel-Bluicc
I

name

necessarily have been the

of a

otherwise unattested

god,

;

for the

Mug-, and sometimes
formula MoelOn the other hand, the three names are cast into the formula usual
Mac-.
These are almost invariably in the form A,B,B', in
in such triplicities.
variant of B, or at least is connected with E
which B' is an
is essentially theophorous, like Fer-, Nia-,

orthographical

by

Thus, the three sons of Tuiriu. otherwise called

assonance or alliteration.

Tuatha De Danann," were

the "gods of the

Brian,

The

luchar, lucharba.

three guardian spirits of the sacred well of Sid Nechtain were called Flesc,
Even in the modern chapbook reprinted in Thackeray's
Lesc, and Luam.

we

Irixh Sketch-look

the

find

1
In such cases
O'Neary.
with the singular name

the other two,

V,

and

IV.

remarkable exception
stones, while

Moel

The evolution
originated in

it

will generally lie

A

of the

formula

is

iu the

the
of

background.
formula is easily

is

it is

the individual

the effective personality

;

shadow)

developed personality,
Thus, the sun-god

is

The Celtic gods
number and very feebly

understood.

beings, of indefinite

who gradually

Lug

found that
that

Here, however, we have a
being merely the chorus.
to this rule: Blocc and Bluicne are the important

of

groups

same formula, Hudden, Dudden, and Donald

crystallixed into clear-cut individuals.

group of
"When attempts

a condensation, so to speak, of a previous

Lugoves, for whose existence we have epigraph ic evidence.
were made to form a conception, either mental or graphic, of these beings, it
was natural to figure them in threes, three being the first number in which
plurality can be expressed

Such symbolical groups

;

one figure represents ()to<;,two

of three figures inevitably

independent personalities.

When

it

comes

name

to

0tco,

and three

f.'io;.

suggest, groups of three

these,

one of them will

singular number, derived from the plural by which
the original group was known: and the other two will be titled with factitious
names which will naturally tend to resemble one anotbei. Such a group as

he given a

name

in the

Moel, Blocc, and TUuicne

is

therefore only what

we miyht

expect.

Thus there

but only two of them, set the
were most probably three stones, not uvn
It will not escape
were
used
for
the
closely together,
squeezing rite.
of these
has
been
said
identification
notice that what
above is fatal to Petrie's
;

more

1

Other examples

Tvwtlia

De Danann

of triplicities similarly
in Irische Texte, iii, 58.

constructed will be found in a

analogous to the
Rendel Harris, The Gait of the Henrenly Twinn, chap,
is

list

of the

The assonance of the added names (B,
assonance frequently observed in the names of twins: on which
viii,

B')
see
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stones with the small stones in

the churchyard.
Though described as clocha
becca, these stones must have been at least as high as a man's shoulders.

Finally the candidate, thus

scream

'

re-born," was led

to Fal,

up

which uttered a

Dind-shenchas Erenn says that it screamed
under the new king, as though he stood upon it. The well-known quatrain
of Cinaed 6 hArtacain, beginning an clock, forstad mo dl shall, " the stone on

which
that

he were acceptable.

if

my

it

The

heels stand," accords with this.

screamed

"

tract

SU

Chonairl Aldir says

against the axle of the chariot."
"

The stone variously called Fal, or Lia Fail, was the central " fetish of
Temair, and it becomes a matter of great importance to find out what it was.
So important was
whole of Ireland.
distinguish

it

name Fraech
"

the

that Inls Fall,

it,

Temair

itself

was Temair

Fail

is

Fiana of Fal."

also recorded.

The

for the

Fail, Fal' a Prospect-hill, to

from the other places called Temair
2

names

Fail, are familiar

Mag

in Ireland. 1

followers of Find

The personal

mac Umaill

are

3

Whatever the camp-followers of Celtic studies may suppose (be they
mediaeval chroniclers or modern ecstatics of the Fiona MacLeod type we may
,

take

it

for granted that the signification of

Lia Fail

so poetical as

is

nothing
"
Stone of Destiny." " Stone of the Fence," or of the Hedge," would serve
as a translation, with a possible reference to its use as a guardian of the Htness
of the king.
In such a case, however, we should have expected the definite
"

article.

of

The

simply as

"

fact that it

Fal

"

indicates that Fal

omitted, and that the stone

prefer to

is frequently spoken
most legitimate name
proper name, either of a man

which, indeed, appears to be its
is

to be taken preferably as a

As there dues not appear to be any
interpret it as the name of a god.

or of a god. 4

we

is

trace of a

man

of the

name,

The stone Fal is called Ferp Cluche in he tract till Chonairi Moir. Ferp is
a loan-word trom the Latin uerpa; and Baudis infers (loc. cit. p. 106) that the
This inference, however, is not justified. The fact that
stone was a phallus.
I

a loan-word

is

ecclesiastical

used

is

strongly against

denunciation

of a

pagan

tradition of the significance of the stone.
1

See Rhys, Hibbert Lectures,

3

Heme

3
4

The

it,

p. '207,

5

as indicating that

monument
It

is,

in fact,

rather

we

are to see an

than a genuine

one more of the spiteful

and references there.

celtigve, xxix, 138.

Festschrift Whitley Stokes, p. 9.
i-i
no mulr, "king, or sea."
fal as ri (king). O'DaVovi-n says
"
a
is used in the poem by Cinaed 6 hArtacain entitled Aided
"lia
Fail
expression

Cormac explains

fond do hUaislib Erenn simply in the sense of "a big -stone ": see Kevue
333.
xxiii, 30(5, line 3, and the note on the passage, p.
&

Compare

Cenuerbe,

the

name given

to

Cenn

celtique,

Criiaich in Colgan's Seeundu

Patricii.

[46*]

Vitu
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nicknames given by the adherents

The modern name Bod

F/xrf/ais,

one creed to the gods of the other.
1
which 1'etrie records, cannot be cited in
In the first place, it cannot be absolutely
of the

corroboration of the phallic theory.

denominated is the genuine original Fal, however likely
proved that the stone so
that name is clearly nothing more than
this may be; and in the second place,
stones may be, and very
a piece of rough country humour.* Unhewn standing
rude substitutes for statues but there is not the
probably are in many cases,
Just as
rate in Europe.
smallest evidence that they represent phalli, at any
;

three

of personalities of the
M6el, Blocc, and Kluicne were the receptacles
the inspiration of their
under
acted
druids buried underneath them, and

intelligences, so

superhuman

name

Fal was the receptacle of the divinity whose

bore.

it

made, to the

admissible

to be

Almost too tempting

effect that F>:rp

is

a suggestion

which might be

does not represent nn-pa, but Virlius, the

name

whom

Emmanuel

I
College,
god of the grove of Xemi.
a
that
consulted on this possibility, writes as follows: "1 agree with you

The Master

of the

of

and nn-pn would probably lie only apiece of virulent
doubt if ri-j> was a word in popular use at all.
ecclesiastical hostility.
no
knows what its
was, and so far as I know it has left
connexion between

Fcr/i

1

Nobody

origin

On

descendants in the Homance languages.

tlie

other hand, Virbius also

have no cognates, in proper names at any rate. From a phonetic
in connecting Virbius and
point of \iew 1 do not see any serious ditliculty
'-//-syllable was original (it would
Fn-p, if we were sure that the i in the
seems

to

I

then be like rir and fer), and that the

makes

uncertain, and

this

it'

//

l>

was

an

represents

The lack

original.

original

of cognates

which

tUt,

in

the

it very well might, the identity would not be possible.
neighbourhood of
of
There is
course (he further point that at Aricia the Latin would be strongly
/

marked with
an older

might

dialect, in

c; or

arise

etymology

if

it

which case the

/

of the first syllable

were a long vowel (as

to

that,

might represent
we have no evidence) it

Thus, as generally happens with the

from early diphthongs.

of rare words, the data are not sutlicient to give a certain conclusion

but otter no serious obstacle against your view
and the other
3
points you mention are certainly tempting enough to warrant you in going on."
in

favour

1

Tam,

of,

:

p. 159.

Similarly, M. Salomon Reinach (Cultcz, iii, oTl), after citing 1111 analogous name
attached to a French standing stone, adds " C'ext le seul exemple que je counaisse d'une
2

:

ile'iiomiuation phallique
fitre

;

elle re'sultv e'videmuient

alleguee a 1'appui de la these qui voit des

d'une comparaison rustique, et ne peut
emblemes de la ge'neration daus les

menhirs."
3

the

It is a further curious coincidence that

name Manius

is

we have

closely connected with Aricia

:

a stone of

Maine at Temair, and that

see Cook, in Folk-lore, xvi iJ91-293.
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Another point of importance to notice about Fal is a constant tradition
it was not native to Teniair
coupled with an expectation that it was not
As to the place from whicli it came,
destined to remain there for ever.
that

;

authorities differ; but they agree in representing that

Thus, Lebor Gabala enumerates

it

among

it

came from elsewhere.

the four treasures brought into

It came, so we are told, from the city
Ireland by the Tuatha De Danann.
Falias
while Lug's invincible spear was brought from Gorias, Nnadu's sword
;

from Finnias, and The Dagda's inexhaustible cauldron from Murias. 1 Thus
the stone is brought into association with three of the most important
deities in

The names

the pantheon.

of the cities are obviously factitious,

formed by someone who had deciphered a name like Ilrcis on an Ogham
inscription, and recognized the common name Ere, but was not very clear as
to the meaning of the archaic genitive termination ias.
and the apparent meaning
from the name of Fal
;

Falias
of

Fal

is

thus formed

(" \vall ")

has

suggested Mvir, and thus given a foundation on which to base the city
Some vague recollection of a legendary king Nuadu Finn- fail has
Murias.
= fire)
suggested Finnias, whence Nuadu obtained his sword and Gorias if/or
;

Thus
a suitable place for the .sun-god Lug to find his destroying spear.
Fal lies at the base of three out of the four cities in whicli the Tuatha

is

De Dauann
Haile

an

learnt their magic.
Scdil,

the tale to whicli reference has already been made,

tells a

interesting text, the druids Moel, Blocc,

to this

different story.
According
and Bluicne explained to Conn Cet-chathach that the stone came from Inis
Fo-ail, was set in Teniair Tire Fail, and WHS destined hereafter to find its way
to Tailltiu.

merely a perversion of

Inis Fo-ail is

Inis

absurd etymology (fo ail, "under
that the stone came to Teniair from Inis Fail.
a king").

When we

not Ireland, but some other island.
this

now

name, we have not
called

bears the

Beggery

name

far to look.

The

Kail,

in

the interests

Thus, what the druids

of

said

an

was

This implies that Inis Fail is
seek for .mother island bearing

little

islet

in

Wexford Harbour,"

Island >a corruption of Beg-Eire, Little Ireland), also

of Inis Fail.

the site of a very ancient ecclesiastical establishment,
Beg-Eire
with
the
name of Ibar, traditionally said to have been one of the
associated
is

pre-Patrician saints

of Ireland.

Xow

it

may

be laid

down

as at least a

on such
working' hypothesis, that the existence of an ancient Celtic monastery
of
a
an island is presumptive evidence of the pre-existence
pagan sanctuary

1

2

Book of Ballymote, facs. 32 a 15-25.
longer an island, owing to land reclamation.

No
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Proceedings of the

on the same spot

;

Ko//<i! frisk

Academy.

the missionaries and early fathers of the church in Ireland

being desirous of diverting the sanctity of the island from the false to the
This is certainly the case of Inis Muiredaig in Sligo Bay; the
true Faith.

church there, called Team/itt/l na Teineadk, with its sacred tire-hearth (site of
"
one of the three sacred perennial fires of Ireland "), 1 preserves the memory

some fire-ceremony that assuredly was not Christian. It seems also
the case at Inis Cealtra, where, as I have shown in my account of the
of

there

And

site,

very complete evidence for the former existence of a sacred tree.
the name of Inis Fail affixed to the island of St. Ibarcan only mean that
is

this island
of

to he

Fdl

was a centre

of rites similar to

at least, that in

;

some way

those which centred in the stone

or other the god

immanent

in the stone

of Fal was there honoured.

Of the servant of Christ who founded and laboured
Eire, and who now enjoys

his reward,

church of Beg

in the

known.

For

it is clear that
nothing
the few facts recorded of him belong, not to him, but to his pagan preHis very name is forgotten that of the sacred yew-tree (ibar)
decessors.
of the island lias been substituted.
Another island in We x ford Harbour had
is

;

a sacred oak-tree upon

it,

from which

Probably Beg Eire had an

Island."

it

name Dair-inis, " Oak
name analogous to this
was understood to mean

derived the

alternative

"

fnis liiair,
island of the yew-tree."
In time this
" Island fif
Ibar." interpreted as referring to the forgotten founder of the
In like manner, the unknown hermit of Inis
monastery.
Cathaigh has been
tricked out incongruously with the name of the river-god Senan, who
probably

had a sanctuary
Let

it

in

the conspicuous island at the

he clearly understood that

question. That

mouth

of the river.

the historicity of these saints

is

not

in

amply attested by the existence of the ruins of the religious
houses associated with them.
Hut. their names have sutlered the usual fate of
is

names handed down by

tradition,

much

and have become confused with other names

which by reason

of

a

unknown abysses

of

pagan ages, had made a deeper impression on popular

back into the

longer history, stretching far

memory.

A

case even

more remarkable than the two above cited

is

that of the

foundress of the nunnery of Kildare.
There was doubtless here, in pagan
a
of
times,
college
priestesses who tended a perpetual tire, and who (presumably with orgiastic rites resembling those of the Gaulish priestesses of Sena)

honoured the fire-goddess Brigid, this divinity being immanent
sun-oak which gave to the place the name that it still bears.
head

of the college

was regarded as an incarnation

1

tfif-wt

(Jadelica,

i,

42

;

ii,

41

:

in tluHttcred

Probably the

of the goddess,

Wake-man, Inismuiruy, pp.

and so bore

51-6ti.
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her name, as the kings of Temair bore the name of Eochu. But one of the
succession came under Christian influence, and, embracing the Faith of the

tremendous feat of converting the pagan sanctuary
a work in its way far more wonderful than
house
into a Christian religious
It is no detraction from
the miracles witli which her biographers credit her.
Cross, she accomplished the

the honour due to her for this achievement, that she could not quite rid the
establishment over which she presided of all its pagan vestiges " the bright
;

lamp that lay in Kildare's holy fane"
as

Moore

name

"

"

"burnt through long ages,"

not,

"darkness and storm," but of Chrislian Faith and
most probable that she herself changed the official

foolishly says, of

And though

Works.

still

it is

which hitherto she had borne

no Christian lady would
willingly continue to bear a name so heathenish while paganism was still a
force), it was too deeply rooted in the folk-memory, and continued to be used
Brigid

(for

locally to designate her.

To return to St. I bar, we
which would hardly be to
intelligible

are told that he resented the coming of St. Patrick, 1
his credit

the story were

if

it'

first told of

he were a Christian, but would be

His mother's name Lassar

a pagan.

("flame")

is suggestive in this connexion,- as well as her origin

of Breg.

He

one of the saints to

is

whom

a

life

from theDesi

of portentous

length

is

assigned by the Annalists (the Four Masters, for example, tell us that he
died A.D. 500 at the age of 304 years; the Martyrology of Donegal adds

And

"

"

very ancient old book cited by the Martyrology
of Donegal states that in habits and in life he resembled St. John the Baptist

another century).

remark

a

Beg
seen

a

of great significance, as

Eire

is

the

that

we

shall see.

god

of

the

Slaney, under

his

We

have already
two names. Slainge and

situated in the estuary of the river Slauey.

(Mo-)Donn(os), appears as the leader of 'noth the Fir IJolg and the Milesian
invasion: and

we have suggested

that the latter

the former a contaminated version.

is

the original form of the story,

In Ptolemy's time the south-east corner

seems to have been endowed with peculiar sanctity. We see
in his map the Sacred Promontory, and mimes like Biri/ux (the river Barrow),
and the tribe of the Britjunh's, containing the same linguistic element as the
of the island

name

of the tire-goddess

traditional

I

bar

is in

lii-vjifl.

It

is

suggestive

in

this

connexion that the

brought into close association with Kildare.

his life

The

Cormac's
same element enters into JJreg-itn, a name for the Boyne preserved
of the
called
one
earthen
The
enormous
Ballytrent,
ring-fort,
Glossary.
in

largest
1

and

finest

earthworks

Feilire Oengusso, Glosses,

in Ireland, a short

Bradshaw

Society), p. 36.
2
But see Kuuo Meyer's note,

Todd

ed.,

p.

118

;

distance north of Carnsore
Life of St. Declan (Irish Text.s

Lect., xvii, 109, note

on

p. 0, line 10.
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Sacred Promontory,), may well have been a sanctuary of some
kind; indeed, there is at Carnsore Point itself a ring-wall, now consecrated by
1
the ruined chapel that bears the name of Mo-bheoc.

Point (The

When we

which Temair

Breg, after

round Temair

recollect further that the plain
itself is

is

named Temair Breg, and that

called

in

Mag

Ptolemy's

time Temair had not yet attained a sufficient general importance to obtain a
place on his

that there was a tradition, ualcat quantum,tha,t Fal had

map;

been brought thither from somewhere called Inis Fail

;

and

finally,

when we

would be quite possible to imagine the names Eire and
remember that
Inis Fail being transferred by advancing conquerors from the smaller island
it

highly improbable, we see the
having thus concluded that the

to the larger, but that the reverse process

And

above continued.

inference stated

is

incoming Celts, we look up the
what they have to say on the subject. Here we find
the Slaney
it stated that the Milesians first came to land in Inber Slainge
l>e Dannnn were able to keep them
dritidsof
the
Tuatha
the
estuary
though
Slaney estuary saw the

first

landing of the

" official histories " to see

by magically causing the country I" disappear, so that they sailed round
three times without knowing what they were doing, and finally came to

oft'

it

Kenmare Riven. Whatever we may make

land in Inber Scene (supposed to bo

of the latter part of this episode, the

first

part certainly indicates a tradition

which agrees with our deductions.
True, there

being called

retorted

is

another explanation

Litl.le

Ireland."

We

"

Ireland shall

[bar; so that

lie

lie

name

the

called

for

are

the island in the Slaney estuary

told

that

sentence that

the latter pronounced

quarrelled,
Ireland."

"

I

"

bar and Patrick having

Ibar should never be in

of the place

the island of

wherever

I

shall be,"

his exilo "Little Ireland.

1

'

1'

This reminds us of the curious statement already referred to, that'' Cenannus
was the name of every place where Fiachii built his house''; perhaps the
record of an advancing host ever establishing

a

sanctuary for

its

culture-hero

when

it reaches a fresh stage of its march.
Hogan's (hi<>mnitti<'r>ti records only
two places of the latter name in Ireland Kells in Meath and Kells in Ossory),
and one in Scotland (Kells in (lallowayj. There are other places now called
<

Kells

in

Antrim. (Mare, Kerry, and

1

>imei ick.

These data, however, are scarcely

sufficient to enable us to trace the spread of the cult of Fiachn.

1 hare to
acknowledge the kindness of my friend the Uev. It. Fit/. Henry, I'. P., of
Broadway, for guiding me over these sites and also over l>eg Kire. There is nothing.',
however, now to be seen at the latter spot having any direct bearing on the subject of
1

this paper.

Oengusso,

Bradahaw

ed., p. 118.
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There seems to be a further reminiscence of the importation of the Fal
Temair from somewhere else, in the legend of Tea and Tephi.

cults into

Tephi, as we are told, was buried in Spain, the traditional land or origin
Tea saw her monument there, and built Temair in
of the Milesian people.
imitation of

it.

That

is to say,

the structure of Temair was modelled on the

pattern of some other structure, in the place (not necessarily Spain) where
the worshippers of the gods of Temair came from. When the incoming Celticspeakers had spread inland, and had established their domination over the
whole country, they took over the ancient sanctuaries, Temair among them,

and there established
trees of their

their

new

gods,

amid the sacred waters, animals, and

Bronze- Age predecessors.

Such, then, appears to be the meaning of the statement in the prophecy
The Celtic conquest
called Bailc an Scdil, that Fal came from Inis Fail.
was still comparatively recent when that story was first told. It was still

remembered that the

cult of Fal had not been indigenous at Temair, but had

been imported from an island that bore this name. We need not suppose
came from Inis Fail; it may have been already on the

that the stone itself

and have been adapted as the representation of the deity.
Scdil has something more to say about the stone, which

spot,

But Baile an
less

easy to explain.

It

"

"

may be remarked parenthetically that

is

this story of

is to the effect that Conn Get-chathach stepped one
and that the
of Fal
that it uttered its scream
on
the
stone
hazard
day by
The
druids Moel, Blocc, and Bluicne explained its meaning to the king.

the

Spectre's Ecstasy

;

historical

background

;

of the occurrence, the essential point of

which

is

Conn's

probably the fact that Conn, as
ignorance of the properties of the stone,
which a new
grandfather of Cormac, was the founder of a new dynasty under
is

order was fated to hold sway in Temair

but the story itself is completely
After the druids had
of impossible magic and mystery.
;

mythical, being full
of
prophesied of the virtues of the stone, a theophany

Lug appeared and

marshalled before Conn in a prophetic vision the kings that were to reign
after

a sort of anticipation of the procession of kings in Macbeth.
the druids told Conn that the stone was fated to remain perpetually

him

Now
in the

:

Land

of Tailltiu

;

and that there should be a

field of

games

(i.e.

perio-

dical religious festivals, with sacred games, &c.) at Tailltiu so long as there
should be a monarchy in Temair. Also, that the king who on the last day
of the feast should not see the stone

would be a doomed man

(tru)

that same

1

year.

There
(facs. 9a).
1

a remarkable variant of this story in the Book of Leinster
of the stone were tested
According to this passage, the properties

is

See O'Curry, MS. Materials,

B.I. A.

PROC., VOL. XXXIV., SECT.

p.

C.

618

;

also Zeitschr.

celt.

Phil.,

iii,

459.

[47]
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and the stone remained obstinately
by Ou-Chulaind and by his foster Lugaid,
nor did it scream thenceforth till Conn stood upon
silent under both of them
from it and Hew to Tailltiu, where it still remained,
it, when its heart burst
;

"Fal's Heart."
by the name Gride Fail,
the games
Tailltiu was the special sanctuary of Lug, the sun-god, and
some
stone
have
been
must
There
him.
there held had been instituted by

Called

there called by the

from Temair

name

"

Fal's Heart,"

some such way.
growth and fruitfulness

in

responsible for the
to the

sanctuary
be that the

may
of

rite

That

of the crops

periodically to

renew

might have

to repair

his strength

and

it
sun-god
"
Stone
at
the
his
at
which was transacted
inauguration

of the

Fal" was renewed from time

Fal."

which was supposed to have come
king who was

It is quite likely that the

to

time for this purpose at the

"

;

Heart

of

two extremely
referred to on a

the best attempt at an explanation of these

is

The possibility,
passages which occurs to me.
were buried at Tailltiu
of
Temair
the
that
queens
previous page,
recalled in this connexion.
difficult

may

be

waiting for the god to accept him by means of a
This scream requires a section to itself.
may, however, note

But the new king

is

We

scream.

here the naive explanation of the scream given by Keating and other late
writers, that the stone contained a demon which lost its power at the birth
This

of Christ.

is

additional testimony in support of the interpretation that

The gods

sees in Fal a deity.

5.

How

of the older faith are the

THE

VoiriK OK

demons

of the new. 1

FAL.

That it was some trick on the part
of Fal produced i
whatever religious functionaries presided at the inauguration

was the voice

of the druiils. or

may

ceremonies,

be taken fur granted

the tradition of the

"scream"

that

is,

of the stone.

it'

If

there be any truth at
there be no truth in

all in
it,

we

as well renounce all hope of separating truth from falsehood in the early

may

Irish records.
I

was at one time inclined

to guess that the

scream was a ventriloquial

on the part of one of the religious functionaries aforesaid.
Hut I have
now a different theory to oiler. There is a means of making a noise which
feat

has been, and

ceremonies

;

still is,

and

I

employed

now proceed

same means was employed

made with
1

So

St.

at

to bring

Temair

the instrument well

the world in inauguration
forward testimony to show that the
that the " Voice of Fal" was the sound

in various parts of

:

known

to anthropologists as the Bull-roarer.

Mochutu of Raithin conjured Satan
Bradshaw ed., p. 1(4.

Feilire Oenyusso,

into u neighbouring pillar-stone

;

see
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and whirled round

instrument and of the noise that

it

contained in Lang's Custom and Myth, and in Haddon's Study of
It is used by the primitive populations in Africa, North and
South America, and Oceania for a variety of purposes, tabulated in the latter
are,

Man, chap.

x.

work, to which the reader

may

be referred for authorities, and for geogra-

In general we may say that these
phical and other particulars.
VMS fall into the following groups

different

:

(a)
tial of
(iii)

In

mysteries, initiation ceremonies,

a person of authority

to scare off non-initiates,

making instrument
(b)
(c)

At funeral

As a

;

(ii)

and

the like

summon

to

those

and especially women

;

:

used

who

(i)

as the creden-

are to take part

;

or (iv) as a sacred noise-

ceremonies themselves.

in the

ceremonies, to scare

weather-control, to

oil'

make

(i)

spirits.

wind,

(ii)

rain, or (iii)

thunder and

lightning.

To drive

In the
appears that the noise terrifies them.
Malay Peninsula, to imitate the noise of a tiger, and so to scare away
(d)

cattle

it

:

elephants.
(e)

As

a hunting

The following
op.

and

beliefs

fishing charm.

held about

it

in different places are noted

cit.

a god, and

(.)

That

(b)

That playing with

(<;)

it is

it

its

sound the voice

will invite a

storm

of a god.
of wind.

That any woman seeing it will die (in some places she would be killed,
Children also would die were
who showed it to a woman

as would a person

they to see
if

by Haddou,

it.

.

Other misfortunes

(floods, scarcity,

and the

like) are threatened

this prohibition should be broken.

The evidence

for the use of the bull-roarer in ancient Ireland centres in

the personality of a druid

means

"

slave of a wheel."

or magician

known

As we have already

as

Mug

This

Kuith.

noticed, the prefix

Mwj

name
gives

a theophorous sense to a name, and indicates that the second element of a
name in which it occurs is something divine, if not actually a divinity. The
"

wheel," therefore,

is

a divine wheel.

For a deity Roth, ancestor of a clan, we have evidence in two Ogham
MUCOI ROTTAIS
stones, one at Drumloghan, in Waterford, reading wit MAQI
ascertained
have
1
and the other at Lamogue, Co. Kilkenny, reading (as
by a
;

recent visit) SEVERKIT (MAQI MUCOI KO)TTAIS.

The top

of the latter stone is

[47*]
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broken away, doubtless with intention, showing that the ancestral name was
1
conceived as having pagan associations.
This Mug Kuith, then, is the servant of a divine wheel, which seems to be

conceived as being the ancestor of a sept established in the present counties
of Fermoy
of Kilkenny and Waterford. From Mug liuitli himself the people

He

are alleged to trace their descent.

is

credited with the invention, or at

an instrument of divination called lioth Ramach, an expres"
sion that can most conveniently be translated
paddle-wheel." Such a name
that
is evidently very suitable for a rotating bull-roarer, and it is noteworthy
least the use, of

the same simile

is

found at the Antipodes. In Australia, where the bull-roarer

importance in initiation ceremonies, women are most carefully
If by accident a woman
excluded from the sight of the sacred instrument.
a bull-roarer that has
of
head
find
the
should
to
tribe
Kurnai
of the
happen
is

of great

flown off
that

it is

its

cord and been

and should ask what

it

may

be,

"

make

to

return journey to the sky.
first

told

is

the boys men," and

who had dropped

text relating to the

llotli

Rnmach which we may

in his

cite is con-

the

We

an ancient sanctuary.

it

2

account of Tlachtga in Dind-slienclms Erenn.
identified, rightly or wrongly, with the Hill of Ward nearAthboy,
in

tained

she

the paddle of Ttindun, whose voice had been heard in the ceremonies,

who had descended
The

lost,

Tlachtga,
is

certainly

learn from the text cited (which will be found in

61) that it derives its name from Tlachtga, daughter
and
that
'she and her father went to Simon Magus to learn
Mug Kuith,
the world's druidry.
There .she had relations with the three sons of Simon,
and there she made " for Trian " (il<> Trii'/i) the 1'oth Uamach, the Stone in
full in h'cvue ci'/tique, xvi,

of

3

Forcarthu, and the pillar-stone (coirtln

1

)

of ('iiamchoill.

called Tlachtga she there bore three sons

wliom are named
their

Mug

Jhiirb,

names are forgotten

in

Mag

(,'uma,

L)orb,

and

lieturning to the

C'uma, and Muach

hill

from

Mag Muaig: "and

till

Ireland, the vengeance of foreigners will not

visit it."

Like so many other
provokingly

1

will

The

ullnsiff.

articles in Uind-shf-nchas

En'mi, this description is
assumes knowledge on the part of its readers such

alleged Gaulish deity Roth, concerning

be found reviewed

any convincing proof

in

Revue

celtiqnc,

i,

whum some rather nebnlou.s speculations

137, is not here in point,

even

if

there were

of his real existence.

A. W. Howitt, cit.
by other authorities.
3

It

p.

Haddou, Mud*/ of Man,

p. 314.

The name

is

spelt

Turndun

Possibly the tradition of the wisdom-seeking voyage of an actual druid, such as

imagined ante,

p. 317.

we
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we no longer possess. There was doubtless some story about the three
sons of Tlaehtga, and the reason why the memory of the sacred plains that
bore their names should guard Ireland from foreign vengeance. This reminds
as

us of the folk-stories which turn on the necessity of keeping some mysterious
of power" in the memory. 1
Ireland no longer enjoys
the safeguard; the names are totally forgotten, and the plains cannot be

and outlandish "word

Who

identified.

Trian, for

been we do not know

it

;

a god: of this, however, I
coole in Co.

Dublin

A

Tlaehtga made the three fetishes,

doubtful.

Forcarthu

may have

though he were

looks, at least at first sight, as

am

said to be near Rath-

is

of several places called Cnamchoill, the spot

;

now

called

usually identified with the place mentioned in
search of the Ordnance map has failed to reveal any standing

Cleghile, in Co. Tipperary,

ourlext.

whom

is

now existing at or near either place.
Some further information is to be gleaned from
As reproduced in the Hook
panies the prose text.

stone

406

b

12-44, this

poem

Tlaehtga daughter
Righ-Roiyh] as

veil

members

Eos

;

Liffechair of the

connexion

this

is

fourteen

of

Ballymote facsimile,

The first names
Wheel " (imjeii Modha

stanzas.

eponym. The next three stanzas give the names of
Mug Ruith his father, Fergus of Fa I (mac Fcryusa
his mother, Cacht daughter of Caithmiu 3 his foster,

its

2
;

of Righoll,

and [Ferjcorb

of

the bright Slave of the lioyal

of the family of

Fail) son of

Roth son

"

of

consists

poem which accom-

the

his

:

;

from
wife,

whom

he was called

Der-droighen,' sister of the mother of Cairpre

Corcn Bairdne of
the

name

Mug

Ruith; his sons, Buan

of

Mug

Dun Comma.

Especially interesting in

She

Ritith's mother.

is

whom we

She

have heard

"daughter

Ruith, which

Mug

Caithmiu, king of Britain," in the prose genealogy of
will be found, inter alia, in the Hook of Ui Maine, 1!) v I.

of

a sister of the mysterious Camson, of

called

is

in

therefore

connexion

with Tephi. The fifth stanza of the poem tells us how Tlaehtga went with
her father to Simon Magus; and the sixth and seventh tell us of her connexions with the three sons of Simon, whose names,
Cairpeint, and Uetir.

with

Mug

seems

1

2
3
4

to

The eighth stanza

tells

us

how

appears, were Nero,
Tlaehtga, in association
it

Kuith and Simon, made the Wheel do Trian nir
mean "For Trian who was not feeble," though

bo (him,
it

which

gives us no

See on this subject Clodd's Tom Tit Tot, especially chapter ix.
Elsewhere Caindeasg mac Firglaiu, YBL facs. 190 a, BB 200 a.
of the Britons of Man (locc. cit. in previous note).
Otherwise Dron, daughter of Oengus Mov mac Ecliach Lairen

King

note).

(locc. cit. in

previous
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1
enlightenment as to who or what Trian may have been. The ninth stanza tells
The tenth
us 6f the making of the stones of Forcarthu and of Cnainchoill.

warns us that " everyone who
become blind, everyone who

it,

the rough, hairy

shall hear it shall

This

touch shall die."

it shall

shall see

is

become

(?),

surly wheel, shall

deaf,

everyone

whom

just the sort of thing that would be said

any other region where the instrument is
The remaining four stanzas tell of Tlachtga's return, of

of a bull-roarer in Australia, or in

held in reverence.

the birth of her sons, of her death in childbed, 2 of the plains

named

after

them, and of their guardianship of Ireland against foreigners, as set forth in
the prose text.

The transactions
in

two important

of

Kuith with Simon Magus are further described
first of these, called the Adventures of Mug

Mug

The

texts.

3

has already given us some variants in the traditions of his family
learn from it,
relationships, but adds little to the subject before us.
liiiith,

We

however, the interesting fact that Mug liuith was a pupil of Scathach
before going to study with Simon Magus.
are also told that he was

We

blind,

snow

having

lost

one eye

"

slaying a yearling calf at Sliab Elpa in a great

"

(icforba

ynmna

i<j

V.

E.

i

snechtn inor)

a reference to

some story not

apparently preserved to us; and having lost the other by having made the
sun to stand still, so that he made one day of two in Dairbriu (Valentia
4

Tlachtga makes no appearance in this story, which is to the effect
having returned home, blind, after thirty-three years' absence with

Island).
that,

Simon, he learnt from his attendant that his wife was

young man.

The youth was

assailed the pair with an axe in
jealousy.
is the prose
1,'nith, to
genealogy of

Mug

quoted above) and also

(as

I

text.

in

his house with a

now grown up, but Mug Kuith
The second source of information

really bin sun,

in

J!awl.

1',

lie

50^

found

in

t'acs. p.

the
1,">7,

Book
:!G-45.

Ui Maine

of

The

latter

suspect that a stanza has here been lost at a very early stage in the history of the
No. 7 tells us of the love that Simon's sons gave to
A stanza following
Tlachtga.

might have told of some gift that they had presented her with, after which would
follow the present eighth stanza.
"Tlachtga of the third part [of this gift, whatever it
this

"

may have

been] made the Roth Ramaeh
The
along with Mug Ruith and Simon.
following stanza seems to mean that she made the Lia Forcarthain and the pillar of
Cnamchoill of the leavinys, i.e. of the other two-thirds. This would
give a rainon d'etre
for the intrusion of Simon's sons in the
narrative.
-

Omitted

in the

Rennes

MS. of the prose text, but
duly

mentioned

in the

Edinburgh

MS.
3

YBL

4

This

legend.

a BB facs., p. 2<KJ a.
be an imitation of the miracle of Joshua, but it
appears elsewhere in Irish
The sun stood still for nine months at the birth of
Oengus of the Brug (Todd
facs., p. ]!)0

may

Lect., x, 37).

;
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is

we

the better copy, so

Lecan,

:

Mug Roith mac Fergzwa, a quo
Fir Maigi Feine, is e luid do foglaim
drnidecbift co Simon ndruid, 7 is mar

Mug Buith son
whom are the people
he who went

Both Raruach,tie da?Eoraip riawtbrafcb, hisiw bliadam ria
eatliugud do Simon f;-i Pol 7 tri Petac.
Ocus is aire cha/Vgthir tor Eoraip, ar

oen doronsat

Simon

i

cathugud

Cathmmd
mathair Moga

i?igen

Biguill rodnalt
Da mac
Boith.
;

.7

Farcorb.

mac Moga

rig

na

Buitli.
is

Moga

1

for this reason

because

nation was

with

Mug

muinter Moga Buith [mathair
Labrada meic Moga Buith] ocus mgen do Mug Buith Tlachtga ut alii

of Cairpre Lifechair,

Now Dron

daughter

dmnt,

coras

Erna, the

first

Simoi?i

ria

cet

macco doib

;

7

f

tuc

le

hissi

uiaca

.iii.

rue

Europe

pupil of every
Simon as he con-

;

5
Cbairpre Lifichair, di sia;'?- do Cliorco
o
Dun
Chermna.
Dron
Barddeine
6
Lairine
iinorro, ingen
[do Erndaib]

tmair

is

a

Cacht daughter
Caithmiu king of the Britons was
mother of Mug Buith. Both son of
thence comes the
Bigoll fostered him
name Mug Buith. The two sons of
Mug Buith were Buan and Fercorb.
Derdraigen the mother of the two sons
of Mug Buith, and Lifean the mother

3

toirrchitar

is

of

Derdraigen mathair da
Buith 7 [Lifean] 4 mathair

tichtai?i

it

Simon

tended with Peter.

Euan

Buith,

And

censured,

mBretan 2
Both mac

de asbera?

Fermoy,

Simon's contention with Paul and with
Peter.

Cacht

fri Peta?-.

of

to learn druidry to

before the Judgment, in the year before

robae moalle

ccitcii

of Fergus, from

Magus, and it is together the ymade the
Both Bamach, that comes over Europe

in

daig dalta cac/ja
tri

of

1

269

p.
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here, with rariae lectiones from the

it

give
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:

tri

cairthi

Cna?chaille 8 .i. fuidel ind Boith 7 isi'J
nodmbris o. Dall each noen nodnaiccfo,
bodar cac/i oen nocluiwfe, marb cucli

twain sisters of

the Corcu Bairdine of

Dun

C'ennna.

of Lairine of the

people of

Mug

Buith,

was mother of Labraid son of Mug
Buitli, and Tlachtga was daughter of
Buith as others say, so that the
Simon got her with child
before she came from the east, so that

Mug

three sons of

she bore three sons to them and it is
she who brought with her the pillar-

oen frisambena.

;

stone of Cnamchoill, that is, the leavand it is she that
ings of the Wheel
;

broke
see

it,

Blind everyone that shall
deaf everyone that shall hear it,
it.

dead everyone that

1

Phil,
2
3
*

Another copy, from Laud 610,

Manaim no

Der

LLec reads

6

These bracketed words omitted
conic! afus rue, LLec.

Liti/i

di siair.
in

Rawl.

Spelt by oversight Cna??ichaw chaille in Raw!.

9

ise,

in /eitsch.

Breatan, LLec.

Draigean, LLec.
This word omitted in Rawl.

LLec omits

8

published without translation

7

5

7

shall touch.

332.

viii,
ri

is

it

Rawl,

shir

eiii

1

doib mathair.

celt.
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an extraordinary feature of the Roth Ramach
But before we examine the texts
Christian eschatology.

Here we are introduced
its

adaptation to

to

manifold activities, we must look at a very
Here the Wheel is actually alluded to
important entry in Cormac's Glussary.
under the name of Roth Fail the Wheel of Fal. This passage will be found
It is extremely difficult to underin the Glossary under the heading Foi.
this side of its

which display

stand

here

:

FOI,
Foi,"

.i.

is

the original passage

Cniimchaill, ut dixit Gruibne
"
ba fessach Ciuimchoille. Item
.i.

veniet, dicens co

ri

Durluis Find

'

name

for

The

Cnamchoill intended

.i.

show by

peribit

" in fess fo

quod Roth Fail per-

iar Cniimchaill.

illustration that Foi is another

by O'Clery in his Glossary (Revue
Durlas (Thnrles) indicates that the

fact also stated

Ciwmchoill- a

cdlique, iv, p. 421).

"

mac Lugdliach,

Core

Mog Ruith

iar Fhoi,'

Tlie pui-pose of this entry is to

fri

fili

is

reference

tlie

place

to

now

called

Cleghile

in

Tipperary.

In

Foi, two passages are quoted: one of them an
support of this explanation
obscure line, with which we are not now concerned, from Gruibne the poet

of

;

some Latin writing

the other a passage from

to tlie effect that

Mug

Ruith

because the Wheel of Fal will arrive, saying to the king of White
In the absence of the
Durlas "after Foi," that is, "after Cnamchoill."
will perish

1

context of the Latin extract,

but the association of
it

"

quite clear that

"

impossible to

is

make out

its

meaning

fully

;

Ruith and Cnamchoill with the Roth Fail makes

Mug

tlie

it

Wheel

of

Fal

"
is

one and the same thing as the

We

have already seen that the writer of the tract Sil
Choii/dri Moir says that Fal emitted its noise (it/ni-nxt n ivheel, which he
If we can correct him in
naturally supposed to be Hie wheel of the chariot.
Paddle-wheel."

this, it is

because we have ibe Australian aborigines at our disposal, to show

us the right way to interpret these passages.
It will not escape notice that the warning

Roth Raniach becomes

(few/

shows that

it

is

t

bat everyone

who

hears the

something capable of emitting a

noise.

We

have now found the following facts hidden

details about the
i.

ii.

iii.

A

certain stone

A

was

It

was

said to

also called a
"

in

the confused mass of

:

scream

(ti/aiimt
"

There was an instrument called the

occasion, call the
1

Ruth Ramach

a

wheel

idierl.

"

"a paddle-wheel "; just

of that stone,

as the Australians,

on

bull-roarer" an oar.

translation in which

some

of the

words are rendered differently

Rhys, Hibbert Led., p. 212. Without the context it
correct, but the question is here of minor importance.

is

will

be found in

impossible to decide which is
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v.

It

was looked upon as the invention
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a noise.
of a

prominent druid, or

of his

daughter.
It

vi.

and

was looked upon with awe, as a thing dangerous

to touch, hear,

see.

claim that these six facts constitute the clearest proof that we have a
This
right to expect, that the Voice of Fal was produced by a bull-roarer.
conclusion is of some importance, as the bull-roarer has not hitherto been
I

any region north

identified in

of the Alps.

In ancient Temair as in

modern

Australia, at the remotest ends of the earth from one another, the sound of

the bull-roarer was used in initiation ceremonies, and was regarded as being
the voice of the god.
It

is

perhaps possible to see a reminiscence of the bull-roarer and

destructive powers

its

in the description of the plague that ravaged Britain in

the time of Lludd, as related in the story of Lludd and Llefelys a great
shriek that was heard every Belteue-eve over every hearth in Britain it
:

;

penetrated the hearts of the people, so that men lost their colour and their
strength, women the children in their wombs, boys and girls their reason.

Animals,
as

this

trees, land,

being the

water were

all

raised

outcry
imprisoned and made harmless in

barren.

The sequel

of the story explains

by two dragons, which were ultimately
Snowdon. But this may well be a late

explanation dragons are essentially mediaeval, but a mysterious noise that
brought destruction to unauthorized persons that came within its influence is a
;

primitive idea.
It
to in

Such a noise would be the sound

of the bull-roarer.

expend many words on some of the minor details alluded
The reference to the
the extracts that have been set before the reader.
is

useless to

"

"

1
Indeed,
breaking of the stone of Cnamchoill must point to a lost myth.
"
"
"
of
Forcarthu
and
the
Pillar
of
Stone
what
the
it is not very clear
place
"
Cnamchoill occupy in the scheme it is most probable that these were cult;

centres, similar to Tlachtga. and that the stones were oracular stones similar
"
shall see presently that Fal was by no means the only
to Fal.
speaking

We

That Tlachtga and Temair were closely connected is
indicated by the coincidence of date of the annual sacred fire lighted at these
two centres, as we shall see in the following section and by the fact that

stone" in Ireland.

;

O'Curry's version, that Mug Ruith used the Wheel as a sort of" flying- machine
" it met with an accident
(Rhys, Hibbert
p. 402), with the addendum that
"
fragments," but does not rest, so far as I
Lect., 211), explains how there came to be
can discover, on any very secure literary evidence.
1

(MS. Mat.,

R.I. A. PROC!.,

VOL. XXXIV, SECT.

C.

[48]
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Ruith

Mug

is

"!

"

and Tlachtga.
Fergus of Fal
the allusions contained in these

intermediate in descent between

some of
impossible to understand
inclined to suspect that the writers had not a very clear
passages: and we are
It

is

what they were writing.
The Roth Ramach must have figured more conspicuously

idea themselves of the meaning of

in the earliest

Irish literature than the surviving fragments of that literature would lead us
and there must have been a number of tales related of it and of
to

suppose

;

When

wonder-working powers.

its

the bull-roarer was forgotten, scribes
"

"
might have been, ami
racked their brains to imagine what the Paddle-wheel
flew
in the air.
Its
some sort of a ship that
they concluded that it was
it showed that it was
with
meddled
who
those
to
destructiveness
something

we find it has become a terrible, destructive
dangerous and before long
instrument which will sweep over the world in general, and Ireland in
In their desire to invent
at or before the Day of Judgment.
;

particular,

apocalyptic horrors,

ancient pagan

the Christian eschatologists drew on the resources of

tradition.

The reason why Europe is to be visited with this plague has already been
it is because there was a representative from every nation at the school
seen
of Simon Magus, all of whom were involved with him in his contest with the
;

P>ut

Apostles.

another and more heinous crime blackened the record of

Ruith, on which account Ireland
wheel."

The

]}<>k of ['i

is

to suffer especially

Maine contains two poems

of the execution of St. .lohn the liaptist.
at

fo.

\~i'll>,

reproval

<>f

as a reward.
iu

I<] riii,

iv

1

One

from the

(so-called)

of these,

which

"

Mug

Paddle-

on the subject
will be found

(pencil pagination),'-' relates the familiar story of the Baptist's

Herod, Salome's dancing, and the demand for the Baptist's head
The other poem (fo. (J(i n, /i), which has been edited by Miss Scarre
17:!. also relates the story, with a number of extra-Biblical inter-

between members of the royal
indeed definitely asserts) that no one in

polations, including an interminable dispute

family.

Ascalon
to

Mug
1

'.)

Ruith,

poems imply (the
could be found

who

for a

t<> execute the
impious sentence, till they came
reward undertook to act as executioner.

this Fergus the same [person us the brother of >St:iru and larbonel ? (p. 295).
"
he the person after whom
Jlud t'heurgaii
and the Cross of Fergus were named ?
need not trouble ourselves with prosaic questions of chronology in dealing with a

And

We

IJoth
(*ic

first

Is

'

'

is

pedigree that brings into close contact a sister of the abductor of Tophi, a pupil of Simon
Magus, and the mother of Cairbre Liti'cchair The facts (which we learn from YBL facs.
!

190 a 22, and a parallel [passage in HB 206 a) that Mug Kuith learned the art of war from
Scathach, while further complicating the chronology, is suggestive in connexion with
what has been said on p. 323.
2

Printed in a much abbreviated form from an Edinburgh MS. by Professor Mackinnon

in Critic Ret'tew, viii, 1(58.
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When we

read an extravagance like this, our first impulse is to ask
with
Geronte, Quc diallc all ait-il faire dans cette yatere ? and then
helplessly
to pass on to some other study which promises to he a less dismal waste of

But when we

time:

look at the eschatological literature, to which reference

was just now made, we are tempted

to take a

second glance at the story. For
this literature consistently affirms that the trouble is to fall on Ireland on
St. John's Day, in revenge for the death of the Baptist. There must therefore

have been a

real tradition at the basis of these

poems, which

in

some way

connected Ireland with the crime of Herod.

The

"

Paddle-wheel"

sometimes associated with, sometimes superseded

is

by, another instrument of vengeance in these prophecies of

judgment

to

come.

"
Scuap a Fanait, which must be translated The Broom
from Fanad," however we are to interpret the expression. We have even less

This

is

called the

materials for determining the nature of the Scuap a Fanait than we have for
the Eoth Eamach. That it likewise played a large, and to the early Christian
writers unintelligible, part in Irish literature

the fact

by

strange

title

by him.

1

that

it

seems

Scuap Ckrdbaid,

The "Broom from Fanad

"

"

is

have suggested

to

Broom

Devotion," for the prayer composed

of

may have

perhaps indicated, inter vlw,
to Colcu ua Dunechda the

been an instrument of pagan worship,

but the expression might well mean a rushing or
whirling wind, supposed to have been raised by magic if the druids were
not wind-raisers and rain-makers, they knew little of the craft of the

like the

Roth Ramach

:

;

medicine-man.

The

raising of magical winds

is

a conspicuous element in

the story of the landing of the children of Mil in Ireland, as related in Lebor

G'a bain.
But why Fanad

remote Donegal promontory to do with
It can hardly be explained merely
magical winds in the rest of the country
Such an explanation strikes us at
wind."
of
"a
north
as another way
saying
once as insufficient. We may possibly find the clue in a Teutonic myth,
?

"What has

this

'.

which also associates the Baptist with a mighty wind.It appears that Herodias,
"

who

is

here treated not as Herod's wife, but as
'

placed at the head of the furious hosts,' or of
witches' nightly expeditions, together with Diana, with Holda and Perahta
"
is reverenced
learn that Herodias
(Berchta), or in their stead." We further
"
"
from
and
that
of
third
the
tit.,
midnight
p. 284),
humanity (op.
part
by

his

dancing daughter,

is

Published in (Ma MerseuuiM, ii, 92.
It will be found discussed in Grimm's Teutonic Mythology,
283 tf.
'

s

p.

tr.

Stallybrass, vc

[48*J
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till first

floats

cockcrow she

sits

when

;

the rest of her time she

air.

his

have covered

it

hard at her

the hapless maid

;

trees,

She was inflamed by love for John, which he
head was brought in on a charger, she would fain
with tears and kisses, but it draws back and begins to blow

through the empty

did not return

on oaks and hazel

is

whirled into empty space, and there she

for ever."

hangs

As Grimm
mythical and

rightly says,

reference to the turbo or whirlwind

tin's

Further

of high antiquity."

it is

quite clear that he

is

"

looks

correct

" the Christian
mytlius [_*/<] of Herodias got mixed up with our
saying
Herodias therefore, who is connected thus with the
native heathen fables."
in

Baptist and

a whirlwind,

by a number of passages, for which reference may be
work, that in Teutonic mythology Herodias, borrowed

to the original

from Christian

identical

is

lore,

witli

Diana, borrowed from classical

and again with Holda, Fran Holda, or
Though Holda
sky- and fertility-goddess.
witches and

rides with
cit.

is

is

native

lore,

Teutonic

as a rule a benign being, pre-

human

industry, yet she
storms and whirlwinds

not unconnected with

883).

ii,

Hut we may perhaps venture
quotes a passage from the Roman

Habonde or Domino. Abmidia,

!<(

<!<

Ji/tur,

Of

this

(op.

cit.

287)

i,

Dame

relating to a certain

who

domestic deity

a.

Grimm

a step farther.

the dwellings which she frequented.
says

the

1'haraildis,

siding over and rewarding the various branches of

(ojt.

a Teutonic wind-

the place of

stands in

Grimm shows

divinity.

made

with

increased the riches of

lady the Ji'omait dc la Roxc

:

Dciutn

i>nrt, <jtn

(title Ki'iixnii' Hi'i'c

showing that Abundia and

Ii

/ /<;'.->

f/c

ninndc

Uinnt' Hitbund?

the being whose

Herodias has usurped

place

are one.

Abundia, therefore,
with whirlwinds on
cryptical ,SVy< n

St..

is

a goddess of fertility,

.loh.i's

Fmi"i,/'

I

Day.

who

May we

suggest

that

"

is in

Fanad

some way associated

name buried

sec this

"
is

in

the guess of

the

some

historiographer trying to make sense of a word In him incomprehensible.
What lie had before him. in the exemplar which he was studying, was
not Si'iq> u Fanait, but something like
-A
Xruaji Afiwit
corruption (or
rathe) the end of a long series of
At
corruptions) of Turbo Abundiac.
1

least,

1 oiler

this as a first

attempt

at

explaining something that has never yet

been explained.

Some
possible.
of St.

of the eschatological literature

The

John,

in

Sciiap a Fanait

vengeance

is

for the

may now be summari/.ed as
men of Ireland on

to destroy the

briefly as

the feast

death of the Baptist (Ft Hire Uenyusso, Lebor
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there given would suit a

According
prophetic tract called Immncallam
in da Tlnuirad one of the signs of the coining end of the age is to be a "conflict
round Cnaniehoill," 2 which the Kawlinson MS. explains in a gloss thus " the
rushing wind.

to the strange

:

Koth Kamach

will proceed

till it

will be in contact with Cnamchoill."

Among

the writings of the prophecy-mongers who compiled lists of portents in the names
of Adanman, Cohan Cille, and Moling, the Koth Kamach figures conspicuously
;

a collection of allusions to

found in O'Curry's Manuscript Materials

will be

it

"

"

Koth Karnhach in jndex). Putting these together, we
(references sub vove
3
gather that they understood the Koth Kamacli to be a sort of ship which
was

to sail

dart

"

out of Cnamchoill

which was

Baptist's Day,

it

number

was

to be associated

of the

men

with a

of Ireland

and with the Scuap a Fanait, which was

also to

on

"

fiery

St.

work much

indicated as a time

is

when

evils

may

be expected;

see for example in Adamndtu's Second Vision, published in Jtevue celtiquc

page 424.

In the Dind-shenchas of Crotta Cliach (liccuc

"
tells

Prophecy

us that

three-fourths of the men,

an

at

shape
noteworthy, for a reason that will presently appear, that Adamnan's

"

of

celtique

xii,

xv 440) the

of a dragon.

affliction takes the

It is

John

the magical instruments are not mentioned, the Feast

John the Baptist

of St.

and that

to destroy a large

Even when

mischief.

;

"

a

name

of fire swift as a blast of

women, boys, and

wind

"
is

to kill

girls of Ireland in the twinkling

eye.

All this mass of seemingly incoherent nonsense becomes intelligible when
remember that St. Ju/ix Baptist's day in Midsummer day, and that all

we

over Christendom the saint has entered on the heritage of the Midsummer
In these prophecies of judgment to come, with this clue
rites of Pagandom.
in hand,

we can

discern the fragments of a lost folk-tale, told to children in
tilings that do not

ancient Ireland to warn them against meddling with

concern them.

Our

interpreters, the Australians, mice

mure come

to

our assistance.

The

Knrnai of Gippsland have a story to the effect that once upon a time "some
children of the Knrnai, playing about, found a bull-roarer, which they took

home

away, and

Immediately the earth crumbled
4
This is the
water, and the Knrnai were drowned."

camp and showed

to the
it

was

all

1

Bradshaw

edition, p. 190.

-

See Kecue

celtitjiie,

the women.

August

29.

xxvi, 47, for the text.
3
O'Curry, in his MS. catalogue of manuscripts in the Royal Irish Academy Library,
a prophecy of a steamer's
speculates on the possibility of the Roth Hamach being
Nicholas O'Kcarney seems to have had no doubt of this.
paddle-wheel
!

4

Quoted from Rev. L. Fison

p. 310.

in

Lang's Custom and Myth,

p.

X>

;

also lladdoii,

v/>. <-tt.,
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Kurnai version

of the universal

deluge-myth

;

also contains a

it

warning

of

what will happen again should anyone show a bull-roarer to a woman. With
this in mind, it is not difficult to reconstruct, at least in outline, the Irish tale
mi which the prophecies quoted above are based it would run somewhat as
:

follows

:

Mug
is

Midsummer

a time there was a

"Once upon
the voice of

and whoever sees

l-'al,

it

corroboree at Cnamchoill.

The

Kuith was there, swinging the bull-roarer.

voice of the Bull-roarer

without authority becomes blind.

becomes deaf, whoever touches it dies. But some profane
So waters broke forth, and lightning
person was there, and lie
Hashed, and there came a powerful whirlwind, and three-fourths of those

whoever hears

who were

We

it

there perished."

have

blank

to leave a

in the middle, as

is

it

useless to speculate on

what the particular prohibition might have been in Ireland, the breach of
which caused the catastrophe; this would naturally differ in different
But

surroundings.

it

well have been, as in Australia, an exclusion of

may

Tlachtga with the .wheel does not necessarily rule
one large, called titntluii
out: for the Kurnai have two bull-roarers

women.
this

The connexion

of

;

"

Tundun's wife"; yet women are
tumlii.it,
excluded from so much as the sight of them both. There may have been two
the other small, called

f/'Lut

1

bull-roarers in Ireland, one connected with the magician

women

;

reference to Tlachtga's lurnkutij of the Koth
1

am

inclined to believe that

than of a person
to

whom

that the

Mug

"Servant

Kamach.

Kuith

of the

is

rather

I

he

Wheel" was

name

of

an

ollicial

the particular druid

the duty of swinging the bull-roarer on ceremonial occasions

A

entrusted.

Mug

out.

:

Kuith, and the

and possibly we may see a hint at an
even from the smaller instrument in the mysterious

other with his daughter Tlachtga
exclusion of

Mug

passage in

lluitli

is

I.

T. S. edition,

Keating (History,
here introduced as a water-finder, and

ii,

was

u2U) bears this

we

are told that

he lived during the reigns of nineteen kings: a passage most easily explained
"

"Mug

various records relating to these

and that the

mistook

it

for a personal

name.

reigns,

was referred

Huith

by supposing that the functionary called

In the passage in

'

official

Keating we

to in

historians"

are told that

Kuith threw into the air a magic spear (<j. yeintlidhe), and where it fell
a spring of water burst forth.
Is this a record of the use of the
divining
rod

Mug

'{

We

now

see the significance of the statement that St. Ibar

John the Baptist."

was "like

Before the saint who founded the monastery came to
that
island
was the scene of Midsummer ceremonies.
Beg Eire,
1

HuwitL, cjuoted

in

liaudun, op.

cit., p.

313.
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Fal was not the only "speaking stone" that Ireland possessed. The
glosses to Fdilirc Ocngusso, \\hivh contain so much valuable folk-lore material,

under the date 15 August, tell us of a stone at Clogher. Co. Tyrone, adorned
with gold and silver, called Cermand Cestach, that is, apparently, Germane!
a suitable name for an oracle-giver.
of the Questions
Out of this stone,
says the note, a demon used to speak just as Keating tells us a
spoke out of the stone of Fal and, on the testimony of the glossator,

demon

;

it

was

be seen in the form of a short stone on the right-baud side as one
"
entered Clogher Cathedral. The marks of the " joints of gold and silver
still to

with which

There

it

was decorated were

stone referred

still

to.

a block

I feel

a lintel

when

the note was written.

standing near the cathedral, supposed locally to be the
I have not seen it, but to judge from a description, with a

me by

sketch, that has been most kindly sent

M.U.I. A.,

visible

now

a stone

is

the Ilev. J. E.

M'Kenua,

P.I'.,

cannot be the original stone, but (as he suggests)
or sill-stone, perhaps
from some of the predecessors of the

sure that

it

present cathedral building.

Now

"

another

idol

figure called variously

notice that the

"

of Ireland

was decorated with

gold.

Cronim Cruaich and Conn Cruaich

name Cermand

is

merely what the

late

;

This was the

and when we

Lewis Carroll called a

"portmanteau word," made up of the alternatives Cronim and Cenn, we are
led to infer that the deity so styled was represented by the stone of Clogher.
That

St.

name

of the

Patrick's

made; and

Cronim was a speaking stone may be inferred from the
it, Guth Aril, to which reference has already been

"water" near
it

curious that in the description of the prostrations before

is

Cromm

Cruaich, in which king Tigernmas met, his death, we are told that
"three-fourths of the men, women, boys, and girls of Ireland died" the

same expression that Adamnan
to

is

made

to

use in the prophecy attributed

him.

The

Cnamchoill and the stone

of Forcarthu
the latter perhaps
were very likely other oracular stones of the
The well-known Clock Lablirulu in Stradbally parish, Co. Water-

pillar of

a Idm-dia or small hand-stone

same kind.
ford,

1

and whatever stone

gave
2

its

name

to

Clolourish

townland

in

the

standing stone, whether
Enniseorthy
neighbourhood
the same or some other
may also have been oracular stones, worked in the
of

same way

as

Fal.

A

itself called after a

Christian analogy to

these oracular stones

may

be

quoted from the Lismore Life of St. Patrick.'' The stone on which St. Patrick
was born was wont to shed tears when a false oath was pronounced over it.
1

See Power's Place-names of

2

Joyce's Social History,
Ed. Stokes, Hue 50.

3

i,

the

277.

Decii'.a,

p.

174, for this stone

;md

its

legend,
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Criiaich

is

Koi/al Irish

the,

called, in the various

well-known versions of

encounter with him, 'King-idol of adoration."
foregoing comparisons,

become more

we

intelligible;

as

seriously bore the

C'rnaich

I

seen,

word

"king"
The

greatly doubt.

one of

is

That he ever

l-'al.

translation

is

the mound," or

"worm

of the

mound," might be the meaning:

1
case, "crooked-gory," or 'gory-worm," might be intended.

in the latter

In either case,

more probably a nickname given to the god in contempt. The
variants, Crinitnt Crini(i)cli and Ccnii Ci'ua(i)ck, seem to survive in

name

the

expression will

uncertain, depending on whether we are to adopt Cruaich or
In the former case, " crooked one of
as the form of the second word.

name

Criut-'-h

name Cromm

to Fal, this

to the

St. Patrick's

as seems likely from the

we have already

the meanings which the glossators attach

of the

If,

Cromm

are to equate
for,

Academy.

two

is

"

"
and "Bloody-bones" (turning C'romm
JIaw-head
popular recollection in
This would
to C mini It), two nursery bogies of a less refined past generation.
on
the other hand, the form of
favour the renderings involving cm, gore;

the

name which we

"mound
It is

rites in

two

find in

"

These are

rendering.

curious ihat though
his

it

late

'

C'/'oi/t

"

poems is in favour of the
3
(Jairrije- and Cram ni Carnc.

Ossianic

an

was never forgotten that "Crom" was a god
last century on Garland Sunday,

honour continued down to the

to eiihemerise him.

A

story to be

found

in

the

made

yet efforts were

the Sunday before (or after) Lug-nasad, in Co. Clare*

Book

of

Lismore 4 and

in the

Fennoy ((J'2 b 1) makes him a man. who from the day of his birth
was the humble servant of a crowd of demons in all sin and bad manners,
Book

of

but whose soul at his death was rescued from their clutches by St. Patrick.
A modern folk-tale (Itrnir n/liq//i', iv, 17.")) makes him a servant of St.
Patrick.

Compare the

And though
understood, yet

boy

in Co.

first tale in

Hyde's //<//(/*

<,/' ,S'(/////.v

and Sinner*.

the bull-roarer was forgotten, and the references to
it

Down

too lived on in folk-memory.

playing with a bull-roarer,

Dr.

Haddon"

now degenerated

tells of

it

mis-

how a

to a rustic toy,

was reproved by an old woman, who told him that "he was meddling with
a sacred thing"; and Andrew l.anu. in his article on the Hull-roarer in

The analogy that has been drawn between Cenn C'ri'iaich and the Brythonic PennocTucium (Rente <-dti<ine, xxvii, lUti) seems to me doubtful. It assumes an identical form
of worship among the Brythmiiu tribes, which must first be
proved.
I

-

Ossianic Soc. Trans., ii, p.
where the god appears as a monster in Greece
Bunk of Dei in of Lismore, ed. Skene, text p. 54.
4
Teste Brian O'Looney, Proc. K.I. A. II, ii,
p. 208.
>
At 68 b 1 according to Stokes's catalogue of the contents of that MS.
prefixed to hi
edition of the Liras of the Saints; 110 b 1 of
O'Longan's transcript of the MS. in the
.">.'!,

3

K.I. A. Library.
II

fthulyof M,t,t,

p. 283.
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Hastings' Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, quotes (vol. ii, p. 891) a note
of his own, not, be it confessed, very lucid, but
apparently to the effect that

who happened

a Selkirkshire schoolmaster from Cantire
of

my own

him that

told

the

bull-roarer

first

"

to be a

namesake

in this quarter
[Cantire?]

from Juppiter."

fell

The

event of the inauguration was the gairm

last

of the royalty of tiie

Finntrdga, p.

rig,

the proclamation or

Some

king.
passages bearing on
be found referred to in the note in Meyer's edition of Gath
82 but the locus dassicus is certainly the curious paragraph in

acknowledgment
this act will

new

;

Colmdu mau LuMchdin, in which the saint is conferring a reward
his followers. 1
The whole incident is very remarkable and worth

the Life of

on one of

briefly. Conall Guthbind king of Meath had killed Mael-Odran, a
with
Column.
Colimiu said, " Let the earth swallow up the horses
refugee
"
and chariots of the island whence thou hast come
and so it fell out.

summarizing

;'-

C'onall

came

into the

to slay

hands

He

Column, but was driven astray by a magic mist.

of his

enemies Blathmac and Diarmait, kings

of

fell

Temair, but

escaped from them, only to fall into the power of Mael-Umae, a relative and
tenant of Colman. Mael-Umae slew him Conall uttered a dying curse
that every king who held Temair should revenge his, Conall's, death upon
;

Mael-Umae.

Mael-Umae came and reported

the matter to Colman,

who revoked

Mael-Umae and

that to

curse, substituting the blessing

the

his descendants

should be the privilege of proclaiming the i/air/n rig over every new king in
Temair. Here an unknown glossator has drawn a pen-picture of the scene in
the margin of his MS.; the note has become incorporated with the text, but
is

easily separated

from

Caii the mi nGiiill," that

flagstone below.''

reason

why

it

Of

it.
is,

He

describes the king

of course, Lia Fail

this flagstone

;

"

standing at the foot of
"
standing on a

and the herald

we do not hear elsewhere, but

should not have existed.

It

reminds us not a

that

little of

is

no

Saxo's 3

"

the ancients, when they were to choose a king, were wont to
stand on stones planted in the ground, and to proclaim their votes, in order
to foreshadow from the steadfastness of the stones that the deed would be

statement that

1

3

Todd Lectures, vol. xvii, p. 72.
I cett duibsin talam dia *{ctfi

To

translate

it

an idiomatic expression

"the earth

lias

for

an imperative, not a

leave to swallow

them

"

is

childish.

literally
permissive.
Saxo, tr. Elton and Powell, p. 16. See Frazer's observations on the custom in his
B. Tylor, p. 132). Mr.
Essay Folklore in the Old Testament (Essays presented to E.
Armstrong has reminded me of this reference.
;l

B.I. A.

PROC., VOL. XXXIV, SECT. C.
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The herald then

lasting."

were probably the

//'/
"Thine the
a
Then
remarkable
king"
thing
utters a curse, and (A) makes a cast of a spear
defends himself "with an unbound horsewhip"

Rigi ocm airechus liErenn duit, a

formula

established

words which

the

utters

kingship and lordship

The king
happens.
the herald, who

of Ireland,

(a)

at

(<)

This has every appearance of being an otherwise
unrecorded incident in the ritual, which the glossator has adapted to the special
fjan imtadad).

(echlnsc

The formula

case before him.

Co nail Gutkbind

" "

let?

of the curse is

hast thou brought

"

Coiiall

Uodcrcc ort-sa

!

An

Gulhbind with thee

tuceais
?

"an

if read in connexion with the story to which
inquiry altogether meaningless
as
least
but at
it is fitted
intelligible as the majority of analogous formulae
if we remember that the herald lias just been speaking and acting in the part
;

of a divine

who

Kuno Meyer

which

may

being

As

"of melodious voice."

in his edition of the text

mean "The Red Cow upon thee

not

it

is gitth-liiid,

to uodercc ort-sa,

has not attempted to interpret,
an invocation of a rival and

!"

therefore hostile totemic deity, the sacred cows of Teinair being white.

But why should the king attack the herald
to this singular rite in the inauguration

'.

There

is

a sort of parallel

of the kings of

Uganda. After the
ceremonies there were ended, two men were brought forward blindfolded,
one of whom the king shot slightly with an arrow, who was thereupon sent
to lUuiyoro us scapegoat with the remains of the sacred lire from the royal
"

'

'

hut;

the-

arrived

man was liberated."
we start with
however,
1

second

at,

it'

defends himself.

which

A

more complete explanation may be
with which the herald

the weapon

hud missed the enormous significance of the horsewhip,
to be the cord of the bull-roarer.
l!ut Mr. Cook

1

had supposed

I

reminded

me

divine horse

that the king was now, after
;

so

the completion of the
was an appropriate weapon

that the horsewhip

rites,

for

a

the

herald to use.

This does not however explain

But

to defend himself.

let

why

the reader

the herald should be thus called upon
now turn hack to the skeleton of the

epic poem, in which the beliefs underlying these rites were systematized, and
he will see that Eochu Oll-athair (or whatever name we may choose for the

demi-god founder

of

the monarchy) had, or

seems

to

have

had,'

another

function besides that of a producer of fertility.
He was a rhthonic deity,
Dis Pater, god of the dead. The first thing that the new
king does, as soon
as he

is

made a

god,

is to

living creature that he

strike with the devouring spear of death the nearest

comes

in

contact with.

The

herald so tn-n-o&ijuuc

subdues the death-horse with the most appropriate
weapon, a horsewhip.
1

Roscoe, The B/iyandfi,

attention to this passage.

p.

200.

I

am

indebted to Sir James Frazer for calling

my
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"

preserves for us the description of what was probably the most primitive rite of the whole series of
think of the cults which centred in Phigaleia,
inauguration ceremonies.

We

of the chthonic horse

Poseidon

who wooed Uemeter

in the

form

of a

mare,

and whose taming is represented on certain gems. 1 The underlying idea is
the same in Arcadia as at Temair
the god of death must be subdued, before
he can begin to be a god of life. The Eed Cow (if my suggested translation of
the curse be correct) would most likely have been also a chthonic animal-god.
It may be asked why there is no mention of this singularly interesting
part of the ceremony in the tract Sil Chonairi.

not really part of the inauguration

it is

rite,

ll

The reason probably
is

is,

that

the first action of the

king

after his apotheosis.

THE GODS AND THE CULTS

6.

OF TEMAIR.

the sovereignty gained without battles and conflicts; but in
So said the hag, the impersonation of the
of
to
the
Ireland,
youthful Niall, afterwards to be named from his
sovereignty
The man, chosen by the dreams of him who has
troop of hostages.

"Seldom

the end

it is

is

beautiful and goodly."

assimilated the divine bull,

the stone

monuments

divine, has been led

made one with

the divine horse, reborn, through

dead and doubtless deified druids, into a life
The
Fal. Fill has spoken and has accepted him.

of the

up

to

death of the previous
The new king, no longer a man but a god, is to
king, has once more begun.
shall
come when a stronger man than he shall
a
his
office
till
day
enjoy
on earth
arrive, to wrest the divine spark from him and to reign as god-king

succession, broken by the

untoward event

of the natural

in his stead.

Meanwhile he must carefully guard

his divinity. Tlie tract Tecosca

Cormaic

founded,
sets forth the idea of kingly duty, as understood in the ninth century
cum
maninto
divided
can
be
on older traditions. Its
(a)
doubtless,

prescriptions

without strife, &c.; (tydt'ties
place morality, as firmness without anger, patience
to the Irish oryanizatiim, as hostages in fetters, manifold
such as were
special

sureties,

fasting

on neighbouring

territories,

forfeiture of sea-waifs, silken raiment

;

exalting

privileged

persons,

as
(d) duties as a surety of rjood crops,

So the
earth fruitful.
during his reign, mast on trees, fish in creeks,
2
Triads count as the three qualifications of a king, treaties with other kings,

fertility

the Assembly of Temair, and abundance during his reign.

1

See Mr. Cook's article on Animal Woi-ship in

the

Mycenaean

Again, in the
Atje in

Journal of

Hellenic Studies, xiv, especially pp. 138-150.
2

Todd Lectures,

xiii,

20.
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1
Tecosca Cormaic the characteristics of a good chief are set forth.

first place of this long list conies rop

"
so-i/eis,

let

In the very

him be well furnished with

hedged round with a number of restrictions, designed to protect
gessa."
These restrictions, called
his divinity from injury, and from injuring others.
now
our
becomes
it
in the native literature ycsmi,
duty briefly to study.
The word ye is is sometimes translated tabu. The translation is not strictly

He

A

exact.

is

tabu, properly speaking, lias the implication of a reserved privilege,

which does not necessarily belong to a

geis.

A

geis

a precept, positive or

is

in that it applies, not
negative; (littering, however, from tin ordinary precept
individual
or
a
but
to
an
to
to the community at large,
group of individuals.
As examples of these different kinds of regulations, we may take the following

instances from contemporary life:

"Only members admitted"

is

a tabu,

"No smoking allowed here" is
against non-members, in favour of members.
& precept, in this case negative, (littering from a i/e-ia in that it is universal. As
an example of a positive yeis we may cite the military regulation which requires
to

officers
is

travel first-class on railways.

the rule preventing

House

seats in the

of

A

people being at liberty to please themselves]

ym

is

"

a geis.

No

one but

officers

[other people being prohibited from doing so] would

travel first-class"

may

good example of a negative

members of the peerage, or clergymen, from holding
Commons.- " Officers must travel first-class" [other

be a tabu.

most curious and perplexing phenomena
the power, nowhere explained, which people seem

One

is

of the

imposing gessa on others,

in all Irish literature

to

have possessed of

(iiainde puts a geis "of the ridge of druidry,"

apparently, a particularly shong and binding geis, on IHarmait to elope
with her and >iarmait is obliged to do so, though it is much against his will.
i.e.

1

;

human

would have been impossible had the
so .simple as is described,
been
(iiainde must have done something
process
of
sense
which
the
felt
else,
by the (,'hiistian chronicler prevented
propriety
It is

obvious that

all

him from recording
or what-not

in

hedged the
1

''

life

performed a gesture, seemed some magical instrument,

order to

The invaluable

her gessa effective."

tract called L<loi- nn nrrf preserves to us the
gessa which
of the king of Temair.
this document

L',

Though

J2.

would appear indistinguishable' fruin a tabu, against
peers and
favour of commoners. The ditierence however is essential.
In a tabu a
the whole community is excluded from a certain action or
In a
privilege.

first sight

clergy, in
majority of

make

and the deity

Toclil Lectures, xv, pp.

At

relations

this

negative geis a minority of the community is thus excluded.
There is however a curious parallel in Melanesia, whereby
:)

A can compel B to do
something which he is unwilling to do, by referring to the head of a third person who is
in certain definite ways related to B
see Rivers, A JJistvnj </ Mduncs'tau
Society, i, 44.
:
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dating from the tenth century,

late,

opening section,

much

that

which we

telescope, through

preserves to us, especially in its
extremely primitive. It may be likened to a
look hack far into the early days of our savage
it

is

ancestors, long anterior to the beginning of written record
something about their ways of thought.

According
(1)

To

let the

(2)

To

alight in

(3)

To

cross

sun

of

and we thus learn

Temair was not allowed

on him in his bed

rise

;

in

Temair.

Mag Breg on Wednesday.
Mag Cuillind after sunset.

To slaughter 1 his horses in Fan Chomair.
To come on Tuesday to Northern Tethba.

(4)
(5)

To go on a ship on Monday after Beltene.
To leave the track of a host on Atli Maigne on Tuesday

(6)
(7)

It

document the king

to this

363

is

after Sainain.

obvious that the greater number of the above restrictions are excerpts
of dies nc/asti, other
fragments of which are

from an elaborate calendar
to

be found in the

same

tract.

third

clay

Northern

What
of

the

lists of

evil

gessa on the provincial kings contained in the

influences

lunar phase,

or

were abroad
on

Tethba on the second day

Mag
of the

on

Mag Breg

Cuillind after

on
or

sunset,

the
in

lunar phase, we are unable

were holy days and holy places of the aboriginal
and therefore rival religion. That such creed-exclnsiveness was part of
to

say

;

possibly these

the scheme

is

shown very

clearly by the gessa of the king of the Ulaid, which

are by far the easiest to understand.

These included

(1) presence at

Echras

Eatha Line among the warriors of Dal n Amide; (1} listening to the fluttering
of birds of Lind Sailech after sunset
clearly because these bird-flights were
oracular; (3) partaking of the feast of the flesh of the bull of Daire mac Uaire,
that is to say, the ceremonial eating of the flesh of the bull-god better known

Dond Cualnge; (4 coming on Mag Coba in March; and (5) drinking of
the water of Bo Xemid 'the cow of \emed, the legendary leader of the

as

It
aboriginal tribes to Ireland) between two darknesses, i.e. in the daytime.
is plain that the king of the Ulaid had to be especially careful to guard his

where
divinity uncontaminated from aboriginal rites in the northern province,
The l>al nAraide were a
the Pictish tribes were more closely concentrated.
2

at Echras Eatha
pre-Celtic people, and they presumably had a sacred assembly
Line; and in the prohibition of the bull-feast of J)ond Cualnge and of the

well of the aboriginal sacred
Celtic

and

cow we

see oilier indications of

I

he war of pro-

of Celtic creeds.

tilaidi a each. O'Donovan, who presumably could not, guess why the king of 'JYniair
"
should slaughter his horses under any circumstances, gives the milder rendering incite."
"
O'Donovan translates this word horse-fair,'' which is hardly exact.
1
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This digression

is of

service to our present purpose, for the Ulidian pro-

hibitions most clearly enable us to understand that these lists of gessa belong
to the

dominant Celtic peoples, and that the actions which they are designed

1
to prevent belong to the religion of the aboriginal tribes.

Returning to the Temair prohibitions, we remark that the first is not a
reminiscent of the prohibition which forbade the Mikado of Japan from

little

going into the open air, because the sun was not worthy to shine upon him?
The sun must not shine on the king in his bed he must not expose his
It is worthy of note that
sacred body, deshabille, to the touch of its rays.
the

Monday

May, and the Tuesday after the preNovember, always fall on the same day of the

after Beltene, the first of

ceding Samain, the

first of

month, except when the intercalary day of a leap-year intervenes; as though
naval expeditions on a certain day after Beltene, and military expeditions
on the same dui/ after Samain, were forbidden. The reference to the horse-

The horse would

sacrifice is especially interesting.

necessarily, as a totem,

be sacrificed on extraordinary occasions, such
as the inauguration of a new monarch; the king must therefore lend no
a sacred animal,

lie

countenance

only to

an

to

aboriginal

sacrifice

of

this

animal which took place,

presumably annually, at Fan L'homair. We may suppose this locality, now
unfortunately unknown, to have been a sanctuary of some pro-Celtic horse
divinity.

Beside these restrictions on his liberty, the king enjoyed the following
These were, it is now unnecessary to point out, the true tabitu
privileges.
the things set apart for
(

1

)

tin-

The

king's use.
(ish of IJoyne,

(-!)

The deer

('>)

Tlic harvest of

(4)

The

sloes of

(5)

The

cresses of I'rosna,

((j)

The water

(?)

The game

of

Luibnech,

Manaim,

liri

I.t'ith,

of Tlachtga,

of Xas,

At least, in some eases. In others, the geis is
designed to prevent the repetition of
some action which when performed had been followed
by misfortune.
Ageis with complicated detail, ouch as that which forbade the king of Cruachu " to race with the rider
of a grey one-eyed horse in Atli (iallta between two
hurdles," can only mean that a king
of Cruachu once really did the deed
specified
something untoward happened afterwards
on the principle post hw <T,J<> /'i-nj>tt:r h/>r, the
king's action was supposed to be the cause
of the misfortune
and as it was not certain which of the details of the action had
1

:

:

:

offended the Powers, the whole
complicated crime was minutely specified to guard
against its being committed again.
Frazer, Taboo and the Perils of the Soul, p. 3, quoting Kaempfer's Japan (1727).
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according to the poem of Cuan 6 Lothchain, which enumerates these tabus,
his partaking of these dainties, which were brought to the king on the
Calends of August, secured fruitfulness in the earth, victory in battle, and

arid,

wisdom

in counsel. 1

Mr. A. B. Cook has already discussed these tabus. 2 In addition to the
important points which he there brings forward, and which it is unnecessary
here to repeat, a possible connexion may lie drawn between the Boyue, the
river of the white cow. on the bank of which is situate the cemetery of the
kings,

and the well

of the

white cow at Temair.

Luibnech

is

doubtless the

name near Gorey, in Wexford, chiefly remarkable as the retreat
Finnachta, who in the ninth century abandoned the kingship of Connacht

place of that
of

hermit at this place. According to the
Finnarhta3 he was assisted by certain wild
cattle in the task of building his church, which seems to indicate a tradition
There is
that the cattle of this place possessed a supernatural character.
in order to take

up the

life

of a

curious story of the Erstasi/ of

nothing to prove the sanctity of Brosna, so far as
before

which however leaves

us,

it

beyond

1

know, except the passage
That the water of

doubt.

Tlachtga should be sacred to the king of Temair will be intelligible after
what we have already learnt about that place, and the druidess from which
it

was

said to

have derived

name.

its

These gessa and tabus are in themselves quite sufficient to prove that the
after the work that has been done on
king of Temair was a god incarnate
:

Fra/.er, which lias already been applied to the case before
us by Cook and by Baudis, there can be no possible doubt on this subject.
But the question remains, what god was supposed to take up his abode in

kindred subjects by

.

the body of the king

?

What
to this question.
Probably a simple answer can hardly be given
has already been said would seem to show that even in primitive times there
was a complicated variety of religions and of cults meeting at Temair. But
some light is available on this question from a consideration of the Assemblies
which at stated intervals were convened on the ridge, and especially from
The association of a good
at which they were held.
the time of the
year

and of a bad king with bad crops, would lead us
king with good crops,
that the king was an incarnation of the spirit of
prima fade to expect
confirmed by the dates of the Temair assemblies.
or oenach, were a
The Assemblies, the technical term for which is
The chief centres
feature in the religious life of ancient Ireland.

vegetation.

This

is

/m

prominent

no, ccert, ed. O'

Donovan, pp.

1

Lebor

2

Folk-lore, xvii, 162.

3

Yfllow Book of Lecnn,

facs.

191 a

;

8, !.

Book of BnUymote,

facs.

200

b.
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where they were held were al Temair. Tailltiu, Carman, Tlachtga, and Visnech.
There were minor local festivals in other centres as well. It is noteworthy
that these assemblies do not .seem to have been confined to the tribes in

whose

territories their sites

were situated, but were conventions of the whole

worth noticing,

often erroneously stated that
there was no sense of unity in the country at large until it was imposed from

This point

country.

is

In point of fact, though
subject to enlarge on this topic,
without.

it

for it

is

would lead us too

it

is

not difficult

from our present
to detect traces of an
far

underlying sense of unity throughout the whole history, obscured to the
One of the strongest,
superficial observer by the endless wars of rival tribes.

We

unifying forces was this system of periodical religious assemblies.
may
perhaps compare the influence of the Delphian Amphictyony in developing a

Pan-Hellenic instinct

The centres

among

the disunited states of Greece.

of the greater assemblies

were

pre-eminent cemeteries

all

;

rash to assume that therefore the assemblies were primarily
convened for the worship of the dead. The assemblies may have been the

but

it

would

lie

cause of the choice of site for the cemetery, not ricn cersa.
On the other
hand, there is evidence that an assembly-mound was presumably a burial-

mound

:

thus the t'iana, sitting on the assembly-mound beside Sescenn na

nAiged, ask their leader, as a matter of course,

whose grave we are?"

1

mound

We
rites,

that has

all tin

cannot assume

were identical

at

of different deities, as

at

the warrior on

heiiiu-

to incorporate a

a tumulus.

the purpose of the assemblies, and their
religious

he different
is

is

Temair were designed so as

appearance of
that,

t

Who

Moreover, we have seen that some of the most

important religious buildings
1

"

sites.

shewn by the

Dill'eienl
fart

ilial

assemblies were in honour
they occurred on different

The assembly of Tisneeli fell on Hellene, that of Tailltiu
days
n Lugnasail, that of Temair on Samain.Carman was a Lugnasad festival, 5
and Tlachtga a Samain celebration.
This means that Temair and
Tlachtga
of the year.

1

we might have expected.
together,
l.iig-nasad is some

are to be classed together, as
Tailltiu are to be classed

.Similarly

Carman and

sort of festival of

Lug,

the sun -god

possibly the feast of the marriage of the sun-god and his consort
or
moon): these places, therefore, are sun-shrines.
(earth

We

have already seen that

it

received the victuals which weie

acknowledgment
1

8

3
4

of

the sun-god.

is
///////

on Lug-nasad that the
king of Temair
to him, and so far we
may admit an

Doubtless, one of his duties was to

Fiannuifjecht, in Todd Lect. Series, xvi, 54.
tiilva Gadelica, i, 73 ; ii, 77.

Metrical Dind-xhenchas, Todd Lect, x,
pp. 18, 19.
Keating's Fvms Feasa nr Etniin (I.T.S.
ii,
ed.),

p. 240.

make

Temair Breg
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the sun shine as long and as brightly as he conveniently could; and it may
be guessed that a certain talisman, called the Roth Cfiroi, described

perhaps
as a golden brooch that was passed from king to king, was an amulet for this
2
But the main festival of Temair was not a solar festival. It was
purpose.
1

when

the feast of the beginning of winter,

the annual death of the spirit of

vegetation was solemnly celebrated.
This being so, we might expect that the

re-birth of the same being should
be celebrated at or near the vernal equinox. And by rare good fortune we
have evidence that this occasion also was a solemn festival at Temair.
is afforded us by the well-known
story of St. Patrick's
Temair on the Easter after his arrival in the country as a
It is needless to do more than to remind the reader that he lit

The evidence
proceedings at
missionary.

the Paschal

in full view of Temair, before the sacred fire

fire

a sacrilege so serious that the penalty

was there kindled:

But the question

was death.

of the

authenticity of this story, which has been attacked by scholars of weight,
is one which it is important to consider before we proceed to deduce

anything from

it.

While the undignified display

of magic, with

have confounded the king's druids,

which the saint

is

said to

doubtless a legendary accretion, 3 I see

is

main

lines.
The druidic prophecy
no
of the coming
shave-pates required
supernatural anticipation of
the future. Druidry had been suppressed in Gaul, and was eclipsed in Britain.;
but it still flourished in Ireland, and we may suppose that many persecuted

no reason against accepting the story
of the

in its

"

"

druids from overseas found there a sanctuary.
of

King Loeguire would have heard

From

these refugees the druids

of the strange religion

whoso

ritual

is

so

ascribed to them. It would only be a matter
naively described in the quatrain
of time before the "shave-pates" would make their way to Ireland; and the

druids sought to warn the king in time to suppress the new teaching, which
would inevitably threaten their own supremacy, so soon as it appeared. Their

needed no miraculous insight. The druids
recognition of the Paschal fire, also,
doubtless knew that Patrick had already arrived in Ireland and was making

1

Eevue

celtiqne, xx, 138, 421.

fence, and it may perhaps be no mere coincidence that this object bore
the same apparent meaning as Roth Fail. In any case it was a thing so
sacred that the bardic demand for its surrender was the last, straw which broke the
and determined that king to abolish the bardic order.
patience of Aed mac Ainmirech,
3
One of the druids was said to have been caught up into the air and dashed to the
-

a

Gro

means a

name with

fate of Simon Magus, who has an indirect connexion
ground. This was the legendary
traditions
Temair
the
with
through Mug Ruith the tradition is probably responsible for
"
that the
the "flying-machine
conception of the Roth Ramach. We have already seen
historical.
not
druids
are
to
names given
king Loeguire's
:

B.I.A. PROC.,

VOL. XXXIV, SECT.
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headway with

his

work

of evangelization.

No

one

else

would have dared

to

Unless quenched forthwith, the
fire.
disobey the prohibition against strange
be
never
would
Faith
extinguished. The druids of the
light of the conquering
mac
Cerrbeil, made a similar prophecy
semi- (or wholly) pagan king, Diarmait
1
The left-hand turn of the king before
of Clomnacnois.
respecting Ciaran
behests
druid's
possibly in the stone circle called the
proceeding to obey the
s extremely interesting, and is one of those vivid touches that would
j)ei,S el
i.

not have occurred to a legend-monger.
Professor Bury, in his

by people with
the first Easter

"

Life-

of

St. 1'utrick,

an instinct for scenic

sees in this story a legend framed

effect.

The bold and

brilliant idea of

fire Hashing defiance across the plain of Meath to the heathen
of the king with his queen and sorcerers
powers of Tara, and the vision
in
the depth of night .... is a picture not
their
palace
setting forth from

unworthy

of the best of those

facts of history.

nameless story-makers

The Calendar

is

disregarded.

who

The

idea

.

.

is

transfigure the
that Easter is to
.

Christian to overcome the heathen fire
and it is a
replace Beltane, the
matter of no import that the day of Beltane was the first day of summer
;

which could never

on Easier Eve." 2

fall

I cannot help thinking that in this eloquent passage Professor Bury does
Scenic effect was the very last thing at
the hagiographers too much honour.
"
"
writers aimed.
So much is this the
which those deplorably pedestrian
case, that

when we come

across

any specially

to be a striking flight of fancy, in

immoral and mi-Christian

all

miracle's

effective incident, or

when,

in short, the saint is depicted as

other than an inhuman monster, (Idling out "shortness of
and singular as the penally for the least affront then

without paradox affirm that the passage
the real saint

is

shown

to us.

simple-minded maidens

of

is

the

life

and hell"

we mav

too good to he //.*-,

The delightful colloquy
Cruaohir

what seems

the dreary waste of pointless and often

to all

fairly

and

and that here

of St. Patrick

with the

beautiful

interview (infamously
travestied by Moore in his //<*/< Mi'/wliex) between the hermit of Inis
the noble deathCathaig and her who would have shared his devotion

scene of

St.

Ciaran, one of the must impressive passages in Christian literature

the dignified and

solemn self-revelation of the

C'uH/cstsiit

I'ntriciimcli

treasures as these are beyond the wit of mediaeval
hagiographers to invent.
'

See Silva Gaddica,

i,

73

;

ii,

70.

-

Op. cit., pp. 106-7.
3
This pretty story has been spoilt l>y some mawkish
sentimentalist, who has added
a tag which made the children die after their
Had the incident
meeting with the saint
!

terminated in so gruesome a fashion, we should have heard no more of St.
Patrick, for his
numerous enemies would have had a very good case for
arraigning him on the charge of
killing the king's daughters by poison or by magic.
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They are the true Ada Sanctorum Hiberniac, and we can only regret that
there are so few of them. Take, by way of contrast, a single short example
of hagiographical imagination.

We

read in the Life of St. Ciaran of Clon-

macnois that when he was setting up one of the posts of his church he called
"
out " This in the eye of Tren
a person who had been hostile to the saint
1
The tale arouses
whereupon, we are told, Tren's one eye burst in his head.
a mild interest as an illustration of the belief in sympathetic magic but the
blockheads who concocted, the dullards who, unmoved with indignation,
;

listened to, a libel so atrocious on one of the

most Christ-like

of Christ's

followers in Ireland, would have been quite incapable of the flight of dramatic

fancy with which Professor Bury's theory credits them.

But apart from this argument, which is purely psychological and subThe
jective, there is a more serious objection to Professor Bury's criticism.
mistake of supposing that the fire lit by the king was the fire of Beltene was
2
In
exposed long ago by O'Donovan.
of Beltene was ever lit at Temair at

fact,

there

is

no evidence that the

fire

all.
The Lismore Life of St. Patrick
3
asserts that the king was celebrating his own birthday, and the statement
has been copied more than once from O'Donovan's quotation. There is little
or no evidence of the celebration of birthdays as a practice in pre-Christian

Ireland*

but the hagiographer spoke more truly than he knew.

;

Easter in

As

26 March.

saint violated

many

the year of St. Patrick's coming to Temair, fell upon
the Paschal Fire was lit on Easter Eve, the festival which the

A.D. 433,

was held on 25 March.

This

is

the very date on which, in

places, the resuiTection of the deity of vegetation

the facts I

may

refer the reader to Frazer's Adonis,

death and resurrection of Attis were celebrated in

was celebrated.

For

A Win, Oairis, i, 306. The
Home on the 25th day of

The date corresponds to the 9th of Elaphebolion, the date of the
The happy chance of the incidence of Easter in
City Dionysia of Attica.
the year after St. Patrick's landing is what apologists used to call an
March.

3

"

recurrence of a
undesigned coincidence," that goes far to prove (a) the
the substantial historicity of
spring festival at Temair on 25 March, and (b)
It further explains how the king
"
It need not have been
was said to have been celebrating his
birthday."
but it was the natal
the birthday of the man called Loeguire mac Ncill

the story of St.

Patrick's proceedings.

;

1

2
3

Lismore Lives, line 4399.
Lebor na

ccert,

introduction, p. 50.

Ed. Stokes, line 268.

between persons
Though some sort of connexion seems to have been recognized
Hi.
see
Todd
Lect., xiv,
on the same day of the year
4

;

*

Cook,

Ze.us,

i,

pp. 0'80

H.
L

50*j

liorn
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of the spirit of vegetation, of

day

which Loeguire was the incarnation and

1

representative.

we may

Incidentally

notice that this presupposes the adoption in Ireland

We

of the Julian Calendar.

need not assume that the knowledge of the

the Roman Empire hail made
alphabet was the only indirect gift that
to conquer the country.
took
the
trouble
to Ireland, even though Koine never

Roman

of the .Julian calendar

Once the principle

became known,

its

easy applica-

of the solar year would commend its adopbility to the recurrent phenomena
tion; and we have here an additional piece of evidence that Ireland was by

no means outside the current of general European

during the centuries

life

preceding the introduction of Christianity.
The festivals of Temair were thus coincident with the vegetation festivals
But these
of the year; the annual birth and death of the spirit of the crops.

were not the only festivals held throughout the year. We have already seen
We
that the annual supplies were brought for the king's use on Lngnasad.
may fairly assume that the Midsummer celebrations were also held there,
were universally throughout the country; the

as they

fires of St.

John

And

still

West are the relics of this recurring anniversary.
may
be that the strange story of the decapitation of .St. John the Baptist, the
saint of Midsummer day, by Mug Uuith, may be founded in an annual celebralighted in the

Fra/er has collected an

tion of the cutting of the last sheaf of the harvest.

abundance

of illustrative

a special person.

functionary to

examples

may

It

whom

which

of this rite,-

it

is

often performed by

be that in Ireland the duty was assigned to the

the bull-roarer was entrusted,

A

passage which has been interpolated into Tixjdil Bruidne 1JA De-rya
gives us information, that seems to be authentic, as to how the Saniain tires

were

When

lit.

sumably with a

iSt.

Hint.

3

I'atrick

lighted his

Paschal

This was necessary, as

Bi'udeu l)a Derga passage

^tlie

original

of

lie

he "struck

fire

was

which

a

will

newcomer.
be

it,"

pre-

But the

found in Jievuc

a perpetual lire was kept burning from
xxii, Ib'D) implies that
Saiuain to Samain, the new lire being lighted from an ember of the old.
An

<r//iijn,',

erection called ion-

=

forest

/<///</.

or

timber) -hoar, was made.

logs,

fitted closely
together,

that

il

'

I

J

/(//<

a log

owe

tills

were

removed

in

4
meaning, apparently, tire-boar, or
This seems to have been a structure of

ru[U<-,

the heart of which the

the

fire

ingenious observation to Mr.

would

blaze

lire

out of

was
the

lighted, so

opening.'

(,'ook.

See especially chap, v of XjAnts
uf the Com <.<d vf the H'ilil.
Robeatwd lit ivne, Lismore Life, line :5'J(). See Stukes's note, uj'luc.
Why should the erection have been called a hvur'l Was it supposed to be the

of a
boar-divinity

See

(

luc. cit.,
p.

100.

iniagi'
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"

burnt annually at
the
erection
had
burnt down, the
Burghead
embers were taken, and "stones placed in the Samain-fire" that is to say,
the fire was slowed down so as to be kept alive through the year; and the

Something
1

fire

of

the

this gloss

beacon

seems

lit

to be indicated.

clavie

When

following Sarnain was re-lit from

the

The writer

embers.

of

supposed that the succession of Samain fires had begun in the
at Da Derga's Hostel on the occasion which is described in the
In this we need not follow him

romance.

fact that such

an explanation

thing to be explained

is

is

given

;

but, as

is

always the

case, the

evidence of the real existence of the

unbroken succession

Samain
The king, as representative of the divinity that kept the sun alight,
was bound to keep alight a perpetual fire at Temair; and to cause it to
blaze up at Samain, when the sun was dying, and at the vernal equinox, in
in this case the

of the

fire.

order to quicken the sun's reviving dame.

In the

same way, the Paschal

burnt continuously, and was the source from which the other fires of a
monastery were lighted. When the Paschal tire of St. Ciaran's monastery
fire

at Saigir

out a

fire

was maliciously extinguished, the brethren had
at all until it was miraculously re-kindled. 2

to

make

shift with-

The passage above quoted from Toy ail Uruidnc Da Deryu implies that the
Samain festival was held annually at Temair. The constant tradition that
appears throughout
celebration.

Irish

literature

is,

that

however,

The two statements are not

necessarily

it

was a triennial

inconsistent.

The

may have been held annually, but only publicly every three
years.
Certainly the festival which St. Patrick interrupted seems to have
been confined to the household of Temair. We may, perhaps, venture to
celebration

"
compare the Eleusinia, which took place annually, but seem to have been
conducted every four years with especial splendour."
Every year there was
3

a festival at Temair, but only every three years was there a congress. 4 As
Temair declined in religious interest, owing to the advance of Christianity,
the celebration of the feia became irregular.

was

in

559 or 500

A.D.

Four years

was murdered. He appears

to

later

to

hagiographers to connect this cessation

1

last celebration

recorded

the king Diarmait mac

Cerrbeil

have been the

and the/eis thus came automatically

The

last

an end.
of

See Reliquary and Illustrated Ai'duteoloyist,

king with pagan sympathies,
It was natural for the later

the/ets with the curse of Kuadan,

i
(1895),
BetliM C'hiardi'/i, in Silva Gadelica, i, 14
ii, 15.
Farnell, Cults of the Greek tit<ttex, iii, 105.

'22.

;

3

4
For the meaning of such periodical festivals at intervals of more than one year, see
the very ingenious explanation in Frazet's fyiiritii of tlie Corn unit of the Wild, i, 77 sq<[.
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and

to infer that not only

triennial festival abandoned, but that the

was the

ridge itself had been deserted.
It is needless to enter here into the general question of the natnre

and

Much has been written on this
purpose of fire-festivals such as these.
in recent years; and we must confine ourselves in the present study
subject

to Teniair.

Besides his function as a surety for the goodness of crops, the king was
bad king is marked by
also responsible for the frnitfnlness of the cattle.

A

He

failure in the cattle, as well as in the harvest.

is

likewise responsible

for failure in the fishing.

which god was incarnate in the king, reference
should be made to Mr. Cook's articles on the European Sky-god, already

Returning

alluded

to.

1

to the question,

Much

evidence will there be

The most noteworthy

the favoured deity.

Anmann 2

to the effect that Irel Faith, the king
'

kingdom

found pointing

of these is the

was the Nnadn Airgetlam

that comes about

(ni

felmnnir

ri<lh

who

to

passage in

I refer to this, as

lit).

as

Coir

followed Ereinon in the

of the sons of Mil, hnt v:e

<l'n<

Nuadn

know

not hov:

is

a most

it

valuable testimony to the care with which the writers of this and similar
compilations recorded what they found in the documents before them, even

when they confessedly were unable to comprehend them.
Mr. Cook shows also that Lug was supposed to be immanent in the king:
and it may be further suggested that the divine woodsman Esns (by whatever
3

name

lie

was

called

in

Ireland)

was also resident within

hint.

Esus

is

represented felling a, tree, under which stands the sun-bull. Tarvos Trigaranos,
on the famous altars of Paris and Treves.
Now in the monotonous list of

kings contained

in

the important kings

the
is

"

official histories,"

that they cleared so

one of the details told about

many

plains of timber.

all

This was

and the annalists doubtless regard it as such and
Hut it is possible, without, undue ^training of probability, to
nothing more.
read something deeper into a statement which is repeated with such frequency.
The divine woodman alone was privileged to cut- divine trees. It was the
a

work

of practical utility,

king's prerogative as the incarnation of Esus.'

This multiplicity of incarnations can best be explained by supposing that
these important Celtic gods have entered into the inheritance of some older
divinity.

1

'-

3
4

Such a divinity

is

Fal,

who

has no place in the "official" genealogies

See especially the piirt contained in FoU:-lore, xvii, 20-71.
Irische Te.de, iii, p. 320.
Folk-lore, xvii, 157, 343.
classical parallels see

For

Mr. Cook's

article Zeus,

Classical tievieiv, xvii, especially at pp. 180, 181.

Jupiter,

and

the Oak,

in the
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of the Tuatha De Danann.
Now a curious passage in Coir Anmann hints at
a tale of a marriage between Fal and Nuadu, which would
imply that Fal,
in spite of the masculine form of his

king Nuadu
derived his

who

Finn-Fail,

name from

is

of

name, was a goddess. We are told that
"
course only an " avatar
of the deity,

"

a fair man," and because he was in the
"
1
and
with
This seems
sporting
making love to the Stone of Fal.
to indicate a deep-rooted doubt as to the sex to which Fal
Such
belonged.
his being

"

habit of

an uncertainty

is

not quite the same as a change of sex which has befallen a

2
deity in the course of his history.

latter

the

Venus

is

a well-known example of the

phenomenon. It is rather an indication that the god was borrowed at
from some external source, without complete knowledge of his special

first

characters.

Now, it is worthy of notice that there is a very ancient Italian god who also
shows an uncertainty as to his sex. This is the deity of shepherds, Tales by
name, honoured on his solemn feast, the Parilia, held on 21 April, but otherwise, apparently, forgotten.
fertility of cattle.

Among

through or between fires

down

to our time,

When we

;

3

The

Parilia

was a

festival designed to secure the

the rites of the festival was the driving of sheep
for the survival in these countries of similar rites

on Mayday, see lihys,

Celtic Folklore,

recollect that the feast of St.

"Ibar"

i,

o09. 4

of Beg-Eire, alias Inis

23 April, only two days after the Parilia, we are tempted to wonder
Fail,
whether there is not here something more than accident. The philologists will
is

no doubt remind me, firmly but (more MO) not very gently, that the names Fal
and Pales cannot be regarded as possessing more than a superficial resemblance.
This we

may

grant freely

European inheritance.
without

?

Is

it

if

they are to be regarded as a genuine Indo-

But what

if

the name, like the deity,

is

a loan from

5
impossible that in this seemingly bisexual deity, buried deep

in the traditions of Celtic

and Italian

tribes alike, connected with agricultural

or pastoral rites in both communities, celebrated on almost the same day in

1

Irische Text*,

iii,

326.

We

use masculine terms and pronouns throughout this and the following paragraphs
to avoid cumbersome expressions such as "his or her" which the limitations of the
English language would otherwise impose upon us.
3
See Frazer, The. Magic, Art, ii, chap, xix also the article Pali's in Roscher's
Lexikvn
4
See also Keating, Furus Feasa (I.T.S.), ii, 240.
5
I use the word "bisexual" advisedly, for the very remarkable figure from Ujuilly
;

.

(Loire-Inferieure), illustrated in HiMctin de Id Xocietf d'Aiithropologie de Paris, ser. iv,
vol. x, p. 144, is evidence for the existence of a hermaphrodite deity among the Continental Celts.
The figure is in the squatting attitude of Cernunnos, and may well be the
representative of a type that became a connecting-link between the male Cernunnos
figures

and the female "Sheelah-na-gigs."
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both communities, we are

non-Aryan

And

us say, an ancient Neolithic

we are

MS. preserved

In a tenth-century

of an old puzzle.

there

Europe

of, let

?

the direction in which

is

here, perhaps,

some god

to see

tribe in Central

Royal Irish Academy.

the.

Prnce.dlings of

written a charm for the cure of a lame horse.

is

to look for the solution

in

Merseburg Cathedral,
is one of a

The charm

well-known type, which relates in the fewest possible words (sometimes in
of a cure performed by some sacred
prose, sometimes in rude verse), the story
Take the following as an example of the commonest form
personage.
:

Saint Pierre mtr

pont dc Dicn

le

Notre-Dame dc Cahj
"
"

Pierre, quej'ais-tu Id ?"
l>ame, c'cst pour Ic inal

Do mon

me

chef, que jc

" Saint
Pierre, tn

A

s'assit,

vint et ltd dit

te

mis

suis

Id."

leceras,

Saint-Ar/ie In t'rn Iras,

Tn

Ic .tain

jireiidras

I

Tu

onyucnt

de Notre- Seigneur

n/'n jilnii'x ninrlellcs

:

t'en yraisseras,

Et
'

It needs no

train fois tn dints,
"
Jesus, Maria.'

argument

jirovc that such a

names and formulae sacred

that

names and formulae

for

ti>

down

I'olk-stiiry.

de Caly)

some

is

an elder faith

of

of a

of

and

follows

is

of its

kind

pagan

charm

lie

or she

and

is

a worn-

Notre-Dame
is

credited in

the act of power for
The Merseburg charm differs

preserving the pa^an names.

in

origin,

to repeat

besought

the sul'leter using the charm.

from the majority

of

the above example

(in

marvellous cure with which

current, popular tale,

the benefit

is

further, that the

;

The personage invoked

reminded

charm

the Christian Faith have been substituted

in

It

runs as

:

/"'<)/ /'Hill-

II

I'idun

I'liiintn

zi Imlzfi,

1)6 icart ileiiKi Hnl/leres rolon sin run.; bircnkit.

Tim
Tim

liiijitolcn

Fnia,

Tint biyuolen
Si'ist:

lli'n

benrenki,

From

\'<>lla

\\'<'nlnn
ni'me

L. F. Sauvc,

Le

siini'

FJk-l,,,;:

,s

era

lie

x

it

icula

CHI mtixter,

inter.

cnnda.

bluotre.nki, suse liiliroiki,

zi bi'iia. lilitut zi

Liil zi i/i'Udun,

1

Snnnu

bujiiolcn Snilitii/nit (sic)

blumhi,

i/elimiila sin.-

,/t.s

H,ttr*-'l',, !yex 'Paris,

Maisonneuve

et Leclerc),

p. 350.
3

Jacob Grimm, Kleiiiei-e Ftchriften,
Cook for calling my attention to some

vol

ii,

p.

11 et serjq.
I have to
on this charm.

of the literature

thank Mr. A. B.
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fared to a wood,

There was Raider's

foal's foot

wrenched.

Then charmed Sinthgund, Sunna her sister,
Then charmed Frua, Volla her sister,
Then charmed Wodan, as he well knew [how].
As bone wrenching, so blood-wrenching, so limb-wrenching,
Bone to bone, blood to blood,

Limb

to limbs, as

though they were glued."

The story alluded to is not elsewhere recorded
Wodan and his companion find Balder in
clear.

but

;

its

outline

The obscure goddesses named have vainly

horse's lameness.

is

quite

owin-

to his

tried to

charm

difficulties,

the tale, like the common motive of the three brothers,
the injured limb
narrated two failures to accomplish the task, and the success of the third

attempt,

made

in this case by

How

Wodan.

far the original story entered

and the reason for the failures, we have no
Our
knowing.
present interest is not with these unanswerable
questions, but with Wodan's companion.
His name is unknown elsewhere in the vast range of Teutonic literature.
The context shows clearly that he is a god but what god ? Grimm would
equate him to Balder; but as (Jhantepiede la Saussaye, in his Religion of the
into the details of the operation,

means

of

;

1

why Balder appears under his own
this we may add, that surely the

Teutons, points out, he dues not explain

more usual name

come

is

that

his

as in the

of Balder,

to

Wodan and

companion came to the assistance
charm previously quoted Notre-Dame came to help
those who used the charm prayed these supernatural beings

sense of the passage

St. Peter,

To

in the following line.

and as

to their aid.

name

unknown

Grimm, with the clue
afforded by the charm, has discovered reminiscences of him in certain place-

Though

names.

the god's

Such are Pfalsau

is

in Bavaria, formerly Pholesauwa,
"

Pfalzpoint, formerly Pho/espi/uit,

Pholesbnmnen,

"

elsewhere,

He

Phol's spring."

records of the Palatinate of

Phol's enclosed field

"

Phol's island

"
;

"
;

Phulsborn, formerly

has further discovered from certain legal

Upper llhineland

that the second day of

May

"
meaning apparently Phol's
It is noteworthy that the region where these names occur is the
day."
of the
country intercepted between the upper waters of the Pihine and those

was

in that region called

Pfnhlty

Danube, the country where

or PiiUdmj,

for other reasons

D'Arbois de Jubainville fixed

the cradle of the Celts.

In some other comparisons Grimm hardly appears so happy. The earthworks and other structures, called in modern speech Teufelsgraben, Pfalyraben,
uijii,

R.I.A. PROG.,

VOL. XXXIV, SKCT.

C.

IT.

Sbillybrass, vol

iii,

p. xix.

[51]
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he would associate with the name thus recovered
PfaUtobel, Schweinyrb<>n,
M.H.G. word fol, meaning "boar." But
the last on account of a supposed

Black Pig's Dyke independently of the essential
German. As for the words compounded with pfal,pfahl,

link of Middle

he

tells

"

"

in Ireland a

we have here

High
commonly received etymology from Pfahl,

"

us that the

stake," cannot

This observation we now
be right, as there are no stakes in the structures.
coincidence of Phol's
the
know to be erroneous. Further, notwithstanding
of May, I hardly see my way to follow him in
day with the beginning
of Brit eve
the
with
Phol
equating the name
no part in the proceedings,
Tt is surely significant that although Phol takes

M

yet his

name

is

mentioned

.

Iffore that of the great

can be accounted for,
superiority that
of a superior antiquity.
hypothesis

Wodan.

with the facts before

We

This suggests a
us, only on the

short, in

have, in

the charm an

two pre-Christian faiths, just as in the
French illustration we have the Christian and a pre-Christian faith superposed.
Wodan and Frua, who with Haider are the only characters in the scene whose
of
interesting case of the stratification

names are

some pre-Germanic

familiar to us, take the place of

gods, as

Our

Peter lake the place of pre-Christian beings in the charm
In this connexion it may not be without meaning
from Hautes-Yosges.
P 'ol, with the
that the scribe of the MS. writes the name in a peculiar way

Lady

/(

of

Caly and

above the

St.

Is this

/'.

unwonted and

possibly

foreign sound of

iji,

an attempt at representing the to him
a p followed by an aspirate?

Jn Carniichael's Cin-in imt (i(iiMli'H,\n\, ii.pp. 14-21, are given a
of Gaelic

charms from the Scottish

number

Highlands, so closely resembling that of

Merseburg that they can hardly be unrelated to it. Most probably they and
the Merseburg charm are derived from a common source. The Gaelic charms
have been christianised

and

of Balder,

though

;

in

in

most

two

of

them Christ takes the place of Wodan

them

of

St.

I'riund

introduced, not unsiig-

is

Remembering what Cmr A mini mi hints at, as to a connexion
some kind between Fal and Nuadu, may we permit ourselves to guess

"estivelv.
O
V
of

occupied the place held in
The corruption involved would be easy

that in an older veision of the incantation

X<i<l<>nx

the Merseburg version by Wodan
and natural in a Teutonic: branch of the tradition.
(

However
fish in

that may be, it is to say the least noteworthy that
when
the deeper waters of Italian theology, we hook Palcx
;

the depths of Teutonic religion,

we

find J'lml

of the troubled sea of Celtic divinities
in Arcadia

we

a Centaur, but

find
is

:

and

we discover

far

Fal.

parentage and disposition

It

may

the surface

be added that

He

looks like

totally different

from the

an extraordinary being, by name
in

down below

when we
we plumb

J'holos.
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He is, in fact, just the sort of being that would develop
out of an ancient hippanthropic deity who had
originally no connexion with
Centaurs, but who found himself among a people that had evolved the
conceporthodox Centaurs. 1

We may suppose that
Phol was likewise a deity who had something to do witli horses, otherwise his
appearance in the Merseburg charm would be inexplicable. Fal had certainly
tion of the

normal type

of those disagreeable creatures. 2

a great deal to do with the inauguration of the divine
horse-king at Temair.
There is no such traceable connexion of Pales with horses. But perhaps all

these scattered beinsrs, taken together, enable us to get a little nearer to the
" Divine
Horse-man," with whom we began our study in these devious
paths.

At any

rate,

divine beings

Fal belongs certainly to an older stratum of belief than the
the Tuatha

among

consentes of Irish Celtic tradition.

Anmann,

De Danann, who

are, so

to speak, the dii

Except the one passage quoted from Coir

hinting at some sort of connexion between

Nuadu and

no trace of any relation between Fal and the Tribe of Danu.
But if Fal be borrowed from some non-Aryan, neolithic

Fal, there is

(!)

pastoral

horse-divinity, the ceremonies at the stone of Fal which completed the induction of the king would become the more intelligible. Fal, the horse divinity,

standing somewhere near Duma na Bo, the mound of the sacred cow, accepted
the new king, if indeed he did not infuse his personality into him by his

mysterious scream. The bull-roarer does not appear to have been used in
the Parilia rites but this might have been a local legacy from pre-Celtic
To Home similar local contaminarites at Temair, and peculiar to that site.
;

tion

we may, perhaps,

Italian, Celtic,

trace the different calendar days sacred to the

and Teutonic centres.

complete identification of Pales, 1'hol,

It

is

and

a difficulty in

the

god

way

in

of the

Fal, that the h'rst is celebrated

on

21 April, the second on 2 May, while the chief festival of Temair seems to
have fallen in Samain, at a different time of the year altogether. The
transference of the festival to near

understand; and

May-day

(as in the Ilhineland) is

perhaps

there were any evidence (which there
is not) that May-day was specially celebrated at Temair, our troubles would
For the Samain feast began a fortnight before
be greatly diminished.
3
and it' the Beltene feast began equally early, it would
1 November;

not

difficult to

if

See Reseller's articles Kenttiuren and l*hul<>$.
The Master of Emmanuel writes to me: "*AI,S lias no early authority in Greek, Theocritus being apparently the first to mention him
though of course he may be very much
There is no obvious etymology for the name in Greek it therefore might quite
earlier.
But when it comes to borrowing from an unknown
well be non-Greek or prae-Greek.
can
no
rules
one
are
there
go by.''
language
1

2

;

:

3

Sdva Gadtlica,

vol.

i,

31!)

;

vol.

ii,

360.
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The evidence

include the date of the Parilia.

at our disposal

would indicate

that the Parilia was maintained at or near the proper date when the worship
of Fal was established at Beg Iiire (as witness the incidence of St. Ibar's day)
;

but that when

it

was

centralized at Temair, the

of

The varied

many

was absorbed by the mid-March

It is possible also that it

Temair, to which

paramount importance
and it

feast eclipsed the true festival of Fal,

previously existing Samain
into disuse.

of

we have already made

a

fell

festival

allusion.

activities of the periodical assemblies are described for us in

Carman, which has long been
1

of
places, especially the l)ind-xlien<-has

on the subject.
It is needless
recognized as our chief source of information
in
the poem on
a
But
here.
to analyze this poem
very interesting passage
as linking the assemblies with the periodical
took place annually in many centres of cultus. The
lamentations for the wives of Lug, the sun-god, are analogous to the Adonis,
Attis, Tammuz, and similar commemorations of which Frazer and other

Nas 2 must not be overlooked,
lamentations that

students of early ceremonial have collected a large

number from

all

over the

Besides the games, huckstering, legal proceedings, and the like,
which were carried on on these occasions, there seem also to have been acts

world.

of divination

and oracle-giving. Queen Medb had the events of the year
These oracles were sometimes distinguished by

foretold to her at Samain. 3

an ingenious ambiguity worthy of the Delphic 1'ythia; witness the prophecy
that King Loeguire should meet his death "between Eire and Alba'' (two
hills of

the names), or that Find

from a horn

a prophecy fulfilled

mac

would perish after drinking
by the name of the place where he drank
I'maill

from a well. 4

The manifestations

of religion willi

the exception of the use of the

which we have been concerned, with

bull-roarer, are to

Celtic invaders of the country.
Hut Temair
the coming of the (.Vliic-spcaking
peoples.

duced were grafted on
therefore

We

to the

now enquire what

find

at

lie

associated with the

was a religious centre before
cults which these intro-

The

religious rites of their predecessors.

the latter

Temair traces

must

the cult of sacred animals, sacred trees,

of

sacred waters, and of the dead.

We

may have been.

Most or

all of

these are to be assigned to the

aborigines.
(1) Sacred rnitMH/x.
of the latter,

These may be either

which take the form

1

-

:l

See
Op.

Titild

real or

of monsters,

imaginary.

we may perhaps

Lectures, x, 2

cit., p.

48

;

see

;">!),

}>.

line

2!l et

se'/y.

Silnt fimleli-H, i, 17!
ii, 2n2.
Auieit Finn in Meyer's Cuth
t'uintratja,
;

1

]>.

74.

Of the cult
see a trace in
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Mata at the south end of the ridge, and the mound of the
Luch-donn, the Brown Mouse really a terrible monster, in spite of his
at the northern end.
But it is the cult of real animals
insignificant name
the stone of the

which was by

far the

most important.

The only name common

we have

to the three versions of the "epic" dynasty,

set forth in a previous section,

is

We

Fiachu.

from

infer

which

this that

name from

the original epic; indeed this one word is the only
of
the
In two of the versions of the
fragment
epic which has survived.

Fiachu

is

a

dynasty, this Fiachn is associated in a curious way with cattle and we have
already inferred that in the Celtic epic Fiachu was a culture-hero, who taught
the arts of the pastoral life to his people.
;

The invaders found
the ridge.
The cult of

their predecessors worshipping a cattle-divinity on
this deity took the

form of the maintenance

of a

sacred cow, or of sacred cattle, in which the god was doubtless supposed to

be immanent.
the
the

The existence

on the ridge is
of the cow," so called from

of sacred cattle

name Duma na Bo, the "mound
grey cow of Temair, and by the name

Cow and
With

of the

two

testified to
tilas

by

Temrach,

wells, that of the AVhite

that of the Calf.
this aboriginal cow-divinity the

invaders probably identified the

of their own traditions.
"
At this stage a question naturally arises. Was the " Grey Cow or the
"White Cow" one animal, which lived and died once for all and was buried
within the mound called ])itm na 116 or was there a succession of sacred
animals, each taking the place of its predecessor when the latter went the
The latter alternative
way from which even divine cows are not exempt

Fiachu

;

<

against the maintenance of one
There would be no reason
sacred animal, without provision for a successor.
in so doing; for the purpose of the sacred cow was doubtless t<> insure the
is

by

far the

more probable.

All analogy

is

presence of the cattle-god in the midst of
fruit fulness in the herds.

But

in that case, it will be objected,

his

we ought

people, anil so

to

have not one

to

secure

il

Mound

Cow," but a whole cemetery of sacred cattle. The objection is not,
however, valid, and may be met in one of two ways. In the first place, it
of the

remains to be determined whether Dunvt na

and the most unfortunate doubt which

mound makes
If it

settled.

lid

was a burial-mound or not;

exists as to the identification of this

improbable that this vital point will ever be satisfactorily
was a mound in which the remains of a sacred cow had been
it

remember that the burial of a single individual sacred
not unprecedented. Thus, we may recall the grave-monument of the

buried,

we may at

animal

is

least
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1
This seems
horse at Sparta, whose tradition is recorded for us by Pausanias.
animal.
sacred
a
of
to have been a single burial
single
But, on the other hand, Dinna nrt Bo may not have been a burial mound at

It

all.

may

well have been the site of the sacred dairy, in which the succession

was kept or milked. We seem
institution analogous in no small degree

an indication of a religious
to the sacred dairies which are the
to see

of kine

Todas

sole temples of the
to

mind the

tradition that

At

Hills. 2

of the Nilgiri

makes one

we may

this point

call

founders of Temair a lady

of the

lias,
suggest, been evolved from a by-name
of Temair, Cathair Croi-find, which would mean the "fortress of the white

This foundress

called Cro-1'ind.

I

cattle-stall."

The sacred cow was indicated by
have been red ears on a white body.
to the poison of

weapons

;

certain marks, chief of which appear to

The milk

of

such cattle was an antidote

I,ebor Gabiifu says that the Milesians,

peoples, learnt this useful fact from Diosten (note the
"

''

druid

of the

continued into Celtic times
of the beliefs

That the sanctity

Cruithue or aborigines.

and the

that, in fact, the

i.e.

name and
of

the Celtic

cf. p.

296^ a

such animals

incoming Celts took over many

rites of their predecessors

shown

is

inter alia

by the

was the only food that St. Brigid, as a child,
This probably means that the head of the college of the
goddess at Kildare was under some geis that affected and restricted her food
fact that the milk of snob cattle

could assimilate. 3

;

we may
pork

fairly
"

these

compare some

of the food -geasa collected

the heir to the throne of I.oang.i

.... The head

chief of the Masai

forbidden from infancy to eat
eat nothing but mitt, honey, and

is

may

the roasted livers of goats," and more especially

and beef

"

the diet of

king of
must live on milk
tlie

Central Africa was strictly regulated .... He
Th,> milk v:us always drawn frmii
sacred Aerd whiefi nas kept

in

Unyoro

by Fra/er,* such as

....

for Ids exclusive use."

Sacred

Though the syncretism

trees.

was carried out

to a

pre-Celtic and of Celtic religions

of

considerable length,

it

was not complete.

The king

of

the Ulaid, for instance, might not attend the feast of the Bull of Dai re son of

Daire
trees

is

that

is,

now

a

of

Oak son

of

commonplace

We

Oak.

The connexion

no record, so far as
'

''

3
4

and

sa.cred

comparative religion, and need not here be
the Ttirvon
riijara-noa standing under the sacred
of

see it in
enlarged upon.
on
of
the
altars
Paris and of Treves.
tree,
is

of sacred cattle

'I

I

have been able

It

must be admitted that there

to find, of

any conspicuous single

III, xx, 9.

See W. H. 11. Rivers' monograph on this primitive tribe (London,
Lismoru Lives, line 1225.
Tabou and the Perils i>f Ike .Voiti, j>. 291 If.

1SIU6).
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a " delightful

and that an old name

for it was Eos (" wood
") must not
on a ridge so sacred must almost of
necessity
as there was a sacred grove at Aricia, so there was a

A grove growing

be forgotten.

have been

i)

;

Remains and Traditions of Tar a.

:

itself

sacred

;

sacred grove at Temair, which presents so

many remarkable points of analogy
with the Italian sanctuary. "With sacred trees are also associated sacred
stones, and we have already been able to draw up a goodly list of these.
Some of them were no doubt Celtic in origin, but others may have been
pre-Celtic.

Sacred waters. The Eidge of Temair is well supplied with springs indeed
it may have been this fact that first invested it with sanctity in the
eyes of
The names these bore, and the qualities ascribed
the ancient inhabitants.
;

to

some

of

them, are sufficient to show their sacred character.

The Dead. Temair early became the centre of an important cemetery. As
has already been said, it is most likely that this was a secondary circumstance,
the sanctity of the ridge having attracted the cemetery, and not the cemetery
having invested the site with sanctity. The site would, however, derive

increased sacredness from the burial mounds, and a cult of the dead would

This
inevitably be added to the other cults which centred in the ridge.
the contrast between the total disappearprobably lasted into Christianity
;

ance of some of the grave-mounds, and the fair preservation of the residential
earthworks, is very noticeable, and can partly be explained as due to the
intentional destruction of the former in order to put a stop to objectionable
rites.

1

We

may now gather together
summary of what we may suppose

all

the details, and give

a

connected

have been the religious rites of the
sanctuary, in continuation of the historical summary at the end of Section 3.
based on mother right, Ungust
(1) The pre-Celtic organization being
to

ruled over his people by virtue of his connexion with his wife or his mother.
Jn view of this fact it was possible for the early traditions to ascribe the

foundation of Temair to a woman.

With

this

woman

the Celts identified

this
their Tea, daughter of Lugaid (= the sun-god Lug) son of 1th (= corn)
on
of
the
settlement
the
nature
identification indicates the original
ridge, as
;

a centre of rites

associated

with

the deities of vegetation.

life of Temair was at
political or secular side of the
if indeed it had any existence at all.

first far in

The purely

the background,

of the graves of the
Treasure-hunting may also be partly responsible. The rifling
The first practitioner in Ireland was no less a personage
is an ancient industry.
than St. Patrick see Acnllnm na tfendrach, ed. Stokes, p. 31,
1

dead

:
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(2)

The

site contained, in pre-Celtic

Sacred wells

A
A
an d

became the

it.

;

sacred dairy

;

sacred grove
site

of

times-

;

an important cemetery.

successors wore, however, not Imried there, hut at JJrug.

Ungust and
It

may

his

he that

1
their wives were huried at Tailltiu.

The worship-rites here observed in the pre-Celtic period took the
form of what we may fairly call corroborees, at which the bull-roarer
(:-?)

was used.
the north end of the ridge, which was
in which these rites were performed.
But
very likely the central sanctuary
was
and
there
were
whole
rites
sacred,
doubtless the
ridge
special
peculiar
(4)

There was a stone

to the different holy places
(.">)

The

and there

upon

it.

the south-east corner of the country,
In time they
established their special religious observances.

('eltic

first

circle at

invaders entered

at

when they reached the sanctuary of
spread over the whole country, and
will:
iis
over
Temair they took it
religions, and added their own rites to the
ancient ceremonies.

The newcomers imported the following deities: Ftil, and perhaps
Miiirisiu, representing an earlier stratum ;- and (leide, lie storm-god, euphemistically called In Dagdae, with l>res, Nuadii. Lug. and the other deities
(G)

I

grouped together as the Tuatlia >e Dunaim. Their union with the gods of
the aborigines produced an elaborate syncretism, expressed by genealogical
!

or marital relations between different deities, or by the fusing of

two or more

gods into one god with two or more names.
(7) The totem-animal of the incomers was the horse, as that of the
;t

aborigines had been the cow.

The ridge now became the

cent re of a divine kingship in which the
with
the horse, was also an incarnation of the
king, totemistically connected
I^S)

god of vegetation and of richness of cattle.

The separation of males anil females in burial even yet persists at Inismurray and
elsewhere.
1

Fal should represent the deity called Pales in Italy, it is conceivable that
may be comparable with Mater Matuta, who in Italy is associated with Pales,
and even sometimes, apparently, fused with him.
-

If

Miiiiisiu

The syncretism

of an incoming god (like Ge'ide) with an
aboriginal hero such as
has its parallels in Greek religion, where wo find correspondences established
between Poseidon and Erechtheus, or between Dionysus and Cadmus,
'

Uiiffiist
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The purpose of this king being to secure fertility in its various maniwas essential that he should be married, so as to produce the
aimed at by sympathetic magic.

festations, it

result

As

(10)

was important that the king should be the strongest man
community, anyone who could slay the holder of the office

it

available in the

was entitled

to succeed.

the king died in office of an apparently natural death, it was
(11)
regarded as an interposition of the gods, and the succession had to be repaired
by an elaborate ritual, in which the sacred animals (both bull and horse),
If

Fdl,

and other

(12)

deities or deified

men

took part.

The annual celebrations took the form

of assemblies connected with

the crises of the solar year.
(13)

A

perpetual fire was kept burning, made to blaze into full life on the
when the sun seemed to need quickening.
Connac mac Airt, a man of enlightenment and alert mind, influenced

occasions
(14)

of the Koman organization of Britain, set himself to
the
rather
than the religious side of the life of Temair for
develop
political

by what he had learned

;

which he seems

to

He was

have incurred Druidic maledictions.

not wholly, successful.

If it

later history of the ridge, it

partly, but

within our present scope to follow out the
would appear that the religious interest was

fell

dominant throughout, and that when Christianity conquered the earlier faiths
the importance of the site dwindled almost to vanishing point although it is
;

not correct to say that

it

ever was wholly abandoned

down

to the

end

of the

independence of Ireland.

7.

Till

THE PLACE OF TEMAIU

now we have been

IN

considering

EUROPEAN CULTURE.
Temair as the scene

of

the local

corroborees of the pro-Celtic and the Celtic tribes which successively occupied
We have now to see that it is the centre of a
the region in which it stands.

much wider interest.
Our researches have

led us to the conclusion that there

the chief monument
we turn our attention

is

of

is

Minoau

an intimate

Grange, which
na
Boinne.
When
the ancient cemetery called Drug

to this structure,

containing a stone-built passage

plan

is

New

connexion between Temair and the tumulus now called

extraordinarily like

chat

we

find there a great earthen

leading to a central

mound,
The

tomb-chamber.

of the dromos-tholos

tombs

of the

example.
K.I. A.

Late

which the so-called Treasury of Atreus is the best-known
Three burial-chambers radiate from the tholos at New Grange,

cultures, of

PBOC., VOL. XXXIV, SHOT.

C.

[52]
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corresponding to the one chamber

New

struction of the

in

Orange dromos

Atreus tomb.

the,
is

megalithic,

Though the con-

tliat

the tholos

of

is

the walls are masked all round with
microlithic, in spite of the facts that
tomb-chambers are roofed with large
colossal blocks of stone, and that the side
slabs.

thus transitional in style between a megalithic and a
The large stones are elaborately decorated with
construction.

New

microlithic

Grange

is

geometrical devices.
When the wonderful discoveries that our generation has seen in the island
of the last century, they were
of Crete began to lie made, in the closing years
and explanation of all the
source
hailed in the first rush of enthusiasm as the
spirals, lozenges, zigzags,

developments

of

and

oilier

Bronze-age culture

naturally supposed

in

Central and Northern Europe.

It

was

and passed
the people that had till

that the spiral pattern originated in Crete,

into the hands of the late

Minoans

of the

mainland

and that from them

then been called Mycenaeans
trade-routes to the barbarians of the North.

it

travelled along definite

The merchant caravans

of the

cultured Aegean peoples journeyed to the far north lands of Scandinavia and
Britain, and to the far west land of Spain, in search of amber, tin, and other
valuable commodities; and in return they taught some of the arts of the

Aegean

to

the rude tribes with which they

came

in

The dromos

contact.

Mycenae and Orchomeiios, with their rich spiral decorations, were
the prototypes; the dmmos tomb of New Grange, with its barbaric spirals,
was the copy. The date of New Grange was eonlidently lixed at about 12001000 B.C., on the basis of this supposed connexion between it and the tombs

tombs

of

of

which can be approximately determined.
the Cretan and Mycenaean traders took the place that an earlier

Mycenae, the dates
In slioit,

of

generation of antiquaries

hail ;iecordr,l to

the Phoenicians.

Cretan cults and

culture were traced where the contemporaries of Stukeley and of Vallancey

Now the ^od Maal, as understood by Stukeley and
had seen "the god llaal."
and I have for some time
his friends, had no existence, even in Phoenicia
;

felt

an increasing suspicion

destined to follow

him

to

that

the

far-travelled

Cretan

merchants are

dreamland.

There can be no denial

of the remarkable resemblance between the
dromos
tomb
and
the New Grange type of sepulchre.
The same
Mycenaean
The same motives of ornament appear in both.
plan is followed in both.

But

let us for a

moment

consider what

is

of necessity implied in the
accept-

ance of these resemblances as a proof

of the radiation of art-influences outward
from the Aegean basin, along ihe trade-routes. It means that the traders
were not only merchants, but were also enthusiastic missionaries. It means

that they took the trouble to teach the barbarians with

contact

how

to reverence the

dead aright, and how

whom

to build

they came in

and

to decorate

MACALJSTER
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means that the barbarians had not the usual conser-

vatism of the savage, but that they were sufficiently interested in the message
of the strangers to give up their own ways in favour of the ways of unknown
All this is possible but it is in the last
people two thousand miles away.
It
degree unlikely.
maybe taken for granted that if an amber or tin merchant
;

people, he goes to

buy amber or

goes

among a barbarous

new

ideas in religion or in art to the natives with

carries with

him

the commodities which he

accept in barter, not plans of

whom

tin,

and not

to teach

knows by experience they

cumbersome tombs

He

he has to deal.

will

or designs for their artistic

enrichment.
It

and

is,

indeed, a fair criticism of the theory that would derive

allied

monuments from

the

Mycenaean

New Grange

tombs, that the resemblancebetiveen

There was certainly a trade in tin and amber between the
and the northern tribes. But how would this trade
culture-centres
Aegean
be carried on ? Not, surely, by single caravans, travelling the whole distance

them

is too great.

;

but by a number of independent caravans, each oscillating back and forth
along one stage of the journey. At the meeting-points, each of them would

exchange its goods with the caravan of the next stage. Such traders would
no doubt exchange stories and news as well as merchandise, and in this way
rumours of the great tombs of Mycenae could conceivably be carried to the

But

be questioned whether these rumours, vague as
they would necessarily be, could inspire the northerners to try to build tombs
An imitation with no better guidance than a
to the Mycenaean model.

north of Europe.

description carried
successful as

So

it

it

may

across

actually

far as the plan of

Europe by word

mouth could hardly be

of

so

is.

New Grange and

its

construction arc concerned, the

and (so to speak) the
building can be completely explained as the evolution,
need not go so far
and
we
coi/n'iie type
of
of
ullee
a
dolmen
the
glorification
1
afield as
to look for satis factory prototypes.
may say at once that
;

Mycenae

do not
accept theories of culture-development that
one
more
than
of
independent
recognize the possibility of the co-existence
to derive all the world's
1 cannot side with those who seek
culture-centre.
I

am

utterly unable to

from one region, whether it be Egypt, Crete, India, Mesopotamia
Given anywhere a religion that requires a periodical
or even Atlantis
visit to the tombs, then a dromos-tholos structure of some kind will evolve

civilization

!

without necessary relations with any other centre. That the
was such, may be inferred
religion which centred in the Mycenaean tombs
a
in
itself
was
not
from the elaborate tholos, which
burial-place, but a kind of
That the religion winch
an ante-room to the tomb-chamber
naturally,

proper.

chapel,

centred

in

New

Grange was likewise such,

is

indicated by a very interesting
[52*]

Irish Academy.
Proceedings of the Royal
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monument, which

feature of that

not received the attention which

lias

it

deserves.

when the chamber was first opened in
It is shown in the oldest plan of the
1699, was in the centre of the tliolos.
have shortly afterwards disappeared,
chamber, that of Molyneux. It must
doubtless it was appropriated for a gatefor later writers never mention it
This

is

a standing stone, which,

Its existence has in recent times

post or for some such purpose.

It

been called

difficult to

is

see

how

think, unjustifiably.
question; but, as
so positive if he had really seen no such stone;
been
have
could
Molyneux

into

I

two analogous monuments,
One
could have had no cognizance, have come to light.
and

in our

own time

at least

of

which Molyneux

of these is a similar

at Ballynehatty,
standing stone in the underground bronze-age burial-place
1
near the Giants' Ring. The other is in one of the burial-earns at Carrowkeel,
the excavation of which was not long ago reported to the Royal
Co.
Sligo,

2

Irish

Academy.
lying a number

This last example

of small

in the right-hand

They

especially interesting, for near

is

grave-chamber

New Grange when

Molyneux's cut
unmistakable to one who,

are represented in

resemblance

is

stones in position.

They are certainly baelylic hand-stones

notice. These stones, at both Carrowkeel and at
in

which

was

it

first

opened.

The drawing is rude, but the
like myself, saw the Carrowkeel

their resemblance to the Australian chm-'uujn

and

were

Precisely similar stones were lying

rounded stones.
of

it

is

New

the grave-chamber was periodically

of

some sort;

too striking to escape

Grange, testify to a cult

visited

some purpose or

for

another.
will at this .stage object thai
am ignoring the evidence of
has become a sort of canon of European archaeology that the
spiral motive in decoration travelled through Kuiope from the Aegean along
certain trade-routes: and though the constructional resemblance between

But someone

the spirals.

I

It

Mycenaean tombs and New Grange

the
will

that the

be urged

spirals

are

<"in

still

thus be explained away, yet

it

strung enough to bind the two

together.

Now, it is true that at Orchomenos
tomb having its ceiling decorated with a
at

New Grange

there

is

a

ornamenting

travel through the air: they must

order to find their \vav from

(

)i

*

lines

the trade-routes

of
1

-

lloeotia

there

is

a dromos-tholoB

and that

dromos-tholos tomb with what might be called a

childish copy of that diaper

The

in

beautiful diaper of spirals:

lie

its

interior.

P>ut

.spirals

cannot

depicted on some portable object in

cliomeiios to the neighbourhood
~
of l)ro"heda
O

connerting

these

distant

See Ulster Jounutl of Arclmeoltyii, old series,
ProceediiHis R.T.A., xxix (', pp. :{:(>. ."34.

iii,

places

358.

ought to
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be peppered with objects of Late Minoan art bearing spirals. Even a few
But there is no such thing. The
painted potsherds would be sufficient.

media through which the
have totally disappeared.

spiral patterns

When

refuge in the idea that they

might have been woven on
in

exchange

North

hi/pothcsi carried to the

this difficulty first occurred to

been bartered to the native tribes

But

were ex

me,

textiles,

found

I

which had

for their tin or their

amber.

way out of the difficulty 1 soon saw a fatal objection.
The curves of the spirals are not suitable for the ornamentation of textiles.
to this too easy

When

they were applied thereto, they became rectilinear, and the "Greek
show us what the influence 'of textile work on the

fret" pattern survives to

Had woven garments

spiral pattern has been.

the north,

motive

we ought

of decoration

to

have found

Greek

i,he

nowhere appears

in

carried the spiral patterns to

fret at

New Grange

;

but that

Northern Europe before the La Tune

period.

In short, the goods bartered with the northern barbarians in exchange
for their tin and their amber were not treasures of Aegean art, but cattle,
the one thing which the rude barbarians could appreciate, and the usual

medium
to

of

exchange before the invention

of coinage.

Therefore,

if

suppose that the barbarians acquired the spiral patterns from the

we

are

Aegean

merchants, we must once more postulate the enthusiastic trading missionary,
who taught them how to draw spirals in the intervals of business. I for one

cannot believe
at

in that

New Grange

engaging

I prefer to believe that the spirals

altruist.

are not derived from the Aegean at

all,

but that they are an

independent growth.
If so, they

must have had a meaning.

the builders of

New Grange

People in the cultural stage of
do not cultivate "art for art's sake." Some

simple religious or magical significance must lie bidden in these patterns.
And after what lias been said in the preceding pages it is not difficult to see
The admirable photographs in
generally what that meaning is likely to be.

Mr. Colley's book on A'rw
spirals, zigzags, triangles,

<!r/tiuj<'

shew us that the

chief motives are lozenges,

and an oval with two or three holes

in a line

along

major axis (tig. 4 ). There are one or two other figures, such as the
well-known "palm-leaf," which occur once or twice only but those enumeits

;

rated are the materials of which the

great majority of the patterns are
see in the lo/engcs, the head of the hull-roarer; in the

composed. We may
the motion of the hand in keeping the bullspirals, an attempt to express
roarer in motion, and thus a symbol of the rotating hull-roarer: in the
of the thunder-god; in
zigzags, the lightnings

hammer

of the thunder-god.

the bull-roarer

known

as a

The oval

"buzz"

in

(lie

triangles, the

axe or the

witli dots 1 explain as a variety of

America, where

it

is

used by several

Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy.
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It consists of a disc of

of the native tribes.

which an endless loop of cord
over the hands, the disc

is

is

made

passed.

wood with two holes through

This being twisted and passed

to revolve rapidly alternately twisting

and

that of the bull-roarer proper
untwisting the cord; a sound resembling

is

1

thus produced.
Every one of the

principal

New Grange "ornaments"
to

as referring
explained in a simple and natural way,
centered in its dark recesses. Even the quartered lozenge

the days
axe,

fits

when
into

1 believed

its

in

the Cretan theory

I

(fig.

imagined

place as an ornamented bull-roarer

;

can

thus

be

the worship that
4&),

which

to be a

in

double

the decoration of these

f
FIG.

4.

Petroglyphs

;it

New Grange

and elsewhere.

Around Ungust in his
is a study in itself, and is always significant.
tomb resounds eternally the pealing of thunder and the scream of the bullroarer; it is little wonder that the incoming Celts should have identified him

objects

with Qeide Ollgothach
The conclusions here indicated involve the abandonment of everything
that had been supposed to have been established as to the date of New Grange.
!

For

if

New Grange

Mycenaean tombs, we can no longer

be independent of the

We

use them as having a bearing on the chronological problem.
are driven
back to the internal evidence which it presents. Its alliance with the megalithic
construction of the dolmens would predispose us (if the Mycenaean analogies
See Hadduu,

tit

tidy oj

Man,, p. 2
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date back to the neighbourhood of the
about the time of the overlap between the
The axes depicted on its walls are of the flat

put

that

dolmen-building period
Stone and the Bronze Ages.
;

Remains and Traditions of Tara.

:

is,

its

to

The axes sculptured in
variety, which would accord with this early dating.
certain analogous buildings in Brittany are likewise of early type.
These
indications incline me to put the date of New Grange back to the
beginning
of the

Bronze Age say about 20001800
closely bound up with New Grange

And

B.C.

if

the origin of Temair

be as
as I have endeavoured to prove,
that will also be the approximate date of the beginning of the sanctuary on
the Ridge.
Certain gold ornaments alleged to have been found at the entrance to
Grange, and at one time in the Londesborough collection, would seem

New

be contradictory of this conclusion. 1

It is natural at first sight to regard
these as part of the loot, accidentally dropped by the Scandinavian plunderers
of New Grange in the year S62 A.I).
But the nature of the collection makes

to

any such interpretation impossible. The objects could not have been associated
together; they consist of two late Bronze- Age torques, a gold chain that
might possibly be Middle La Tone (probably much later), and a couple of
mediaeval finger-rings. At the time when these objects were bought by
Lord Londesborough, the country was still excited over the Clare gold-find,

and everyone was suspicious

made about the provenance
they came from some totally

of his fellow

them with additional

much

of gold objects are

so,

that statements then

presumptive evidence that
"
"
hoard is

The Londesborough
have come from New Grange

different place.

clearly a dealer's "job lot," said to

invest

so

interest,

and

in order to

to cover the tracks of the finder or

and they have no bearing on the problems of the tumulus itself.
The relation between New Grange and the neighbouring tumuli of Dowth

finders

;

and Knowth
ever

may

a question on which there

is

as yet very little to say.

When-

becomes possible to penetrate into the arcana of the last-named hill it
The exposure of the great stones on the
be that light will be found.

it

outer kerb of

The

is

New

fact that the

Grange is also desirable, as these are probably sculptured.
chambers at Dowth are throughout megalithic in con-

struction prevents us from asserting with over-excessive dogmatism what at
first sight would appear the most probable theory, that Dowth was a later

imitation of

New

Grange.

The strongest argument

for this

view

lies in

the

New Grange have in Dowth met with the usual fate
and have broken down into concentric circles. But here

fact that the spirals of
of the spiral motive,

1

They

are figured in Archaeologia, xxx, plate
(rrrifihica,

xii,

and

also in

Lord Londesborouh's
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of the Hni/al Irish Academy.
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too great reliance upon Mycenaean analogies.
again we must guard against
concentric circles of
This is certainly what happens in Mycenaean art. The
of earlier patterns,
later patterns are quite clearly derived from the spirals
is
this
a commonplace of
and there are some interesting transitional forms;
and need not here be enlarged upon or illustrated. But

Aegean art-history,
can we now be sure that the

New Grange

are necessarily connected

The former may,

Dowth?

the circles of

with

genealogically

spirals of

the latter
suggested, represent the rotating bull-roarer;

as has been

represent the

may

sun.

The

rotatin" bull-roarer, however, appears to be represented at
as a circle with a large,

another form
in

some

number

These

cases thickened or clubbed at the outer ends.

represent

successive

the

in

radii

may

well

whirling, the
be
made with
similar suggestion might

A

bull-roarer in

a

of

positions

thickened end being the head.

Dowth

marked, the radii being

of radii

its

of the arms may represent the
regard to the swastika,
head of the bull- roarer, slightly bent backwards, as it naturally would be in
its
through the air. The circle and radii soon develops into a wheel,
in

which the bent ends

flight

which as a divine emblem has been very

fully

Henri Gaidoz. 1

.studied by

new net too widely
not
has
himself
Gaidox
and catching too many
wholly escaped this
derive the ro-ie window of a Gothic cathedral from the
pitfall, when he tries to
There

is

a danger in research of this kind of spreading a
lishes

solar wheel.

:

therefore content myself here by saying that

I

wheel,

times a solar svnibol. had

ils

or most of

with the idea that the

the facts which he has collected are quite consistent
in later

many

origin in an attempt to represent

a rotating bull-roarer.

A

question will

ship hitherto

now

supposed

Mycenaean tombs;
This
at

is not,

is

naturallv arise, namely, are
to

have

New Grange

so impossible as at

New Grange

first

to reverse the relation-

New Orange and

the prototype and

siuhi

are signilieai't and those

former represent an older stage

the

we

between

existed

in

Mycenae the copy

would appear

it

at

to be.

Mycenae merely

development

;

the

and

If

?

the spirals

decorative, then
if

the date here

more than oOO
suggested for Xew
Moreover, such a reversal of
years older than the Mycenaean droiuos tombs.
the accepted theory would be in accordance with an important principle too
"
often lost sight of in developing \\hat
may call the trade-route" theory
Grange be accepted, then that structure

is

I

of the

advance

of

cultured centre goes
fortune.

1

"We have seen that when a merchant from a

civili/ation.

among

barbarians,

It is to his interest to

Le dien yaulois du

suleil, in liei'iiti

his

purpose

is

to

make

his

own

keep the barbarians as ignorant as he can,
urcMologique, sur.

iii,

vuls. iv, v, vi (1884-5).
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which
accomplishment
appears to him desirable,
It follows that when a trade-route between
acquire it.

and therefore he teaches them as

among them an

finds

he

will take steps to
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little as possible.

art or

two communities of differ eut^leyrees of culture becomes a channel of civilization
the culture passes as a rule from, the less civilized to the more civilized.
The
principle doubtless sounds paradoxical, and
as, for example, the acquisition

run counter

of

it

has a host of exceptions

guns by modern

down by Pavers 1

to the principle laid

settlers of high culture can revolutionize the life of a large
of

low culture.

The

It

savages.

that a small

such

does not

community

body

of

of aborigines

question of a colonization does not here come in at

all.

Only the brief periodical visits of traders, whose business is to take as much
and to give as little as possible, are contemplated. In such cases the aborigines
derive no advantage, except

them

leads
is

to give

when competition among

more than they otherwise would,

the traders themselves

in order to outbid rivals. It

this competition that has introduced firearms, brandy,

and other blessings

of

among modern savages. We cannot therefore state the principle
"
as a rule."
Still, it
absolutely, but must qualify it by the interjected words
should never be forgotten, when we are concerned with the study of the
civilization

influence of ancient trade-routes.

New Grange

do not, however, believe that
Mycenaean tombs,

I

of a

common

Age.

New

culture, universal over

Grange conies down

stage of civilization, with
artistic

On

this

development
view

all

its

set a fashion copied

liather do they appear to

builders of the

Europe at the beginning

me

of the

to us right out of the heart of

barbarism; the

of the model, refined

Bronze

this early

Mycenaean tombs are an

by generations of

of the case, the cicili-.at'wn that

by the

indications

local civilization.

centred in Crete is only a local

Crete
culture of Europe during the Bronze Age.
manifestation of the ijeneral
intercourse
with
which
countries
and Egypt, neighbouring
early developed

one another, advanced each other mutually to a pre-eminent position in
rather is
culture. But Cretan culture is not the parent of European culture
;

it

a brother, hypertrophied owing

to a favourable geographical position.

We

have not far
other analogies should present themselves.
of New
chamber
the
we
leave
If
such
to go in our search for
analogies.
stones
find a great circle of standing
surrounding
Grange, and come outside, we
sacred
the
a
be
fence,
ground
This
delimiting
the mound.
If this

be

so,

might merely
But if such were

belonging to the sepulchre.

earth would have been more practical

1

its

such a

only purpose, a ring-mound of

mound

The Contact of Peoples in Essays and Studies Presented
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to

as

was actually

William Ridgeway.

built

Irish
ProcrcttingK of the Roi/ttl

Academy

.

of Longstone Fort,
round the Giants' Ring, near Belfast, or round the cist
near Naas. 1 We must seek another explanation.
A constant tradition associates stone circles such as this with a dance.

Stonehenge

known

is

In

mediaeval writers as Chorea Gigantum.

to

many

or
of dancers who transgressed the bounds of propriety,
places tales are told
The
stone
who broke the Sabbath, and were as a penalty turned into stone.
his attendant
circle destroyed by St. Patrick represented "(JroinmCriiaich"aml
of
deities; from which
its stones were aniconic figures
that is to
deities

we may

say,
infer that stone circles elsewhere are

groups of aniconic

figures.

And

to notice that stone circles as a rule consist of the circle

very important
inside or (more often) outside the ring, exactly
plus a single stone either
"
The circle called the Piper's
his sub-gods.
corresponding to Cromm and
about tour miles south of Poll a' Phuca
Co. Wieklow
Stones" at
it is

Hollywood,

waterfall

is

of this type

and here a

:

tale

is

told of

how profane dancers

tried to consecrate
were turned to stone; the outer stone,
"
the
Piper" who played for the
by carving a large cross over its top, being
is called Aughgraney, i.e.,
stand
stones
The field in which these
dancers.

which someone has

Acluulh Gi-einc,
called on the

though

it

"

Ordnance

Map

had been intended

Xcw

times repeated inside

dance at a stone

At Loch

Sun-tield."

circle.

i:"nn<i<-h

(lur, Co. Limerick, is a large

for a dancing-place.

(Irange,

There

is

circle,

('mini Duilih? which looks exactly as

we seem

And

in a

pattern several
of such a

to see a suggestion

n circle of circle-;

just the

way

in

which a

lie
roughly sketched in an archaeologist's noteplan of a stone circle would
concentric curving lines representing the
are
three
traced
book round which

course of the dancers

;

in

the centre of

4r), indicating that the dance

I

lie

circle is tin;

head of a bull-roarer

(tig.
accompanied by that instrument.
All these lines of evidence, and others that need not be here enumerated,
is

for they are familiar to all students, point in the direction of a tlmice

being an

important part of ancient north Kuropean religious ritual. The dance was
performed tlr'-ixii//, in a sunwise direction and its meaning is perfectly clear.
;

It

keep the sun revolving in its
conclude that the stones standing round New Grange

was an attempt, by sympathetic magic,

appointed course.

1

to

representations of worshippers performing an endless sun-dance round

are

1

Proceeding* K.I. A., xxx, C,

:!,")!.

topography and in ti>i>oinmiy the Ordnance Map of the Loch Gnr district
lias to he used by archaeologists with the greatest possible caution.
This meaningless
name is probably a mistake for HothdUna CWui'mm Dhuibh, the " wheels of Cronnn Dubh."
It is not likely to be anything more important than the invention of some eighteenth"
marked
century hedge schoolmaster, who had read Keating. Some of the "antiquities
in the map of this district are of even later invention.
-

Both

iu
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is

of the

Let us

we

same order

New

symbols pictured on the interior walls.
an eternal corroboree.

now cross the Continent and visit
down to the time of Plutarch

find that

Grange
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of ideas as the thunderis

the crystallization of

the sacred island of Delos.

Here

the youths were wont to perform

a remarkable dance in honour of
Apollo. The dance was instituted, as legend
said, by Theseus, when, on his return from Crete after slaying the Minotaur,

he visited Delos and sacrificed to Apollo, dedicating TO
he
tiQ/x^'iaiov which
had received from Ariadne. 1 The dance was an imitation of the mazy wind-

and Plutarch, on the authority of Dicaearchus,
ings of the Cretan labyrinth
"
tells us that the Delians called the
ceremony the Crane Dance."
;

The current explanation of the name, that the winding twists of the
dance were suggestive of the grotesque bowings and dancings characteristic
of cranes, is surely insuilicient.
For why should cranes be taken as the
model

to follow ? The most probable answer to this is that cranes are among
the most conspicuous of the migratory birds.
They winter in Central Africa
and other hot countries; but return northward in early spring. Thus the

crane might very early become associated with the re-birth of the warm
season and a dance in which the peculiar motions of the bird were imitated
;

would be a magical ceremony designed

to hasten the

coming

of

the spring.

We

are to understand that originally the dancers personated cranes, probably
dressed up as the birds, just as the girls of Brauron dressed up as bears in

honour

of

Artemis. 2

The same or a
Pausanias'

tell

us.

similar dance

The

was

to be

latter writer,

found in Crete, as

enumerating the works

Homer and
3

of

Daedalus,

names Ariadne's Dance in white marble at Cnossos. This brings the labyrinth
5
dance into close connexion with the Minotaur. A dance in one island of the
Aegean connected with the name
island of the

of

Theseus, and another dance on another

Aegean connected with the name

of Ariadne, especially

when

"

both are of a "labyrinthine nature, are almost of necessity different local
manifestations of one and the same rite. It follows that the dance round the
"
even though cranes are
bull-god called the Minotaur was a Crane-dance,"
rite.
not mentioned in connexion with the Cretan
1

Plutnrch, 'Iheseux xxi.

The iuppMtnor

is

a statue of
doubtfully interpreted as being

Aphrodite.

2
The Enojclopiiedia Hritaniiica, eleventh edition (xxvi, 838 a), quotes P. S. Pallas,
as an authority for a
Reise durch wschiedene Prunnxii ties Rns*ischen Jtek-li.i, iii, 1778,
dressed up with the
are
dancers
the
in
which
of
the Ostiaks
crane-dance
Siberia,

among

skins and heads of cranes.

"'

3

Iliad, xviii, 590.

5

For a discussion

75

of the

4
IX, xl, 3.
Ariadne dance and

its

meaning, see Frazer, The Dying God,

'
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Now when

so unusual a combination as a bull

and cranes occurs,

in

two

different places, it is impossible to suppose that there is nothing more than a
coincidence involved. There must be some radical connexion between TARVOS

TRIGARANOS
cranes on

its

Paris

the

of

on which

altar,

back, and these dances of the

to be supposed that the folk-lore of the

a bull

Aegean

is

depicted

islands. 1

But

Minotaur has travelled

with three
it is

hardly

to Paris, or

here
that the folk-lore of Tarvos Trignranos has travelled to the Aegean
of
a
universal
both
as
local
we
are
to
them
phases
European
again
regard
;

cult. Tarvos Trigaranos stands, on the altar, under a great tree. His essential
connexion with the Bond Cualnye has long ago been pointed out by D'Arbois
de Jubainville we must not forget the alternative name given to the Bull of
;

in Lebor

Cualnge

na

Oak son of Oak, on whose flesh the
communal feast. Since the researches of
importance of the oak as a solar emblem has been

ccerl

i\\o

Ball of

aborigines of Ulidia celebrated a

Frazer and others, the
fully established.

of the bull

is

The

bull of the oak

shown by Cook and

others. 2

is

therefore a solar bull,

That the Minotaur

a solar dance.

The crane dance

of

the dance depicted in the standing stones around
like the present

is

and the dance

a solar being has been

Delos therefore links on to

New

In a paper
we must be content with indicating the arguments thus in

Grange.

bare outline.
It

is

possible that the

same combination

of crane

and

solar

symbols

is

to

be seen once more in the well-known
type of ornament found on buckets and
shields from Eastern Europe and as far north as
Denmark, belonging to the
end of the Bronze and the beginning of the Iron
Age. This consists of a circle,
doubtless representing the sun-disc. Hanked
by the lore-parts of two birds with
necks
and
back
to back. The
long
beaks,
design much resembles the Egyptian

pattern of a sun-disc, or a royal cartouche. Hanked by two maei.and may well
have been suggested in the first place
by astray Egyptian scarab. The birds
5
are commonly identified with swans, but
The
they can just as well be cranes.
idea underlying the figure
may be the lemming sun borne on the backs of
"
the home-coming
Thy crane's aerial journeys are of a very
migrant birds.

extended kind ...

its (locks
may be descried passing overhead at a marvellous
while
the
height
seeming order with which its ranks are marshalled
during night has long attracted attention." 4
Uirds of such habits as these
might well be regarded as bringing back the summer sun.
.

.

.

Ihe coincidence has been
noticed, though without comment, by Mr. Cook:
JmnsactioHs Oxford CW/,-c SS uf
See also Z e x vol. i, p. 482, where a
faliyioi,*, ii ISli.
similar combination of cranes and the sun is cited from
Japan.
See Cook's Zeus, vol. i, p. 490
,,

;

,

II'.

J
'

Illustrations will be

found

Encyclopaedia Britannica,

in Dechelette,
s. v.

Crane.

Manuel,

ii,

p. 427.
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The Cretan labyrinth is represented on Cretan coins under a well-known
conventional form (fig. 4rf). This form closely resembles a type of petroglyph
common in this country, consisting of a series of concentric circles surrounding a central cup-hollow, with a single radial groove cutting across the
circles and projecting outside them (fig. 4c).
This analogy was first pointed

am

x
aware, in an otherwise eccentric and unconvincing book
but in spite of the shortcomings of the setting, the comparison is in my opinion

out, so far as 1

;

It is not to be

sound.

of the coins that

supposed that the petroglyphs are copied from specimens
have found their way into Northern Europe. There are

chronological difficulties in the

way

an

of such

idea, as well as psychological

cannot believe that the bronze-age inhabitants of the district
round Lochgilphead in Argyllshire, let us say where such petroglyphs occur
difficulties.

I

almost by the hundred were so delighted with the labyrinthine patterns on
a chance Cretan coin which came their way that they took the trouble to

copy them endlessly on hard rock.

meaning

much

for

The

figure

must have had
them

the Lochgilphead people to have induced

As

labour.

in the case of the

New Grange

spirals,

a real living
to

we

expend

explain

so

the

They have the same meaning
but the northern carvings remain rude

related patterns as cognate, but not affiliated.

the crystallization of a sun-dance

and barbarous
is

;

;

the Cretan coins are civilized into an artistic form.

also called, in Dr. Krause's book, 2 to the

Roman

"

"

Attention

game, founded on

Troy

a labyrinth, and to certain labyrinths marked out in the earth, especially in
1 am not quite clear what place these
Scandinavia, Finland, and Lapland.

have in the scheme
very uncertain.
at

;

for one thing, their history

Keturning

Mevagh, Co. Donegal,

if

groups

circumference.

It

is,

two
in

their date appear to be

to the petroglyphs, especially

we can

3

Some

radial grooves, only one of
fact,

a

important

trust the accuracy of the

has been published of these remarkable designs.
of circles with

and

labyrinth

of

ii-liicli

is

a series

drawing which

them represent
reaches the outer

with one entrance, but with a

complication in the interior suggested

(fig. 4/).
another conventional type of the labyrinth as figured on Cretan
If there be anything in what
stones, designed on the basis of the swastika.

There

is

was just now suggested, that the swastika is an attempt to represent the
taken as
whirling bull-roarer, and if the sculpture in New Grange may be
of the
form
indicating that the bull-roarer accompanied the sun-dance, this
Cretan design becomes the more

intelligible.

Die Trojaburgen Nordeuropax by Dr. Ernst Kriiuse. Glogau, 1893.
This work is not easily accessible in the libraries of this country, but a
abstract of its contents will be found in Cook's Zeus, vol. i, pp. 481-490.
3
Journal Roy. Hist, ami Arch Assn of Ireland, IV, viii, 429.
1

2

sufficient

Trish Academy.
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One

of the recorded

of the

examples

European sun-dance

of very great

is

to the ceremony of the college
importance in the present connexion. I refer
of priestesses on the island of Sena, which has been already mentioned as the
In a familialat Kildare.
probable prototype of the pagan establishment
a
seat
of
as
the
island
Ibis
Mela describes
company of

passage,

Pomponius

nine priestesses, virgins,

who could

storms, transform themselves into

raise

who

animals, cure diseases, and foretell the future
of

accomplishments

had, in fact, all the stock

M. Salomon Keinach,

witches.

indeed,

one

in

of his

to demonstate that Mela or,
singularly interesting essays has endeavoured
his account, is untrusthe
bases
whom
rather, the unknown authority on
1

on
worthy, and that Sena and its priestesses had no real existence partly
in
Celtic
ministrants
for
female
evidence
no
other
is
the ground that there
:

religion,
Isle of

and partly because the island

Aeaea.

invented by some
of reality.

too evidently reminiscent of Circe's

is

considers that the whole story of the Sena priestesses was
romancer, who sought to bring Homer's fancy into the realms

He

But, as

to

the

first

objection,

we need

not.

assume that the

priestesses were Celts
they may have been the survivals of a pre-Celtic
and even if they were, the idea of the ba/i-drui is not so foreign to
cult
As to the other objection, it would
Celtic literature as M. Keinach suggests.
:

be just as reasonable to suggest that so far from Sena being founded on Aeaea,
Aeaea, the island of the daughter of Helios in the western sea, may on the
contrary be founded on Sena, the island of the Sun-priestesses in the western
sea.
might even go farther, and connecting lie name Circe etymologically

We

with

I

regard her as

KVK\<>(;.

a

of

personification

a stone

circle,

or,

more

accurately perhaps, of whatever spiritual beings were conceived of as being

Putting Homer back to the very beginning
of the Iron Age in Europe, the earliest date possible, we yet have plenty of
time for tin-traders to have brought the report of Sena and its priestesses to

present in the stones of a

circle.

Aegean sea; and

the shores of the

it

would not have needed a Homer

to

have

realized its suitability as a picturesque setting for the troubles of Odysseus.

But

it is

not so

importance.
wind-raising,

much what Mela

Mela reports the

says, as

daily life

and

oracle-giving,

what Strabo

and duties

disease-healing.

happened on the island once every year. He
by some corruption which we need not stop to

us that

tells

of the priestesses

Strabo

calls the

records

women

"

is

of

their

what

Samnites,"

discuss;'- there can hardly be
doubt
that
the
same island and the same people are intended. On a
any

certain day in every year these

:

-

land.

Cultes, Mi/tlies et Reluiions,

Most probably
" Samnites

"

\ve are to

i,

read

women

un-roofed and re-roofed their temple

195.

Xamwtes, the name

of the nearest tribe

would be an inadvertence easy for one familiar with

on the main-

Roman

history.
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them carrying her load. If any one of them let her
she was rent asunder by the others, ami her limbs were carried
temple with wild shouts, which were kept up till their rage

before sunset, each of

burden

fall,

round the

was abated.

Strabo or his informant

had not a very
see how they could have

probably I'ytheas

exact knowledge of the rite; indeed, it is difficult to
obtained even the knowledge which they had, seeing that no man dared to
land on the island, and that the people in the lands around would be alien
in speech to the traveller. 1

But even the fragmentary report which we have of
analogies with some of the rites that we have traced

this rite displays close

at

Temair and

at

New

Grange. The unroofing and re-roofing of the temple was evidently a solar
rite, and we cannot be far wrong if we assume that the day on which it was
performed was Midsummer day. When the sun .shone longest and hottest,
the temple was opened to entrap as

much

as possible of the sun's rays,

and

then was closed again. Probably there was a perpetual fire kept alight in
the temple, which was supposed to be quickened by, or else to quicken, the
sun.
Then, the fate of the woman who dropped her load was simply the

who was

fate of every divine king

2
getting too old for his work.'

torn iu pieces, as the king of Temair was killed

came

and the bearing

pieces,

where
the

:

The tearing

contend with him.

to

all

soil.

of

of

when

a stronger than he

the unfortunate creature in

her limbs round the temple, have analogies else-

such rites have for their purpose the increase of the

The

island

of

analogous to the men's

analogous purpose.

She was

fertility of

Sena, then, was a place where women's rites,
rites of Temair, were carried out, and for an

Temair

is

thus set

in its

place as the Irish example of

a universal European cultus.

To come down
some

relics of this

Even

mysteries.

to later times in the

European
to touch

Greek world, we may perhaps trace

cultus in certain of the riles of the Eleusinian

the fringe of this gigantic subject would swell
the limits that I had

unduly a paper which has already far transgressed
expected

it

to occupy.

But

it

may

be noticed that the bull-roarer, called

Imperfect information due to this cause is perhaps responsible for the inconsistency
which is the chief difficulty in the way of reconciling the accounts of Mela and Strabo.
Mela describes the Sena priestesses as vowed to perpetual virginity Strabo reports his
islanders as sailing over to the mainland when they desired to have intercourse with the
He then proceeds to describe the temple rite which suggests the possiopposite sex.
that
such
intercourse may have been an essential part of the rite in question. We
bility
are reminded of what was said above as to the necessity for the marriage of the king of
Temair.
Just as the king of Ouitsha on the Niger was " immediately deposed and perhaps
"
stoned when he was no longer able to dance publicly with a sack of stones on his back
See Fra/.er, Taboo mid the Perils of the Soul, p. 12IJ.
at an annual feast
1

:

:

:
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p')(U/^oc,

was one

Dionysus shown solemnly to the
the initiates with clay, afterwards washed

of the toys of

that the daubing of

initiates
oft'

:

again,

seems to he essentially a re-birth ritual, analogous to the ritual of the stones
and that the reverent exhibition of an ear of corn
of Blocc and Bluiene
:

sanctuary in the far north-west which was founded, as the
of "Corn."
We have already indicated
story went, by Tea grand-daughter
how the Persephone myth can be traced in the confused stories told about

reminds us

of the

the Irish princess.

Here for the present 1 leave the subject. I close by stating a conviction
which this study has impressed upon myself more strongly than ever before
that a knowledge of Irish tradition and Irish archaeology is essential to a full
:

In Crete and

comprehension of Classical antiquity.

in Classical

Greece we

see the highest manifestations of the native civilization of Europe. Probably
nowhere better than in Ireland can we study the crude materials of which

that civilization was composed, and by which

it

can

lie

interpreted.

NOTE ADDED IN PKESS.
The statement made on
exists,

must be modiiied.

p. 27<S,

Air.

that no survey of the site before Petrie's

"Westropp has called

my

attention to a brief

description and sketch in P>ishop Pococke's Tuur in Ireland (ed. Stokes, 1891
The sketch is distorted in the printed copy, and must be corrected
p. 177).

by reference to the MS. original,

volume

is

in

T.( '.D.

not, apparently, the autograph

:

Library (14 15, page 11G).
it seems
to be a transcript

by some scribe, neat-fingered but not over-intelligent, as
writing Dun/any for the familial

few lines before

I

name

It

the

probability that

memory, must be borne
puzzling.

made

indicated by his

titnim/iiy (misreading the long s) a
he passage which specially interests us. This, as well as

the overwhelming

little

1

is

This

in

mind

runs thus

writing

in criticising the
description,

"
:

is

bishop

I

saw

live

barrows

entirely from

which

is

not a

in this situation

North

o

O
o
o
on which
or

pillar

it is

set

importance].

possible the five kings sat

up"

[I

.... on the southern one

omit for brevity some

speculative

is

matter

a stone
of

no
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not easy to identify the five mounds which Pococke here indicates.

is

They might \>ePupall Adamndin; Duma na Bo
side

side with

by

be interesting for

now almost
and

(Petrie's mound, now missing)
na nGiall; Tech Cormaic; and Mur Tea. This would
two reasons. It would prove the existence of Mur Tea,

Duma

disappeared, on

would indicate the

6

August 1753, the date

of Pococke's visit

;

not improbable) fact, that the stone of
inauguration then stood, not, as Petrie's local informants told him, on Duma
na nGiall, but on the traditional foundress's grave. But there are difficulties
it

in the

way

(a priori

of this, for the literary evidence

Duma na nGiall.
mound Duma na nGiall on

or beside

have

If,

however, we

is

to the effect that Fal

was on

are to call Pococke's southern

account of the presence of the stone, we should
the four to the north of it (the end of Tech

difficulties in identifying

Midchuarta, Dall, Dorcha, and Pupall Adamndin, seems the only possible
series of identifications; but evidently this is strained), and it would be hard
to explain

how

the Bishop

came

to miss the conspicuous structures in Edith

Rig.
Suppose the mound with the stone is Tech Cormaic (Petrie's Forrad),
which would contradict Petrie's story that the stone had been transferred

after the rebellion of 1798, then the
Petrie's

Duma

na Bo,

Duma

mounds might be Pupall Adamndin,

na nGiall, and either

my Duma

na

tio or

the

seems impossible to get any nearer to certainty than this, and
whatever scheme we adopt presents difficulties. Pococke probably hud the
condition than Petrie,
privilege of seeing the mounds in an even more perfect

Forrad.

It

but he lost the opportunity of making himself useful.

The Bishop
upon
a

it

also notes the standing stone in the churchyard; the figure

reminded him

name which

in

my

B.r.A. PBOC., VOL.

of a

"German deity" whom he

ignorance

XXXIV, SECT.

I

never met with before

C.

calls

"Pusterus"-

!

[54]
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XI.

NOTES ON SOME OGHAM INSCRIPTIONS, INCLUDING TWO
KECENTLY DISCOVERED.
BY PROFESSOR
Read FKJIKUAKY

Published

11, 1918.

BALTINdLASS,

of

have

C(J.

JANIAUY

LITT. D.

20, 1919.

WlCKI.OW.

been for over forty years
the Academy's possession, hut no satisfactory reading has ever heen given

TIIK
in

inscription of which

MACALISTER,

R. A. S.

first

it.

It

is

I

to

speak

lias

a fragment, or rather a pair of fragments of granite, evidently

A

crowbar
belonging to one large stone, but impossible to fit together.
in one of the fragments shows that the stone has been intentionally

mark

destroyed.

The only references
Monument*,

p.

324): a

to this inscription are as follows:

mere passing allusion

from the neighbourhood of

I

to

)onard, deposited in

(I) P>rash (Oijatu

an "incomplete memorial"
the Museum of the Royal
"

Irish

In the stoneAcademy. (11) Ferguson (Illiiml /,< 7///v,v, p. (J!)) says:
fences about Donard fragments of Ogham monuments are numerous, and the

names

of the farmers

who broke them up

are remembered."

This presumably
and
that
it may have
fragments,
suggests
been Ferguson who discovered ihem first. 'I'liou^h
have been several times
'in the
have never seen any of these "numerous
neighbourhood of Donard.
is

primarily a reference to

ilii-se

I

1

fragments"

in the fences.

Ill

Rhys,

in a

paper on

tin-

O./i/ni-inxrrilm! Stones of

the

Royal Irish Academy (Jbiirn. b'oy. Sue. of Antiquaries, vol. xxxiii.p.l), under
No. 29, mentions these two fragments, without note of provenance, and
gives
as his reading M(')CIMAC on the

tirsi

fragment,

<;KI

on the second.

These

are the only readings that have hitherto been
published of the inscription.
The Academy register states that these fragments come from the
neigh-

bourhood
this out.

and the granite of which they are composed bears
larger fragment measures 2 feet 2 inches by 1 foot 9 inches

of Baltinglass,

The

MACA LISTER
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by 8 inches. The inscription
rounded angle. The lettering
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Inscriptions.

is

picked out in broad bold scores on a rather

is

quite clear.

JLJIil mil
C] C

Sir

Ogham

y,iUll

MA

I

Q

[

The first score is carried away by a fracture, all but the top, which
John Rhys overlooked it the second, which is his first M, is
;

is

why

carried

slightly over to the B side of the angle, but not sufficiently so to turn the

score into M.

The second
but

it is

score of the Q lies in the line of a natural fissure in the stone,

certainly not to be omitted.

"We evidently have the end
and followed by MAQI.

of the

name

of the

owner

of the stone,

ending

in CGI,

The second fragment
measures 2

is

clearly the top of the original pillar-stone.

feet 2 inches by 1 foot 7 inches

by 11 inches.

of the scored angle remains, spalls on both sides having carried

away.

I cannot follow Sir

John llhys

upside down, and that

it

I

am

N

[i

which we may possibly see the end of IAQINI, the name of the owner
The whole inscription would thus have read
close by.

Donard ogham

cci

]

Its destruction

is

much

to

of it

should be

1

in

most

reading about which he
inclined to think he has read

in reading GRI, a

himself seems to have been uncertain.
it

It

Only a small portion

MAQ[I

of the
:

IAQ]IXI.

be regretted, as

it

comes from a region not very

rich in these memorials.

CONXOK, Co. ANTRIM.
I

have submitted

this,

which

is

probably the most

difficult

Ireland to read, to a careful fresh examination, the result of

now read

Ogham

which

is

in all

that

I

CALUNAI MAQI VOIUKACI. This is the most satisfactory reading
that has yet emerged from the stone, as it at last gives us something intelliIt is the name which we
gible for the name of the person commemorated.
find in the compound CAU:$O-VIC at Drumloghan.
it

AGHALEAGUE, Co. MAYO.

A correfound this inscription under the following circumstances
or
at
near
had
informed
me
of
two
Ballycastle,
Ogham inscriptions
spondent
Co. Mayo.
Accordingly, I made my way to Killala, and proceeded to the
I

:
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was considerably disgusted

I

place indicated.

to find

when

I

reached the

spot that one of the stones was the well-known cross-inscribed pillar-stone in
the cemetery at Doonfeeny, and the other was a gallun without the slightest

marking upon it. But, in returning to Killala, I passed through the
townland of Aghaleague, and there noticed a large stone standing in the field
opposite Heathfield National School. Stopping the car I went to examine it,
trace of

and found that

it

bore an

Ogham

stone, which doubtless gives

its

Though

inscription.

name

so conspicuous, the

townland (Achadh

to the

Leige, field

not marked on the Ordnance Map.
It is a slab of micaceous sandstone, 7 feet 7 inches high, 7 feet broad at
the base, tapering irregularly to the top, and 6 inches thick. The inscription,

of the stone),

which

is

is

on the angle turned away from the road,

of cattle.

rubbing
with an engraver.

The

My

scores were pocked

reading

o

initial

is 1

badly worn by the
stone, not cut

is

OTTACI MAO. GAKA

The

is

and rubbed on the

foot 8 inches

.

.

.

above the ground

line.

Below

it

the angle

not worn, and though there are here and there traces resembling defaced
scores I think they are nothing but natural marks on the stone, and that the

is

is the first letter.
There is a mark like a vowel point, 1 foot 3$ inches
above ground, followed by a scratch on the B side, but these have an appearance
totally different from that of the genuine scores. The o is quite clear, as also

o

are the two

though a fissure in the stone cuts through all six scores. The
and
is almost entirely on the H side, but is too short for a convery deep
sonant score. The first score of the c is very plain, and is carried
slightly across
A

T'S,

is

the angle, but
is

it is

too short on the H side for an M.

invisible; the tops of the

last dot of the

i

two remaining scores can be

can be detected with certainty

dots can be fixed by measurement.

on the shoulder

of the stone.

traceable; a dense

may remain

growth

of the inscription.

it is

The

There

of lichen

is

of the c

Only the

the places of the other four

quite clear, the GAR being
one
vowel
only
point of the last letter
MAI.I <;AI;A is

on the top of the stone conceals whatever

The name

till

l>i!EASTAi;ii,
I

;

traced.

of the person commemorated seems
the top of the stone can be
satisfactorily
useless to speculate on what the second name
may be.

comparable with Udtlmelt, hut
deciphered

The second score

Co. MAYO.

took the opportunity of

monument.

I

my visit to Killala tore-examine this important
wished specially to see whether there was
any possibility of

detecting traces of writing in the worn part at the bottom of the south-west
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which had hitherto proved completely baffling. For a length of
9 inches the angle is worn perfectly smooth, carrying away the name of

angle,

3 feet

the owner of the monument.

This

is

the more to be regretted, as

we are here

in

the presence of known personalities. For the inscription on the south-east angle
of the stone is certainly MAQ COKKBHI MAQ AMMLLONGirr. 1
There are two

persons called Coirpre son of Amalgaid on record

:

the great-grandson of

dlie

Eochu Muigmeadon, and grandfather of St. Tigernan of Loch Conn the other
the great-grandson of Dathi. 2
The descendants of the second (who is more
;

"

likely the

Corrbri

Turning now

"

of the stone) are

not recorded.

to the south-west angle the first letter

is

certainly

i,,

7 inches

Then come some vowel-points followed by a double G.
points, making E, and this was also the reading

above the ground.

I

had previously read four
Sir J.

The

Ehys

but

;

now

to 2 feet \ inch

after

which

incline to reading only three, rather widely spaced.

by a very doubtful

name which

gives LUGGA, a

c,

I

G'S are followed

of

is

followed, I

above grc-und line. This
think, by MAQI occupying the angle
A, 1 foot

above the ground. The JIAQI is followed by a very doubtful
an o, quite distinct, the second score being 2 feet 7 5 inches

is

above the ground. Then comes a space of 9 inches, room for about six scores,
which the angle is spalled and the scores broken away. Then come three

in

vowel-points, after which the inscription proceeds SDAILESGESCI

the last vowel most probably was
everything after the second dot.

Where

so

much

is

I,

but the angle

is

quite clear;
oft

fractured, carrying

doubtful we must walk warily.

apart from the worn part

all

The

chief difficulty,

of the angle, is its division into words.

the

If

LUGGA MAyi, what follows is too long for a single name it
and NIAGKACOLIXEA, which are the two longest
AXAVLAMATTIAS
than
longer
names as yet found in Ogham, it is possibly CUNEAS UAILEXGESCI, a double
inscription begins

;

is

name. This

ment

is

of this angle will never be altogether free

confess

damaged

condition.

complete

certainty of the reading.

1

1

is

1 fear

LUGG

.

.

.

c, is all

not impossible that this pait of the

that anyone can be certain

monument

of.

has been intentionally

name and memory

of

so is concealed under thick
previous reading, AMMLLORATTA, is wrong. The
and the following I is fractured. There is no vowel after the final T.
Tribes and Oustoms of Hy Fiachrach, pp. 10, 98.

My

lichens,
-

to its

very hopeless of attaining to
HDAILENGESC, with three vowel-

defaced by someone who had an interest in erasing the
its owner.

1

that the decipher-

from conjecture, owing

left it feeling

points before the s and two after the
It

However

unusual, but not unknown.

K.I.A. PBOC.,
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COTTS, Co. WKXFOKD.

THE
The Cotts

a townland between the town of

is

Wexford and Broadway.

friend the Eev. It Fitzhenry, P.P. of Broadway, brought

My

In a

size.

on this

field

me

to see a

neighbourhood, some of them of considerable
townland we saw two small stones of red conglomerate,

number of standing stones

in this

3 feet high and 5 feet
evidently marking the head and foot of a grave, about
with
a
measure
or a camera
indeed,
apart. Unfortunately 1 was not provided

the weather was so bad that to have photographed the stones would have been

The southern stone

impossible.

had not been noticed

is

conical in shape.

The

inscription,

before, is on the north-west angle of the northern stone,

and seems complete, though it is short and the top of the stone
It ends about 2 inches below the fracture, and reads IAHNI.

W N DELE
i

Lastly

Academy's
It bears

surfaces.

that

it

1

may mention

Sir

will be

scores,

Windele

is

fractured.

.

a stone in the "Windele Collection,

much obscured by

John lihys

I

oilier scratches

read, with hesitation, MODUT.

now

in the

have re-examined.
on the adjacent
I

think however

found that the inscription reads EDITH, and this being so, no
It is not the
it!
only nineteenth-century Ogham

more need be said about
in the

COLLECTION

possession, which, at Mr. Armstrong's request,

Ogham

which

Collection.
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